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Universalism and uniqueness in contemporary
soft power strategies
Vladimir G. Ivanov, Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia
– RUDN University (Moscow, Russia)
E-mail: ivanov_vg@pfur.ru
ORCID ID: 0000-0002-3650-5460
Abstract
The author analyses the principles and regularities of the competition of soft power strategies
of different states as an actual problem of comparative political science. The article addresses
the question of determining principles and key elements of competing soft power strategies in
the system of international relations, which is of current interest in comparative political science.
As a methodological basis of the analysis was used the H. Hotelling’s law of spatial competition
and its political implications, formulated by A. Downs. The author examines two contrasting tendencies: drift of the content and strategies of soft power of different states towards unification and
convergence of communicated values and standards, or on the contrary increase of ideological and
value polarisation in the wake of escalating international and global tensions. The principles and
rules of spatial competition by H. Hotelling and A. Downs have been applied for typology of national
strategies of soft power to evaluate their effectiveness and segmentation of potential audience for
maximum impact. It was concluded that, due to the polymodality and civilisational diversity of the
world, universalist soft power projects today can only have limited success, with significant costs
and reputational losses, while attracting value-close countries and pushing away the others. This
division provides the basis for the international clustering by interests and values.
Keywords: comparative political science, values, spatial competition, soft power, Hotelling’s law,
political competition, political stability

Uniwersalizm i oryginalność we współczesnych strategiach soft power
Streszczenie
Autor analizuje zasady i osobliwości strategii soft power różnych państw jako problem badawczy politologii porównawczej. Artykuł podejmuje problematykę określenia zasad i kluczowych elementów
konkurencyjnych strategii soft power w systemie stosunków międzynarodowych, które są aktualnie
przedmiotem zainteresowania nauk politycznych. Podstawą metodologiczną analizy jest prawo
przestrzennego zróżnicowania H. Hotellinga (znane jako prawo/model Hotellinga) i jego polityczne
implikacje, sformułowane przez A. Downsa. Autor bada dwie przeciwstawne tendencje: dryfowanie
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treści i strategii miękkiej siły różnych państw w kierunku unifikacji i konwergencji komunikowanych
wartości i standardów oraz przeciwnie – wzrost polaryzacji ideologicznej i wartości w następstwie
eskalacji napięć międzynarodowych i globalnych. Zasady i reguły przestrzennego zróżnicowania
H. Hotellinga i A. Downsa zostały zastosowane do opracowania typologii narodowych strategii soft
power w celu oceny ich skuteczności i segmentacji potencjalnych odbiorców dla uzyskania maksymalnego efektu. Stwierdzono, że ze względu na polimodalność i cywilizacyjną różnorodność świata,
uniwersalistyczne projekty soft power mogą mieć ograniczony sukces, przy znacznych kosztach
i stratach reputacji, przyciągając jednocześnie kraje mające zbliżone wartości i odpychając inne.
Podział ten stanowi podstawę do grupowania „baniek informacyjnych” nie tylko według interesów,
ale także wartości.
Słowa kluczowe: politologia porównawcza, wartości, zróżnicowanie przestrzenne, soft power,
prawo Hotellinga, konkurencja polityczna, stabilność polityczna

Soft power resources that constitute the power potential of the political subject have
crucial significance for political analysis (De Martino 2020). As it is noted by P.B. Parshin,
“One can possess soft power as a resource. Possession of soft power offers multiple
opportunities to the one who is endowed with it” (Parshin 2015: p. 15). Spanish researcher
J. Noya concludes that soft power is not a type of authority, but rather a source of it; even
military structures can be regarded as soft power sources, as long as they serve in this
power’s interests (Noya 2005).
The way soft power strategies are developed and implemented in certain countries
is a matter of current interest in political research, as any policy in this area can display
particular features and characteristics depending on national identity, and how people
from different cultures and historic backgrounds perceive soft power.
Many researchers note that soft power strategy implementation is inextricably linked with
the way recipients interpret information. Russian scholar O.G. Leonova argues that cultural
expansion may prove to be useless in the event of a drastic conceptual divergence with the
recipient society’s cultural and historical heritage (Leonova 2014: p. 20). Unfamiliar concepts
are not necessarily denied by a recipient; they can become reshaped while going through
the prism of national and civilisational attitudes, characteristic of a certain country or nation,
and continue functioning in a modified form. The institution of democracy, and the electoral,
cabinet and party systems in Russia and other non-western countries can serve as a good
example of such modified concept, differing from that of the West (Leonova 2015: p. 88).
Today we can witness actualisation of two opposite tendencies of information
policies and strategies of soft power of political actors. The first trend is the formation
of “informational bubbles”, further segmentation and clustering of information space,
ideological and value content of soft power of different countries. The opposite trend
is further convergence of content, value content and soft power strategies of different
countries competing for influence in the world.
The main goal of the article is to evaluate these trends and develop a heuristic model
of segmentation of national strategies of soft power based on the models of game theory
and collective action theory, in particular, the Hotelling–Downs spatial competition model.
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Methodology
In this context, it is crucial to find out to what extent the tendencies of further unification of soft power content, value creation and strategies among nations competing for
regional and global influence are objective. At a first glance, the tendency of international competition to drift towards standardisation of soft power content and methods is
triggered by the processes of globalisation, information revolution, creation of a global
information space, as well as competing countries’ natural imitation of the leading nations’ actions. Such scenario may have a convincing theoretical underpinning: according
to the law of spatial competition, as suggested by American economist H. Hotelling, in
the natural process of increasing competition it is rational for the rivaling sides to make
their promoted products as similar as possible. Hotelling’s law was formulated in 1929 in
an attempt to explain why local shops in small towns were, as a rule, located in noticeable proximity (Hotelling 1929). Hotelling concluded that competition will keep growing
until it reaches the Nash equilibrium, i.e. until the shops find themselves side by side at
the halfway point in the same street. Further developing these ideas, in the middle of the
20th century, American political scientist A. Downs proposed the “median voter theorem”.
Taking the US voting system as an example, Downs concluded that competition in the
context of the two-party system leads to ideological convergence of the two parties.
To succeed in the elections, the parties map out their programs to embrace the preferences of the typical “median” voter (Downs 1957).
The drift of states’ foreign policy competition in the direction of unification of soft power
content and technologies observed in the 2000s was due to globalisation processes, the
formation of the single planetary information space, and could also be explained by the
natural copying of the actions of the leading countries by their competitors.
Thus, a question arises: on a short-term horizon, is there a possibility of further integration of the content of different countries’ national soft power policies? Is it feasible
for nations to share and transmit outside a specific universal set of values and attractors
with only slight variations, with an ambition to create standardised “success and appeal”
benchmarks, targeting the “median” contemporary individual or society as a whole?
It may be noteworthy that major soft power comparative ratings are based on this not
entirely unambiguous assertion. Then again, which soft power strategy is more reasonable: to compete with today’s leaders on their turf or endeavor something of their own,
sometimes radically different and even the opposite?
Contrary the task of further segmenting and targeting external soft-power influence
of political actors is becoming more urgent considering civilisational diversity of the
world in the conditions of increasing international competition.

Analysis and results
To a certain degree, a drift toward convergence of preferences of different people
worldwide, and consequently, national soft power strategies and content, is indeed
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taking place. For instance, this process manifests itself in universal aspirations towards
democratic values and increasingly similar standards of economic prosperity and
consumption. As former head of “Rossotrudnichestvo” K.I. Kosachev noticed: “The basic
principles of democracy, human rights and freedoms are approximately in the same
category. They are fixed in the fundamental international legal documents – the UN
Charter, conventions and treaties and therefore cannot be construed as someone’s
property (in this particular case as property of the West), or as an individual feature of
someone’s soft power. Freedom, democracy, lawfulness, social stability and respect
for human rights have become “the consumer goods basket” of the modern world,
which everyone would like to have. Any idea rejecting this standard 21st-century set of
values would certainly fail to stand. As the world’s ideological bipolarity has become
a thing of the past, people increasingly emphasize the uniformity of the basic values for
a majority of nations, while understanding that there are differences in their individual
manifestation due to national, historical and other specifics (a federative or a unitary
state, a multi-ethnic or mono-ethnic country, etc.)” (Kosachev 2012).
For example, political expert C.V. Rivas believes that contemporary cultural and public
diplomacy strategies of different countries cannot be successful unless they are based
on a universal set of values, which Rivas calls as “cosmopolitical constructionism” (Rivas
2010).
Another global process that is taking place now is the connection of physical and information spaces of the world’s countries and regions, including proliferation of the same
goods, brands, entertainment, cultural and consumer patterns, as well as the formation
of a global civil society (Vasilenko at al. 2013; Kouma 2019; Ivanov 2019).
At the same time, against the backdrop of these processes, it is becoming increasingly
evident that to find your own inimitable identity, create your values, advocate and promote
them in the age of globalisation and universalisation appears to be a more advantageous
strategy for those countries that de facto have something to offer to other nations.
For instance, experts in the area of national branding claim that the most effective
strategy of national image promotion is highlighting national specificity, especially the
country’s idiosyncrasy and uniqueness, as it was in case with the brand “Incredible India”
and its respective image-building policy (Vasilenko et al. 2013).
Concurrently, too many factors now (including escalating international tensions,
accompanied by a return to the Cold War confrontation rhetoric and the global division
of the world into “friends” and “foes”) are against the prospect of further universalisation
of values and standards and, consequently, of the national soft power contents.
As C. Prestowitz wittily remarked, “dreams that two countries served by McDonald’s food
chains will never come into conflict with each other” have not come true (Prestowitz
2005: p. 75).
As it is known, globalisation goes in perfect step with the process of alienation, separating the alleged first and third world countries, which increases the gap between their
material values, notions of power and world outlook, leading to the collision of interests.
In the past, the West tried to make the imminent cross-civilisational clashes look like a con-
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flict between the “global humanity” and marginal rancorous groups that declared “jihad
against the world” (Barber 1996). In fact, it is becoming more evident that living standards,
broadcast by mass culture and world media, appear unattainable for the greater part of
humanity, which often results in frustration leading to political destabilisation. In political
science, this effect is being researched by different experts, for example, by T. Gurr in the
framework of his “relative deprivation” theory (Gurr 1970; Islam 2021; Ivanov 2015).
It is also noteworthy that the Hotelling–Downs model can only be used partially to
analyse such large-scale processes, as it is based on regular distribution of prospective
consumers/voters. However, if we speak about their polymodal distribution (typical of
competition on the global level), for some competitors, on the contrary, it may prove to
be reasonable to drift away from the centralisation tendencies.
We can assume that certain bifurcation points, dividing countries and peoples according to their basic values, have been clearly marked out. These bifurcation points
deny any possibility of compromise: primarily, these are the concepts of traditional family
values, religion, and a wish to maintain national sovereignty and civilisational identity. As
a result, states part with the illusory ambition of being equally appealing to the “entire
global society” and face the need to decide on the priority vector of their soft power
policy.
In other words, to achieve equal attention value among all countries and nations, or
even the majority of them, is presumably unfeasible. In the contemporary global political landscape, one can witness an increasing number of axiological grid points and
cross-civilisational split-ups, while certain attractors, which previously had been strongly
associated with solely western countries, such as a market economy and democratic
institutions, are losing this connotation.
Data collected in the framework of World Values Survey (a global research project,
which has been exploring people’s values and beliefs in almost 100 countries since 1981)
may become a potentially valuable tool in investigating the stated problem. Analysis of
World Values Survey’s data made by political scientists Ronald Inglehart and Christian
Welzel asserts that there are two major dimensions of cross-cultural variation in the
world:
▪▪ “traditional values” versus “secular-rational values”;
▪▪ “survival values” versus “self-expression values”1 (Apsalone, Šumilo 2015: p. 279).
According to the value scores of different countries in these two dimensions, Inglehart
and Welzel suggest their own “Cultural Map of the World”.
Despite evident Eurocentrism and a certain ideological bias of the Inglehart–Welzel’s
value classification (for instance, it is not entirely clear why the authors include same-sex
marriage support in the self-expression values, but do not include raising children in the
same category), we deem it heuristically reasonable to apply Hotelling–Downs’ spatial
competition theoretical principles to the two-dimensional “Cultural Map of the World”
developed by the WVS (see Figure 1).
1

Official site World Values Survey, http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSContents.jsp
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Figure 1: Inglehart-Welzel Cultural Map of the World («Wave 7»).

Source: World Values Survey (2005–2020), https://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSContents.jsp

According to these principles, in order to achieve a maximum effective output, the
most positive response to soft power policy, it would make sense to focus on moderation
and the area of the largest overlap of different society types, the space in the very middle
of the map. A competitor that manages to carve out a niche in this space, hypothetically,
gets an advantage, because presumably, there are more supporters of moderate values
than those with more radical views.
In actual practice, however, the stated principle is very unlikely to work in contemporary conditions as completely divergent societies and cultures find themselves in the
center of the map. At the same time, if we look at the countries in the center, i.e. on the
borderline of different cultures, we can see that, despite the fact that they belong to
contrasting civilisations, these countries become primary recipients of other nations’ soft
power and in general are notably subject to “soft” pressure.

Conclusions
The conducted analysis demonstrates that these days it is impossible to enwrap everyone
with your “soft” power, not even the semi-mythical “global public opinion”; on the contrary, protection and promotion of specific values will generate support among one group of countries
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and rejection among others. Claims to universalism (“centrism”) are possible but limited: one
cannot be equally valuable and appealing to everyone, given the high polarisation of international society. Therefore, for most political attractors, it seems more reasonable to gear up to
the interests of their potential “sympathisers”, i.e. countries located mostly in the same sector
of cultural and ideological field of values. In this context, for example, the United States’ drift
towards a break-up with traditional values and advocacy of same-sex marriages as one of
its foreign policy priorities is undoubtedly receiving public support among a certain group of
countries, but at the same time strong rejection from many other nations. Even contemporary
soft power ratings note a significant variety of countries with considerable soft power potential,
as well as a wide range of factors and variables of such influence (Global Soft Power Index 2020,
The Soft Power 30 WWW).
We believe that today’s strategy of the customary soft power leaders, the USA and
European Union, is assuming a course towards polarisation and focus on “similarlyminded” nations, while China is leaning towards “centrism” of sorts, i.e. it is trying to cover
the maximum zone of influence in the center of the nominal culture map. China’s soft
power strategy is characterised by unobtrusiveness, moderation, non-interference in
other countries’ affairs, certain neutrality of values, respect for other nations’ sovereignty
and identity, avoidance of hardline oppositions (“either… or”), which are more typical of the
western policies, and instead striving towards integration (“both… and”).
Within this context, a classification suggested by K.I. Kosachev is of special interest.
The author categorised two main modern models of soft power:
1) self-presentation as an objective;
2) self-presentation as a method.
In reference to the second model, Kosachev stated: “Of course, this is a more complex
pattern compared to what Western countries offer. They advertise a tangible model which
shows a developed economy, high social standards, functioning democratic institutions,
and implemented freedoms and human rights. However, many tend to believe today
that this model is unique and cannot be reproduced, as it developed historically and
stems from numerous individual features. If so, its social standards cannot be cloned
or exported. Russia cannot export some model as an alternative to what is offered by
China, the West or the Islamic World because it has not developed any such model yet.
Yet it offers, as an “item of export,” to other countries the conditions to work out their own
development concepts, support and regional cooperation projects.” (Kosachev 2012).
Thus, in order to effectively implement its soft power policy, Russia needs to determine its own segment of the world’s cultural and civilisational field. At the same time, the
value-neutral approach, proposed by K.I. Kosachev, at the very least should not be met
with rejection from other countries and can expect a certain success, despite the fact
that it deals with a very limited understanding of soft power.
Nevertheless, a successful soft power strategy needs corresponding ideological and
value-based infrastructure or, at minimum, a wide consensus in the society in regards to
the development vector, key values, and a strong identity. As is fairly noted by E. Chernenko:
“A lack of understanding about national development prospects (not merely for foreign
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policy, but for the state in general, society, and the socio-political system) and confusion
over self-identity are more pernicious to formulating the strategic reference points in
foreign policy” (Chernenko 2015: p. 16). According to O.S. Dragacheva, “a national idea,
concisely describing the country’s historical journey and fundamental values of its people,
contribute to the integrity of the country’s image. Besides the internal function, the national
idea performs as an external one: it builds an image of a state in the global geopolitical
landscape by emphasising its singularity and unique identity” (Dragacheva 2006: p. 106).
In the recent period, the crisis of universal soft power strategies has clearly emerged.
In this regard, the segmentation of soft power strategies and virtualisation of soft
power, drift towards strategical communication, propaganda and targeted impact on
certain groups of the population. This leads to the crisis of the concept of soft power.
The “targeted” appeal to the narrower segments of recipients (population of individual
countries (or groups of countries), ethnic groups and, in particular, to the minorities of
other societies) may represent a more effective strategy for political actors in terms of the
implementation of their foreign policy interests.
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Abstract
Three decades since the end of the Cold War and the fall of communism, some of the Balkan
nations are not following yet the lessons for building sustainable peace and functioning democracies
according to their aspirations (at least in a declarative way) for association with the liberal democracies
of the European Union (EU). Rather, the Balkans’ history is transforming into a story of importing the
habits and principles from the communism period in a paradoxical way of establishing the illiberal
democracies followed by controversies and defects in the process of state-building. More than
a decade, the Balkans, from one side, is transformed into a zone of periphery with a focus of the
European determination for the support of the institutional reform through the process of integration,
but in parallel, it is being self-formatted into a zone of self-isolation of the Balkan nations.
This article will discuss the transition paradigm of the Balkans through functional analysis of aspects
related to the rhetoric of Balkan countries in the discourse of the criteria of the European integration
project; the dimension of the Balkan ancient myth with the new additional attribute of self-isolation;
the insisting of the Balkan political elites for catapulting to the European project; and as well as the
dynamics of the transition, internal and European integration of the Albanians and other nations of
the Balkan region in the general.
Keywords: Europeanisation, the Balkans, transition, political transformation, European integration,
fall of communism.

Paradygmat transformacji a integracja w kontekście transformacji ustrojowej
krajów bałkańskich
Streszczenie
Po trzech dekadach od zakończenia zimnej wojny i upadku komunizmu niektóre kraje bałkańskie nie
wyciągnęły jeszcze wniosków z budowania trwałego pokoju i funkcjonowania demokracji zgodnie
z ich aspiracjami (przynajmniej deklaratywnych) do stowarzyszania się z liberalnymi demokracjami
Unii Europejskiej (UE). Historia Bałkan przekształca się raczej w opowieść o przenoszeniu nawyków
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i zasad z okresu komunizmu i w paradoksalny sposób ustanowieniu nieliberalnych demokracji,
a następnie kontrowersji i defektów w procesie tworzenia państw. Od ponad dziesięciu lat Bałkany,
z jednej strony, przekształcają się w strefę peryferyjności, skupiającą się na europejskiej determinacji wspierania reformy instytucjonalnej poprzez proces integracji, z drugiej zaś strony – jednocześnie
stają się strefą samoizolacji narodów bałkańskich.
Niniejszy artykuł omawia paradygmat transformacji Bałkanów poprzez analizę funkcjonalną aspektów związanych z retoryką krajów bałkańskich w dyskursie kryteriów projektu integracji europejskiej;
wymiar starożytnego mitu Bałkańskiego z nowym dodatkowym atrybutem samoizolacji; naleganie
bałkańskich elit politycznych na włączanie się do projektu europejskiego; a także dynamikę transformacji, wewnętrznej i europejskiej integracji Albańczyków i innych narodów regionu bałkańskiego.
Słowa kluczowe: Europeizacja, Bałkany, przemiany, transformacja ustrojowa, integracja europejska,
upadek komunizmu.

Apart from what in continuity is associated as a zone with fragile progress within
a much longer transition and its awkward journey to the European integration, the Balkans
from another hand seems not to appear as awkward in terms of generating innovative
cases and controversial situations within the integration processes itself, bringing even
the European Union’s enlargement policies often into a new complex and challenging
situations (Latifi 2016: p. 279).
From a post-conflict zone initially treated with immediate demands for peace-building
projects, economic and inter-ethnic reconciliation, then with hopes of promotion of the
regional cooperation, and from a zone identified for the need of launching the European
instruments for stabilisation of bloodshed of conflicts along with the 1990s – the Balkans
region in the second and the third decade of the XX century faces a dynamic of a zone,
where the nature of the transition problems and integration challenges continues to vary
further in a non-linear way (Latifi 2016: p. 279).
In the first two decades of the XXI century, the Balkans from one side is transformed
into a zone of the periphery relevance with a focus of the European determination for
the support of the institutional reform through the process of integration, and from
another hand, in parallel, it is being self-formatted into a zone of often frequencies for
challenging the stagnation of the EU enlargement policies due to the nature of the new
regional challenges as are the bilateral inter-neighboring disputes (between candidate
and member countries) and the chronicle problems of the internal political statuses and
democracies (Latifi 2016: p. 284).
The Balkans again with these developments is being classified in the category
of the processes with atypical natures. For instance, the increase of the frequency of
inter-neighbor blockades along integration processes (as it is a case of recent disputes
between Croatia and Slovenia, and as well as the recent name dispute between Greece
and North Macedonia, or the latest dispute between Bulgaria and North Macedonia) is
shaping new moments for the enlargement policies of the EU itself, because indirectly is
challenging with a non-linear dynamics the criteria and mechanisms of the consensual
spirit of the European project of the EU (Latifi 2016: p. 284).
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Three decades since the end of the Cold War and the fall of communism, the
Balkan region from time to time is jeopardising to create an image of a zone, where
along the Euro-Atlantic integration process, the neighboring countries are competing
and attempting in advance to block some of their EU aspiring neighbors through the
enlargement mechanisms and through contesting (either with a justified argument
or without it, but always in the spirit of traditional Balkan style of historical contested
motives). Unfortunately, a part of this, in meanwhile the Balkans as well as is getting
transformed into a story of imported habits and principles of the period of communism
in the paradox establishing of the illiberal democracies and into a controversial zone of
plenty of handicaps of the state-building having in mind the resistance of the authorities
toward acknowledgments of diversities and shifting from the recognition and further
institutionalisation of the multiethnic realities (Latifi 2016: p. 284).
However, awkwardness along with the European integration, the cosmetic reforms
and not substantial reforms, and as well as the lack of stability and sustainable vision
in the Balkans are producing situations that seem to self-isolate somehow the Balkan
nations.
The use of the notion Balkans in the article is referred to in several contexts and
contents. When the conflicts of the 1990s are discussed, it is actually about the Western
Balkans. Therefore, only the Western part of the Balkans could be classified as a “postconflict zone”. When the Euro-Atlantic integration process is discussed, the range of
region includes Bulgaria and Romania, as well. And when the Balkans is referred to as
a “transitional zone” here are meant as well as Greece and Turkey. Therefore, the precise
delineation of the Balkan region is always of necessary relevance because of various
kinds of interactions and orientations of each of the different groupings of Balkan countries within the interdependence constellations.

The Balkan rhetoric into the discourse of the
criteria of the European project
One century since the end of the First World War, in the Balkan Peninsula, where it
escalated at that time, some of the Balkan nations are not following yet the lessons for
building sustainable peace and functioning democracies according to their orientations
and aspirations (at least in a declarative way) for association with the liberal democracies
of the European Union. The progress of pacing into the aspired European road is slow yet
for some time and it differs from country to country. Even the moderated critics would be
skeptic, and all the time they could use the qualification of progress terminology for the
case of the European road of the Balkan countries (Latifi 2016: p. 281).
The hope of European integration of the Balkan region seems to be of help to preserve peace in the region while also providing stability and, consequently, political and
economic growth. Furthermore, we note the growing need for interdependence amongst
all of the European nations and states on different political and societal levels (Trenchov
2012: p. 1–12).
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Two decades since the end of the last conflict of dissolution of former Yugoslavia,
the European integration often remains to be a controversial process from one side
and unique from another side, having in mind that apart from installing the monitoring
criteria for membership in the EU by the Balkan countries, the European Union opted
for a regional approach in this part of Europe to achieve greater stability among the
conflicted states and a normalisation of relations between them. Its role is predominantly
stabilising, as each country has applied for, or expressed interest in, acceptance into
the EU. To avoid further possible conflicts and promote regional cooperation, the
“Enlargement Newsletter” of the European Commission (2011) reminds us that “the region
needs a clear European perspective”.
Dissimilarly to the transition experiences of the other former socialist and communist
countries in Eastern and Central Europe that succeeded following intensive reforms and
systematic transformations, the issue of the European integration that is modeled for the
Balkan countries as a catalyst of transformations and reforms and at the same time as
stabilisation for achieving progress and modernisation of the Balkan societies, still is not
proved to be a solvable formula for the authorities of the Balkan countries. The problem
is not with the design of the European model itself, but rather the local authorities of the
countries that came from a socialist regime and conflict bloodsheds that followed the
dissolution of the Yugoslav federation, still are not able to find the appropriate formula
for applying the model, as often the authorities of some of the Balkan countries seem
to use the European integration issue as a priority for their rhetoric (either political or
nationalistic rhetoric) instead of using it normally as a window opportunity and priority for
modernising their countries. In the case of the Balkans, the transfer from communism to
democracy occurred without any completed transition and to some extent without any
significant change of concepts, but rather it was conducted through re-naming of the
system only (Wolchik, Curry 2010).
In the case of integration aspirations of the Balkan countries, the irresolvable formula
for the membership in the EU is remaining with many complex variables and at the same
time with the erroneous cast. The formula for how to be integrated a country in the European structures is not being solved yet by any aspiring country by the rhetoric only, as
are pretending many Balkan countries. Therefore, it is irrational and useless the illusion
of some of the Balkan governments and nations in the last decade for progress in the EU
integration process based on declarative commitments only, through the rhetoric and
with applying activities of the political marketing, rather than the required systematic
reforms and brave decisions and compromises.
The phenomenon of the electoral results in many Balkan countries apart that shows
the growing tendencies of the political apathy, as well as it shows a mirror of a growing
trend of the winners of power through a metamorphosed way of populism, rhetoric, and
declamation characterised with anti-theoretical, abstract and anti-intellectual discourses
rather than contextual discourses. The metamorphosed cycles of populism and political
rhetoric are associated with a political discourse delivered by a particular leadership
style that is specifically personalised, strong, and sometimes quasi-charismatic leader-
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ship. The metamorphosed populist rhetoric tends to be a set of threads for both rightand left-wing concepts, with a strong focus on leadership on the one hand and calls
for popular equality on the other hand and in most of the cases associated with a high
level of intolerant position on the traditional conception of civil liberties (Latifi 2014b:
p. 177–178).
The issue of the European integration has been infiltrated deeply only into the political rhetoric of the political leaders and structures of many Balkan countries for motives
of winning the next elections through the motivation of the psychology of masses, and it
has not been involved so much in the engagements for systematic and meaningful reforms of the countries. In essence, in terms of the real engagements of the authorities of
the Balkan countries, the EU agenda remains to be only a superficial message imposed
to the political discourse. Therefore, this is only a commitment to the declarative level
and the symbolic politics (Latifi 2016: p. 279).
Most of the Balkan countries in their road to the EU integration process are insisting
in a rhetorical way to get catapulted into the negotiating chair with the EU for a membership or to receive positive annual reports by the European Commission each autumn of
the year while their internal situations may not be so much in accordance with political or
economic criteria of membership. If this persistence is seen in terms of achievement of
some political progress, then this approach is not logical even for the political discourse
of the rhetoric itself, because one positive report by the European Commission without
any start of negotiations would not create any space for pride or political achievements.
So, remains this situation eventually implies only some kind of encouragement for further
extension of the EU agenda that often eternizes fluctuations and it is clasped with skepticism. And in fact, the strangulation of the process of European integration in practice
would continue to be associated with the agglomeration and habitués of political and
economic problems (Latifi 2016: p. 279–280).
If the phenomenon of insisting on a positive EU’s evaluation report is seen then given
the personal political achievements of the political parties’ leaders that lead the governments of the region, then in the electoral campaigning periods in the Balkan countries
each positive point of the annual progress reports of the European Commission in a traditional way would be used as an element of the political marketing and party propaganda
by the ruling parties. These political establishments of the Balkan nations do not differ so
much among themselves in this view. They seem to be similar, even identical according
to their political rhetoric and learning from each other (Latifi 2016: p. 280).
And this insisting doesn’t seem to be a real and sincere objective all the time, but rather
it seems to be conducted only for political marketing motives in front of the electorate
and eventually aimed to improvise some accountability behaviour in front of the European
diplomacy. It seems to be more a matter of rhetoric rather than any objective persistence
of elites. The last-decade insisting of North Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia from
one side seems is applied not with a high-level objective will and highly desirable, but
rather it more seems to be kind of hastiness that through illusions as quick as possible to
close in whatever way the combinatory for all their disputable internal political issue once
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forever especially those ethnic issues with the other non-majority ethnic communities.
However, even that is an illusion having in mind that even if they would join the EU, the
internal disputes and issue of the rights, status, and relation to the ethnic communities
will persist further and they can’t pretend to close them once forever. On another side,
the high degree of insisting for the European integration that comes from the ethnic
Albanians all around in the Balkans either in the political or civil society level in each of
the Balkan countries, where they live and regardless of their party affiliation, it is a natural
insisting. At the same time, it is quite logical insisting having in consideration the historical
strategic European orientation of Albanians in the continuity, but at the same time having
in mind as well that through the European integration the parts of the Albanian nation
in Albania, Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia see it as the only and
last hope for escape from the stagnation of long democratic transition of the Balkan
countries and eventually as a hopeful chance for rejoining the nation, if each of the
above-mentioned countries would join to the EU (Latifi 2014a: p. 155).
Under such undefined situation and unclear vision for the EU integration perspectives
of the Balkan countries followed by a rhetorical degree of the national political elites,
most of the Balkan countries remain with years immobilised, and they are under process
of integration with a little progress there are no indications for any quick progress.
If the Balkan countries would step more sustainably and essentially in the EU integration path, then as the experience of the other former socialist countries from the Eastern
and Central Europe demonstrates, many perspectives and political streams would positively change, at least in a principle.
When the processes are blocked, then it is usually opened a space for accumulating
various problems as is the case with the chronic internal political problems of the Balkan
countries for a longer period. The ethno-nationalistic rhetoric returned to the Balkans
countries seems to be the last attempt and cogitation of all those that pretend to use the
chaos and to try the last chance for the local political elites to block the region for membership in the EU and to keep it as a hostage of the personal agendas. These turbulences
are still present in the Balkans even in the morn of marking the one century since the
First World War and these seem to be the last flounders before the new realities to be
accepted for meaningful reforms with the start of the negotiations with the EU of each of
them. As if the countries of the region would be integrated into the EU that would mean
that after several decades they need to open among others as well their gates often
hermetically closed in front of essential reforms for both the functioning democracy and
creating liberal systems without majorisation practices. Ironically, a considerable part
of the political elites all around the Balkan countries despite their rhetoric in favor of
integration, in essence, seems to be afraid somehow from the essential integration and
real functioning of the democracy that although have achieved some progress however
are still unsustainable, wired, selective and superficial reforms only. According to many
experts in the region (Demetropolou 2002: p. 87–106), the Balkans that emerged from
the bloody conflicts of dissolution of Yugoslavia represent the least integrated and the
most unstable region in Europe. In this context, the intention of the European Union to
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integrate the region as soon as possible, and to make this a priority, is quite understandable and warranted. But, in this view among others, one of the main obstacles seems to
be the political elites in the region of the Balkans being many of them ineffective, corrupt,
or illegitimate (Latifi 2016: p. 281).

The Balkan myth of self-destruction and attributes
of the phenomenon of self-isolation
If one hundred years ago in the western diplomats' perception of the Balkan region
existed an assumption that the nations of the Balkans can’t move ahead and that these
nations would potentially continue further to remain hostages of their histories and remain preoccupied with contesting the histories of the other nations as well as spending
their energies in their interpretations for the controversial histories, now not all the nations
have been learned the lessons from the self-destroyed perspectives of the Balkan nations at that time.
Those who cannot learn from history are doomed to repeat it. Nowhere has this
greater resonance than in the Balkans (Anastasakis et al. 2016: p. 41).
Unfortunately, following the conflicts of dissolution of Yugoslavia and fall of communism in general in the Balkans, the heritage of the Yugoslav bloodshed at the end
was not shown to be the lessons learned from these wars, but rather the process of
the transition of the Balkan countries showed to be based on the heritage of manifestation of extreme nationalism in the public discourse even during the recent and ongoing
state-building. Nationalism was and still is generally considered a central problem for
the attainment of progress. “Liberal internationalism conceived progress, at the historical
juncture of the inter-war years, in association with the notions of peace as the absence
of war, of international order and stability, of prosperity and freedom. Nationalism was
responsible in that these goals still appeared like a distant dream for the Balkan peoples”
(Hatzopoulos 2008: p. 117).
Ethnonationalism is still present almost in each of the states that emerged from the
dissolution of the former Yugoslav federation regardless of the peace agreements and
peace-building processes that followed. Even a recent report of the Council of Europe
are identified directly the current problems undergoing countries of the region related
to the past and the “black hole of ethnonationalism” (Council of Europe 2011), that are
present in the Balkans in a systematic way not only within the institutional practices but
as well as with social tendencies, and therefore is suggested further promotion of the
dialogue on issues that are related with the past of the Balkans and that would help to
the citizens of the Balkan countries to run out from the claws of ethnonationalism. The
phenomenon of the contemporary Balkan ethnonationalism presents to be a factor of
a common disadvantage for the Balkan countries, but from other side all the indications
from the annual reports of the progress of the European Commission in the last decade
highlights in a comparative way that it is not of the same and common level the stadium
of Europeanisation within various Balkan countries, that then works in disfavor of the
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suggestions of the last decade for a joint integration in a package of the countries of the
Balkans in the EU (Latifi 2016: p. 282).
Nevertheless, the process of integration should not be seen only in the view of one of
the sides of the integration process, having in mind the high level of frictions, hesitations,
and reserved perceptions by the Member States, when it comes to the issue of readiness
for accepting the membership. Although the process of joining the EU needs to be transparent and stimulating, as well as relevant to the Western Balkans political elites, attention
should be paid to the way integration is presented in the Member States because of the
negative attitudes regarding the further enlargement of the EU (Rupnik 2011: p. 17–30).
One century following the end of the First World War, the main problem of relations
among Balkan states remains to be the public historical discourse of wars and the past.
Each of the sides has its “own truth” regarding the interpretations of conflicts, which
makes then the establishment of sustainable neighboring relations. The relativity of
‘truth’ has already been discussed in the work of many scholars (e.g., Cloke 2001), who
compare it to the systems of morality and value held by all individuals. A few months
before the First World War escalated, it is reported that the British foreign minister at the
time Edward Grey was writing to his ambassador to Vienna Fairfax L. Cartwright “that was
trendy to hear about so many and various horrible events even to that extent that you
can’t be sure if all of them are true or not, but still, in the Balkans, it has been certain that
there have been happened terrible things” (Duka 2012: p. 43).
Three decades since the end of the Cold War, the transition of the Balkans to democracy
still is prolonged and the transition paradigm is characterised with the traces of myth
of self-destruction in a figurative war within the Balkan nations. Although they pretend
the integration with the European civilisations and supranational institutions, still many
of the Balkan nations remain preoccupied and lead in their discourse by the inclination
for redefining the history. At this phase, the myth of self-destruction and redefining and
contesting the history of others is a real barrier in the overall essential progress of the EU
integration and under these circumstances, this way is being shaped the attribute of selfisolation within the frame of the active myth of self-destruction (Latifi 2016: p. 283).
In absence of substantial progress, the transition of the Balkan nations is overloaded
with contested histories are coming to the dimension of their self-isolation, but at the
same time, some are keeping as a hostage as well as the perspectives and progress of
the others in the Balkans, which is then in a contradiction to their aspiration (at least in
a declarative way) for joining to the EU family that contrary to these Balkan contradictions function based of parameters of the tolerance, cooperation and common ground
of understanding (Latifi 2016: p. 283).
Eventually, the ethnic Albanians in the Balkans may be criticised for many stagnations
in terms of certain issues of the political reforms both on the institutional level and regarding
their autocratic leadership, but at least the discourse of the Albanians in Albania, Kosovo,
North Macedonia, and in the other countries of the Balkans demonstrates that they have
been learned the lessons in this view and they have been overcome the challenges
imposed by the myths of self-destruction of perspectives and self-isolation.
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The emphatic political and inter-religious tolerance in the case of Albanians, and as well
as their orientation and historical pro-western orientation are the factors that have been
influenced the Albanians to move forward in their national mindset and in relation of the
respect of the history, which can serve as a good model for other nations. The nationalism
of the Albanians all around the region used to be historically shaped by the motto for
freedom of people and the call for integration with the western part of Europe.
Contrary to this case, the nationalism of some other nations of the former socialist
Yugoslav federation, unfortunately before and during its dissolution and even nowadays
in the era of integrations it contains chauvinistic dimensions and calls for violent
resistance and historical suspicion toward Western Europe, and all this followed with the
syndrome of attempting the dissuade and deflection of the history of the other nations
in the Balkans.
Therefore, for the observers of the transition of the Balkans three decades, it would
not be correct and original any approach that would pretend to classify each of the
Balkan nations in a common Balkan pot, having in mind that in the Balkans still some of
the nations in their political and public discourse pretend to have the problems with the
history of others, and in their rhetoric pretends to reshape their states based on small
progress that can’t move from the myth of self-isolation, which seems to be in contradiction with the integration fundamentally principles (Latifi 2016: p. 283).

The prolonged transition of the Balkans and repercussion
to the Europeanisation in terms of the need for
structural transformation and modernisation
In most of the Balkan countries, the illusions have been succeeded in shifting the
reason and the real expectation, when it comes to the level of integration. There are
present around plenty of dreams and many imaginations for the European project of
integration seeing it as some kind of train waiting to come one day with plenty of railway
carriages that would automatically bring with them exotic situations to the Balkan countries in terms of their future and to construct allegedly itself a system of democratic and
liberal values. Instead, the Balkan’s expectation would be more generalised eventually,
as a process that firstly at all would open completely new paths.
The opportunity for providing a political, economic, social, and ethnic balance in the
Balkan countries with a fragile democracy would be much higher if it could be launched
according to some realistic expectations.
In the period of 1990s that used to be quite difficult and dramatic for the Balkan region
(characterised at the same time with the tendency of recovering the old nation-states),
it started the use of the notion of Europeanisation mainly referring to the countries of the
Balkans more than for any other region. So, again the Balkan issue happens to be innovative in terms of the new trends and terminology of the enlargement of the EU.
However, a lot of time has been spent and seems to continue to be spent in identifying what exactly the process of Europeanisation in the Balkans would mean in terms of
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the structural transformation, modernisation, and adjustment to the advanced European
models in the areas mentioned above as well as higher levels of security and prosperity.
It also represents desirable modernising changes for the region (Anastasakis 2005: p. 84)
If the original idea was that Europeanisation would mean the structural transformation, modernisation, and adapting to the advanced models in certain fields of criteria
and as well as high levels of security and prosperity, then it is obvious that more than
for two decades the Europeanisation concept remains to be only idealistic and confuse
for the Balkan countries and it didn’t succeed so far to be linked with the Balkan reality. One of the fundamental components of the Europeanisation approach in continuity
used to be the integration in disfavor of the Balkan’s fragmentations. The countries of the
Balkans in the second decade of the XXI century remained fragmentised with high levels
of polarisation along several lines and finally far away from any completed structural
transformation (Latifi 2016: p. 284).
The Europeanisation of the Balkans means an inextricably interlinked process of
democracy and development. Balkan readiness for development and Europeanisation
is not negligible according to Blunden and Burke: “Despite serious economic crises in
post-communist Balkan countries, there is a noticeably increased acceptance of the
market economy. Despite the brutal wars which have torn the region apart, there is hope
for renewed regional co-operation” (Blunden, Burke 2001: p. 11)
Having into consideration that the Europeanisation concept didn’t manage to achieve
in total its expected effects in the Balkan for which region it was initially destined,
meanwhile the conceptualisation of Europeanisation expanded its meanings, but even
that it didn’t help to make the goal as a successful doctrine for the EU’s enlargement
policies. Therefore, the conceptuality of the Europeanisation with its new reformulations
is being transformed more in a theoretical issue of studying and theoretical debates
rather than any programme or objective goal. As a result, that it didn’t work in the Balkans
still, today the Europeanisation is wired with confusion even expanding its meanings
into (1) dynamics, (2) the nature of interactivity between European and national levels,
(3) the mechanisms of impact on domestic politics, (4) the impact of the EU beyond its
geographical borders—enlargement eastwards (Papadimitriou, Gateva 2010: p. 152–166).
In terms of the dynamics of changes and integration reformation process, in the case
of the Balkans since the Europeanisation process was launched so far there are noticed
important and quite encouraging drifts on the level of synchronisation of the legislation
of the EU by the Balkan countries and to some extent in terms of the institutional reforms.
However, the overall progress of the Balkan countries including some other fields and
aspects are estimated to be conducted with turtle steps that are quite slow in front of the
European dynamics (Latifi 2014a: p.165). Certainly, in the age of the major technology and
internet developments and achievements, the motions with the turtle steps followed
with the retrograde Balkan style risk to result in many hazards. Firstly, at all, as a result
of this dawdler dynamics and absence of the essential and real vision and commitment,
and as a result of their contesting myths, the Balkan countries are jeopardising with the
isolation. Unfortunately, the young part of the population is being lost their hopes in
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a significant way in their highly politicised environments and with countries with no near
perspectives ahead (Latifi 2016: p. 285).
Thus, it is happening to be in rising the trend of their migration and their massive exploring out of their homelands. The Balkans now under these clumsy progress circumstances
is getting closer to the disillusionment that is being felt by a progressive youth educated
under the spirit of plenty of opportunities offered by the technologies of information.
In these cases, alternatives always exist. The problem is not related only to the knot
of slow mechanisms of opening doors of the EU or to various eventual tactics of the EU’s
geo-strategies concerning the Balkans, but rather as far as the people and the leaders
of the Balkans are not able to overcome themselves realistically there can’t be expected
a quicker dynamic than that of the turtle steps (Latifi 2016: p. 285).
Instead of abandoning the inherited communist freaks of the realities of the Balkan
illiberal democracies and instead of abandoning from the retrograde pretending in favor
of the sense of compromises and modern state-building potentials, in the countries of the
Balkans that are still not integrated (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Kosovo, Macedonia,
Albania, and Montenegro) is happening the contrary phenomenon in these countries
more and more, the folklores is coming to expression to their political discourse both as
states and ethnicities.
The transition from the speed level of turtles into the level of faster steps it requires
from the Balkans fundamentally changes the institutions and mindsets, and political
cultures as well, and in no case, it requires any presence of the complacence from the
make-up and camouflages of the political decision-makers. In meanwhile, in the case
of the Balkan countries, the benefit would be extraordinarily significant from the European integration process serving as a strong guide that would accelerate the expected
changes for many decades back.
But, what in fact under these circumstances the Balkan countries can offer to Europe
at this stage one century since the escalation of the First World War? A patriotism? It is
not enough. Exporting any kind of stability? In essence, the Balkan countries have no
potential at this phase to provide the stability more than to their respective countries,
and even the regional stability in the Balkans is often under a question mark. An example
of the model of dialogue? Even most of the countries are not close to the practicing of
fundamental principles of the political or inter-cultural dialogue and not ready to offer
any model of advanced dialogue.
Then it remains to be offered eventually only the model of the absence of political
modernisation, model of excellent interethnic and interstate cooperation in the field
of corruption and transnational organised crime, politically controlled and influenced
courts, attempts for removing and controlling the freedom and media speech, avoiding
of the process of the multiethnic state building, etc.
Simply, without any aim for an irony, if from the countries of the Balkans there would
be requested to present with something in front of the European gate of membership,
with the current rhythm of reforms and failing elements of the democratic processes,
unfortunately, these countries would present at the main gate only the model of the
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delayed democracy and the practices of cultivation of the illusionary attempts for reshaping and correcting the EU’s rules and criteria for membership for them and for their
waiting practices for some kind of political luck that would open for the countries the
membership gates based on some new eventual circumstances of the geo-strategic
advantages of the European politics.
From another hand, to avoid any confusion, such a kind of slow rhythm of the Balkan
countries should not be misinterpreted as any kind of alleged cultivation of the Euroskepticism all around the Balkans.
With political establishments with limited inclinations for visions, with many political
leaders mired in corruption and eventually at any time ready to scarify and undermine
the European agenda and progress of their nations to keep their political control of power
and developments in the society, and with many politicians that widely are not inclined to
feel and percept the politics as a matter of compromise but rather as a magic opportunity
for redistributions of economic and state resources, the Balkans in this way is persisting
to remain as a fragile region, where the demoralisation of its population is occurring yet.

Conclusions
Three decades under the prolonged transition, the Balkans remains the region associated with serious problems in terms of the functioning of the real democracy and
the typical practices of illiberal democracy are multiplying in the region, and at the same
time the frustration from delayed progress is aggregating in the continuity. As Anastasakis (2013: p. 18) points out, the early years of transition in the Balkans are remembered as
a period of distorted democratisation, of gains and deficits that are still affecting current
political practices and discourses.
Certainly, even the European integration project itself has its challenges and difficulties in the aspect of the enlargement policies, but the key of progress still should
be searched within the reformation and modernisation processes of the Balkan arena,
regardless of the dilemmas and internal crisis that may have the European project.
In the history of the enlargement policies of the European Union so far none can find
any case of aspiring countries for membership in succeeding the change of the membership criteria and principles of functioning of the supranational structure regarding the
ways of its decision-making about the membership in the EU before its integration (Latifi
2016: p. 285-286).
Therefore, it presents only an irrational time deprivation and a typical illusion the
eventual pretending of any of the Balkan countries, aiming to change the rules and
criteria of membership and as well as the consensus concept of the EU either in the
early phase of the integration process or during the accession phase. The application for
the EU of any Balkan countries should not be conducted for aiming to change the rules
and criteria of the European project, but rather the application should be conducted for
aiming to become a part of the European project with clear conditions and principles
stated in advanced.
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Abstract
The European and Eurasian integration forms are genuinely unique, with legislative, executive, and
judicial powers at the supranational level. The comparative analysis used in this article was aimed
at evaluating the Eurasian Economic Union’s (EAEU) integration in comparison with the European
Union’s (EU). The article presents some common characteristics of the European and Eurasian integration processes, as well as several differences that may arise from the reasons for integration.
The authors analysed, structured, and evaluated the features of the EU and EAEU by applying the
interdisciplinary and comparative approach of the PESTEL factors analysis. The conclusion is that
even though the EAEU has copied some EU operational mechanisms, the integration’s differences
might always be tangible. The authors found particularly interesting how the historical roots of EU
integration and the political reasons for enhancing the EAEU exist with similar institutional solutions.
The integration’s aim in defining themselves as global actors in the globalised environment is very
intriguing. It can be concluded that the EU might serve as an example worth following to the EAEU
in many senses.
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Euroazjatycka Unia Gospodarcza:
śladami Unii Europejskiej czy nowymi ścieżkami?
Streszczenie
Formy integracji europejskiej i euroazjatyckiej są naprawdę wyjątkowe, łącznie z uprawnieniami
ustawodawczymi, wykonawczymi i sądowniczymi na poziomie ponadnarodowym. Analiza porównawcza zastosowana w niniejszym artykule miała na celu ocenę integracji Eurazjatyckiej Unii
Gospodarczej (EAEU) w porównaniu z Unią Europejską (UE). W artykule przedstawiono niektóre
wspólne cechy procesów integracji europejskiej i euroazjatyckiej, a także odnotowano kilkа różnic,
które mogą wynikać z przyczyn integracji. Autorzy przeanalizowali, ustrukturyzowali i ocenili cechy
UE i EAEU, stosując podejście interdyscyplinarne i analizę porównawczą czynników PESTEL. Konkluzja jest taka, że chociaż EAEU skopiowała niektóre mechanizmy operacyjne UE, są widoczne
różnice w formach integracji. Autorzy uważają za szczególnie interesujący fakt, że przy podobnych
rozwiązaniach instytucjonalnych istnieją historyczne korzenie integracji w UE i polityczne powody
wzmocnienia EAEU. Intrygujący jest cel integracji polegający na określeniu siebie jako globalnych
aktorów w zglobalizowanym środowisku. Autorzy doszli do wniosku, że UE może stanowić przykład
godny naśladowania dla EAEU w wielu aspektach.
Słowa kluczowe: formy integracji, Unia Europejska (UE), Euroazjatycka Unia Gospodarcza, globalni
aktorzy polityczni, analiza porównawcza, analiza PESTEL

EU and EAEU: regional cooperation forms
of mutual interdependence?
The international political and economic alliances are essential parts of the globalisation process that have spanned all world regions. Nowadays – even if there is a general
need for nation-states to maintain the balance of interests of supranational organisations
and those who make them up – states alone may face hardships in interest advocacy.
Therefore, they create international, sometimes supranational groups to advocate their
common interests and defend them from other interest groups. When World War II ended, the Western European nation-states decided to ally and establish the legal predecessor of the European Union. Of course, maintaining the (Western European) peace was
a fairy-tale incentive for the cooperation; however, existing between two „empires” (USA,
Soviet Union) just at the dawn of the Cold War was a strong de facto trigger for recognising the mutual interdependence and the general need for collaboration. In this cooperation, every founding state (West Germany, France, Italy, Benelux states) was aware of its
well-conceived national interests, while understood the risk of mutual interdependence
and the benefit of acting in an organised, institutionalised, and common manner.
When the Soviet Union collapsed, the constituent elements and the states
belonging to its sphere of interest became free (liberalised). The rest of these recently
independent sovereign states voluntarily joined international alliances, such as NATO,
United Nations (UN), and the European Union in order to participate with equal terms in the
intergovernmental environment. In the last couple of years, new centers of geopolitical
and geo-economic cooperation have appeared worldwide. In the post-Soviet space, the
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first attempts to create equal regional cooperation arose (Kinyakin, Kucheriavaia 2019).
The first was the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). It was essential to establish
international cooperation to fill the gap in the commercial, economic, and security fields
previously provided by the Soviet Union, but the CIS could not achieve that. The CIS
was – as Kubicek expresses – ultimately an ineffective organisation strongly affected by
political and ideological tensions, faced a lack of mutual trust and commitment (Kubicek
2009). Later CIS countries have chosen to transform the integration based on the EUmodel. Because the EU is considered as one of the most developed regional integration
blocs, the model seemed to be worth copying. The idea and approaches of multilevel,
multi-speed integration, borrowed straight from the EU lexicon and experience, proved
equally useful for the Eurasian integration (Vinokurov 2017). A breakthrough in the Eurasian
regional integration was achieved in 2006 by establishing a EurAsEC Customs Union
by Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus as its founding members. The Eurasian Economic
Union (EAEU) was established in 2015 after signing in May 2014 the Treaty on the Eurasian
Economic Union (hereinafter: EAEU Treaty) as a political-economic integration formation
with common market and coordinated policies between Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Armenia. The EAEU – similarly to the EU – has a legal personality,
and the Treaty provides for the free movement of goods, services, capital, and labour
(see: EAEU Treaty 2014). The Treaty also intends to approximate a uniform policy in the
economic sectors. The EAEU is an example for regional economic integration in Northern
Eurasia (Eurasian Development Bank 2019). The main factors of the establishment of
the EAEU are economic and geopolitical objectives. The creation of the post-Soviet
regional cooperation was mostly driven by Russia incorporating this into its regionalist
stage of foreign policy (Molchanov 2015). According to some critics, the EAEU’s creation
is an attempt to polarise the World by Russia. These critics affirm that the EAEU may
become a counterbalance to the EU in the West and China in the East. The EAEU seeks
to limit and restrict the Chinese economic influence and penetration in the Central Asian
markets (Blank 2014). Moreover, copying the well-functioning elements from the EU
integration project may guarantee successful cooperation in the East, because the EAEU
can use those elements that function well in the EU and skip others. The EAEU attempts
to establish an institutionalised legal regime with binding effects supported by a dispute
resolution mechanism. The functioning is based on transferred competence and the
principle of supranationalism.

Methodology and hypotheses
This article relies on a comparative analysis of the basic terms and functioning
of the EU and the EAEU. We use the PESTEL comparative factors analysis method
complemented by general institutional comparison. We examine the main political,
economic, social, technological, environmental, and legal factors of these two
organisations and draw the main similarities and differences. The aim of the article
is to present the results of the comparison and to verify research hypotheses. Our
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methodological assumption is that the PESTEL analysis – being an interdisciplinary one
– could support the comprehensive understanding of the regional integration forms.
The comparative analysis addresses the following theses. First, we hypothesise
that the two examined integration forms had different reasons to evolve: the EU met
peace-building, economic-rising, and ally-seeking (historical) reasons, while the EAEU
had rather geopolitical intentions. Secondly, we hypothesise that the EAEU copies some
institutional, decision-making, and functional elements from the EU. Thirdly, we hypothesise that different reasons for integrating within different historical, political, and social
environments cause variations in the implementation, even if there are significant similarities in the institutional systems. Finally, we hypothesise that the influence of the bigger
Member States of the EU (Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Poland) and the biggest state
of the EAEU (Russia) are different within the two integration processes, and we analysed
in what sense this difference occurs. The solid commitment to environment protection
or technological development can reveal the integrations’ attitude towards geopolitical
leadership. The actual steps in these fields can demonstrate the policy-forming power of
the integration. Our further hypothesis is that the EU’s positive results of regional international cooperation in the last seven decades may serve as an example to follow for the
EAEU in many aspects. We assume that the EU is a model of regional cooperation that
can prove the “good” and “best practices” of economic integration, legal harmonisation,
and institutional balance (bureaucracy) on the supranational level.
On the other hand, the EU’s history is also proof of difficulties arising from diversity.
The diversity of the nations and languages, the constitutional systems and legal regimes,
the attitude towards integration are all the generators of tensions and future conflicts.
Thus, the EU is also an indicator of “practices to be avoided” or negotiated in a more
consensual way. However, we have to note that the differences between the EAEU and
the EU are significant for the first instance due to the different historical, religious, and
cultural dimensions of Europe and Asia. Therefore, a copy-paste of the EU model will
presumably not work properly. In addition, the economic development level of each
Eurasian country is much different from the Member States of the EU. Therefore, the
EAEU has a chance to examine, evaluate, consider and decide, whether it fully or partially
follows the EU’s path. Due to these unique conditions, it is challenging to develop the
overall mechanism for Eurasian integration. Finally, according to the modern Eurasian
integration theory, Eurasian integration can be called „pragmatic Eurasianism”, because
it follows a purely pragmatic approach to building an integration without any ideological
content (Kofner 2019).

Similarities and differences of the EU and the EAEU
integration paths from institutional point of view
The differences between the EU and the EAEU could be grabbed in the main constitutional, economic, geographic, and social features of the countries involved. Of course,
the founding states (Benelux states, Italy, Federal Republic of Germany, France) of the EU
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integration were in a much different situation after the World Wars in a fragmented Europe
than the founders of the EAEU in 2015 in Eurasia. The states’ historical heritage included
in these integration forms determine their level and way of cooperation. The geographical
location is also a significant factor, because the countries’ location obviously determines
their possibilities regarding their production and their international commercial relations.
The EAEU consists of five states: Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and the
Russian Federation. While the EU – due to the withdrawal of the UK – has 27 Member
States. The population of the EU is nearly 450 million persons (it was approx. 500 million
before the Brexit), and the EAEU has approx. 184 million citizens. While the EU’s territory is 4,236,351 square kilometers (CIA 2021), the Eurasian Economic Union covers over
20,000,000 square kilometers (approximately 15% of the World’s land surface) (EAEU
2021). A significant fact for our comparison is that the EAEU has a territory five size bigger
than the EU while has a population that is approx. 40% of the EU’s one. This proportion
influences the role and situation of the constituting Member States. Therefore, we also
have to consider the size of each Member State. We can conclude that the EU (after the
Brexit) has two dominant Member States, namely Germany and France, and has several
medium-sized and smaller Member States, while the EAEU has the Russian Federation
as a dominant state owning the approx. 85% of the territory (17,098,246 km2) and four
smaller countries (CIA 2021). It is also important that the Russian Federation’s territory is
itself more than three-times bigger than the whole EU. Regarding the population of the
EAEU, we can conclude that from the 184 million citizens the Russian Federation has
approx. 147 million (EAEU 2021). Size matters in this sense. The larger the state is, the
more it has opportunities in several fields (military forces, industry, sports, science, etc.).
There are several similarities between these two integration forms in economic and
political sense, because both were firstly formed on the basis of economic coercion.
Political ambitions were less visible in the beginning than economic interests. The historical background strongly determines the contracting states’ engagement, which could be
very various. We can see that in the EU, several Member States are engaged in pushing
forward the integration towards a federal state direction, while other members instead
participate in intergovernmental cooperation with multispeed policies and opt-out systems. There are also some differences in the societies of Europe regarding their attitude
towards integration depending on their level of nationalism and their current political
intentions.
The EAEU sought to base its model on the EU. According to the EAEU Treaty, the
EAEU is a regional project with pure economic strategies. In this respect, the Eurasian
integration precedes the European Economic Community (EEC) Treaty, signed in Rome
in 1957. The EAEU – similarly to the ancestors of the EU – completed all the necessary
phases of integration in order to become a Union. It completed to become a free trade
area, then customs union, common market, and economic union. However, the EAEU has
not become a monetary union yet.
The European Union is evolved to become a Union from different Communities during
the last seven decades. Each development phase had novums, and by the enlargement
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processes parallel to the speed and levels of cooperation, it slowly became a complex
Union. The integration process in the EU went through several stages from free trade
area, via customs union, later common, then internal and single market, and it is also
a partially existing monetary union. The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in
1951, the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957 boosted the common development of the participating states by continuously elaborating common economic policies.
Besides the pure economic aspect, the strategically important European Atomic Energy
Community (EURATOM) was also established in 1958. Soon, the European Community
(EC) in 1967 turned to a more complex cooperation with not only economic, but more
general divisions as well. The significant and politically important step towards a Union
was the signing the Treaty on the European Union (the Maastricht Treaty in 1992, and later,
to finalise the project started by Maastricht, the Lisbon Treaty in 2007) via establishing
contemporary European Union having a legal personality, functioning with a proper
single market, applying a common currency for more than 340 million citizens, etc. Now,
the EU is the biggest market in the World with its 450 million consumers. From the legal
point of view, the EU has an extraterritorial legal potential, which – together with the
market potential – a significant factor of geopolitical ambitions. In many senses, the EU
has supranational characteristics, a well-balanced institutional system and a consciously
planned share of powers with the Member States. By the different decision-making
processes, the EU and its Member States can keep the balance of supranational and
intergovernmental levels based on their interests.
The EU’s institutional system consists of seven institutions and two consultative bodies. The institutions are the following:
▪▪ European Council that functions on an intergovernmental base and could be
considered as a strategic decision-maker that provides the EU’s future directions.
The heads of states and / or governments sit there.
▪▪ Council of the European Union (Council) is a legislative body equally participating
in legal decision-making (legislature) together with the European Parliament.
Formerly, the Council had the privilege of lawmaking (at that time, the Parliament
was only a consultative body). It consists of the Member States’ ministers
depending on the field of legislation. The Council generally represents the
Member States’ interests.
▪▪ European Parliament is the only body that is directly elected by the citizens of the
EU. Now the Parliament is an equal partner in legislative decision-making. Formerly,
it was a consultative partner of the Council in decision-making representing the
Member States’ national parliaments. Currently involving 705 Members of the
Parliament (MEPs) elected by the nationals of each Member State (MS). The MEPs
number depends on the size (number of population) of the MS.
▪▪ European Commission has multiple roles. On the one hand, it provides legislative
proposals based on the European Council’s decisions regarding the future
directions of the EU development. On the other hand, it supervises the execution
of the legal acts of the Council and the Parliament fulfilled by the Member States,
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and in case of deviances, the Commission initiates an infringement procedure.
The Commission also functions as a competition agency of the EU, which –
together with the National Competition Agencies (NCAs) – creates a complex
competition institutional system. The Commission represents the EU’s interests
and is often named the “guardian of the Treaties”.
▪▪ Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) is functioning as the institution that
is exclusively competent in interpreting the legal acts of the EU to make sure that
they are applied in the same way in all Member States. The Court also settles
disputes between national governments and EU institutions. By its interpretative
privilege, the Court is a powerful and dominant institution.
▪▪ European Court of Auditors was established in 1975 in Luxembourg to improve EU
financial management. By the increasement of the financial mechanisms of the
integration, the Member States decided to establish an institution liable for the protection of the financial interests of that. Functions as a “guardian of the EU finances”.
▪▪ European Central Bank (ECB) is located in Frankfurt and serves as a central bank of
the nineteen Member States which have adopted the euro. Its main task is to maintain
price stability in the euro area and preserve the purchasing power of the single
currency. The ECB is also important for those states, which have not introduced the
euro yet, as it leads the European System of Central Banks (ESCB), which comprises
the ECB and the national central banks (NCBs) of all Member States.
Two consultative bodies are the European Economic and Social Committee (ESEC) and
the Committee of the Regions, both located in Brussels. They prepare written opinions
regarding legislative packs.
The Eurasian Economic Union was created by the “Troika” (Belarus, Kazakhstan, and
Russia) that still form the “nucleus” of the integration association, signed the Customs
Union Treaty in 1995. That instrument was designed to remove barriers hampering free
economic interactions between economic agents, to facilitate the free exchange of
goods, and to assure good-faith competition. The next step of the integration was the
Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEC) established in 2000. Thus, the Customs Union’s
Commission became technically a EurAsEC body, which encompasses a common customs territory, legislation, common customs tariff, non-tariff regulation measures, and
common procedures for customs clearance and control. Later, the EurAsEC was officially
dissolved on 1 January 2015, concurrently with the Eurasian Economic Union’s establishment. From a cooperative point of view, the emergence and development of the EAEU
seem to be faster than the EU’s integration steps. One reason of such development is the
fact that the EAEU had an example to follow, namely, the EU, while the EU had no existing
model to “copy”. Secondly, the Soviet Union was collapsed in 1991, and former republics
of the socialist state in Northern Eurasia needed a new net of economic cooperation that
enables participation in the global market competition (EAEU 2021).
The whole institutional structure of the EAEU is built on the EU model (Haukkala 2013).
The Treaty declares that the “bodies of the EAEU shall act within the authorities that are
given to them under the present Treaty and international agreements within the EAEU”
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(EAEU Treaty 2014: art 8. par.2). Compared to the EU, the EAEU is governed by international agreements signed by its Member States; thus, it is more similar to an international
organisation than the EU. Article 8 of the EAEU Treaty names the four institutional bodies
of EAEU: Supreme Eurasian Economic Council (the Supreme Council); Eurasian Intergovernmental Council (the Intergovernmental Council); Eurasian Economic Commission (the
Commission, the EEC); Court of the Eurasian Economic Union (the Court of the EAEU).
The institutional system resembles some parts of the EU’s institutions, but there are
significant differences. In the following, we summarise the main features and functions
of the EAEU institutions:
▪▪ Eurasian Economic Commission (EEC) is located in Moscow. It is similar to the European Commission, because it is a supranational executive body of the Union,
which develops and implements EAEU policies and legislation. The EEC is the
permanent governing body of the Union according to the EAEU Treaty (Article
18). The Commission shall consist of a Council and a Board. EEC is led by a Board
of ten members (two representatives from each Member State). Similar to the
Commissioners of the EU, the Board members are to serve the EEC full-time and
do not take instructions from the Member States. The Board adopts decisions,
dispositions, and recommendations by a 2/3 majority of its members, except
for sensitive issues requiring unanimity (Russell 2017). From this point of view,
namely, the way of designation of the members and the methodology of decision-making, the EEC resembles the EU Commission.
▪▪ The Council of the Commission resembles the Council of the EU. However, it is
not a separate institution. It is an intergovernmental body that can overturn or
amend the Board’s decisions. The Council is a part of the Commission, and not
a separate institution as in the EU. At the Council of the Commission, the Member
States are represented by the deputy prime ministers, rather than by ministers.
In addition, the decisions are always made by consensus, and there is no room
for majority voting (Russell 2017).
▪▪ Supreme Eurasian Economic Council (The Supreme Council) is the supreme body
of the EAEU. Similar to the European Council in the EU, it consists of the heads
of the Member States. This body decides about the overall directions of the
integration process during its summits. The meetings are held at least once a year,
and their role (besides determining the future trends) is to select the members
of the Commission Board. Article 12 of the EAEU Treaty declares the powers of
the Supreme Council. According to that, the Supreme Council shall consider the
main issues of the Union’s activities, define the strategy, directions and prospects
of the integration development, and make decisions to implement the EAEU’s
objectives. Moreover, it has the competence to approve the composition of the
Board of the Commission and distribute responsibilities among Board of the
Commission members and terminate their powers. The Supreme Council also
decides on personnel matters, such as the appointment of the Chairman of the
Board of the Commission, the judges of the Court of the Union. The judges are
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recommended by the Member States. The Supreme Council also has the power to
adopt the Union’s budget (EAEU Treaty 2014). In addition to the above-mentioned,
the Supreme Council may adopt decisions and dispositions, which means that the
institution has legislative competence. We can see that the Supreme Council is the
most dominant institution of the EAEU, incorporating several powers of different
institutions. The “Supreme” body is the most powerful among the integration
bodies. The separation of powers – in the sense of the Montesquieu’s theory (see:
Montesquieu 1748) – is not equal to the European trends; therefore, the institutional
bodies of the EAEU are not identical either.
▪▪ Eurasian Intergovernmental Council consists of the heads of governments of the
Member States, who meet at least twice a year. It has the competence to ensure
implementation and control of the EAEU Treaty and international treaties within
the EAEU and the decisions of the Supreme Council. The Intergovernmental
Council considers on the proposal of the Council of the Commission any issues,
for which no consensus was reached during decision-making in the Council of
the Commission. Moreover, it prepares instructions to the Commission. It has
some budgetary competence, because it approves the drafts of the budget of
the EAEU, the Regulation on a budget and the report on the implementation of
the budget. It also has the competence to approve the Regulation on the audit
of financial and economic activity of the Eurasian Economic Union’s bodies,
standards and methodology for conducting audits of financial and economic
activities, to decide about the execution of audits, and to determine their periods (EAEU Treaty 2014). Moreover, the Intergovernmental Council shall issue
decisions and dispositions, similarly to the Supreme Council; thus, it has some
legislative powers.
▪▪ The Court of the Eurasian Economic Union is like the European Court of Justice.
It ensures that the EAEU Treaty and legislation are properly applied. It is based in
Minsk (Belarus) and operates permanently.
The EAEU Treaty does not provide a clear division of competences between the supranational and national levels. It does not clearly define the balance of the institutions of
the EAEU either. The creation of the EAEU demonstrates pursuing enhanced economic
integration through a high degree of coordination and harmonisation of economic policy
(EAEU 2021). The objective was to create a highly institutionalised structure with binding
legal provisions that become a part of the domestic legal regime of the Member States
of the EAEU – similarly to the EU’s legal order. The delegation of the key national policymaking powers to common supranational institutions, such as the Eurasian Economic
Commission, might strengthen the cooperation between the Member States. The concept was borrowed from the EU’s example that is already a well-elaborated and detailly
structured model. The EEC’s directly binding legal sources were expected to facilitate
legal unification within the EAEU.
The Member States also established a dispute resolution system via the EAEU
Court’s infrastructure. The EEC represents a more radical step towards forming
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a developed supranational bureaucracy entrusted with extensive functions than in the
case of the EU. European development is a much slower process. The steps towards an
“ever-closer Union” are series of well-thought-out decisions consciously made by the
EU Member States during the last seven decades. The development process was never
a linear “conflictless fairy tale”. However, due to the conscious negotiations and altering
the dominant EU Member States’ political ambitions, the process could be defined as
a well-balanced development under changing circumstances followed by continuous
enlargements and openness towards the cooperation. The EAEU – as international
organisation – is functioning with a Russian dominance in all dimensions. Even if the
members were (are) supposed to perform their duties in an “EU-style”, the different
cultures, geographical and economic features of the countries involved, necessarily
determine the conclusions of the cooperation. The EAEU may never fully follow the EU’s
path in the same way.
Both the EU and the EAEU are supranational organisations, but the EU is unique. From
the inside, it is considered to be a sui generis international organisation that has several
exclusive competence, some shared competence applied together with the Member
States. There is also competence in the Member States’ hands, and the EU only can
support them in fulfilling its objectives. However, looking from the outside, the EU is
closer to be a federal state than a general international organisation. Of course, it is not
a state. Due to the common institutional system and legal order, the seven decades of
mutual cooperation and engagement both in economic and political aspects, the EU
cannot be seen as an average international organisation. Therefore, even if the EAEU
is a supranational organisation with some similarities to the EU (e.g. a certain level of
legal harmonisation and unification, several similar institutions, common market, etc.),
it is currently instead of looking like an international organisation consisting of independent states. A significant difference is also the tangible dominance of a Member State,
namely the Russian Federation, in the case of the EAEU. Until the Brexit, France’s and
Germany’s continental dominance was counterbalanced by the UK. However, now the
two biggest states of the EU are balancing each other. Also Visegrad Group countries
(Hungary, Poland, Czechia and Slovakia) can balance the UK’s dominance if they vote
together (Kiss 2020b). In addition, compared to the supranational principle, the EAEU
promotes mostly the interstate/intergovernmental principle of cooperation among the
Member States. This attitude strengthens the international concept, too.

Similarities and differences of the EU and the EAEU
based on the PESTEL factors analysis
The primary purpose of establishing the EAEU was to help its Member States make
the most of their intraregional economic ties, modernise their national economies, and
forge an environment conducive to stepping up their global competitiveness (see: Eurasian Development Bank 2017). This proves mainly economic intention (and maybe need)
of the cooperation. It is similar to the beginning of the EU integration, where the economic
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necessity for the cooperation in the post-war Europe was understandable. In addition,
the tension of the emergence of the Soviet Union from the East and the increasing power
of the USA on the West emphasised the need of cooperation. The outside-effect of the
Cold War and the geopolitical environment in the European integration case is different
from Eurasian countries’ current situation. However, behind their recently established cooperation, the global economic circumstances and political mechanisms are necessarily
involved. In the following, we compare these two integration forms via PESTEL-analysis.
Table 1: PESTEL-factors analysis
Factors

European Union

Eurasian Economic Union

Political

The political ambitions of the integration were less tangible in the 1950s
than the economic pressure after the
World War II. Europe was fragmented,
the Russian expansion on the East side
of the World was an apparent coercive
factor that pushed the European
states to negotiate and cooperate. The
political objective was multiple: firstly,
to create peace; secondly, to bring
the leaders of Europe to negotiation;
thirdly, to decide the frames of the
cooperation politically. The great
question came up, whether they are
going to establish a United States of
Europe or the integration is instead an
intergovernmental partnership. The
federalist approach was incorporated
into the Treaty of Rome, which declared
that the European Economic Community is for unlimited period and
functions to create an ever-closer
Union among the peoples of Europe.
An ever-closer Union perspective
might mean that the outcome of the
cooperation is federative. However, the
well-balanced institutional system and
decision-making mechanisms (e.g.,

The political ambitions of the establishment of the Eurasian Economic Union and
its quasi-ancestors (if we can name the
CIS, the Customs Union, the Economic
and Humanitarian Integration, the Single
Economic Space, and the Eurasian Economic Community as the quasi-ancestors
of the EAEU) were less tangible than in the
EU’s case.
The political ambitions are strongly
interlinked with the economic aspects in
this case.
As the official webpage of the EAEU
informs the visitor, the EAEU is “an
international organisation for regional
economic integration” (EAEU 2021).
The Member States of the Eurasian
Economic Union are: Armenia, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and the Russian
Federation. All of these states were in the
interests sphere of the Soviet Union. This
cooperation was headed by the Russia,
however, the cooperation frames are
moderated and legally framed.
Its political attitude is less ambitious than
the EU’s one, at least from the outside.
The EAEU does not want to enhance global peace or boost the global tendencies

the requirement of consensual voting
in several legislative fields strongly affecting the sovereignty of the Member
States) reveal the founders’ consciousness.

on human rights, democracy, and other
similar issues. Its geopolitical ambitions are
mainly seen in economic issues, especially
when it is a global economic actor near
China and the East of the EU.
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Political

The ever-arising debate on the Future
of the EU is accompanied continuously by the question of ever-closer vs.
ever-loser, or, in other words: federation
vs. Nation’s Europe concept.
Regardless of the negotiations’ results
about the future (Witkowska 2015), we
can conclude that the EU found its
geopolitical roles. Now the EU defines
itself and acts as a global actor and
intends to influence both the global
economy and geopolitics. The EU,
by its dominance, encourages the
emergence of democracy, increasement of freedom and peace, and takes
part in security activities all over the
world. The EU is also a Contracting
Partner of the NATO.

In addition, the creation of the Eurasian
Customs Union (ECU, the first version
of the EAEU) demonstrates the goal
of pursuing enhanced economic
integration through a high degree of
coordination and harmonisation of
economic policies. This goal has been
strengthened by “the creation of a highly
institutionalised and binding legal
regime”, whose regulations become
part of the domestic legal regime, which
extends “delegation of key domestic
policy-making powers to a common
institution, the Eurasian Economic
Commission (EEC)” and strengthens
the cooperation between the parties
“through the direct binding effect to the
EEC’s decisions as well as improved
dispute resolution through the Court”
(Dragneva, Wolczuk 2013).

Economic

The whole integration process was
started by creating a customs union,
then a common market. The free
movement of goods, services, workers,
and later persons, and last but not
least, the capital, are all significant steps
towards the global economic players’
field.
Especially if we consider that by the approx. 450 million citizens, and 21 million
small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), the EU is the world’s biggest
market. The supranational economic
giant affects the global economy
extraterritorially by the harmonisation
and unification of the activities of the
EU institutions to facilitate the proper
functioning of the internal market.
The Single Market is governed by

The EAEU was created to comprehensively upgrade, raise the competitiveness
of and cooperation between the
national economies, and to promote
stable development in order to increase
the living standards of the nations of the
Member States (EAEU 2021).
The EAEU – similarly to the EU – provides for free movement of goods,
services, capital and labor, pursues
coordinated, harmonised and single
policy in the sectors determined by the
EAEU Treaty and international agreements within the Union (EAEU 2021).
The EAEU Treaty applies similar expressions to the EU, when it establishes free
movements.
The free movements are also harmonised but less elaborated than the

harmonised standards and compulsory
production requirements that push
third countries to meet the needs
to access the market. The political,
economic and legal factors are going
hand-in-hand.

EU’s legal sources. This is not weird,
because the EAEU is a very young
integration compared to the EU, where
the provisions were slowly emerged and
creepingly increased.
Besides the free movement principle,
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the economic intention for a coordinated, coherent common policy in the
economy, trade and custom is available.
The aim is to create a common financial
market in the banking and insurance
sector, applying a single currency (ruble)
is planned to be reached by 2025.
(Kasyanov 2019)

Economic

Social
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The EU is proud of its diverse,
multicultural (Kucheryavaya et al.
2020) and multinational environment,
where the mutual respect of the
states and citizens is expected. The
sociological and cultural heritage
is as rich as the nations’ diversity
demonstrates.
From the sociological perspective,
the EU is unique among international
organisations. Special, because the
Treaty of Maastricht (1992) introduced
the EU citizenship status for the
Member States’ nationals. This means
that an acquired supranational status
with several political and economic
rights is provided for the nationals
of the Member States, by which the
EU directly entitles the citizens to act
(e.g., European citizens’ initiative, see:
Zdanowicz 2019; Tárnok 2020), petition, vote at parliamentary elections,
etc.) and move (free movements and
residence within the EU) (Lukács,
Molnár 2014). However, specialty of
this status is that the rights are arising
from the supranational level, but the
base for citizenship is grounded on
national law provisions (Kiss 2019).
The EU is currently facing social
challenges such as demographic

Whole idea of the EAEU is that it is
better to first work with “ours” – a small
group of post-Soviet states with
shared history, a common language,
and a similar elite with a shared Soviet
socialisation (Roberts, Moshes 2015).
Unfortunately, the EAEU has rather
declarative ambitions without effective
programmes for implementing such
standards. According to the EAEU Treaty,
the citizens’ national treatment regards
social security, including health care, is
applied (Mostafa, Mahmood 2018).
A commitment to easing labour
migration is one of the key elements
of the EAEU. Under the EAEU Treaty,
migrants and their families are exempt
from requirements that they register
within 30 days of entering the territory of
another Member State.
The EAEU has no common citizenship
yet that is a soft power to foster
social relations in Europe. Joint cultural programmes could support the
approximation from a social point of
view (Kirkham 2016).
Identity and Eurasian integration are
much more complex and actually is
a barrier to transformative integration,
and nowhere is this more evident than
in the divergent views of “Eurasianism”

decrease and the aging of the
societies, changing unemployment
rates, irregular immigration into
the continent, Brexit, and finally,
the current crisis of the COVID-19
pandemic.

in each Member State (Roberts, Moshes
2015). For example, Eurasian thinkers
reflect on the fact that Eurasianism is
a polysemantic, multivalent concept
that is open to multiple interpretations
(Laruelle 2012).
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Social

The last two crises seriously affected
the EU from a social perspective.
The pandemic highlighted the social
inequity and, in some cases, the
diverse levels of solidarity among
the Member States. In addition, the
pandemic also impacted the way of
life of the European citizens (Kiss,
Sziebig 2021), especially the rights for
free movements.

Technological

The EU is committed to achieving
a digital future for cooperation in
several fields (see: European Council
2021). The strategic goal of establishing the Digital Single Market (see:
European Commission 2020) goes
back to 2015. However, the roots of
e-transformation could be found
around 2002, when the eEurope2002
Programme was adopted (Szabó
2017). The EU is a scientific powerhouse and has contributed immensely to science and technology.
By 2020, the EU has significant digital
achievements (Pató 2021). Currently,
the most essential issues are covering
the taxation of dotcoms (Erdős 2019),
the role and opportunities of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) technology, data
protection issues (Gültekin-Várkonyi et
al. 2021), and cyber-security (Andraško
et al., 2021). In addition, the next topics
also govern the recent meetings
of the decision-makers within the
Digitalisation: boosting e-commerce
on the digital single market (Angyal
2020), reducing geo-blocking (Kiss
2020a) and discrimination in the online
sphere, transforming public administration into e-government (Kerikmäe,
Dutt 2014) and m-government (Szabó
2019), protecting the data (Maksó
2017) of the European citizens and
last, but not least, cryptocurrency
(Nagy 2019).

The Eurasian Economic Union is
considering the transition to a digital
economy.
The Eurasian Economic Commission
has started a research programme to
examine the prospects of implementation and mutual recognition of electronic shipping documents within the
EAEU, and development of conceptual
framework for the EAEU digital transport
corridor ecosystem (see: Eurasian
Development Bank 2017).
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Environmental

The EU treats Green Transition and
Environment Protection as a priority
in the last couple of years. The Commission led by Ursula von der Leyen
(2019–2024) intends to foster the
Green Deal and actively participate
in reaching the 2030 goals (European
Commission 2021a).
The environmental problems
are global and are continuously
expanding to several legislative
areas. The environmental damages,
air pollution, climate change, ozone
depletion, and the continuous loss
of biodiversity (Sziebig 2017), the
water pollution, forest degradation,
and chemical risks are more tangible.
The EU adopts and applies strict
standards in several sectors. By
adopting the seven-year budget
from 2021, the green goals became
implemented into the budget for the
first time (see: IISD 2020). The new
tendencies are expected to reduce
polluting materials and legislation
on European-level environmental
documents.

Member States of the Eurasian
Economic Union face many common
problems in the field of environmental
protection inherited from the Soviet
Union (Akopova et al. 2018). For
example, there is a tension between the
sovereignty over water resources on the
one hand, and the necessity to cooperate regarding economic development
and the protection of transboundary
water resources on the other hand.
The EAEU can work as an institution to
bridge the different interests regarding
the usage of water resources (Janusz-Pawletta 2015).
The Eurasian Economic Commission has
the opportunity to focus on identifying
the “best practices” in environmental
sphere and use them for further
harmonisation.
Moreover, effectively eliminating
negative environmental impacts
and their implications demand the
modernisation of legislation in the EAEU
Member States.
All EAEU countries have adopted the
COP21 Paris Climate Deal, which could
prove the engagement towards global
sustainable development goals.
Now the industry’s environmental
modernisation involves the gradual
transition of industrial enterprises to
new, advanced, and more systematic
environmental standards (European
Commission 2015).

Legal

The EU has a well-elaborated,
structured, and balanced institutional
system. Since the Lisbon Treaty
entered into force, the EU has a legal
personality. Thus, it may participate
in international relations without the
separate empowerment given by
the Member States. The institutions’
functioning is mainly governed by the
Treaty level sources of European law.
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Primary sources entitle these
institutions to adopt secondary legal
sources, such as directives, regulations,
and decisions. The Treaties enable the
Member States and the EU institutions
(and via preliminary ruling procedures,
the national courts as well) to turn to the
Court of Justice of the EU. Therefore,
the EU legal sources also include the
practice of the CJEU. As a result, the EU
could be defined as a sui generis organisation functioning by its institutional
system and governed by its legal order.
The European Union law has a primary
effect. Therefore, the EU – on the
grounds of the mutual application of
the competence transferred (borrowed)
by the Member States – could operate
on a supranational level. The principle
of subsidiary counterbalances the
supranational level. The competence
generally connected to state sovereignty fields (e.g., taxation, criminal
prosecution power, healthcare, and
education) are left in the hands of the
Member States.
The balance of the institutions and the
power sharing between the EU and
its Member States is significant. The
system was developed during the last
seven decades and determined by
multilevel and multinational, extremely
diverse constitutional environment.
The nature of the EU’s legal order is
also determined by the fact that the
single market’s proper functioning
(both digital and offline) requires legal
harmonisation and a certain level of
unification. The market conditions are
sensitive to changes. Therefore, the
mutual recognition principle (Witkowska 2008) application – elaborated by
the CJEU – is essential.

Source: own elaboration

The EAEU has an international legal
personality. The bodies are functioning
within the institutional frames provided by
the EAEU Treaty.
The EAEU – similarly to the EU – provides
for the free movement of goods, services,
capital, and labor. It pursues coordinated,
harmonised, and single policy in the
sectors determined by the Treaty and
international agreements within the Union.
The Court’s decisions are binding on
parties, facilitating the harmonisation and
uniform application of the laws adopted by
the EAEU bodies.
Since the EAEU is a relatively newborn
construction, evaluating the legal factors
is awaited.
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The Conclusions of the PESTEL-analysis of the EU and the EAEU
Ad P) political factors
The European Union and the Eurasian Economic Union are supranational international
organisations operating on a regional basis. They were established for partially similar
reasons (ensuring stability and peace in the certain region, reaching economic growth),
but at different times and in different political environment. Both were established to
reach economic growth rather than meeting purely political ambitions of making Europe or Eurasia ‘great again’. However, the political factors were also motivating besides
economic issues. The ambition of strengthening the economic power may serve (geo)
political purposes vice versa.
Some European leaders – such as Robert Schuman – intended to create a federal
state from fragmented Europe. By laying down the concept of the “United States of
Europe” (see: Schuman 1950), Schuman determined an alternative for the integration,
following the USA’s model and experience. Others – such as Charles de Gaulle – have
stood for the ”Europe of Nations” concept. In 2021, the open question of where Europe
is heading is still not answered. This is because the European leaders think differently
about the future of Europe, just as they did seven decades ago. The legal trap here is
the requirement of consensual decision-making on this issue. Europe is fragmented in
this sensitive topic. Establishing a federation would mean the resignation from national
sovereignty to push all competence to a supranational level, and obviously, there are
Member States, which oppose that. Of course, there are other forms and levels of cooperation, such as multispeed Europe concept with differentiated integration fields that
work in practice.
The EAEU was created to fill the gap that the collapse of the Soviet Union left in
economic sense. The economic pressure and coercion of cooperation could be found
in both integration forms. Considering that in the case of the EAEU, the dominant
superstate is the Russian Federation in many senses, the political balance may be
much different from the European reality. In Europe, the bureaucratic decision-making
processes with several checks and balances operate together with unanimous
decisions in the most sensitive fields. The decision-making is generally made
unanimously in the cases affecting sovereignty, while in other cases by a qualified
majority of the Council. Regarding the decision-making of legislative acts (regulations,
directives, decisions), the EU is special. The co-decision procedure (ordinary) is the
main rule, where the Council and the Parliament are equal collaborators working
their drafts on the European Commission’s proposal. When the decision-making is
extraordinary, on the grounds of the proposal of the Commission, the Council acts
alone. However, depending on the type of the process (whether it is consultation or
consent procedure), the Parliament’s role is different. If the process is consultation, the
Council must consult with the Parliament to negotiate and listen. But, if the Parliament
disagrees, it only has the opportunity to tell or not to issue an opinion at all. Until the
Parliament gives the opinion, the process is not accomplished. When the procedure
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is consent, the Parliament needs to agree. If there is a disagreement, the Council
cannot adopt the legal act. However, since the Lisbon Treaty extended the scope of
the ordinary procedure’s application, the consent and the consultation procedures are
applied rarely (see: TEU). The EAEU promotes the interstate principle of cooperation.
The decision-making procedure in the EAEU is based on the hierarchical principle
of decision-making. This means that the Supreme Council’s decisions have priority
over decisions of the EEC’s intergovernmental Council. The adoption of decisions
is made in each governing body by consensus (Glittova, Kosov 2016). Although the
EAEU has a four-tiered governance structure, that is more pyramidal than the more
diffuse decision-making processes in the EU (Mostafa 2015).
A politically important fact is that while the Treaty of Rome calls for an “ever-closer
Union”, the EAEU Treaty does not incorporate such objective. In addition, the EAEU Treaty
contains shared values of the Member States compared to the EU. This may arise from the
differences in Eurasian and European nations’ attitudes, cultures and societies or prove
that the constitutional systems (value systems) vary. Maybe these values are significant
in implicit way too. An ever-closer Union call indirectly incents the Member States to act
in this spirit. These magic three words contain all political ambitions, which federalist
leader may wish. However, until now, the words were not magical enough to fulfill the
integration process as the intention of the Member States lacked to reach that stage. The
EAEU intended to create policies – such as Customs Union and the implementation of
technical standards – that are limited to those areas strictly necessary for the economic
integration (Russell 2017).
From the political viewpoint, we can conclude that both integration forms are
economically engaged in their cooperation and have fewer political ambitions. However,
in the EU’s case, the political objectives have always been clear – since the Treaty of Rome
wished for an “ever-closer Union”. Even if the road is rocky and not silky, the political and
economic ambitions go hand-in-hand. In the case of the EAEU, the political ambitions
are not clear, the EAEU Treaty does not determine them, neither determines the common
values of the Member States. The EU is incorporating the fundamental values of the
common constitutional and human right heritage and stand for the respect and spread
of these values all over the world. To sum up, the differences in the political factors of the
two cooperation forms could be highlighted: the EU is a political actor. At the same time,
the EAEU is instead an economic player (now).

Ad E) economic factors
Both integration forms were established to reach mainly economic goals, as mentioned above. Both operate as a common (internal) market with the four freedoms: the
free movement of goods, capital, services, and persons (labor). The EU’s market serves
approx. 450 million consumers, while the EAEU has 184 million. Both markets have a great
geo-economic potential. The first difference is that the EU enables people’s free movement regardless of their economic value (students, tourists, unemployed, retired – of
course with adequate coverage). In contrast, the EAEU enables this only to the workers.
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The EU is also a monetary union, this is unique compared to the EAEU. According to
some authors, no Member State is ready to accept the ruble as a common currency in
the EAEU. It has always been unstable, suffering from continuous depreciation and lost
value vis-aа-vis other currencies (Strzelecki 2016).
Eurasian integration’s financial mechanisms are implemented within the Eurasian
Development Bank (EDB) – which is not a body of the EAEU – and the Eurasian Stabilisation and Development Fund (ESDF). Essentially, the ESDF is a “regional IMF”, acting
primarily as the lender of last resort in extending public budget loans. It also specialises
in preferential lending to finance infrastructure projects (Vinokurov 2017). Then, the Eurasian Intergovernmental Council approves the EAEU budget as a later step (see: EAEU
Treaty 2014). The regional competition authority in the EAEU acts within a centralised
enforcement mechanism (exclusive competence in dealing with anti-competitive practices in the regional markets) as indicated in the Supreme Eurasian Decision Council (see:
UNCAD 2020).

Ad S) social factors
The societies of the EU and the EAEU are both complex, but compared to each other,
they seem more unique. We mean that if we look at the EU from the inside, it is wildly
heterogenous; however, it seems homogenous if we look from the outside. The same
should be valid for the societies of the EAEU. However, the two integration forms are
very different from the society’s point of view. The European continental legal systems,
constitutional traditions, and ancient cultural heritage are very important.
Regarding the EAEU, the Russian Federation and Russian heritage’s cultural
dominance is tangible. Moreover, the rest of society consists of Russian people, as we
mentioned previously. The diversity of the EAEU is a natural reflection of the complex
national, historical and cultural composition of the Eurasian region. The EAEU faces
substantial challenges in separating from their Soviet past; members are protecting their
titular languages (national), nonintegrating diverse ethnic cultures. The Soviet impact
could also be reached in the EU. However, the Central-Eastern EU Member States (Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, Czechia, Romania, Bulgaria) and the Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania) had various experiences of the same Soviet sphere. The impact and effect of
the Soviet era were much diverse also within the societies. By the 1989–1990 changes
in the regime, e.g., in Hungary or in Poland (Wojtaszczyk 1993), the society steps onto
a brand new road with much enthusiasm and wish for liberty and freedom. The accession
to the European Union of these countries in 2004 was a significant and symbolic decision
to belong to Europe and believe in European values.
As we noted, the EU is diverse, multicultural (Kucheryavaya et al. 2020) and multinational environment. This means that the sociological and cultural heritage is as rich as
the diversity of the nations. This completed by the introduction of EU citizenship for the
Member States’ nationals by the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. The supranational status of
the Member States’ nationals is a direct intention to strengthen the feeling of belonging
together (Kiss, Sziebig 2021).
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The EAEU has no common citizenship yet. Therefore, we cannot compare the features
of the supranational citizenship of the two integration forms at this point. Moreover, the
EAEU members are relatively new states that are creating their own nations, while facing
substantial challenges in separating from their Soviet past, promoting and protecting their
titular languages, integrating diverse ethnic cultures and minimising internal disputes,
and cooperate with Russia at the same time (Mostafa, Mahmood 2018).
Socially, the geopolitical ambitions of the EU to spread the values of democracy
and human rights standards all over the world is a significant factor. The ambitions meet
action plans and movements toward humanitarian actions (asylum policies, life-saving
campaigns, etc.). The EAEU has only declarative purposes without effective programmes
for implementing such standards. According to the EAEU Treaty, the citizens’ national
treatment regards social security, including health care, is applied.
We have to add that these ambitions to protect human rights globally came up later,
not directly in the beginning of the EU integration. The aims met political intentions
(having influence externally) and economic circumstances. However, the core of the
European value-system is humanitarian. The economic pressure of respecting human
rights around the world is very significant. If we consider that global supply chains may be
abolished if one member tramples human rights with his foot… We may understand the
economic interest behind compliance. In addition, the value of life, health, and freedom
of decision (eg., religion, self-management, etc.) is higher in Europe than in other places.
The European culture is proud of being humanitarian and focusing on fundamental rights.

Ad T) Technological factors
The EU is committed to achieving a digital future for cooperation in several fields, as
mentioned above. The EU’s digital policy is directly linked to the objective of achieving
economic growth and prosperity parallel to transforming green.
In 2016, the EAEU started developing proposals on forming a digital space. The vision
of the EAEU common digital space is based on the creation of a common, secure, scalable
digital infrastructure and platforms for the development of the Union’s digital economy,
which would include broadband internet access in all countries of the Union and would
create opportunities for the emergence of innovative industries, new types of services,
new jobs, growth and increased efficiency of interactions between countries (World Bank
Group 2017).

Ad E) Environmental factors
The European environmental programmes are focused on achieving the European
Green Deal and, in general, the green transition. The legal basis for the actions on the EU
level is granted by Articles 11, 191, and 193 of the TFEU. According to that, the EU is competent
to act in all environmental policy (air and water pollution, waste management, and climate
change). Its scope for action is limited by the principle of subsidiarity and the requirement
for unanimity in the Council in the fields of fiscal matters (such as environmental taxes),
town and country planning, land use, quantitative water resource management, choice of
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energy sources (eg., renewable and fossil) and structure of energy supply (see: European
Paliament 2021). The European environment policy dates back to the European Council held
in Paris in 1972, at which the Heads of State or Government (in the aftermath of the first UN
conference on the environment) declared the need for a Community’s environment policy
flanking economic expansion and called for an action programme (see: European Paliament
2021). The Single European Act entered into force in 1987 introduced a new “Environment
Title”, which provided the first legal basis for a common environmental policy. The Treaty
of Maastricht (entered into force in1993) made the environment an official EU policy area,
introduced the co-decision procedure, and made qualified majority voting in the Council
the general rule. The Treaty of Amsterdam (entered into force in 1999) established the duty
to integrate environmental protection into all EU sectoral policies to promote sustainable
development. “Combating climate change” became a specific goal with the Treaty of
Lisbon (entered into force in 2009), as did sustainable development in relations with third
countries. Legal personality now enabled the EU to conclude international agreements
(see: European Paliament 2021). The European environment policy applies the “polluter
pays” as a general principle and the principle of prevention, precaution, and rectifying
pollution at source. The European level policy consists of Environment Action Programmes,
horizontal strategies, international environmental cooperation (eg., together with the UN),
implementation, enforcement and monitoring, environmental impact assessment, and
public participation. The different institutions have various roles in the policy-making and
enforcement, later, during the supervision. The operative implementation is in the hands
of the Member States. The European Commission (2019–2024) led by Ursula von der
Leyen, was nominated as a priority of the next five years to deliver the green transition. The
European Green Deal provides an action plan to boost resources’ efficient use by moving
to a clean, circular economy, and restore biodiversity and cut pollution. The plan outlines
investments needed and financing tools available. It explains how to ensure inclusive
transition. The EU is very ambitious, aims to be climate neutral by 2050. In order to reach
that, an approx. 40% decrease in emission is expected by 2030. The Commission also
proposed a European Climate Law (a regulation) to turn the political commitment towards
green transition into a legal obligation (European Commission 2021). This ambition of the
EU is extraterritorial. All service providers and factories intend to participate in the single
market as actors need to meet the criteria and standards. Therefore, the market interest
may pressure third country providers and producers to turn green. Thus the policy has an
extraterritorial scope as a result.
Regarding the EAEU, we could add that Belarus, Russia, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan
have submitted GHG (Greenhouse Gas) target type pledges, and Armenia has agreed
to take nationally appropriate mitigation actions. All countries have adopted the COP21
Paris climate deal (see: Eurasian Development Bank 2017). While the EU has common
policy in environmental issues besides fulfilling international obligations arising from
UN and other partnerships, the EAEU has no common standards. The EAEU meets and
intends to meet its obligations arising from international relations, but it had not defined
its parameters and ambitions or separated action plans.
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Ad L) Legal factors
The legal factors of the EU are complex due to the nature of the supranational
international organisation that has some federal and some intergovernmental elements
at the same time, and functions on a clear and risky balance of the mutual respect of
diversity, and the common application (rare clear transfer) of the competences. The
Treaties define the EU legal sources. The primary sources – such as the Treaties – define
the institutions’ exact frames. On this basis, the institutions adopt secondary legal sources
that determine the single market’s policy areas and standards, etc. The decision-making
is happening on the proposal of the Commission, but adopted together by the Council
(representing the Member States by the ministers in charge) and the Parliament (directly
elected by the EU citizens). This balance among the institutions and the Member States
symbolises the special, sui generis legal order of the EU. The content of the legal sources
is not obvious; the CJEU is there to serve as an exclusive and “official interpretator” of the
texts. By the case law of the CJEU, now the EU legal order is a complex, principle led mix
of continental and common law traditions.
The EAEU is similar to the EU in defining the EAEU Treaty as a primary “governing
law”. According to the EAEU Treaty, the legal framework of the EAEU consists of various
types of international treaties. The Union’s law should be supplemented by decisions
of the EAEU, the intergovernmental Council, and the EEC. The EAEU Treaty declares in
Article 2 that policies implemented by the Member States in various areas suggesting
the harmonisation of legal regulations, including these based on decisions of the bodies
of the Union, to the extent required to achieve the objectives of the Union. Article 34
of the 2011 Treaty on the Eurasian Economic Commission2, such disputes regarding the
interpretation and implementation of the Treaty are resolved first through “consultations
and negotiations between the parties involved”. The case can be referred to the Court
only if consensus has not been reached within six months. Therefore, this caveat might
significantly slow down the dispute-resolution process, should a particularly contentious
yet urgent issue arises (Blockmans et al. 2012). The mandatory consequences of the
institutionalised regime of the EAEU arise from decisions of the EAEU Interstate Council,
Court and powers of the EEC to supervise legislation application like in EU also (EAEU
Treaty 2014).
The EAEU Court does not consider complaints of citizens of national states on violation of their rights and national acts adopted, for example, in contrast to decisions of
the Eurasian Commission. However, they are directly applicable in the Member States
territories, do not have an absolute priority, recognised at the Eurasian and national levels
in relation to acts of national legislation.
The EEC powers to supervise the application of European Union law and court decisions
are derived from an EU acquis. Thus, if the Member State violates the provisions of the ECU
Treaty or ECE decisions, the board with 2/3 of the votes can notify the Member State of
eliminating the violation (Madalina 2016). In case the Member State fails to comply, the
2

entered into force on 1 January 2012 for Belarus, Kazakhstan and Russia.
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matter is transferred to the Council. In the persistent breach from the Member State, the
Council may refer the case to the Court (Blockmans et al. 2012). The Court’s decisions are
binding (EAEU Treaty 2014).
Member States can also raise issues concerning the compliance of international
agreements within the EAEU. In addition to this, the compliance of other Member states
with EAEU law, the compliance of the decisions of the main regulatory body – the
Eurasian Economic Commission with EAEU law and challenge an action (or inaction)
of the Commission. These procedures can be respectively classified as infringements,
actions for annulment, and failures to act (Karliuk 2017).

Concluding remarks on the results of the PESTEL-analysis
After the complex analysis and evaluation of the two integration forms by applying
the PESTEL method, we conclude that the EAEU and the EU have similarities in forming
supranational organisations in a multicultural environment. However, the results are
various in each factor. The EU is very special among the international organisations due to
its above-mentioned sui generis features and the social, cultural and historical heritage that
formed its constitutional and legal characteristics.
Our conclusions are the following:
1) The EU may serve as a good example of multilateral and multilevel cooperation
mixing supranational and intergovernmental elements. The EAEU draws from
these features. A significant example of copying the EU is the institutional system
of the EAEU that is a not so balanced copy of the EU’s institutions. The balance – as the European traditions are committed to the division of powers draw
by Montesquieu – is much different among EU institutions than in the EAEU’s
case. However, the bodies’ functions and competence draw by the EAEU Treaty
is similar to the European model.
2) The EU defines the equality of the Member States. In several institutional mechanisms (such as consensual decision-making, where every state has one vote
regardless of the state’s size), this is strictly respected. In the case of the EAEU,
there is no balance, the Russian Federation has an overwhelming dominance in
all areas of the Union. This incongruence would be most prevalent if the EAEU
would move towards further integration and a deeper political union (Umland
2011).
3) The circumstances and intention of the establishment of the EU and EAEU are
much different (regardless of the common economic pressure). Thus, the outcomes of the process from a political point of view is different – at least at this
stage. The EU was formed in a fragmented post-World War II Europe with little
political motivation but much more economic interdependence of the founders.
However, the political pressure of cooperating on the Western part of Europe
pushed by the fear of Soviet ingestion was also a dominant – but indirect – factor
in our opinion. The creation of the EAEU was necessary economically to replace
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4)

5)

6)

7)

and reform the former Soviet Union’s interest sphere, however under modern
market conditions. Therefore, the Russian dominance is obvious from the political perspective. In addition, owning 85% of the territory and nearly 80% of the
population serves this ideological dominance.
Economically, establishing a Customs Union is similar to a common trade
zone for the Member States. The free movements of the EU are copied almost
entirely. The EAEU also introduces production standards and market access
requirements, such as the EU and its ancestors did. Moreover, the EAEU signed
agreements with Vietnam, Iran, Serbia and Singapore, and negotiates with Egypt,
Israel and India the establishment of the free trade zones. This trade politics is
similar to the EU’s ambitions and achievements (agreements with Canada and
Turkey). The EAEU is cautious about establishing a free trade zone with China, its
largest trading partner.
In the last seven decades, the crises (oil, economic, migration, COVID-19, etc.) took
the EU to the test of survival. Some competence became more supranational,
while other issues were better solved on national or regional levels. These facts
formed the EU’s current picture and determine the discourse on its future. The
EAEU – as it is a new integration model – did not face together these challenges,
at least, not in this form of their cooperation. Therefore, the first real crisis they face
is the current health pandemic. The evaluation and outcome is awaited.
The EU is functioning on the grounds of a principle-led legal environment, in
which the respect for diversity and the promotion of the respect of human rights
all over the world, is unquestionable. The EAEU’s Member States are contracting
parties of international human rights’ conventions; however, the integration is
less motivated in spreading the peace in third countries. Moreover, institutions’
balance is not granted as the Supreme Council is above the others. The EAEU
Treaty determines this imbalance.
The two integration forms are much different from each other regarding the
social factor. The EU citizens are connected by the creation of a supranational
status civitatis. This is complemented by relatively similar lifestyle and system
of values. The common lifestyle is a priority of the current Commission – going
to be promoted by some policies facilitating citizens’ rights in the EU. On the
other hand, the People of Europe are very diverse, because all nations have
different cultural and historical influences. Maybe we can conclude that
in Europe we have more in common than what separates us. In the case of
the EAEU, this cultural and social factor is similar in the sense that Russian,
Kyrgyz, Kazakh, Armenian and Belarusian people have some common values
and traditions. However, they do not have common citizenship at this moment.
Their legislative and policy documents do not usually strengthen the feeling of
belonging together. The EAEU does not encourage its citizens to unify or move
towards a federation. Even if Russia may have been suffering from a certain level
of “empire syndrome” since the breakup of the Soviet Union, it is not interested
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in forcing a federation among Eurasian states. The reason is that Russia has
a significant dominancy in the Union.
8) Technologically and environmentally, both integrations have ambitions but differently.
The EU applies common policies, adopts legislation and urges cooperation, while
the EAEU follows the trends by contracting the international conventions on
environment protection, but does not take active steps to be a leader. Regarding
the technical issues, the EAEU is motivated, and their interests are interlinked with
economic development reasons. We can conclude that the EU’s digital agenda is
much more complicated than the EAEU’s policy.
9) We often hear from politicians that the strategic aim is “the EU open to the world”.
This defines the geopolitical ambition of the EU to take global leadership in several dimensions. One is related to the above-mentioned system of values, namely,
promoting fundamental rights’ standards and democracy within and outside the
EU. The EAEU has a modest regional agenda with no ambition to promote its
principles in its relations with the external world (Petrov, Kalinichenko 2016).
After comparing the EU and the EAEU and drawing the above-mentioned conclusions, we have to sum up the answer to our hypothesis.
We hypothesised that the EU’s positive results of regional international cooperation
evidenced in the last seven decades might serve as an example to follow for the EAEU in
many aspects. We assumed that the EU is a regional cooperation model that can prove the
“good” and “best practices” of economic integration, legal harmonisation, and institutional
balance on the supranational level. We can finally conclude that these hypotheses were
proved during our analysis.
However, the diversity of the nations and languages, the constitutional systems and
legal regimes, and the integration attitude are generators of tensions and future conflicts
within the integration. Especially, until the balance of the institutions and the Member
States are not defined clearly. Thus, it is expected to experience further tensions within
the EAEU unless the Russian dominance is weighted or consolidated. The cooperation
and integration process shall be based on a mutual wish and not on potential. Therefore,
the copy-and-paste of the EU model in Eurasia in the same way is neither possible nor
recommended. In our opinion, the EAEU is only partially following the EU’s path: even if
the processes are similar, the results are different, because the main determinators are
not equal.
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Abstract
The aim of the article is to theorise on the role of principles as important variables influencing
European politics. Recent Europe-related events, including but not limited to the immigration crisis,
international economic and political competition on a global scale (as well as relations with third
parties such as Russia and the United States), prompt us to revise liberal intergovernmentalism as
proposed by Andrew Moravcsik at the beginning of 90s last century.
The study is based on the analysis of four cases: immigration crisis, posted workers directive,
multiannual financial framework post-2020, and relations with Russia concerned energy security.
The article puts forward an idea that principles of European law (such as the principle of solidarity or
the principle of the rule of law) have been successfully instrumentalised by a range of actors (major
governments, as well as European Commission acting on their behalf) to the greatest benefit of the
most powerful governments in Europe.
Keywords: intergovernmentalism, theory of liberal intergovernmentalism, Andrew Moravcsik,
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Między interesami narodowymi a wartościami europejskimi: w kierunku teorii
pryncypialnej międzyrządowości
Streszczenie
Celem niniejszej publikacji jest zaprezentowanie ujęcia teoretycznego, pozwalającego na wyjaśnienie roli zasad (pryncypiów) jako istotnych zmiennych wpływających na współczesne relacje
wewnątrz Unii Europejskiej.
Ostatnie wydarzenia, które warunkują dynamikę integracji europejskiej, takie jak kryzys imigracyjny
2015 roku, międzynarodowe stosunki polityczne i gospodarcze (w tym zwłaszcza relacje z Rosją
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i Stanami Zjednoczonymi), stanowią istotną przesłankę do krytycznego podejścia do teorii liberalizmu międzyrządowego autorstwa Andrew Moravcsik’a, zaproponowanej na początku lat 90-tych.
Niniejsza analiza jest oparta na wnikliwych studiach czterech przypadków: kryzysu imigracyjnego
2015 r., Dyrektywy o Pracownikach Delegowanych, Wieloletnich Ram Finansowych UE po 2020 r.
oraz relacji UE - Rosja w zakresie bezpieczeństwa energetycznego. Niniejszy artykuł prezentuje
tezę, iż zasady (pryncypia) prawa UE – takie jak zasada solidarności, czy zasada rządów prawa –
zostały zinstrumentalizowane przez najbardziej wpływowych aktorów (rządy państw członkowskich
oraz Komisję Europejską, która często działa w ich imieniu) w celu maksymalizacji wpływu i pozycji
najsilniejszych rządów europejskich.
Słowa kluczowe: podejście międzyrządowe, liberalizm międzyrządowy A. Moravcsika, Unia
Europejska (UE), polityki europejskie, zasady europejskie

Theoretical debates in academia still revolt very much around the question of
state actorness in the international system vis-à-vis non-state actors. In the case of the
European Union, the category of a non-state actor can be quite flexible and include
whole industries, transnational companies, labour organisations, trade unions, influential
individuals or finally EU institutions such as the European Commission, the European
Parliament, the Council of European Union, the European Council or the Court of Justice
of European Union.
The general aim of this article is to attempt to explain how the European Union
works today as an organisation of its own kind - sui generis. The author undertakes to
demonstrate how the principles promoted by the European Union, serve as tools in the
course of fostering practical public policy solutions, often “pushed” onto the EU Member
States, and how the very same EU Member States “defend” their national interests by
citing some of the very same European principles.
By analysing four different cases, this article prepares the ground for the new, more
up-to-date theoretical apprehension on the functioning of the European Union as an
institution. The proposed theory of Principal Intergovernmenatialsm (PI) puts forward an
elaborated and much more nuanced interpretation of the Liberal Intergovernmentalism
(LI) explanation of the European Union dynamics.

Liberal Intergovernmentalism (LI) and its critics
In his original formulation, Moravcsik starts with a set of assumptions that are shared
by the proponents of the intergovernmental “camp”. First and foremost, by drawing on
an earlier approach (intergovernmental institutionalism), Moravcsik stresses the need to
incorporate theoretical elements of International Political Economy, such as endogenous
tariff theory, negotiation analysis, and functional explanations of international regimes
(Moravcsik 1993: p. 473).
Secondly, he puts three essential elements at the core of his theory: (1) rational state
behaviour, (2) the liberal theory of national preference formation, and (3) intergovernmentalism analysis of interstate negotiation.
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Thirdly, a three-stage model is built whereby governments: firstly, define a set of
interests; secondly, they bargain among themselves to realize those interests; and finally,
they create institutions, which facilitate the applications of policies designed to realize
those same interests (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Liberal Intergovernmentalism (LI)

* Tenets: 1. States – rational. 2. Non-state actors. 3. Three-level game.
Source: Moravcsik 1993.

The first stage derives from the realist conception of state behaviour in as much as it
opens the “black box” of the state. Consequently, it is understood that liberal domestic
political process gives room to many actors such as pressure groups or lobbyists
who compete to influence the formation of the national interest. In the second stage,
the interstate bargaining takes place under the prevailing conditions of economic
interdependence. According to LI, national governments have an incentive to cooperate,
especially where policy coordination increases their control over domestic policy
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outcomes and, in particular, when such corporation allows them to achieve goals that
would otherwise not be attainable. This happens mostly then, when such coordination
permits national governments to minimise or preferably eliminate negative international
policy externalities – a situation, whereby due to the economic interdependence,
particular policies of one government create costs or benefits for politically significant
social groups in other countries. Alternatively, national governments may be inclined to
cooperate at the intergovernmental level for such corporation increases their legitimacy
in the domestic political context.
Ultimately, according to LI, the outcomes of intergovernmental negotiations are
determined by the relative bargaining power of governments, as well as the functional
incentives for institutionalisation created by high transaction costs and the desire to
control domestic agendas.
Once states with diverse preferences strike a substantive agreement, LI theory
moves to a third stage, in which governments pool and delegate the power to European
institutions. Here choice relies on “regime theory”, which treats international institutions
as instruments to help states implement, elaborate, enforce, and extend incomplete
contracts under conditions of uncertainty. Regimes establish rules and procedures for
coordinating behaviour, elaborating details of implementation, distributing benefits,
monitoring compliance, structuring punishments, and negotiating further agreements
(Moravcsik 2018: p. 1648).
Since its first iteration, LI was criticised by numerous authors who published extensively
or gave presentations at international conferences related to European politics, trying
to debate or even negate the relevance of LI. It seems that one of the fundamental
arguments in this regard is rooted in the very foundations of conflictual understanding
of the basis of the international system in general, and European integration in particular.
Intergovernmentalists claim that states represented by national governments are the
most important actors in international relations due to two unique features: legal status
and political legitimacy (Hoffmann 1966: p. 862). The proponents of intergovernmentalism
usually include a well know list of arguments, such as:
1) Major events of the Union – the founding treaties and the subsequent evolution
utilising new treaties (for example, Maastricht, Amsterdam and Lisbon) are intergovernmental agreements of essentially confederal kind);
2) The roles of the Council of Ministers, as well as the European Council;
3) Decision-making in the European Council and much of the work of the Council of
Ministers are also intergovernmental or confederal;
4) Political systems in Europe – the patterns of party organisation, voting and the
like – are still nationally organised;
5) There is no European Government accountable to a European electorate or
European public opinion.
To this rather obvious list, one should add the Brexit puzzle. The fact that the
UK finally left the EU, should be seen as a justification of the above-presented
arguments to the extent that the national government is ultimately in control of the
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fate of a country and whatever sovereignty was shared or submitted, it can always be
repossessed.
Additionally, the critics of LI usually point out that Moravcsik does not fully grasp the
complexities of economic interdependence or that he focuses on big-scale events such
as intergovernmental conferences leaving behind the everyday realities of European
Integration (Scharpf 1999).
Indeed, Moravcsik developed his theory analysing five key episodes in the construction
of the EU:
1) the negotiation of the Treaties of Rome (1955-1958);
2) the consolidation of the common market and the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) (1958-1983);
3) the esteblishment of the first experiment in monetary cooperation and of the
European Monetary System (EMS) (1969-1983);
4) the negotiations of the Single European Act (SEA) (1984-1988);
5) and the negotiation of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) (1988-1991).
Accordingly, he claims that the major dynamics of the European integration since
1955 are reflected by three characteristics: patterns of commercial advantage, the
relative bargaining power of important governments, and the incentives to enhance the
credibility of interstate commitments of which the most fundamental appears to be the
commercial interest (Moravcsik 1998).
When criticising LI, Leon Lindberg (1994) stresses the role of supranational institutions such as the European Commission, whereas Daniel Wincott (Wincott 1995: p. 597),
emphasises the part of the Court of Justice of the European Union. Smith and Ray (Smith,
Ray 1993), on the other hand, question the simplicity of the three-level model, expanding the number of levels up to not less than five, including non-member government
exchange.
Admittedly, the author of LI did acknowledge some weaknesses of his approach by
identifying three possible criticisms. The basic framework of LI, which is based on the
assumption that state behaviour is purposive and instrumental and that the preference
formation precedes the formulation of strategies let alone that’s the national preference,
and intergovernmental bargaining is mostly controlled by national governments without
the manipulation by supranational officials. Secondly, the explanation of national choices
is based on the liberal understanding of state preferences employed. Thirdly, the
intergovernmental theory of bargaining, which stresses the bargaining power rooted
in unilateral alternatives and competing coalitions leads to the possibilities for linkage
and the controlled delegation of power to supranational institutions and the conditions
specified by functional theories of regimes and two-level games.
Over the years, Moravcsik further elaborated on his approach by specifically developing the third stage of his theory, which includes institutions as important actors in
preference formulation, as well as international bargaining. Additionally, he added the
instrumentalisation of norms, practices, and rules, thereby drawing on Social Constructivist approach.
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The third stage of LI attempts to explain the establishment and design of international
institutions. Here LI relies mainly on regime theory. In broad terms, international institutions are seen as beneficial for states, because they can serve as useful instruments
to cope with unintended, unforeseen, or even unwanted consequences when states
commit to coordinate the policies (Keohane 1984).
Arguably, institutions help states to achieve a collectively superior outcome mostly
by reducing the transaction costs of international negotiations on specific issues and by
providing the necessary information to reduce the uncertainty of the state about each
other’s future preferences and behaviour. States establish rules for the distribution of
gains according to the pre-existing bargain and reduce the costs of coordinating the
activities monitoring the behaviour of others and mutually sanctioning non-compliance.
In the original formulation of LI, Moravcsik followed the arguments of the functional
regime theory. He saw institutions as passive, at least when it came to decisive intergovernmental bargaining. For example, he claimed that the acquis communautaire of
the European Community functions to stabilise a constantly evolving set of rules and
expectations, which can only be altered by unanimous consent. Consequently, institutions were seen as promoting international cooperation by serving as a negotiation forum
for disseminating information and policy ideas as well as a platform for representatives of
business, political parties, national bureaucracies, and interest groups to discuss issues
of common concern, joint decision-making procedures or a common set of underlying
legal and political norms. Finally and importantly or monitoring and defining national
compliance (Moravcsik 1993: p. 473).
Admittedly, when applying the LI to the process of “everyday” legislation, administration and enforcement, the EU no longer behaved as a passive institution. This is supposed to depend on two major features of the EU: pulling national prerogatives through
qualified majority voting and delegating sovereign powers to semi-autonomous central
institutions. Still, when accounting for these, Moravcsik’s explanation seems entirely conventional. Firstly, the potential gains from cooperation – time pressure, previous failures,
desire to implement the prior decision or shifting national preferences may all ‘push’
the government to delegate and pool, especially if it’s not content with the status quo.
Secondly, the level of uncertainty regarding the details of specific delegated or poolled
decisions is an important factor behind the decision of governments to opt for qualified
majority voting. Thirdly, both national governments and interest groups face political
risks when engaging in international bargaining. Consequently, risk-averse governments
tend to favour procedures, where the potential losses are minimised, that is to say, the
outcome of the final bargaining is favourable to all other major domestic groups.
All in all, LI has been one of the leading schools of thought in contemporary EU studies.
Yet, it continues to attract a lot of criticism from the EU theorist community. Recently,
according to Klein and Pollack, regarding the future of LI: “An important research question
for the future will be to explore if or under what conditions identity is overtaking functional
interests in the formation of national preferences, and to what extent these dynamics
impact European integration and, potentially, disintegration. (Klein, Pollack 2018: p. 1493).
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It is precisely along with this query that the author of this article proposes the term
“Principled Intergovernmentalism” (PI) as a logical synthesis of LI and Social Constructivism. The working hypothesis that is at the core of this project is that the principles,
which European institutions and national governments refer to (such as the principle of
solidarity or the principle of the rule of law) have been successfully instrumentalised by
a range of actors (major governments, as well as European Commission acting on their
behalf) to the greatest benefit of the most powerful governments in Europe. Herein lies
the most significant novelty of the proposed hypothesis. According to existing studies
and the mainstream approach (deriving from Social Constructivism), it is the “smaller”, as
well as economically and politically “weaker” states that successfully utilise the norms to
maximise their benefits (Wiener et al. 2018).
The proposed study will put forward that, firstly, all national governments do invoke
principles to maximise their benefits during day-to-day bargaining. Secondly, the
economically “stronger” governments are able to benefit comparatively more than the
“weaker” ones. They achieve that by employing pressure, which operates through a number of platforms: from mainstream media, through non-governmental organisations up to
the European Parliament, the Court of Justice of the European Union and the European
Commission. Thirdly, the “weaker” states will also invoke the very same other European
principles to protect their interests, but are likely to benefit less than the ‘strong’ states.
The term “Principled” is suggested, because the EU itself makes reference to principles in the Treaty of Lisbon in the context, which is especially relevant to the analysis
presented in this paper. Chapter 1, article 10A titled: General Provisions on the Union’s
External Action defines those core principles as: “The Union’s action on the international
scene shall be guided by the principles which have inspired its own creation, development and enlargement, and which it seeks to advance in the wider world: democracy, the
rule of law, the universality and indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms,
respect for human dignity, the principles of equality and solidarity, and respect for the
principles of the United Nations Charter and international law”. (Treaty of Lisbon 2007/C
306/01).
Consequently, the role of principles in contemporary Europe is so imminent that the
term PI is proposed instead.
The PI is based on a three-stage model (see Figure 2), which differs substantially from
the one proposed by the LI. Firstly, the advanced model adds the inception of principles
at the national level, drawing on the intergovernmentalism approach, which favours the
role of national governments. Secondly, the proposed model is rooted in the understanding that the same principles are then instrumentalised at the intergovernmental level
during intergovernmental bargaining. The same phenomenon is alleged to take place
with regards to the third stage – operationalisation of principles – institutionalisation).
The most important and interesting, it appears that the feedback mechanism takes
place, which operates on three different levels: intergovernmental bargaining influences
the national domestic process, institutional level influences the intergovernmental bargaining level, as well as to the national domestic political process.
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Figure 2: Principled Intergovernmentalism (PI)

*Tenets: States are rational actors, principles do matter in policymaking, Non-state actors, threelevel game, feedback mechanism
1 step - Operationalisation of principles (foreign policy goals);
2 step - Operationalisation of principles – Institutionalisation level;
3 & 4 steps - Feedback mechanism.
Source: own elaboration.

Two caveats need to be mentioned to meet the expected criticism/perceived
weakness of the presented theorising. Firstly, the put forward PI should be understood
as a mid-range theory. Consequently, its explanatory power will automatically be limited
in terms of geographical scope or epistemological universalism. Secondly, and most
important, the offered theory of PI does not claim its omnipotence in terms of explanatory
utility. This is meant as a reminder that the author is well aware of the inherent limitations
of conceptualising and theorising. Conversely, the presented arguments are to be seen
as inductive rather than deductive. In turn, as long as we assume that the premises (such
that the principles do matter) are “true”, the conclusion that follows (as visualised with the
“PI comprehensive model”) is “strong” and “cogent”.
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Methodological tenets of PI
This study is based on the analysis of four cases, which will be presented to allow us
to validate the working hypothesis. Namely, that the principles (such as the “rule of law”
or “solidarity”) have been instrumentalised by a range of actors (major governments and
European Commission acting on their behalf) to the greatest benefit of the most powerful governments and consequently used to the advantage of the strongest economies in
the European Union. These case studies include:
a) the bargaining concerning the next Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) for
the years 2021–2027;
b) the energy policy of the European Union vis-à-vis Russia;
c) the posted workers directive (Directive 96/71/Ec);
d) the immigration/refugee crisis (as culminated in the 2015 massive influx of
people to EU Member States.
There are several reasons behind such a choice. Firstly, all of these cases relate to a dayto-day international (in the context of the EU) bargaining rather than the intergovernmental
conferences that started or shaped general policies of the European Community (such as
the Maastricht conference). This will allow us to discount the original criticism regarding LI,
which revolved around the high politics or big scale political bargaining.
Secondly, the selected cases cover some of the most critical events in short and
medium term – budget talks, as well as pressing challenges (such as the immigration
phenomenon). It is assumed that these decisions will influence very much, not only the
future of the EU, but will set the” balance of power” in the EU.
Finally, the choice of cases reflects the fundamental division within the EU that is between
the ”old” Member States (such as France or Germany) and the “new” Member States (such
as Poland or Hungary). This division and its consequences have so far produced the most
intriguing dynamics within the EU, and it is likely to continue to do so in the near to midterm
future. Ultimately, if the above-mentioned division is not addressed in a mutually satisfying
manner, the EU is likely to face the most significant challenge to its unity to date.

Principles vs. national interest – the rule of law
Let us start with the proposed conditionality of the EU budget upon the state of the
rule of law in EU Member States. The analysis of this case will outweigh the remaining
three cases, as the principle of “the rule of law” is, currently, the most often used principle
by the European Commission or the European Parliament when criticising Warsaw.
In May 2018 the European Commission proposed the new mechanism to protect the
EU budget from financial risks linked to “generalised deficiencies regarding the rule of
law” in Member States. This would allow the Union to suspend, reduce or restrict access
to EU funding in a manner proportionate to the nature, gravity, and scope of the rule of
law deficiencies. Such a decision would be proposed by the Commission and adopted by
the Council through reverse qualified majority voting, making it all but impossible for one
or two countries to block punitive measures. As the Commission elaborately puts it in the
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document: “[…] In order to protect the Union’s financial interests from the risk of financial
loss caused by generalised deficiencies as regards the rule of law in a Member State, the
European Union should be granted the possibility to adopt appropriate measures in such
cases.” (European Commission 2018).1
Notably, the reactions of top European politicians have been positive. In his comments, Guy Verhofstadt, the leader of the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe
(ALDE) and a Member of the European Parliament, applauded this situation: “Good news
for democracy: Parliament is proposing EUR 1.8 billion funding for a new Rights and Values MFF Programme. Civil society will be our strongest ally to protect the #RuleOfLaw &
fundamental rights across the EU!” (Verhofstadt 2019).
Sophie in ‘t Veld, the ALDE shadow rapporteur of the report commented: “Today, the
European Parliament is taking an important step to defend European values. There is
a consensus about setting up a mechanism to withhold EU money from the Member
States that fail to respect human rights and the rule of law.” (ALDE group 2018).
Other, equally firm and supportive examples include most members of the political
establishment in France, Germany and Belgium – the limited nature of this paper does
not permit further elaboration along these lines, let us say that the example of ALDE
is relatively typical and representative. As POLITICO reports, Budget Commissioner
Günther Oettinger allegedly asserted that: “It’s not a question of sanctions per se, it’s
a question of the protection of European money” (Bayer 2019).
Increasingly scholars look at the problem and concur claiming that the existing state
of disconnection between the rule of law and redistributive policies of the EU will forever
perpetuate the state whereby membership will realistically fall into two categories. “If the
EU does not undertake an effective reform of its redistributive policies to ensure that
progressivity and solidarity within the EU become a matter of the rule of law and not of
governance through conditionalities and fines, in the foreseeable future the Union will bear
less and less resemblance to a democracy […]” (Georgiev 2019: p. 117). Neuwahl and Kovacs
seem to support the gist of the EC proposal (regarding Poland and Hungary) asserting that:
“suspension of funds, and decreasing appropriations in future years if it can legitimately
be done, would be sure to have a negative impact on the functioning of the Hungarian
economy, and therefore indirectly, on the popularity of the ruling party” (Neuwahl, Kovacs
2021: p. 17).
Furthermore, it is also proposed that: ”Across the EU, we see signs of increasingly
popular autocratic leaders coming closer and closer to power. EU Member States need
to wake up to the fact that the actions of Hungary’s Orbán and Poland’s Kaczyński provide a model that can easily spread to other EU countries led by populists with autocratic
ambitions.” (Pech, Scheppele 2017: p. 3).
Such arguments, however, deserve to be met with a reality check. Firstly, especially
in the context of the Eurozone crisis, proposed and implemented institutional solutions
1

Ultimately, on the 16 December 2020, the protection of the EU budget in the case of breaches of the
principles of the rule of law in the Member States “conditionality close” has become law (see: Regulation 2020/2092).
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have led to an increased reliance on non-majoritarian institutions, such as the European
Central Bank, at the expense of democratic accountability. Moreover, it has led to
a new emphasis on coercive enforcement at the expense of the voluntary cooperation
that previously characterised (and sustained) the EU as a community of law (Scicluna,
Auer 2019: p. 1420). Secondly, common sense suggests that there is no “one fit for all
solution”, consequently, there is not one interpretation and application of the “rule of
law” principle, there are 27 different interpretations and applications of the “rule of law”.
Thirdly, the right of the European Commission to actually “punish” any Member State for
the alleged nonconformity with the principle of the rule of law is questionable, to say
the least (in fact in 2008 in response to the mass petition of Polish Judges, allegedly the
European Commission claimed that it could not take actions in domestic cases). Finally,
it is not clear when and to what extent the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU)
can influence national legal frameworks with regards to the vaguely defined rule of law
(interestingly in a recent case, the Spanish Supreme Court prevented a convicted Catalan
independence leader – Oriol Junqueras, from taking a seat in the European Parliament,
regardless of an earlier ruling by the CJEU that allowed so, in effect challenging the
allegedly unchallenged principle of the supremacy of the EU law over the national laws
(Comunicación Poder Judicial 2020). Similar cases include an earlier decision of the CJEU
stipulating that the principle of judicial independence does not preclude a temporary
reduction in the remuneration paid to members of the Portuguese Tribunal de Contas
(Court of Auditors – decided by Portugal government) in the context of austerity measures
linked to an EU financial assistance programme (Bonelli, Claes 2018: p. 622). Let alone the
Lisbon Judgment of 2009 when the German Constitutional Court (FCC) asserted its own
jurisdiction of the final resort to review future EU treaty changes and transfers of powers
to the EU (Beck 2011: p. 470).
To summarise this part of the analysis, it seems that the principal argument of the proponents of the “discipline” camp rests upon the premise (again taken for granted) that the
new EU Member States (such as Hungary, Poland or Czechia) have benefitted thanks to
the redistributive function of the EU budget (Cohesion Policy and Common Agricultural
Policy) immensely or even since the accession talks started (pre-accession funds). Thus,
if the recently elected “illiberal governments” do not follow the EU interpretation of the
principle of the rule of law, their societies should be punished by funding cuts, which in
turn should persuade them to vote in new, progressive and liberal politicians, that would
follow political models applied in “older democracies”.2
The reality, however, does not conform with such presumptions. Apparently, the
money, which Western countries send to Eastern Europe through the EU budget pales
in comparison with the profits Western companies make from investments in the East.

2

This difference between older established democracies with somewhat higher legal culture seems to
have been recently confirmed by the opinion of the Venice Commission. (See more: European Commission for Democracy Through Law (Venice Commission), Opinion No. 977/2020, https://www.venice.
coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2020)017-e. This invites a discussion regarding the differences between nomocracy – the “rule of law” vs. democracy – the rule by, of and for the people.
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Between 2010 and 2016, Hungary, Poland, Czechia, or Slovakia received the equivalent
of 2% to 4% of their GDP in EU funds. Nevertheless, the flow of capital exiting these countries over the same period was between 4% and close to 8% of GDP. Western European
companies have also been making big money from EU-funded public procurements in
Eastern Europe. Spanish, German and French firms are designing the first high-speed
train line crossing the Baltics. The project’s first large construction contract was awarded
to a Belgian company (Armand 2019).3 This was earlier signalled by Günther Oettinger,
European Commissioner for Budget and Human Resources in the college of the Juncker
Commission, who openly admitted “[…] a large part of every euro the EU gives Poland
comes back to Germany.” (Berschens, Afhüppe 2017).4
Moreover, it appears that the so-called old members of the EU are far more protectionist with regards to their national economies than the newly admitted states. Since
the EU’s Eastern enlargement of 2004, “old” Member States have granted around nine
times more public aid (EUR 65 billion per year on average) than “new” ones (EUR 7 billion).
The European Commission’s DG Competition questions aid granted by “old” Member
States much less often than that provided by “new” ones. Big countries – Germany and
France – are particularly privileged. For unclear reasons, the Commission only orders
“new” Member States to suspend public aid. The Commission is currently conducting the
most proceedings concerning infringement of EU law against “old” Member States like
Spain, Germany or Italy. The biggest number of proceedings for “systemic” infringements
are being conducted against Germany (Polish Economic Institute 2019).
Finally, the Centre for European Policy (CEP) has recently published a timely and very
much relevant report entitled 20 Years of the Euro: Winners and Losers. In this analysis,
CEP concludes that Germany has gained the most from the introduction of the euro:
almost EUR 1.9 trillion between 1999 and 2017. This amounts to around EUR 23,000 per
inhabitant. Otherwise, only the Netherlands has gained substantial benefits from introducing the euro (Gasparotti, Kullas 2019).

Principles vs. national interest – the solidarity principle (immigration crisis)
The years 2015-2016 found Europe experienced an influx of over a million asylum
seekers, a phenomenon considered even by mainstream media to be the most serious
immigration crisis in its history, and perhaps even the greatest ever challenge to its political
stability in the short and long term. Greece and Hungary felt overwhelmed with significant
numbers of immigrants. At the outset of the immigration crisis, EU institutions declared
a need to address the challenges and rectify the plight of refugee seekers. European
Commission issued the Communication COM(2008)359 final, whereby it stressed the
importance of helping those in need.5
3

4

5

For more data, including renowned Thomas Pikkety analysis, see: http://piketty.pse.ens.fr/files/ideologie/pdf/G12.10.pdf
In fact, Polish politicians, including the opposition Civic Party members estimate that out of each Euro
transferred to Polish economy, anything between 80 to 86 cents goes right back into German pockets.
See more: https://acton.org/publications/transatlantic/2017/06/23/eu-refugees-west-pays-east-obeys
See more: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2008:0359:FIN:EN:PDF
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These proclamations followed, in fact, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, who
famously uttered: “We have managed so many things — we will also manage this situation”
(germ. “Wir haben so vieles geschafft – wir schaffen das.”) in August 2015.6 Starting the socalled “open door policy” that lead to an influx of one million-plus immigrants within just
a couple of years. German Chancellor did assert this position, however citing humanitarian
reasons on numerous occasions.
At the same time, the above-mentioned Communication COM(2008)359 final of the
European Commission invoked the principles of solidarity and shared responsibility as
a preface to what was later utilised to press those EU Member States such as Hungary,
Poland or Austria, who declined to participate in the obligatory mechanism of immigrants/
refugees redistribution (Communication 2008). “We need to restore confidence in our
ability to bring together European and national efforts to address migration, to meet our
international and ethical obligations and to work together in an effective way, in accordance with the principles of solidarity and shared responsibility.” (Communication 2015). 7

Principles vs. national interest.
Posted workers – the freedom of movement principle
In September 2019, the EU Parliament’s Transport Committee gave the green light to
begin negotiations with the European Commission and the Council on rules for reforming
the EU’s transport sector. The goal was to reach a compromise on the laws known as the
“Macron Package”, which introduced new regulations for posted drivers, including a higher
minimum wage and regulation of their stay in hotels. The most contentious issue appeared
to be the return of empty trucks to their country of origin once every four weeks. This would
prevent transport companies from Central and Eastern Europe from providing their services
to the market of Western Europe, the so-called “cabotage” (Euractiv Network 2019).
Bulgaria, Romania, Poland, Hungary, Latvia and Lithuania opposed the proposed
regulation claiming that the obligation to return empty trucks would be an illegal
protectionist measure that would seriously affect companies in their respective countries,
and lead to the loss of jobs and increased economic emigration. Bulgarian politician
and a Member of the European Parliament Peter Vitanov is among the most vocal
opponents of the contested package. Vitanov estimated that the Bulgarian government
and the local transport industry should make compromises with some of the changes to
negotiate the cancellation of the most controversial proposals. “The return of the empty
truck [to the country of origin] is contrary to a fundamental principle [author’s annotation]
of the EU – the free movement of goods and capital”. This means that Bulgaria can begin
negotiations to seek a compromise with the threat of a dangling court case. “There is no
way to oblige anyone to go somewhere else. It is contrary to the free market”, according
to the Bulgarians8.
6
7
8

See more: https://www.politico.eu/article/the-phrase-that-haunts-angela-merkel/
See more: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/ga/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0240
Hungary (Case C-620/18) and Poland (Case C-626/18) each brought an action seeking the annulment
of Directive 2018/957, which disfavours competitive transport companies from Central and Easter Eu-
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Principles vs. national interest. EU – Russia relations
(the principle of solidarity)
In the face of the ongoing Covid-19 crisis and the consequent emerging of the global
economic crisis, Nord Stream 2 AG,9 a subsidiary of PJSC Gazprom (Gazprom), responsible
for the delivery of the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline from Russia to Germany via the Baltic
Sea attempted to exclude the project from the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT)10 as well as
the European Gas Directive as amended in May 2019.11 In brief, EU rules stipulate that
import pipelines should not be owned by gas suppliers and that third parties should also
be able to use them. As of early May 2020, German regulator, Federal Network Agency
(BNetzA) decided against such exclusions complicating the completion of Nord Stream 2.
This decision was met with much relief in Central and Eastern Europe, where prominent
Eastern EU Member States (such as Poland) criticised the German stance on energy
procurement. The main reason and principle that was invoked on many occasions
with regards to Nord Stream and Nord Stream 2 has been the principle of solidarity.
In particular, Poland referred to the article 194 of the Treaty on European Union updated
by the Lisbon Treaty (Title XXI – Energy), which stipulates in the framework of the principle
of European solidarity on energy among others: energy security and promotion of the
interconnection of energy networks – points (b) and (d) respectively (see TEU: art. 194).
What Poland and other countries in the region are afraid of, is that Germany is going
to monopolise its role as an energy hub in the European Union, which will effectively disadvantage Central and Eastern European countries. EU is already, they claim, too much
dependent on Russian gas, and when the Nord Stream 2 is completed, this dependence
will only grow further. The merit of such arguments has been recently confirmed by the
ruling of the Court of Justice of the EU (Judgment in Case T-883/16, Poland vs Commission) finding the European Commission in breach of the principle of energy solidarity
regarding its decision No. C(2016) 6950 of 28 October 2016, enabling the monopolisation
of access to the OPAL pipeline (see: Judgement of the General Court 2019).

Conclusions
The recently established European Commission headed by Ursula von der Leyen
has declared several priorities. These priorities are not only far fetching but have the
potential to further discriminate among the “old” and “new” EU Member States. The proposed “European Green Deal” seems to have already sparked considerable discomfort
in Central and Eastern Europe, which for geo-economic reasons is heavily dependent on

9
10
11

rope. The Court of Justice of the European Union however, dismissed both actions in December 2020
(Judgement of the Court 2020a,b).
See more: https://www.nord-stream2.com/
See more: https://www.energycharter.org/process/energy-charter-treaty-1994/energy-charter-treaty/
The European Commission amended its Gas Directive in April 2019, and the amended document entered into force on 23 May 2019. It stipulates that a third-party nation cannot own both the pipeline and
gas imported into the EU market unless the conduit was built before 23 May 2019. See more: https://
eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L0692&from=EN
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fossil fuels, especially coal. This is bound to be a source of tensions within the EU and
by extension between countries such as Germany and Poland in the context of energy
security. The proposed theory of PI should offer some explanation with regards to the
future of the “European Green Deal” since the issue relates very much to the core of the
question of energy security and economic development of the EU Member States and
the whole EU.
The proposed PI facilitates the emergence of numerous research questions, which
will be addressed in the future. For example, what are the conditions for the successful
inception of principles into the foreign policy process? How does the interlevel interaction
work, and to what extent does the feedback mechanism work? To what extent are
national governments successful at “using” EU institutions as platforms to project national
interests? What is the role of non-governmental actors in such an understood process,
especially NGOs? In other words, phases one and two of the proposed model need to
be further researched and theorised. Finally, what is the role of “external” environment,
in particular, great powers such as the USA, Russia or China with regards to intra-EU
bargaining.
Principles, as proclaimed by the PI as a crucial intervening variable, differ fundamentally
from the previous take on the norms and identities as put forward by Moravcsik and
Schimmelfenning. Firstly, the idea of principles and its role in current European politics
is understood mostly in terms of “instrumentalisation”. As much as social constructivists
focus on the identities of the EU Member States, they seem to idealise their role in
shaping the philosophical outlook of particular member states. The proposed theory of
PI takes a different approach, drawing on realist conceptualisation of the national interest.
It assumes that identity is not carved in stone. In fact, it is rather a vaguely defined set of
ideas about norms and corresponding behaviour. Such approach leaves enough room
for national or non-state agents’ interests to be bargained for with the help of whatever
means, including the instrumentalisation of chosen principles, as defined by the treaties.
This, in turn, gives much more flexibility to national governments or supranational actors
such as the European Commission in creating a conducing environment to facilitate
compromise in favour of politically and economically stronger governments. At the same
time, one should revisit the idea of an ”entrapment” (Schimmenfenning, Thomas 2008),
which facilitates the feedback mechanism. Unlike previous approaches, the PI allows for
a more nuanced and in depth understanding of the feedback mechanism, which seems
to operate between all three stages of the original LI model.
Finally, to make matters even more complicated, the proposed model of PI does
not function in a void. Both “old” as well as “new” EU Member States are included in
numerous Euro-Atlantic ties and programmes and are therefore subjects to the influence
of “external” actors such as the USA, Russia or even China. The above-presented analysis
does not include such considerations as the PI model refers primarily to internal –
(European) bargaining processes. Further study should therefore have to include the
“external” context of the proposed model.
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Abstract
The aim of the article is to identificate and analyse the most important risks associated with human
functioning in the network as a member of the information society. The main research problem is
the question of what dangers threaten a human functioning in cyberspace? An analysis of the material gathered through its examination, clarification and categorisation enables to solve the research
problem. This provides the basis for formulating the thesis that the functioning of the information
society in cyberspace includes many positive qualities, nevertheless, one should not forget about
the dangers in the form of inundation of information, mental dependence, or criminal activity.
The most important, however, is conscious and reasonable exertion of the Internet by users.
Keywords: security, cyberspace, cybersociety, cyber-risks, information society, Internet

(Nie)bezpieczeństwo funkcjonowania społeczeństwa informacyjnego w cyberprzestrzeni
Streszczenie
Celem artykułu jest przeprowadzenie analizy dotyczącej identyfikacji najważniejszych zagrożeń
związanych z funkcjonowaniem człowieka w sieci jako członka społeczeństwa informacyjnego.
Głównym problemem badawczym jest zatem pytanie, jakie niebezpieczeństwa zagrażają człowiekowi funkcjonującemu w cyberprzestrzeni? Rozwiązanie problemu badawczego umożliwiła analiza
zgromadzonego materiału poprzez jego zbadanie, objaśnienie i kategoryzację. Stanowiło to podstawę do sformułowania tezy, że funkcjonowanie społeczeństwa informacyjnego w cyberprzestrzeni
zawiera dużo pozytywnych cech, niemniej nie należy zapominać o zagrożeniach w postaci: zalewu
informacji, uzależnienia psychicznego, działalności przestępczej. Najważniejszym jest jednak świadome i rozsądne korzystanie z Internetu przez użytkowników.
Słowa kluczowe: bezpieczeństwo, cyberprzestrzeń, cyberspołeczeństwo, cyberzagrożenia, społeczeństwo informacyjne, Internet
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At the turn of the 21st century, many changes occurred in the functioning of the
economy and the state in the life of society and the individual, caused by the unexpectedly
rapid development of ICT (information and communication technologies). The turning
point was the emergence and snowballing development of the Internet, which enabled
the exchange of information on a global scale and facilitated communication. The
Internet is now an essential part of functioning in all areas of social, economic, political,
and cultural life. ICT covers most of public and private operations. It is a means of gaining
knowledge as well as a source of information. The Internet as a tool, through which
network computers interact (communicate), has enabled functioning in cyberspace,
i.e. virtual space. Consequently, state borders and the public and private divide do
not constitute significant obstacles. These fundamental changes give rise to new
opportunities, challenges, risks, and security threats.
Therefore, ensuring security in the net is a major challenge for the state. The premises
that caused the formation of the information society continue to actively influence its
development. Living in an information society means, inter alia, easier access to information,
while the use of network structures promotes social activity. The functioning of the information
society in cyberspace contains a lot of positive features: the speed of information circulation
and the easiness of finding it, the convenience of using email, the possibility of creating new
forms of social life. Nevertheless, one should not forget about the dangers.

Hypothesis and research metods
Undertaking the research let sketch some problems concerning the functioning of
information society in a new area, virtual space. The aim of the research is to identify the
dangers of human functioning in cyberspace as a member of the information society.
The accomplishment of the research aim required to define the research problem: what are
the dangers to the human functioning in cyberspace? Referring to the research question,
the author formulated a research hypothesis that functioning of the information society in
cyberspace has a lot of positive features, nevertheless, it has the dangers in the form of
flooding of information, mental addiction, or criminal activity. The research methods used
in this research are: analysis, synthesis, and comparison. The used methods let verify the
determined hypothesis and accomplish the formulated research aim.

The rise of the information society
The information society is already functioning (Wegner 2020). It is written and discussed
a lot by investigating its aspects and components. Various manifestations of the action
of the information society are noted. It is characterised by the undoubted possibility of
a quick and cheap circulation of information. There is also a gush of information that is
unnecessary or even simply harmful, which is problematic by inability to be verified and
defended against. Information is manipulated, even disinformation activities are carried
out with its use more and more frequently (Oleksiewicz, Krztoń 2017: p. 75).
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In most definitions (Golka 2008: p. 80–81), the term “information society” is understood
as one, whose essential component remains information, which is produced, processed,
collected, communicated, and received. This is a necessary factor in its functioning.
The Internet, the computer and all devices, tools or digital technologies are the most
important areas of life and work for its members. Information as a product, a commodity,
a raw material has become the essence of modern civilisation and its lifeblood.
Pervasive competition promotes the search and sale of information, particularly the
one, which is new, relevant, and attractive. This leads to economic, political, social and
cultural changes, the spread of which has gained an unprecedented rate so far. According
to Manuel Castells “New information technologies, changing the nature of information
processing, affect all spheres of human activity” (Castells 2007: p. 86).
The term “information society” was introduced by Tadeo Umesao in 1963 for the first time.
This concept is an attempt to generalize the display of key constituents, mechanisms of
functioning, and the hallmarks of a new phenomenon. Naturally, in the literature of the subject,
many proposals for naming this phenomenon can be found, among others, “knowledge
society” (Drucker 2002: p. 446), “network society” (Castells 2007), “third wave” (Toffler 2001).
The information society is a new kind of society. It is a society:
1) in which the production of information and intangible assets becomes the driving
force for formation and development (Juszczyk 2000: p. 12);
2) in which all persons are allowed free access to create, receive, share and use
information and knowledge, which contributes to their social, economic, cultural
and political development (Wrycza 2010: p. 471);
3) which has a rich means of communication and information processing underpinning the majority of national income and providing the livelihood of most people
(Pinter 2008: p. 23);
4) in which information technology and telecommunications have an ever-increasing role in all areas of social life, and in which these technologies have changed
the foundations of social structures and processes and caused huge changes in
politics, economy, culture and daily life (Karvalics 2008: p. 34).
One should agree that the information society is shaped through widespread access
to computers and the Internet and knowledge of their use. The computer and smartphone are the devices and technology most characteristic of the present time. However,
this rise and development of the Internet most likely was the cause of the formation of
the information society and the Internet became an inherent part of it.
People have long communicated using different networks, but only recently as a result of the use of the Internet, which is a means of communicating many with the many,
and at one time and on a global scale, have become a new value. Networks created by
the Internet are numerous integrated nodes, however, largely independent of each other,
between which information flows. Besides, they function as open structures, capable of
continuously developing and thus, connecting new nodes (Golka 2008: p. 82–83).
Personal computers (PCs) and smartphones became the most distinguishing
components characterising the information society. In modern times, they are a versatile
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and common means of contacting, connecting with other devices. The Internet is cocreated by all members of the community who use it and also those who function in the
space of its operation.
Information society influences different areas of the functioning of the person: technological, social, economic, and cultural (Wrycza 2010: p. 471):
1) technological — development of new technologies, high degree of use of modern technologies and the Internet by society;
2) social — development of means of communication, access to electronic products and services, creation of online communities;
3) economic — professional development through new technologies, the impact of
society on economic activity;
4) cultural — a high level of information culture, virtual reality, electronic entertainment.
The 21st century society has mostly been shaped through innovative ways of information circulation. The contemporary process of transmitting information in a globalised
world enables it to be relatively integrated.
The information society, and primarily the Internet, contains a lot of positive features:
the transfer of many spheres of mass culture based on radio and television to the network; the convenience of email, the speed of information circulation and the ease of
finding it, the ability to create new forms of social life. Nevertheless, new problems arise
in other areas: progressive alienation in work and daily functioning, inundation of information, exacerbation of differences between rich and poor countries, mental dependence,
and mainly functional dependence on information systems (Golka 2008: p.90).
Nor should we forget about the dangers of the information society in the form of
criminal acts (Jaroszewska 2017): theft of information, intellectual property and money,
destruction of programmes and files, pedophilia and pornography, dissemination of
dangerous beliefs and ideologies, communication of criminal and terrorist organisations,
arms and drug trafficking, fraud and extortion, etc.
Tomasz Goban-Klas and Piotr Sienkiewicz assume that further development of the
information society can proceed according to the following variants (Goban-Klas, Sienkiewicz 1999: p. 51):
1) firstly, it can develop in economically and technologically advanced countries,
contributing to their further development in all aspects of life;
2) secondly, there may be a recourse of social and individual development precisely
as a result of the dominance of information technology;
3) thirdly, sustainability may take place with the assumption that the beneficial
effects of information technology will be exploited while remembering (and
taking into account) the negative ones;
4) fourthly, it is difficult to prejudge what further development will be, since the
effects of using technology depend on people to a small extent.
Current knowledge of the functioning of the information society is insufficient, there
are many uncertainties and gaps. A large part of what we think and write about the information society in a short time may become out of date. We are certainly unable to predict
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the further shape of the development of the information society. Nevertheless, it can be
noted with great certainty that this society will have to continue and develop, because
there is no longer a retreat from it.
This is confirmed by Manuel Castells who writes, “for as long as you wish to live in
a society, here and now, you will have to deal with a network society. For we live in the
Internet Galaxy” (Castells 2003: p. 313).

Cyberspace as an area for communicating the information society
It is worth directing attention to the classical, fixed and essential understanding of the
term space (Sienkiewicz 2013: p.104):
1) first — initiated by Democritus and the Stoics and then developed by Newton, the
space was identified with a kind of place, the vacuum in which individual entities
were to be filled;
2) second — the understanding of this concept giving it an absolute dimension
is Immanuel Kant’s idea of spatiality as a form of conceptual recognition of the
reality being a subject of experience;
3) third — an expression, formulated by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz and restored by
Albert Einstein, that linked space to material existence, that is, reality.
Many attempts to interpret or reinterpret the concept referred to as cyberspace can
be found in the literature. Piotr Sienkiewicz lists its basic grasps (Sienkiewicz 2013: p. 108):
1) cyberspace is simply the Internet, its resources and services as well as users;
2) cyberspace equates to virtual reality generated by the computer, network, and
Internet;
3) cyberspace constitutes, in essence, a social mega-network — a "network of
networks", whose individual and group participants (communities) exploit global
resources provided by the Internet (general — network);
4) cyberspace is simply an evolving dynamic complex system, and it should be
viewed first, whether its technical, informative, or social aspects are displayed.
Cyberspace is used to process, store and transmit information, and the essence of
cyberspace is to use information in a digital form. In a narrower sense, cyberspace is regarded as the Internet and the World Wide Web, which connect computers and provide
information exchange between people. Therefore, the Internet provides and facilitates
a global communication space for political, economic, social, and cultural activities.
Cyberspace creates a digital social space, and social media, news portals, discussion
forums, databases, etc. are used for this. In a broader sense, cyberspace is a social information space, but also an infrastructure: specialist equipment, telecommunications
devices, Internet services, multimedia, and hypertext systems.
This is supported by Dominika Dziwisz, who states that: “...cyberspace contains
the Internet and any other computer networks, for example, private networks that are
separated from the Internet. It is a hybrid of telecommunications lines, television, and
computers that converge with each other” (Dziwisz 2015: p. 37).
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One of the manifestations of the existence of “cyberspace” and at the same time,
its feature is virtuality (Unold 2015: p. 173). Virtuality blurs the difference between a real
sphere and virtualis, truth and pretence, copy and original. Virtuality should be regarded as
a potential feature of cyberspace and networking as a constitutive one, whereas given the
communication qualities, interactivity, multimediality, and hypertexticity cannot be omitted.
A feature of virtuality is the multi-sense experience of transmission and a balanced level of
simulation owing to the technical capabilities of creating illusions. Since the beginning of
the technical possibility of virtual reality realisation, features such as simulation, interactivity,
telepresence and, above all, “immersion” in the artificially plotted world of events and
fiction have been exhibited.
Virtual reality connotes intrinsically with a computer equipped with special device,
which delivers deep immersion and comfortable interaction. This device completed
with adequate computer programme provides virtual impressions to the simulation
participant. The most popular devices are google of virtual reality, also called cybernetic
helmets until recently. It contributed to the fact that many people perceive virtual reality
through the prism of these devices. In some way, they become the synonym for virtual
reality (Lebiedź et al. 2018: p. 117).
Some experts of the topic propose to comprehend cyberspace with a human element
and therefore propose the following term: “cyberspace is a time-dependent set of
interconnected information systems and human users who cooperate with these systems”
(Ottis, Lorents 2010). This important complement to the understanding of cyberspace
shows that the operation of this space is possible thanks to users, that is, people.
Therefore, we can talk about the emergence of a new “cyberenvironment” of a human,
which is already becoming a digital complement to the existing environment of man, and
sometimes becomes its alternative. The concept of cybersociety emerges frequently in
literature next to the term cyberspace. Considerations on the characterisation of cyber
society are continuing and there does not seem to be any agreement reached in any
time soon, even more so as it is an interdisciplinary problem. Nevertheless, Agnieszka
Lekka-Kowalik lists three features of cybersociety (Lekka-Kowalik 2003: p. 18–19):
1) in cybersociety most activities, whether individual or social, take place on-line.
On-line activities are believed to be in some substantial respects better than
analogous actions performed off-line. Therefore, it is proposed to move more and
more activities into cyberspace. It is also believed that this transfer has, or will
have, socially positive consequences in the near future: e.g., competition between
companies will increase thanks to an increase in the ability to choose the individual, the never-beleaguered regions will have a better chance of development,
people will be able to develop their interests, etc. having saved time, energy and
money in the course of performing vital activities. Cybersociety is therefore seen
as an environment better for human development and self-realisation;
2) cyber society is an information technology society not only because
telecommunications and information technology techniques are used in the
activities, but also because these techniques are seen as a significant production
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factor and the use of ICT as a versatile development factor. The workforce is also
mostly composed of domestic product is created within the broadly understood
IT sector;
3) cyber society is also an information society because information is the primary
production factor, the main commodity, and determinant of action. It is assumed
that the quantity and speed of collection, processing and transmission of
information has social positive consequences. By increasing citizens’ access to
information, the formation of channels of horizontal social communication, and
the ease of organising groups of information sharing and pressure social, the
actual participation of citizens in the governance of the country will increase. The
geographical and financial barrier to human contacts will disappear, which will
promote global solidarity and understanding.
People living in an information society need to communicate with others and exchange information. They share information among themselves through social media.
The development and spread of social media have decisively changed the way people,
communities, and organisations communicate. Social media operates on the basis of
Web 2.0 technologies and allows users to create and exchange information content
(Ślązak 2019).
The popularity of participating in the functioning of social media and its use results
from several sources (Ngai et al. 2015: p. 33):
1) human behaviour at the individual level:
▪▪ attributes of personality — openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, settlement
and neuroticism can develop the behavioural intentions of social media users,
▪▪ acceptance of technology — observed ease of use and perception of the utility
of new technologies in relation to people’s attitudes towards their adoption;
2) social behaviours — social factors such as:
▪▪ social impact, which includes social identity,
▪▪ social capital, which includes social interactions and social ties;
3) mass communication and its effect on people’s behaviours.
The following social networking sites are most often distinguished (Karciarz, Dutko
2010: p. 16–17):
1) social — allowing you to establish and maintain virtual acquaintances such as
Facebook.com, NaszaKlasa.pl, MySpace.com, Grono.net;
2) networking — the purpose of which is to create business networking, as well as
to allow the application to thematic (industry) groups;
3) content — allowing users to share specific content such as videos, photos or music;
4) citizen journalism services — information sites having their origin in the work
of social amateur journalists sending coverage and photographic material
and video directly from the event venue, e.g. Wikinews.pl, iThink.pl, News24.pl,
Interia360.pl;
5) discussion forums — virtual places of exchange of opinions centred around particular topics, e.g. Forum.Gazeta.pl, Forumowisko.pl;
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blogs — sites presenting subjective opinions of people conducting them, mostly
covered in chronological form of published posts;
7) repositories — ordered collections of documents such as dictionaries, encyclopedias, databases, etc.
Today, the presence on social media is not only communication between people, but
also the possibility of professional development or the production of financial benefits.
In principle, all counting domestic and international companies operate on social media
conduct marketing, advertise new products, and most importantly, seek active customer
commitment.
Perception of cyberspace merely through the lens of the Internet seems like a big
simplification, as does attribute coherence and homogeneity to the Internet. Functioning in
cyberspace creates the need of changes and updates necessary for the proper fulfillment
of specific functions by the state and society. These are the effects of civilisational
development in scientific, technical, and technological areas. As a result of these changes,
many new modernised areas of economic, social, formal-legal activity, the creation of
rational social behaviour rules, and security programmes have been created in cyberspace
(Wegner 2020).
Network activities can be grouped into areas, for example:
1) economic activities — e-business;
2) buying and selling activities — e-trade;
3) educational activities — e-education, e-science;
4) public activities — e-government;
5) the activities of social relations — e-communities;
6) communication activities — e-mail.
Cyberspace is a space of increased risk and new threats. The more knowledge of this
phenomenon, the more uncertainty grows. The increasingly extensive structures of the
“virtual” community are conducive to producing many side effects in the form of theft,
intrusions, spams and viruses (Krztoń 2017: p.209).

Threats arising from functioning in cyberspace
At the same time, new risks and threats arising from the specific nature of the
network are emerging with the development of the information society. The snowballing
amount of information available causes the lack of ability to process and perception
by human, which impedes his normal functioning. Information, when spreading very
quickly, makes it difficult to verify and respond adequately to it. The most significant
challenges and risks can include psychosocial, privacy, and criminal activities (Lizut
2014).
The transformation of cyberspace through the development of ICT has resulted in
a shift in the relationship between people from personal to digital on the web. Some
people are starting to be exhausted, while, others have become addicted to the Internet
and contacts in cyberspace. Research demonstrates three dimensions of ICT overload
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by users: communication overload 86%, information overload 55%, system functions
overload 47% (Wojciechowska-Filipek, Ciekanowski 2016: p. 37).
Increasingly, the problem of network and technology overload of workers performing
their duties, as well as people in ordinary activities, begins to occur and grow. Society is
increasingly reliant on digital technology and information far more than ever before. Users
feel fatigued with incessant communication on the network, they are connected to it virtually
24 hours a day, 7 hours a week. They have to receive emails, texts, and phone calls at work
all the time, on the way home they do not part with phones and tablets, and at home they
immediately connect to the network to appear on social media (Wojciechowska-Filipek,
Ciekanowski 2016: p.38). After a time of fascination with the new form of connectivity, people
begin to feel exhausted by the obligation of incessant communication, and also report more
and more doubts about the value, legitimacy and quality of content distributed on the web.
At this time cyberspace users are bombarded with information, virtually all of them
can develop and post information on the Internet. As a result, the quantity and size of
information increase at a rapid rate, which leads to the fact that obtaining valuable and
timely information is a difficult task. Choosing necessary, specific, up-to-date and true
information among contradictory, inconsistent and inadequate can be a challenge and
may cause a sense of uncertainty, risk, anxiety, and danger.
Excess information often exceeds the capacity of the human mind to process and
perceive it, leading to information overload that causes the inability to understand the
subject in question, hindering the right decision-making and actions appropriate to the
situation. This phenomenon occurs when potentially useful information received becomes an obstacle rather than an aid (Jackson, Farzaneh 2012: p. 523-532). It must also be
noted that each person has different abilities to search, analyze and interpret information,
especially in the case of uncertain and complex information.
In the literature of the subject, we can find information that, despite many benefits of
functioning in cyberspace, there are also negative psychosocial effects for some users,
and this can lead to pathological and/or problematic use of the Internet or even Internet
addiction. These phenomena are regarded as an important mental health problem and
can affect people of all ages, hurt a particular person as well as his family. Several major
Internet addictions can be distinguished (Gogołek 2006: p. 319):
1) computer addiction — in this case, the user does not have to be in cyberspace at
all, it is enough that he spends time in front of the computer. It is not important
what he does with it. An addicted person not only treats the medium anthropomorphically, but even as a part of himself (his brain, memory);
2) addiction to virtual games — involves addiction to virtual games as well as
obsessive gambling. Underage users are provided with information related to
violence and aggression, thus forbidden by parents and thus desired. For adults,
games become an alternative to the real world. Whereas, e-gambling can result
in serious financial and legal problems;
3) information overload — compulsory web browsing, including databases. It occurs with a surplus of information — chaotic flipping of information found on
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the web, participating in multiple discussion forums, and conducting multiple
conversations simultaneously;
4) Internet socio-mania — this is an addiction to online social contacts. The user
makes new contacts only and exclusively through the network, usually to the
detriment of normal social relationships. Such a situation, as a rule, is accompanied by emotional withdrawal, mental absence, apathy, extinguishing feelings;
5) Internet erotomania — mainly involves watching videos and photos of pornographic
material or conversations on sex-themed chats. This phenomenon is dangerous,
when a material with pornographic content is hit by people with disorders in the
emotional sphere or minors.
The privacy sphere of human functioning is protected, and the right to privacy
is treated as a fundamental right of the individual. In the age of information, the right
to privacy takes special meaning, and it is understood as the right of the individual to
decide: when, how, and to what extent the resource of information relating to it can be
shared with others (Braciak 2002: p. 296). This right is also covered by the right to privacy
of information and includes personal data control during collection, analysis, testing,
duplication, and distribution in ICT systems.
When conducting a transaction in cyberspace, users leave a large number of information and data necessary to complete the transaction, e.g. (Wojciechowska-Filipek,
Ciekanowski 2016: p. 45):
1) name, and email, with every contact with the supplier of products and services;
2) name, address and telephone number, with each purchase of a product supplied
by a courier company;
3) the card number, the holder’s details, and the expiry date, with each payment on
the network by card;
4) often when purchasing a product or service, you need to provide additional information, for example: shopping preferences, frequency, occupation, age, etc.
Modern ICT provides powerful opportunities for collecting and processing personal
information and building a pattern of behaviour, preferences, as well as identification
of individuals. These resources can be used variously, among other things, for trading
personal data. Most frequently, it is not known who collects data, to whom they are
transferred, in what form, and under what circumstances. Data collection is carried out
in a hidden manner, mostly without the knowledge and full consent of network users.
Privacy threats may apply to (Lee, Kwon 2010: p. 5193):
1) excessive collection of information;
2) secondary use of information;
3) intentional or accidental errors in personal data;
4) unauthorised access to information.
Functioning in cyberspace can also lead to threats arising from criminal activities.
Such activities in cyberspace are financially and materially motivated. According to Jerzy
Kosiński and Sebastian Kmiotek, the term cybercrime, or criminal activities in cyberspace,
refer to four types of crimes (Kosiński, Kmiotek 2010):
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traditional forms of crime, such as fraud or forgery, which, in the context of
cybercrime, relate to crimes committed using electronic IT networks and
information systems;
2) publication of illegal content in electronic media (e.g. material related to sexual
exploitation of children or calling for racial hatred);
3) crimes typical of electronic communication networks, such as attacks against
information systems (DoS attacks, intrusions into computer systems, pharming,
violation of the integrity of information systems);
4) digital multiplication and dissemination of works or artistic performances without
the consent of the authorised person in order to obtain a benefit.
An example of social engineering used by cybercriminals might be “BLIK extortions” by means of social network. In the middle of 2019, there were numerous illegal
activities, which used the mobile payment system “BLIK”. They were distinguished by
a scenario based on kidnapping information. The practice consisted of two stages.
In the first one, the attacker was distributing the information about child’s kidnapping
in a shopping centre. Links in posts referred to the websites posing as news platforms,
where the kidnapping was described. The whole incident was registered by monitoring
system, and the fake news websites asked for help in finding the child. At the moment of
clicking in the video the victim was informed that due to drastic content, the material is
available only for users who are more than 18 years old. In order to verify the age, the user
had to sign in via Facebook. After choosing “sign in” option, the victim has been shown
a fake login panel located under the same domain as the information service. Providing
login and password, so as not to arouse any suspicions, the victim was redirected to the
official website of Centre for Missing People – zaginieni.pl. To sum up, in the first stage
the attacker gained login data to facebook.com from the unaware victim. To achieve that,
the attacker distributed massive spams, which informed about the kidnapping focusing
on a particular child, city, or shopping centre. After stealing logins and passwords, the
attacker was able to pose as the victim. Sending information about the kidnapping via
victim’s profile on Facebook occurred to be very effective. The sensational post content
provoked many people to share it what built greater reach for the fake login panel. At this
moment the attacker moved to the next stage. After signing into the victim’s account,
the cybercriminal contacted friends from the list. The violator described them different
stories e.g. about car’s breakdown while a long trip, the necessity to transport it by car
carrier trailer, and lack of cash or credit card. In relation to this, the attacker asked a friend
to issue a check or BLIK code, which would allow the violator to withdraw cash from the
nearest ATM. Of course, everything was supposed to be a short-term loan, which would
be repaid right after arrival. Despite quite complicated scenario, this method was the
most effective. The victim usually did not think that the attacker is communicating via
friend’s account. Additionally, in most cases it was already too late, when the fraud was
detected, and which impeded targeting the violator (CERT Polska 2019: p. 46).
Among common methods and techniques of criminal activities, experts include
(Białoskórski 2011: p. 68–69):
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2)

3)

4)

mind games — cybercriminals have increasingly resorted to psychological
warfare. “Daily” scenarios are being used more and more frequently in place of
earlier unlikely offers of sudden receipt of a large amount of cash. E.g. “spear
phishing” is increasingly being used, pretending correspondence from friends
and acquaintances, in which users are induced to provide account names and
passwords. Such type of personalised tricks is directed at consumers.
social engineering — cybercriminals attack large groups of victims associated
with networks and social networking sites. The developers of malware make
a profit on their popularity by creating fake profiles and pages containing adware,
spyware, and trojans. Cybercriminals also collect information on members of
online communities and use copies of their profiles for criminal purposes;
data leaks — data are still vulnerable to theft even without the need of sophisticated methods and cybercriminals very often use them. For example, the use
of numerous passwords for both professional and personal activity makes passwords easy to guess very frequently. Unsecured removable memory facilitates
information transfer, and technology convergence introduces an additional risk;
bot networks — networks of remote-controlled “zombie” computers are now
the most widespread tool used by computer thieves, used for illegal spamming,
spreading pornography, password and identity theft.

Conclusions
In the age of an informational society, information plays a fundamental role in
all spheres of human activity. Changes in daily human functioning resulted in rapid
development of ICT, particularly the Internet. A uniquely important role in this area is
played by cyberspace as a means of dissemination of information, media integration, and
social activity. Access to information, products, services, education, health and offices
has become common without territorial or time restrictions. Users of cyberspace gained
wide access to information resources, as well as an unlimited opportunity to produce and
transmit information.
To sum up the considerations, on the basis of the studies carried out, it should be
concluded that functioning in cyberspace brings not only advantages, but also some
kind of opportunities, challenges, risks, and threats. There are the most frequent dangers
in the form of flooding of information, mental addiction, or criminal activity. The main
risks to the individual are psychosocial risks associated with computer, network and
technology addictions, which is a fundamental health problem at the moment. In addition,
people who operate on the network are exposed to risks associated with loss of privacy
and personal information. Attacks aimed at databases can disorganise and destroy the
lives of the information community in particular. Cyber-attacks are significant danger,
which fundamentally affect different spheres of life negatively and threaten the interests
of individuals. Criminal activities on the web result in measurable social, financial and
material losses. Due to the complexity of security issues, it is difficult to find a full and
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absolutely secure solution to operating safely on the network. The most important is
the careful and prudent use of the Internet by users, which becomes a requirement of
modern times. Therefore, the necessity for educational activities is important. Education
should be conducted towards the dissemination of knowledge of the risks present and
the formation of users’ awareness of the possibility of minimising the risk associated
with functioning in cyberspace. The substantial content of the paper allows to acquire
knowledge of the most important dangers present in cyberspace connected with the
information society. The security of operation in cyberspace requires that the users
and gathered information resources are provided with adequate methods for the safe
processing, storage, and transmission of them.
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Abstract
Since climate change is broadly recognised as a threat multiplier, the environmental problems are
considered in the sense of security. Academic articles are focused on analysing states, international
non-governmental organisations, as well as regional entities such as the European Union as
securitising actors. Limited attention has been given to the judiciary. This article fills the existing gap.
The aim of the research is to analyse how do the Dutch Courts securitise the climate in adjudicating
the case Urgenda Foundation v. The State of The Netherlands, through the lens of the securitisation
theory. The implementation of discourse analysis as a research methodology has proved that the
Dutch courts have contributed to environmental securitisation by ruling on the legal obligation of
the Dutch government to prevent dangerous climate change in order to protect its citizens.
Keywords: Urgenda Foundation case, securitisation theory, climate change, environment, discourse
analysis, environmental securitisation

Rola sądownictwa w procesie sekurytyzacji środowiskowej. Orzeczenie
w sprawie Urgenda Foundation przeciwko Królestwu Niderlandów
Streszczenie
Uznanie zmian klimatu jako mnożnika zagrożeń doprowadziło do włączenia niniejszej problematyki
do studiów nad bezpieczeństwem. Większość badań koncentrujących się na roli aktorów sekurytyzujących analizuje działania państw, międzynarodowych organizacji pozarządowych, a także podmiotów
regionalnych, takich jak Unia Europejska. Ograniczoną uwagę poświęcono wymiarowi sprawiedliwości.
Niniejszy artykuł uzupełnia istniejącą lukę. Celem badania jest przeprowadzenie analizy przez pryzmat
teorii sekurytyzacji, odpowiadając na pytanie, w jaki sposób decyzje wydane przez sądy holenderskie
w sprawie Urgenda Foundation przeciwko Królestwu Niderlandów wpłynęły na sekurytyzację zmian
klimatu. Zastosowanie analizy dyskursu jako metodologii badań dowiodło, że sądy holenderskie orzekając o prawnym obowiązku rządu Królestwa Niderlandów do zapobiegania zmianom klimatu w celu
ochrony obywateli, przyczyniły się do pogłębienia procesu sekurytyzacji środowiska naturalnego.
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For centuries, the planet Earth has been subordinate to human beings and their activities.
The capitalist globalised world is characterised by massive extraction of natural resources.
Over the past few hundred years, human influence on the planetary system has evolved
from insignificance to the creation of global-scale impacts (Dupont 2018). Data presented
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2013) confirms that greenhouse
gas emissions caused by the “human imprint” intensify global warming. It should be
emphasised that the increasing anthropogenic force affects the multidimensional process
of climate change. Therefore, the issue of environmental degradation has been included
in the debates of social, political, legal and economic researchers. Since climate change
is broadly recognised as a threat multiplier, the environmental problems are considered in
the sense of security.
The discourse on environmental security has been manifested in the 1970s, when the
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (1972) took place. Nevertheless,
the academic debate on climate security has gained momentum after the presentation
of a series of publications by Barry Buzan (1991, 1998), Ole Wæver (1996, 1998) and Jaap
de Wilde (1998). According to the researchers, attempts at environmental securitisation
have a brief history compared to the traditional – military – sector (Buzan et al. 1998:
p. 71). The securitisation theory as a framework for analysis contributes to the “understanding of who securitizes, on what issues, for whom, why, with what results, and, not least,
under what conditions” (Buzan et al. 1998, p. 32). It should be emphasised, however, that
the securitisation actor, who presents an issue as an existential threat, plays a key role in
the securitisation process in general. While academic articles focus on analysing states,
international non-governmental organisations, as well as regional entities such as the
European Union as securitising actors, limited attention has been given to the judiciary.
In fact, environmental issues remain a challenge for adjudication. Nevertheless, courts and
tribunals are making efforts to change the existing paradigm and legal practices.
Over the past five years, Dutch courts have issued landmark decisions in the Urgenda
climate case. This case law was the first in the world, in which courts have ruled that the
Dutch government has a legal obligation to prevent dangerous climate change in order
to protect its citizens (see: Urgenda Foundation 2019). The Urgenda case opens the door
to a broader interpretation of human rights and adjudication on climate issues. Therefore,
the courts’ rulings received a lot of attention from professors of European and International law. The analysis of both, the judiciary as a securitising actor and the Dutch courts’
rulings in the environmental security context provides an unexplored research field. In
reflection of this facts, since Urgenda Foundation v. The State of The Netherlands’ case has
an international significance, examining the potential role of the judiciary in environmental
securitisation seems to be justified.
The purpose of this article is to analyse how do the Dutch Courts securitize the
environment in adjudicating the Urgenda climate case? The first section introduces
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the reader to an overview of existing academic literature on the Urgenda case, as well
as on environmental security in general. In order to conduct examination through the
lens of securitisation theory as a speech act, the second section discusses this research
framework and presents the securitisation components that are used to analyse Dutch
rulings. The third section presents discourse analysis as a tool that is used to examine
the Urgenda climate case. This qualitative methodology enables the analysis of written
and spoken speech acts, therefore, it has been chosen for the purposes of this article.
The analysis of the judiciary as a securitising actor, which is a key part of the article, is
followed by discussion and conclusions. In the light of the above, it should be emphasised
that Urgenda case analysis makes an important contribution to the academic debate in
the sense of the growing tendency to environmental securitisation and its significance
for the global community.

Literature review
The ruling in the Urgenda climate case against the Dutch Government was the first in
the world, in which the judiciary emphasised that the government has a duty to prevent
dangerous of climate change in order to protect citizens (Lin 2015: p. 66). On the 24th
of June 2015, The Hague District Court ruled that the Dutch government is obliged to
reduce greenhouse gases by at least 25% by the end of 2020 compared to the level
recorded in 1990. In 2018, the Court of Appeal uphold The Hague District Court’s decision
by founding a violation of Articles 21 and 82 of the European Convention on Human Rights
(Mayer 2019: p. 168). In the final decision of the Supreme Court (20 December 2019), the
highest judiciary in the Netherlands emphasised that the government needs to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
Consequently, the Urgenda case has been widely recognised by the international
community as a milestone and “historic victory for climate justice” (Urgenda Foundation
2019). Law professors, Kars de Graaf and Jan Jans (2015: p. 517) describe the Urgenda
case as an unexpected, spectacular, surprising and unprecedented.
In recent years, climate litigation has been characterised by an upward trend.
As Leijten (2019: p. 117) notes, in the reflection of the growing number of climate cases adjudicated by international courts and tribunals, Urgenda’s ruling has a significant impact
on changing legal logic and practice. According to the scholar (Leijten 2019: p. 118), the
Dutch court’s decision affected the judicial proceedings globally, and on the other hand,
it stressed that there is a strong need to take efforts to ensure that human rights ‘fit’ climate
change case. Therefore, the nature of this case-law is illustrated by Leijten (2019: p. 114) as
unique and abstract. The transnational importance of the ruling was exemplified by the

1

2

Article 2 of the ECHR - Right to life - 1. Everyone’s right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be
deprived of his life intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a court following his conviction of
a crime for which this penalty is provided by law.
Article 8 of the ECHR - Right to respect for private and family life - 1. Everyone has the right to respect
for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence.
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UN High Commissioner for Human Rights through her statement. Michelle Bachelet emphasised that the Urgenda case “confirms that the Government of the Netherlands and,
by implication, other governments have binding legal obligations, based on international
human rights law, to undertake strong reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases” (UN
Human Rights 2019). According to Minnerop (2019: p. 177), who examines whether the
decision of The Hague Court of Appeal is consistent with the existing environmental case
law of the European Court of Human Rights, the Urgenda case can be recognised as
a part of a tidal wave of judicial enquiry into climate justice. Furthermore, the researcher
concludes that the court’s ruling gave impetus to judicial investigations regarding the
governmental responsibility for climate crisis response.
While most of the academic articles on the Urgenda case focus on legal analysis, it
is worth referring to the paper by Josephine van Zeben (2015), who partly examined the
political consequences of the ruling. The scholar argues that the court’s decision led to
more ambitious governmental action on climate change mitigation. The Urgenda case
has intensified the discussion on environmental degradation and the effects of human
activities. As van Zeben emphasises, The Hague District Court’s ruling has resulted in
a parliamentary debate on climate policies. According to Verschuuren (2019: p. 98),
this case law “have implications that go beyond the Netherlands”. Therefore, Urgenda
judgments played a key role in clarifying the legal obligations of states to prevent
dangerous climate change. As Verschuuren (2019: p. 98) notes, the arguments presented
in the Urgenda case have been used in the so‐-called Peoples’ Climate case3 initiated by
10 families from Portugal, Germany, France, Italy, Romania, Kenya, Fiji, and the Saami
Youth Association Sáminuorra. The group of people brought an action in the European
Union General Court in order to obligate the EU to adopt stricter rules on greenhouse gas
emissions. It can, therefore, be concluded that court’s rulings affect policies at national,
regional and global level.
Furthermore, it should be emphasised that the Urgenda climate case has been
examined in a philosophical context. According to Maciej Nyka (2016: p. 371), The Hague
District Court’s decision plays a significant contribution to examining intergenerational
justice in international environmental law. The researcher emphasised that the phenomenon of intergenerational justice was the driver for the final court decision. In fact,
the Urgenda case was ruled in the interest of present and future generations. This case
law has been discussed through the lens of moral duty, and moral responsibility.
The Urgenda climate case attracts the attention of scholars in the field of law, therefore, most academic articles focus on legal analysis. Since the landmark decision by
Dutch Supreme Court was announced in December 2019, examination of this case law is
tempting and necessary. The purpose of the literature review is to illustrate the research
gap, in other words, to identify what is missing in existing studies. While the Dutch courts’
decisions were analysed in terms of their legal significance, this article examines the role
of the judiciary as a securitising actor. Laura Henderson (2014) examines the impact of
3

Case no. T-330/18. Armando Ferrão Carvalho and Others v. The European Parliament and the Council.
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the judiciary’s securitisation on legal discourse in the realm of antiterrorism in the United
States, however, it should be emphasised that this article analyses the role of judiciary
in the context of environmental securitisation. According to Scott Watson, the role of the
judiciary in the securitisation process is unexplored (Henderson 2014: p. 1). Therefore,
this article contributes to both, expanding the meaning of Urgenda climate case, and on
the other hand, including the judiciary in the environmental securitisation debate, more
broadly, in security studies.
Since “climate change is a collective problem par excellence” (Dupont 2018: p. 371),
the issue of environmental degradation has been broadly discussed around the world
in recent decades. The publication of Our Common Future by the World Commission
on Environment and Development in 1987 has intensified the climate debate in the
sense of security. As Buzan (1991: p. 20) notes, environmental security is necessary
for the existence of human beings as those who depend on the planetary system.
It should be emphasised that considering climate change through the prism of danger
has changed the paradigm of traditional, military-based security (Dyer 2001; Trombetta
2008). The atmosphere is shared globally, therefore, solidarity is the foundation to
prevent dangerous climate change, which has been exemplified by many scholars
(Hardin 1968; Thompson 1999; Trombetta 2008). The actions taken by individual states
will not significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions, however, it should be noted that
efforts taken by the Dutch judiciary are spreading the necessary practices. Therefore, this
“drop in the ocean” is noteworthy and can be seen in the light of securitisation theory.
Research on securitisation has explicitly shown how this process affects policy- and lawmaking. The practices of the securitisation have been studied in many different contexts,
excluding the role of the audience that, in fact, has received little attention. Nevertheless,
while the role of executive, legislature and entities such as European Union has been
extensively analysed, the role of the judiciary as a securitising actor needs to be explored.
To conduct the examination, the next section of this article presents and discusses the
theory of securitisation as a theoretical framework for the Urgenda climate case analysis.

Theoretical framework
Since public debate on the consequences of environmental degradation has
intensified, security researchers have been paying more attention to this issue. In recent
decades, the narrow concept of security presented by realists has been questioned due
to the expanding catalog of non-traditional threats such as climate change. Barry Buzan,
Ole Wæver and Jaap de Wilde (1998: p. 23) argue that more attention should be given
to unconventional sectors, such as economy, society and the environment. In the 1990s,
researchers offered a new constructivist approach to security studies by introducing the
theory of securitisation. As the scholars emphasise, this method offers an analysis of who
can securitize what and under what conditions (Buzan et al. 1998: p. 1). It should be noted
that over the years, this theory has been broadly recognised as an important approach
to security studies (Trombetta 2008: p. 587). Furthermore, according to Fijałkowski (2012:
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p. 161), the analysis of international practices through the lens of securitisation theory
leads to the extension of both academic and public discourses.
The securitisation is defined as a process of transforming challenges into a threat
category. This conceptual framework is a relevant research tool for those interested in
the process of constructing security (McDonald 2008: p. 563). The Copenhagen School
laid the foundations for the theory of securitisation, however, this concept has been
extensively developed by other scholars in recent years (Balzacq 2005, 2015, 2016; Floyd
2010, 2011, 2016; Diez et al. 2016; McDonald 2008; Trombetta 2007, 2008). According
to Waever (1996: p. 106), objective threats do not exist a priori, moreover, security is
a specific way of framing an issue. In the light of the above, any issue can be moved
into the threat category. It should be noted that “security” is the move that takes politics
beyond the established rules of the game, therefore, securitisation has been recognised as
an intensified form of politicisation (Balzacq 2005: p. 174). Consequently, securitisation is
defined in the literature as a process, in which the securitising actor presents an issue as
an existing threat through a speech act, resulting in extraordinary measures (McDonald
2008: p. 567). Therefore, all securitisation acts include the following components:
▪▪ A state or non-state actor, who makes a securitising move;
▪▪ An existing threat that has been identified by the actor;
▪▪ A referent object that is threatened and needs protection;
▪▪ An audience that should accept the existence of a threat;
It should be noted that an actor plays a key role in the process of securitisation for
two reasons. First of all, the securitising actor prioritises the issue, which leads to a paradigm shift. This entity makes a securitisation move by means of a speech act. It is worth
noting that the idea of speech acts has a long philosophical and sociological tradition.
According to Wæver, “by saying the words, something is done” (see: Buzan et al. 1998:
p. 26). Nevertheless, the use of language and jargon is not sufficient to complete the
securitisation process. A securitising speech act needs to be characterised by specific
rhetorical structure, resulting in extraordinary measures. Furthermore, an equally significant role of the securitising actor is to convince the audience that the issue is a source of
danger. Securitisation as a speech act is a form of social practice involving the audience
in the process of creating security (Buzan et al. 1998: p. 23). While most academic articles
examine states and non-state entities such as NGOs and the EU as securitising actors,
this article studies the role of the judiciary in the securitisation process.
The theory of securitisation has been recognised as an important approach to
security studies in the context of challenges of the modern world. According to Ciută
(2009), the phenomenon of recognising climate change as an existing threat has
transformed existing logic and security practice. Folyd (2010) argues that examination of
the environmental securitisation is relevant and morally justified. Furthermore, as Balzacq
(2016) emphasises, this theory is crucial to environmental issues in the sense that it
prioritises climate change in law- and policymaking procedure. The use of securitisation
theory as a framework for analysis is necessary to expand research on both national and
international security. The purpose of this article is to analyse judicial practice based
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on courts’ rulings in the Urgenda case through the lens of the securitisation theory as
a speech act. The implementation of this framework leads to an understanding of how the
judiciary as a securitising actor transformed environmental issues into a threat category.
Since the aim of this article is not to examine whether environmental securitisation
has been successful, the role of the audience is not discussed in the text. In order to
identify the answer to the research question, the next section presents and discusses the
methodology that has been chosen for the examination.

Methodology
According to Phillips and Hardy: “without discourse, there is no social reality, and
without understanding discourse, we cannot understand our reality, our experiences, or
ourselves” (Phillips, Hardy 2002: p. 2). Therefore, discourse analysis as a methodology has
great potential in the sense of exploring the processes of social construction. Discourse
analysis is a valuable tool for researchers interested in the empirical consequences of
language use. This qualitative method explains social phenomena, however, it should be
emphasised that it offers extensive study of the nature of knowledge called epistemology (Gergen 1999). Michel Foucault (1965), who had a great impact for exploring the relationship between knowledge and power, argued that social reality is produced through
discourses. Discourse analysis, developed by Michel Foucault, Jürgen Habermas, and
Pierre Bourdieu, provides an understanding how language is used in a social and political
context, moreover, it can be applied in various fields of study.
In light of the securitisation theory, the social process of constructing security is
based on the speech act (Waever 1996). Since the wording is crucial to securitisation,
discourse analysis is the appropriate methodology to study this phenomenon. According
to Teun van Dijk (1993: p. 250), “the relationship between discourse structures and power
structures can be considered more or less directly” from a socio-political perspective.
Detraz and Betsill (2009) emphasizes that the use of language influences political trends
and practices. The theorists argue that discourse analysis can be applied to study the
environmental narrative. Furthermore, this methodology is a framework for analysing
why and by whom climate change is prioritised (Hajer 1995). Considering the above,
analysis of the securitisation by which Dutch courts framed, through wording, the issue
of climate change as an existential threat is an interesting field of study. Additionally, this
examination leads to deeper reflection on environmental securitisation itself.
According to Phillips and Brown (1993), written words constitute social reality by
making meaning. Therefore, understanding the significance of texts through discourse
analysis is necessary. Nevertheless, in recent decades it has been emphasised that
discourse analysis should include research on spoken language. As Teun van Dijk (1997)
notes, studying spoken statements is equally important, moreover, it leads to more
comprehensive analysis. According to Phillips and Hardy (2002), discourse analysis is
characterised by a wide range of data that can form the basis of research. Therefore,
sources such as documents, articles, interviews, and political speeches can be studied
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(Wetherell et al. 2001). Shuy (2001: p. 437) argues that “law is a fertile field for discourse
analysts”. In the light of the above, this methodology can be applied to examine judicial
decisions.
In order to identify the answer to the research question, this article studies Dutch
courts’ rulings in the Urgenda case through discourse analysis. Furthermore, video
material presenting judges’ statements will be used for this examination. Discourse
analysis seems to be an appropriate methodology to understand how the judiciary
securitizes environmental issues by using language, and what the consequences of this
process are. The next section of the article presents considering the role of the judiciary
as a securitising actor.

Analysis and discussion
The aim of this article is to analyse how do the Dutch Courts securitize the
environment in adjudicating the Urgenda climate case. In order to identify the answer to
this research question, the following section examines the potential role of the judiciary
to act as a securitising actor. The securitisation move is expressed by the speech act –
“by saying the words, something is done” (Buzan et al. 1998: p. 26). Therefore, the crucial
component of this examination is an analysis of how Dutch courts have spoken about
environmental issues in the Urgenda case, in other words, whether the judiciary has
presented climate change as an existential threat. If so, for whom have the courts framed
the climate change issue in terms of security, generally speaking, “who” is the referent
object? Finally, whether the judgments in the Urgenda case resulted in extraordinary
measures or at least whether the Dutch courts’ decisions have been characterised by
the extraordinary nature. The examination is based on the decisions of The Hague District
Court (2015), The Hague Court of Appeal (2018) and Supreme Court of The Netherlands
(2019) that ruled in the Urgenda case between 2015 and 2019. This study is conducted
through the discourse analysis based on written judgments, as well as video materials
available on the YouTube platform.
In November 2013, Urgenda Foundation and a group of 886 Dutch citizens requested
The Hague District Court to rule against the State of The Netherlands (see: Urgenda
Foundation 2019). According to the citizens, the Dutch government did not take appropriate action to combat climate change. Therefore, Urgenda asked the court to order the
state to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by at least 25% before 2020 compared
to the level recorded in 1990. On the 24th of June 2015, The Hague District Court ruled
that Dutch government must immediately take more effective action on climate change.
Failure to comply with this requirement would be unlawful in the light of the judgment.
This decision was made in the light of the government’s duty of care to protect and
improve the living environment. The Hague District Court has presented climate change
as an existing threat by saying: “the hazardous climate change that is caused by a warming up of the earth of 2°C or more [...] is threatening large groups of people and human
rights” (Judgment 2015: p. 29, par. 3.1). In reference to scientific publications, the court
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quoted the IPCC report, indicating that global warming “poses significant risks to many
unique and threatened systems including many biodiversity hotspots” (Judgment 2015:
p. 6, par. 2.12). Furthermore, during the announcement of the decision, one of the judges
explicitly articulated that “many species will go extinct from the heat” (see: YouTube 2015).
It can be deduced that the dangers arising from climate change concern both the planet
earth and its biodiversity, as well as human beings. Therefore, the judiciary has identified two referent objects that are threatened by climate change. Nevertheless, human
rights appear to be at the core of adjudication and environmental securitisation. It should
be emphasised that The Hague District Court has expressed its speech act by using
language and security jargon. In the verdict of 2015 (English translation), the word “threat”
and its derivatives in the context of climate change was used 17 times. The word risk was
recalled 34 times, moreover, the document contains 8 words related to “security”. In the
light of these facts, it may be argued that by saying the words, the judges have made an
environmental securitisation move.
After the District Court’s decision, the ruling was appealed by the State of the Netherlands. On the 9th of October 2018, the Court of Appeal upheld this decision by saying: “the
Court believes that it is appropriate to speak of a real threat of dangerous climate change,
resulting in the serious risk that the current generation of citizens will be confronted with
loss of life and/or a disruption of family life. As has been considered above by the Court,
it follows from Articles 2 and 8 ECHR that the State has a duty to protect against this
real threat” (Judgment 2018: par. 45). The Court of Appeal emphasised that greenhouse
gas emission reduction “is necessary to protect the citizens of the Netherlands, calling
climate change as a source of the real and imminent threats” (Judgment 2018: par. 46).
Therefore, the judiciary has illustrated the relevance of human rights in the sense of the
government’s obligation to mitigate climate change, moreover, it has articulated the next
speech act on environmental securitisation (see: YouTube 2018).
While the Dutch government had doubts as to whether Articles 2 and 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights oblige the State to take measures, the Supreme Court
of The Netherlands decided in December 2019 that: “the ECHR protection is afforded to
the persons who fall within the states’ jurisdiction” (Judgment 2019: par. 5.2.1). Accordingly,
the highest court in the Netherlands upheld the previous decisions in the Urgenda case.
The Dutch Supreme Court, paying attention to the “genuine threat of dangerous climate
change” (Judgment 2019, par. 2.3.2), maintained the securitisation narrative articulated
by the lower courts. It should be noted that the court has placed climate issues within
a security framework through language and its importance to the securitisation process.
Furthermore, the document published by the highest judiciary has made a significant
contribution to understanding the extraordinary nature of courts’ decisions. According to
judges, the Urgenda case involves an exceptional situation (Judgment 2019: par. 8.3.4). In the
reflection of shifting the climate issue towards security, the court stressed that measures to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions are urgently needed (Judgment 2019: par. 8.3.4).
This section studies the court documents including three rulings and verbal
arguments in order to analyse how do the Dutch Courts securitizes the environment
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in adjudicating the Urgenda climate case. In the light of the above facts, it can be
concluded that the courts manifested securitisation move by speech acts. Therefore,
the role of The Hague District Court, The Hague Court of Appeal, and Supreme Court
of The Netherlands has a broader meaning. Accordingly, the judiciary as a securitising
actor presented climate change as an existential threat, which is exemplified by quotes.
It should be noted that environmental securitisation fulfills two purposes. On the one
hand, it protects human beings, and on the other hand, the Earth’s biodiversity itself.
Nevertheless, people and their rights seem to be the main referent object for Dutch
courts. The issue of extraordinary measures does not seem to be clear in terms of judicial
decisions, therefore, it is necessary to introduce the reader to the discussion. In fact,
the implementation of emergency measures by non-state actors is more complicated
because such an entity has no direct political influence. It should be emphasised,
however, that court decisions are characterised by a unique nature that goes beyond the
ordinary frame of adjudication. The Urgenda ruling is the first in the world, in which courts
ordered the State to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, the Supreme
Court ruling indirectly affects the policy of the Netherlands. Secondly, the courts had no
legal obligation to consider preventing dangerous climate change in a sense of human
rights, nevertheless, judges have made a significant contribution to existing legal logic
and practice. Thirdly, the Urgenda case has opened the door to other climate rulings.
The courts’ decisions inspired environmental cases in the EU Member States and other
countries around the world.4 After the Supreme Court’s decision, Mary Robinson, who
is the former UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and former President of Ireland
emphasised that we – as human beings – are at real risk, “the judgment from the
highest court in the Netherlands affirms that governments are under a legal obligation,
as well as a moral obligation, to significantly increase their ambition on climate change”
(Schwartz 2019). Consequently, Urgenda case can be seen as the judiciary’s first major
move in the environmental securitisation. The success of the Dutch courts lay in the
law interpretation, and its potential role as a securitising actor in the use of language.
Environmental securitisation by the judiciary has consequences in influencing public
discourses and public opinion, as well as the attitude of society.

Conclusions
This article claims that courts’ rulings can be analysed through the lens of securitisation theory, therefore, the judiciary deserves the attention of security studies. Undoubtedly, the Urgenda climate case has international significance, however, its meaning goes
beyond the legal studies. It should be emphasised that the Dutch courts have contributed
to environmental securitisation. The Hague District Court, The Hague Court of Appeal, as
4

Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Ireland, Germany, France, New Zealand, Norway, the UK, Switzerland.
More information: Urgenda Foundation (2020),Global climate litigation, https://www.urgenda.nl/ en/
themas/climate-case/global-climate-litigation/
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well as Supreme Court of The Netherlands framed the issues of climate change as an
existential threat, moreover, their adjudication was characterised by extraordinary nature.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the judiciary plays the role of the securitising actor. The judges have an impact on the existing legal logic. They affect the shape of the
national, European, as well as international law. Therefore, courts and tribunals have significant potential to change practices regarding environmental degradation and climate
change. The role of the judiciary should be included in the debate on environmental and
human security as an entity capable of ruling.
The purpose of this article was to analyse how the Dutch Courts securitizes the
environment in adjudicating the Urgenda climate case. The first section introduced the
reader to an overview of existing academic literature on the Urgenda case, as well as on
environmental security in general. The literature review has shown that most academic
articles on Urgenda case focus on legal analysis, and on the other hand, that the role
of the judiciary as a securitising actor is not sufficiently explored. The second part of
the article studied selected components of the securitisation theory in order to identify
those that were relevant to the examination. Research on this theory has demonstrated
that environmental issues have changed the traditional paradigm of security studies
due to their abstract, non-military character. Furthermore, it provides a framework for
analysing the securitisation process as a speech act and leads to an understanding of
who securitizes, on what issues, and for whom. The third section introduced discourse
analysis and justified why this qualitative methodology was chosen for the examination.
Since the theory of securitisation based on speech act, this method has enabled the
study of spoken and written language, as well as its role in rulings on the Urgenda case.
The analysis of how the Dutch Courts securitises the environment in adjudicating the
Urgenda climate case was followed by the discussion. This examination has led to
a broader conceptualisation of the judiciary’s role as a securitising actor.
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Abstract
The EU Member States are characterised by long and varied institutional history, with different
trajectories in their evolution. There is a complex system of relations between the institutions of the
European Union and the authorities of the Member States, which are called as the European Administrative Space. This is a multidimensional concept, and it promotes intensive cooperation between
administrative actors, and their activities from each level. The European Administrative Space is the
area, in which increasingly integrated administrations jointly exercise power delegated to the EU in
a system of shared sovereignty. This article explores the reasons for and the consequences of this
development.
Keywords: European Administrative Space, OECD, model rules, public administration, administrative law

Głos w dyskusji na temat europejskiej przestrzeni administracyjnej –
węgierski punkt widzenia
Państwa członkowskie UE charakteryzują się długą i zróżnicowaną historią instytucjonalną, z różnymi trajektoriami ich ewolucji. Istnieje niezwykle złożony system relacji między instytucjami Unii
Europejskiej a organami publicznymi państw członkowskich, który nazywany jest europejską prze-

1

The described study was carried out as a part of the EFOP-3.6.1-16-2016-00011 “Younger and Renewing
University – Innovative Knowledge City – institutional development of the University of Miskolc aiming at
intelligent specialisation” project implemented in the framework of the Szechenyi 2020 programme.
The implementation of this project is supported by the European Union and co-financed by the European Social Fund.
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strzenią administracyjną. Jest to koncepcja wielowymiarowa, która obejmuje intensywną współpracę między organami administracji oraz ich działania na każdym poziomie. Europejska przestrzeń
administracyjna to obszar, w którym organy administracji państw członkowskich we wzajemnej
współpracy wykonują uprawnienia przekazane UE w ramach systemu wspólnej suwerenności (ang.
shared sovereignty). Niniejszy artykuł bada przyczyny i konsekwencje rozwoju tego obszaru.
Słowa kluczowe: Europejska Przestrzeń Administracyjna, OECD, wzorcowe reguły, administracja
publiczna, prawo administracyjne

The complex system of relations between the institutions of the European Union
and the authorities of the Member States now, like the European Economic Area, takes
place in a single, unified space, which the literature has called the European Administrative Space (hereinafter – EAS). Our scientific hypothesis is that in recent decades, in
close connection with the Eastern enlargement of the EU in 2004 and 2007, a European
Administrative Space has emerged, which has its own characteristics and public law
characteristics. The present study – as a discussion paper – outlines the development,
concept and main features of the EAS, within the available narrow framework.

1. The first steps in the development of the
European Administrative Space
The European Communities/Union took a major step towards the creation of the single
European Administrative Space with the European integration treaties, as well as the
research carried out in the European Institute of Public Administration (Maastricht) and
in the European University Institute in Florence, with the establishment of the so-called
„Copenhagen criteria”, setting out the conditions for accession. The OECD based in Paris
and its SIGMA Programme also played the important role in the development.2
The European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA) was founded in 1981. Its basic
task was to analyse the system of relations between the institutions of the European
Communities and the public administration of the Member States. The directive became
increasingly important in Community legislation as a source of law, which gave the Member States sufficient leeway – while, of course, being generally binding. One of the first
results of administrative science, comparative and empirical research at the EIPA and the
European University Institute (EUI) in Florence was prof. Jürgen Schwarze’s monograph
on European administrative law3 (Schwarze 1988: p. 10).
The „Copenhagen criteria” set out the conditions laid down by the European Council
in Copenhagen in June 1993 as the criteria for accession to the EU for the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe (formerly socialist countries).

2

3

We will discuss the aspirations of the Council of Europe and the European Union for European administration in Chapter 3 of this paper, among the main features of the EAS.
The English version of this monograph became available 4 years later. The volume was published under the title „European Administrative Law” by Sweet and Maxwell in 1992. The second edition of the
volume was published in 2005 and its English version in 2006 in Baden-Baden and London.
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These criteria include three issues, as follows:
1) Stable democratic institutions, which guarantee the rule of law, the human rights
and ensure the protection of the minorities.
2) Functioning market economy that is able to cope with the competition of market
forces.
3) Ability to fulfil the obligations deriving from the EU membership: the transposition
and application of the acquis communautaire, including the requirements of the
economic and monetary union, and the political union.
On the other hand, meeting the criteria on the part of the candidate countries meant
the possibility of joining not only the European Communities/Union, but also the European Administrative Space, even today.
The OECD launched the SIGMA (Support for Improvement in Governance and Management in Central and Eastern European Countries) Programme in 1992 to support six
former socialist countries. In 1994, five more countries were included in the programme,
and later a whole range of countries. The main task of the programme was to expand
and facilitate the administrative (governmental) capacity of the transition countries.
In 1999, the European Union joined the programme – through the European Commission – because its PHARE Programme to support Hungary and Poland has the same aim.
In the framework of the SIGMA the OECD formulated recommendations for transition
countries in order to properly prepare for EU accession and to properly enforce Community’s/EU law. Two of these recommendations had paramount importance to our topic.
The first is about preparing the (national) administrations for the European Administrative
Space, and the second is about the principles of the European administration (see: OECD
SIGMA/PUMA 1998, 1999). In the first document, issued in 1998, three principles were
defined:
1) The EU institutions cannot be substituted with national institutions, but they are
obliged to cooperate.
2) National administrations are responsible for the execution of the EU’s decisions.
3) Despite the fact that the EU has no direct power over Member States’
administrations, it has a strong influence on them. The expression of the socalled „result obligation” describes it better. National administrations have to be
reliable, transparent and have to function in a democratic way (OECD SIGMA/
PUMA 1998).4
The second document, issued in 1999, states that there are principles of European
administration, which have to be enforced by the Member States in order to ensure the
application of the EU law. That is why it must also be validated by the candidate countries,
at the latest through the administrative reforms to be implemented in order to join. Those
principles were defined by the European Court as basic principles, which have to be
generally applicable in the national legal systems of the Member States. The document
systematises the principles in different groups, such as: (1) reliability and predictability,
4

The relatively early relationship between the European Community and the administrations of the
Member States (for example, see: Cassese 1987).
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(2) openness and transparency, (3) accountability (public responsibility), (4) efficiency and
effectiveness (OECD SIGMA/PUMA 1999). These principles will be discussed in Chapter 3
of this paper, because they also characterise the European Administrative Space.5

2. The concept of the European Administrative Space
With almost seven decades of European integration since the Treaty of Paris (1951)
establishing the European Coal and Steel Community, convergence of the national
administrations of the Member States has emerged, especially in the aspect of functionality and
value orientation, but also from an organisational and procedural. It is no longer controversial
that we cannot speak only about European (EU) law, European (EU) environmental law,
European (EU) criminal law, but also about the European public administration and European
administrative law. Effective and loyal cooperation between the EU institutions and the state
bodies of the Member States is the key to the implementation and enforcement of the EU
law (Torma 2002).
The Community/Union cooperation carried out for many decades has undoubtedly
created a European (common) administrative culture and unified values, which are considered as a part of the acquis communautaire by many authors.6
For our part, we share the Hungarian position developed in 1999, according to which:
theoretically speaking, the European Administrative Space is a harmonised synthesis of
values realised by the EU institutions and the Member States’ administrative authorities
through creating and applying the EU law (Czuczai 1999: p. 446). To this definition we can
add that in our opinion the scope of the above-mentioned „administrative authorities”
is too narrow, it should be extended to all bodies exercising state public power. Indeed,
not only the bodies of the public administrations of the Member States but also all public bodies exercising public power are involved (or at least have the opportunity to be
involved) in the preparation, drafting and implementation of EU law, including the body
or bodies exercising legislative power and the body or bodies exercising judicial power.
Actually, we can also say that the EAS is a metaphor that had in the early 1990s (and
still has) serious practical consequences for the countries applying for the EU membership. It sets out European administrative principles as a condition, which the candidate
countries must also take into account. If these states do not take into account these
principles, they will not able to fulfil the requirements of the acquis communautaire (Józsa
2003: p. 724–725). If the state does not fulfil, it excludes the possibility of accession, as it
proves that the level of administration of the candidate country does not reach the level
required for the EU membership.
5

6

For the sake of historical fidelity, it should be noted that the first OECD’s document issued in 1998 was
preceded a year before the document entitled Common Administrative Space and presented at the
beginning of the Dutch Presidency, which was intended to serve as a kind of guideline for European
countries wishing to join. The elaboration of the conditions set out therein has essentially become the
basis for the two documents mentioned above.
For example: Jürgen Schwarze (1998, 2008), Eberhard Schmidt-Assmann (2003), Sabino Cassese
(1997), Jenő Czuczai (1999), István Balázs (2013, 2015, 2019), and others.
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In fact, at the end of 2020, the EU institutions did not have their own executive bodies in the Member States. On the other hand, it is also a fact that within the EU legal
system – in the sense of substantive law – we cannot even speak about independent
administrative law. However, it does not mean that the EU did not lay down requirements
and expectations in the last decades concerning the Member States’ administrative
bodies, procedures and staff. These requirements and expectations can be called as
administrative values, because they determine to a large extent the organisational and
functional principles of the evolving European Administrative Space and constitute an
important guarantee of the effectiveness of the EU law (d’Orta 2003: p. 14).
It is clear that the concept of the EAS determined above and created in the last year
of the XX century, has now taken on a broader meaning, because there have been many
major legal events in the life of the European Union over the last twenty years. The following
are worth highlighting for our topic:
a) In 2001, the Treaty of Nice was signed, which created the legal preconditions and
opportunities for the accession of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe
(former socialist) through the abolition of the so-called „Amsterdam leftovers”7.
b) Regulation (EC) No 1059/2003 of the Parliament and of the Council on the NUTS
system, which divided the territory of the Member States into NUTS-1, NUTS-2
and NUTS-3 regions, was adopted in 2003. The target area of EU cohesion policy
is the NUTS-2 level area, where the number of people living in existing administrative units is between three million and eight hundred thousand.
c) In 2004, the Eastern enlargement of the European Union took place, and the countries of the Eastern and Central Europe (former socialists), including Hungary
and Poland, joined EU.
d) Romania and Bulgaria joined EU in 2007 and Croatia soon after.
e) The Treaty of Lisbon was signed in 2007, several provisions of which affected European public administration and – in our view – even put the issue of European
public administration on a new base. Article 1 of the Lisbon Treaty amends the
Treaty on European Union, established by the 1992 Maastricht Treaty. The name
of the single text created by the third amendment – as amended by the Treaty of
Amsterdam in 1997, the Treaty of Nice in 2001 and the Treaty of Lisbon in 2007 – is
the Treaty on European Union (hereinafter: TEU).
Article 2 of the Treaty of Lisbon amends the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, established by the Treaty of Rome in 1957. The single text created by
the seventh amendment is called the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
(hereinafter: TFEU). The two treaties have the same legal value and together form the
basis of the EU’s legal order and functioning.

7

In EU jargon, the term „Amsterdam leftovers” suggests that in the Amsterdam Treaty signed in 1997, EU
Member States could not agree on three issues: re-weighting of votes, extension of qualified majority
voting and composition of the European Commission. Four years later, in 2001, these issues were also
agreed in Nice, so the Treaty of Nice resolved the Amsterdam leftovers, removing the legal obstacles
to accession for the former socialist countries.
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The ten most important for our subject provisions of the two treaties, the TEU and the
TFEU, are the following:
e/1) The Union is an area without internal frontiers, based on freedom, security and
justice. The Union shall establish an internal market, and economic and monetary
union (TEU: art. 3).
e/2) “Pursuant to the principle of sincere cooperation, in mutual respect, the Union and
the Member States shall assist each other in carrying out tasks, which flow from
the Treaties. The Member States shall take any appropriate measure to ensure
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Treaties or resulting from the acts of
the institutions of the Union. The Member States shall facilitate the achievement
of the Union’s tasks and refrain from any measure which could jeopardise the
attainment of the Union’s objectives” (TEU: art. 4, par. 3).
e/3) “The Union recognises the rights, freedoms and principles set out in the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union […], which shall have the same legal
value as the Treaties” (TEU: art. 6). The Article 41 of the Charter sets out „the right to
good administration” as one of the fundamental rights of the citizen of the Union:
“Every person has the right to have his or her affairs handled impartially, fairly
and within a reasonable time by the institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of
the Union.” This right includes the right to be heard, the right of access to the file,
the obligation of the administration to give reasons for its decisions, the right to
compensation and the right to use mother tongue.
e/4) “National Parliaments contribute actively to the good functioning of the Union”
(TEU: art. 12).
e/5) “The Union’s competence in matters of common foreign and security policy shall
cover all areas of foreign policy and all questions relating to the Union’s security”
(TEU: art. 24, par. 1).
e/6) “The Union shall have competence to carry out actions to support, coordinate or
supplement the actions of the Member States”, including administrative cooperation (TFEU: art. 6).
e/7) “Effective implementation of Union law by the Member States […] shall be regarded as
a matter of common interest. The Union may support the efforts of Member States to
improve their administrative capacity to implement Union law” (TFEU: art. 197, par. 1, 2).
e/8) “In order to promote good governance and ensure the participation of civil society, the Union’s institutions, bodies, offices and agencies shall conduct their work
as openly as possible” (TFEU: art. 15, par. 1).
e/9) “In carrying out their missions, the institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of
the Union shall have the support of an open, efficient and independent European
administration. […] the European Parliament and the Council, acting by means of
regulations in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure, shall establish
provisions to that end” (TFEU: art. 298).
e/10) “Member States shall coordinate their action aimed at protecting the financial
interests of the Union against fraud. To this end they shall organise, together with
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the Commission, close and regular cooperation between the competent authorities” (TFEU: art. 325, par. 3).
f) Member States have put the EU budget for the period 2013–2020 on a new footing and adapted EU cohesion (regional) policy and secondary sources of EU law
accordingly.8
g) For the first time, Member States have „crossed their own shadow” as agreed
the EU budget for 2021–2027 by the European Council in July 2020, because
more than € 73 billion is planned for „European administration”. In other words,
the Union is expected to provide a significant amount of budget support for the
administrative cooperation mentioned above and for the effective implementation of EU law by the Member States over the next seven years.
In fact, we are now more than fifteen years past the largest, Eastern enlargement of
the Communities/Union. In the light of above-mentioned points (a) to (g), it is therefore
clear that the European Administrative Space is now much more than a kind of condition
for accession, or a metaphor, although it is undoubtedly so! Why and to what extent? We
answer in the following way.
In the ten years since the Treaty of Lisbon, the EAS has become a synthesis of values
that generally characterises the complex system of relations between the authorities of
the European Union and the Member States. The level of convergence has increased
significantly in recent years, as required by the effective enforcement of the EU law.
As a result, the EAS is no longer a fragmented unit of the results of the activities of twentyseven types of Member State. Rather, it is an area, in which the EU institutions and the
Member States’ authorities work together in good faith and, as a network of organisations,
„embracing” each other, forming a single entity (the European public administration) to
ensure the effective and efficient implementation and enforcement of the EU law (Gil
Ibáñez 2000: p. 281). It is no coincidence that the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union gives an independent title (Title XXIV) to administrative cooperation, in which, as
mentioned above, it states that the effective implementation of the EU law by the Member
States is a matter of common interest (TFEU: art. 197). Or, as one author writes, from the
perspective of the separation and division of branches of state power: „in the functional
sense, the EU administration can be characterised as the separation of powers of cooperation, and the subordination of different levels” (Schmidt-Assmann 2003: p 10).
We would like to add that, similarly, the European Union can be placed somewhere
between a federal state (such as the United States of Europe) and a classic international
organisation (such as the United Nations). That means more than an international or8

The following documents are worth highlighting: Regulation (EC) No 1059/2003 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the establishment of a common classification of territorial units for statistics (NUTS); Regulation (EU) No 1303/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council; Regulation (EU) No 1301/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council (ERDF-Regulation); Regulation
(EU) No 1304/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council (ESF-Regulation); Regulation (EU)
No 1303/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council (CF-Regulation); Regulation (EU) No
1305/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council (EAFRD-Regulation); and Commission delegated Regulation (EU) No 480/2014 supplementing Regulation (EU) No 1303/2013 of the European
Parliament and of the Council.
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ganisation, but less than a federal state. As the German Constitutional Court puts it quite
precisely, the European Union is an „alliance of nation states”.

3. Main features of the European Administrative Space
The scholar literature is relatively united on the peculiarities of the gradual implementation of administrative integration in the European Union (Balázs 2013, 2015, 2019;
Józsa 2003). Consequently, there is a broad consensus on the specificities and main
features of the European Administrative Space. In our opinion, the main features of the
EAS are outlined below.

3.1. Political stability and the enforcement of the democratic rule of law
Maintain and operate a legal order that ensures the separation of powers, the democratic institutional system and its functioning, the free exercise of fundamental rights and
freedoms, the rule of law and respect for minority rights (TEU: art. 2).

3.2. Sustainable and environment friendly economic development,
in which the principle of solidarity is dominant
Article 3, paragraph 3 of the TEU states the following: „The Union shall establish an
internal market. It shall work for the sustainable development of Europe based on balanced
economic growth and price stability, a highly competitive social market economy, aiming
at full employment and social progress, and a high level of protection and improvement
of the quality of the environment. It shall promote scientific and technological advance.”
The principle of solidarity is realised primarily through the economic, social and territorial
cohesion on the basis of Articles 174–178 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union. According to them, in order to promote comprehensive, harmonious development,
the Union will continue its activities in such way as to ensure cohesion and an increase in
the EU’s cohesive strength (e.g. see: Cucic, Davinci 2017).

3.3. Decrease of the role of national parliaments
and increase of the role of national administrations
From an institutional point of view, the winners of the European integration – at least
in our judgment – are the administrative authorities of the Member States, especially the
governments and particularly the ministers. The Council of Ministers, which consists of
the ministers of the Member States, was the exclusive legislator for a long time, and now
it is the co-legislator together with the European Parliament. Consequently, the national
parliaments of the Member States are not legislators but executors for the implementation
of Community/Union law. One author wrote about this topic in 2007 that „by the fact that
the Council is the central legislative body at European level and a number of competencies
of the national power has been conferred on the EU (at the same time lost by national
Parliaments) without the European Parliament’s position to be strengthened to a similar
extent, we are the witnesses of a kind of de-parliamentarisation” (Calliess 2007: p. 491).
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Of course, this has enhanced the role of Member States’ ministers and governments
at the Community/EU level. This phenomenon is called in the legal literature as „the
democratic deficit”, which the Union has long sought to reduce (Chiti, Greco 2007).
The solution could be to promote the European Parliament as the sole legislator, but the
realistic potential for this is quite small in these days (e.g., see: Cioclea 2016).

3.4. Maintenance and operation of a reliable,
transparent and democratic administration
With regard to reliability, it must be assumed that the EU Member States are free to
organise their public administration, essentially free of external influence. It is indifferent to
the EU how the Member States organise the enforcement of EU law: what organisational
solutions and methods they use, what kind of civil servants they have, etc. The only point
is that the public administrations have to function in such way that the tasks set out in the
Treaties and in Union acts have to be fully and correctly implemented in order to achieve
the Union’s social, economic and political goals. To this end, the EU require, above all, that
the structure and function of the administrative system have to be reliable. The provisions
of the EU law have to be transposed into the national legal systems in time, the various
authorities have to effectively and efficiently apply them as well, and have to allow continuous monitoring thereof carried out at the EU level and have to ensure appropriate means
of dispute resolution.
The EU’s expectation is that the Member States’ administrations should be transparent:
the range of those national administrative authorities, which are in communication with the
EU institutions and especially with the European Commission, has to be unambiguous,
the levels of decision-making and competencies have to be accurately fixed and properly
marked off, moreover the powers of the various national institutions have to organically fit
with each other, and there should not be „empty space” or jurisdictional overlap.
Finally, the EU’s expectation is that the national administrations have to operate
democratically. The requirement of democracy includes the rule of law, the respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms, multi-party system, the people’s power, the
party neutrality of the public officials and other practitioners of public power, the stability
of laws, the predictable functioning of the administration.9
If the Member States do not fulfil the above Union expectations, the European Commission and the other Member States have got the legal instruments to enforce them
especially in the framework of the procedures based on Articles 114, 126, 258, 259 of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.

3.5. Enforcement of the good governance principles all over the EU:
both at the level of the EU, the Member States, and the local governments
We have to mention here the White Paper on European governance published by
the European Commission in 2001 (European Governance, COM(2001)428).. Following
9

About the Member States’ result obligation and criteria of reliability, transparency and democratic
functioning – see: Forunier 1997.
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a critical analysis, this document states that in order to bring the EU institutions closer
to EU citizens, the five principles of good governance must be implemented: openness,
participation, accountability, effectiveness, and the requirement of coherence (see:
European Governance 2001).
The principle of openness requires that the institutions should work in a more open
way. They have to make clear for everyone, what they do, why they act, and what decisions are taken by them. They have to communicate it in appropriate language style and
in comprehensible form.
The principle of participation creates the validity of the decisions and, at the same
time, it increases the citizens’ confidence in the institutions since it ensures the right for
the citizens, as well as for the various non-governmental and other organisations to have
a say in the decision-making. So decision-making is not just the prerogative of the EU
institutions involved.
The principle of accountability means that, on the one hand, each institution is required to explain and to make everyone understood, what and why it does and, on the
other hand, they have to take the responsibility for their actions and omissions too.
The principle of effectiveness establishes three requirements for the institutions. On the
one hand, the different policies have to be carried out in the light of clear goals, on the basis
of past experiences, probable future effects, and in due time (timeliness). On the other
hand, it requires that the decisions taken and the consequences of the decisions always
have to be proportionate to the objectives set out (principle of proportionality). Thirdly, the
decisions always have to be taken at the most appropriate level (principle of subsidiarity).
The principle of coherence requires the realisation of consistency and enforcement
thereof in the different areas on behalf of the institutions. It must be made clear that
the changes occurring in the world are ever more complex, thus the response given to
institutions also have to be complex and well-coordinated (coherent).
The White Paper also states that the five principles of the good governance need to
be applied all over the EU, it must be validated by the EU and Member State authorities:
both the central authorities and the local governments. It can be seen that this is
fundamentally about the expectations placed on the EU institutions and the national
authorities of the Member States as organisations. This should be emphasised, because
we are speaking about standardising the procedure of the Member States’ authorities in
connection with the next feature of the EAS.10

3.6. Harmonisation of the procedural systems or the
application of such procedural rules and institutions,
which ensure the enforcement of the EU law
In recent years, there has been a growing consensus that economic integration in
the European Union must be followed by administrative integration. It is not permissible
10

We note that the terms good governance and openness are also used by the TFEU in Article 15, which
states that in order to be effective these principles, the institutions and bodies of the Union shall act in
accordance with the principle of openness.
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for Member States to implement the Treaties and EU law in twenty-seven ways. Thus, in
the European Administrative Space, a kind of unification (Europeanisation) of the national
authorities and official procedures of the Member States has begun and continued.
1) The overture was given by the OECD recommendation on the European principles for public administration (see: OECD SIGMA/PUMA 1999). The general
principles of public administration in the EU Member States should be divided
into four groups: a) reliability and predictability, b) openness and transparency, c)
accountability (public responsibility), d) effectiveness and efficacy.11
2) Besides the OECD, another European integration organisation, established in
1949 – The Council of Europe – has also sought to contribute to the unification
of European nation-state administrations. In the seventy years since its creation,
the Council of Europe has drawn up numerous conventions and opened them to
the Member States for ratification, as well as issued numerous recommendations
for Member States. Among these conventions we have to mention the European
Charter of Local Self-Government. Without going into detail, we see the importance
of this document in setting a European standard for the European states (at least
those states, which are members of the Council of Europe and have acceded to the
Charter) concerning the minimum requirements they have to enforce as regards
their local self-governments (e.g. see: Szente 2014).
Among the recommendations of the Council of Europe (Committee of Ministers), the
Recommendation CM/Rec (2007)7 on good administration plays an important role in unifying Member States’ administrations. This document sees the guarantee of „good administration” in the fact that the governments are all in favour of making the organisation and
operation of public administrations more efficient, effective and cost-effective. To this end,
the Recommendation CM/Rec (2007)7 seeks to encourage „harmonisation of procedures”
by inviting Member States to follow the Code of good administration annexed. This Code…
sets out the general application of the following administrative (procedural) principles in
the Member States, thus establishing a kind of European minimum procedural standard:
▪▪ the subordination of public administration to law (Article 2),
▪▪ the principle of equal treatment (Article 3),
▪▪ decision-making within a reasonable time (Article 7 and 13),
▪▪ protection of personal data (Article 9),
▪▪ the principle of transparency (Article 10),
▪▪ the principle of judicial review (Article 22),
▪▪ liability for the damages which were caused by administration powers (Article 23).
As it can be seen, these principles are very similar to that of the OECD principles or
they sometimes coincide.
3) The most important steps taken to codify procedural law at EU level have been
taken in the Treaty of Lisbon (2007) and in the TEU and the TFEU. The Treaties
refer to this in four places: 1) Article 4 of the TEU; 2) Article 197 of the TFEU:
11

These principles are also analysed in the Hungarian literature (e.g. see: Jenei 2005: chapter 3.2.2; Józsa
2003: p. 724, 725).
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administrative cooperation is a „matter of common interest”; 3) Article 298 of the
TFEU: the EU institutions rely on an „open, efficient and independent European
administration”; 4) Charter of Fundamental Rights, Article 41: „Right to good
administration”.12
Among the EU institutions, the European Parliament played a crucial role in 2013
and then in 2016 because of its resolutions. Work on standardising procedural law
began in 2010 with the setting up of a working group on EU administrative law by
the European Parliament’s Committee on Legal Affairs. The working group reviewed
the entire EU acquis and found that there is a lack of coherence between individual
procedural rules, and complete chaos in the EU administration. This endangers the
effective enforcement of the EU law and the legal certainty of the EU citizens. It is,
therefore, necessary to create regulatory transparency and coherence of procedural
rules, which can only be achieved by issuing a single set of procedural rules at the EU
level in the form of a regulation (Balogh-Békési et al. 2017; Boros 2017; Csatlós 2016;
Ziller 2015).
The report of the working group was discussed by Parliament and agreed in 2013
with the Resolution 2012/2024(INL). Based on Articles 225 and 298 of the TFEU, the document called on the European Commission to prepare a draft regulation on European
administrative procedure and send it to the two EU legislative institutions (Council and
Parliament). As an annex to the Resolution, Parliament has also attached recommendations, thus helping with codification.
However, the Commission has not complied with Parliament’s request for years, and
on 9 June 2016, the Parliament re-issued the Resolution 2016/2610(RSP) for an open,
efficient and independent European Union administration (P8_TA(2016)0279). It again called
on the Commission to draft EU procedural legislation and send it to the two legislative
institutions. To help with the work, Parliament had also attached a draft regulation.
The key features and values of the draft are as follows:
▪▪ The rule of law is the most fundamental value of the European Union.
▪▪ Acts under Union law must comply with the requirement of proportionality.
▪▪ The EU administration should take administrative action in accordance with administrative procedures that guarantee impartiality, fairness and timeliness.
▪▪ In the case of an administrative procedure initiated on the basis of an application,
the right to good administration imposes an obligation on the Union administration to acknowledge receipt of the application in writing.
▪▪ In the interests of legal certainty, administrative proceedings should be initiated
within a reasonable time after the events.
▪▪ The „right to good administration” requires the EU administration to fulfil a socalled duty of care throughout the procedure.
▪▪ The „right to impartial treatment” is a consequence of the right to good administration.
12

A detailed analysis of these provisions is beyond the narrow limits of this article, so we mentioned them
here only as a fact.
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However, the European Commission has not reacted this time either and has so
far not submitted a Formal Proposal for an open, efficient and independent European
administration, so again it has not complied with Parliament’s request.

Conclusions
Our hypothesis mentioned in the introductory thoughts – according to which the
European Administrative Area exists and has its own specific public law characteristics
– has been confirmed. There can be no doubt that our position has been confirmed now
in the tertiary sources of the European Union law (in the case law of the European Court
of Justice), secondary sources of European Union law (in the acts of the European institutions) and even in the primary sources of European Union law (in the Acts).
To conclude this study, it should be noted that the Treaty of Lisbon and subsequent
EU legislation have not resolved the tension between the uniformity of the scope of EU
law and the autonomy (diversity) of Member States’ public administrations. However, this
would sooner or later be important, because the development of the EU and, as a part of
it, the European Administrative Space, faces a number of new challenges.
We can refer to uncontrolled migration since 2015, globalisation, energy and environmental problems, the fight against terrorism, the COVID-19 pandemic and its consequences. However, a detailed discussion of these challenges and the EU and Member
State responses to them may already be the subject of a new study.
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Abstract
The image of the EU and Europe in digital mass media of Ukraine, Belarus and Russia is studied in
this article using the methodology of discourse analysis. Independent digital mass media Ukrainska
Pravda, Nasha Niva, Lenta.ru, Novaya Gazeta are analysed (online publications from years 2005–
2019). Three images of Europe in the media are indicated as a result of the research. In Ukraine:
a strong reliance on Europe as the idea is observed. The EU and its institutions are stably present
in political news, but European politicians are not so popular. In Belarus: Europe doesn’t structure
political discussions, however, efforts of the neighbouring EU Member States may be important
in the image creation. In Russia: there is not much interest towards Europe, but some approaches
to present constant clashes between Russia and the West are evident in digital mass media. The
research has confirmed the main hypothesis, which supposed that the mechanisms of creating the
image of Europe and the EU in post-Soviet countries’ mass media are different, and the specifics of
political discourse, as well as the states’ international politics define the image.
Keywords: media discourse, post-Soviet countries, digital mass media, Europe, EU, political
emotions, image

Wizerunek Europy i Unii Europejskiej w mediach cyfrowych na Ukrainie,
Białorusi i w Rosji (analiza dyskursu 2005–2019)
Streszczenie
W niniejszym artykule przedstawiono wizerunek Europy i Unii Europejskiej (UE) w mediach cyfrowych
na Ukrainie, Białorusi i w Rosji. Badanie zrealizowano metodą analizy dyskursu. Zbadano publikacje
w niezależnych internetowych mediach Ukraińska Prawda, Nasha Niva, Lenta.ru, Novaya Gazeta
w latach 2005–2019. W wyniku przeprowadzonej analizy zaobserwowano kreowanie przez media
trzech obrazów Europy. Na Ukrainie w dyskursie medialnym obserwuje się silne zainteresowanie
Europą jako ideą. UE i jej instytucje są często obecne w wiadomościach politycznych, ale europej-
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scy politycy nie są tak popularni. Na Białorusi natomiast słowo „Europa” nie porządkuje dyskusji
politycznych, jednak działania sąsiadujących z Białorusią państw członkowskich UE mogą mieć
kluczowe znaczenie w tworzeniu wizerunku UE. W Rosji nie widać dużego zainteresowania Europą
w dyskursie niezależnych mediów, częściej dominują tematy związane z ciągłą walką między Rosją
a Zachodem. Badania potwierdziły główną hipotezę, że mechanizmy kreowania wizerunku Europy
i UE w mediach krajów postsowieckich są odmienne, a specyfika dyskursu politycznego i polityka
międzynarodowa państw określają ten obraz/wizerunek.
Słowa kluczowe: dyskurs medialny, kraje postsowieckie, media cyfrowe, Europa, UE, emocje
polityczne, wizerunek

The image of Europe and the EU’s in media discourse of post-Soviet Ukraine, Belarus and Russia may reflect the states’ paths towards democratisation/authoritarianism
and their international relations with the European Union. The “Europeanisation” (i.e.
the movement towards European values or the EU integration) is an outer stone for
political changes and uprisings in the some post-Soviet states (eg. Euromaidan in 2014,
Belarusian protests in 2020). “Euro”–rhetoric is often used by leading politicians during
pre-election presidential campaigns (e.g. Poroshenko, Yushchenko – Ukraine, Sandu
– Moldova). Belarusian and Russian leaders exploit theses about the “dangerous” links
of opposition politicians with Europe. Post-Soviet countries’ interrelations with the EU
are not stable, and it is important to understand its dynamics. Mass media analysis may
be useful for this purpose. It is possible to use the texts as the “mirror” of international
relations. Additionally, digitalisation may change some traditional approaches to news
texts; thus, an idea (the idea of Europe, for instance) should be competitive to be present in the news.
To study the image of Europe and the EU in post-Soviet political discourse, the countries on the crossroad were chosen: three states that have a border with the EU, and
have a significant percent of Russian-speaking population (more than 30%) and popular
Russian-language (or bi-lingual) mass media. Thus, Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia – countries with different approaches to the idea of Europe and European integration – will be
examined in this research.
The main research hypothesis supposes that the mechanisms created the image of
Europe and the EU in post-Soviet countries’ mass media are different, and the specifics
of political discourse, as well as the states’ international politics define the image. So, the
research objective is to demonstrate these differences and specifics, and to compare the
modern history of the states’ relations with the EU and representation of the EU/Europe in
the news.
To study the mechanisms of Europe’s concept construction in the mass media, we
should define:
▪▪ if Europe as the idea is present in the mass media texts, and if this idea is competitive (more salient than other territories, countries);
▪▪ if the EU, its political actors and institutions are explicated in the news and included in the political discourse;
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if Europe as a concept launches political emotions (in digital times it is impossible
to sell information without emotions, and high emotionality reflects intensive
political interactions).
Thus, I expect to get different indicators of Europe vision within these questions and
different images of Europe in the mass media texts. This will help add more contexts to the
problem of the countries’ relations with the EU, the character, and the dynamics of these
relations.
As for the states’ relations with the EU, clear differences are presented in the scientific
discourse. Ukraine was always interested in the cooperation with the EU and the EU
membership (Franke et al. 2010: p. 156). “Deep integration with the EU has been a longterm priority for Ukraine” (Dragneva, Wolczuk 2014). Since 2005 a significant progress
in the EU–Ukraine relations has been observed (Sushko 2007: p. 84). Ukraine was perceived as “a key ENP player” after European Neighbourhood Policy was implemented
(Hillion 2007: p. 170). However, sometimes there were only Ukrainian politicians’ statements about European values’ importance and they were not supported by real actions
(Solonenko 2011). Ukrainian officials’ withdrawal from signing the Association Agreement
with the EU led to protests all over the country. Furthermore, Euromaidan in 2013–2014
“demonstrated to the world Ukraine’s geopolitical choice to move closer to Europe”
(Chaban 2018). Afterward, the Agreement was signed on June 27, 2014. And nowadays,
President Zelenskyy declared his wish to achieve a desirable membership for Ukraine,
and announced that seven EU countries would vote for this (Interfax 2021).
In Belarus the EU “almost completely failed to impress the regime and population”
(Bosse 2009). The EU–Belarus relations worsened between 1994–1997, when Lukashenko
was elected and implemented restrictions on the opposition, changing the Constitution,
etc. (Bosse, Korosteleva-Polglase 2009: p. 147). The mistrust towards the EU was observed
(Rotman, Veremeeva 2011). The presidential election in 2010 in Belarus led to the EU’s
“restrictive measures towards certain Belarusian elites” and in 2015 there was some
improvement in the mutual understanding (Lukashenko’s role in the Russia–Ukraine conflict
mattered) (Karliuk 2020). Nevertheless, the 2020 presidential elections “have dismantled
illusions and put at risk the progress of past years in EU–Belarus relations” (Šteinbuka,
Avetisyan 2021). Russia also may be a defining factor for the EU–Belarus relations. Russian
officials see Belarus as a part of the Eurasian Integration Project and even as part of
Russia itself. However, Lukashenko’s mood is constantly changing, and sometimes closer
cooperation with the EU may be perceived as something profitable (Basov 2019).
Russia and the EU have become estranged since the mid-2000s (Busygina 2018:
p. 83). Scholars indicate several significant dates and events that defined that situation:
NATO expansion, elections in Ukraine in 2004–2005 (Monaghan 2006), the Russia–Georgia conflict, the EU’s politics towards Moldova, Ukraine, and Georgia (Tumanov et al. 2011),
the Skripal case (Ananieva 2020). As N. Kapoor (2021) wrote: “beginning in the mid-2000s
[…] the relationship steadily declined, reaching its lowest in 2014 in the aftermath of the
Ukrainian crisis”. Nowadays, according to Russian scholars, Russia and the EU are not
situated in the common space anymore and “belong to different political and economic
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communities” (Suslov 2016). The EU and Russia have some economic interdependence
(energetic issues mostly), but not a mutual political understanding (Busygina 2018: p. 83).
There is some progress in regional dialogue, whereas a political one is not successful
(Prudskaya 2021: p. 246).
To sum up, three countries exploit different politics towards the EU with some dynamics during 2005–2019. So, with the mass media analysis, I expect to see Europe’s
image. On the paper, Europe is perceived as the idea that must be attractive in order
to be covered in mass media. As far as in digital reality, political actors and ideas have
“a limited attention space” (Schroeder 2018) to conquer the public’s attitudes. Thus, messages in media discourse have been transforming into more emotional, personalised,
conflict spheres.
This article is structured as follows: at first, important peculiarities of modern political
communication will be defined. Secondly, Europe’s image in mass media of three countries will be analysed. We’ll see if Europe or some EU countries are included in the texts
of the mass media and compare Europe’s presence with the dynamic of other countries’
mentions. Global, not regional agenda has been becoming more popular with mass
media digitalisation, so this factor may influence the image of Europe. Thirdly, the EU’s
institutions and political actors’ mentions will be studied. We’ll see if the institutions and
actors are compatible compared with global ones. And finally, the emotionality of messages about Europe will be analysed, as far as emotions that are significant for online
texts and for political communication.

Political communication in digital times
Digital technologies have been changing our understanding of space, territories,
countries and their boundaries. Nowadays the technologies give the possibility for new
political actors, digital activists, transgovernmental organisations, transnational elites to
be represented in the process of political geography construction.
However, the representation of different countries, territories, political actors remains
disproportional and partial (Bailey et al. 2017), “warped” (Griffin, Stevenson 1994), biased
(Howe 2009). And this imaginative geography influences the real one. Thus, with analysing the geography’s construction via media and technologies it is possible to discover
“whose knowledge is being produced, by and for whom” (Ash et al. 2018). Nowadays this
construction is produced in real time and public image may radically change in a new
world “without fixed spatial relations” (Bargues-Pedreny et al. 2019).
Meanwhile, speaking about the EU’s representation in modern political geography,
we should take into account the liberal order crisis (Acharya 2018), Brexit, the rise of
populism, focus on domestic, not international affairs for European countries, and modern world order challengers – China, Russia. In a more complicated field of international
relations, Europe’s position may be perceived as shaking one.
To spread messages via highly competitive Internet environment, politicians should
create more personalised (Pérez-Curiel, Naharro 2019), emotional (Schneiker 2019), au-
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thentic (Pain, Chen 2019) texts. Additionally, breaking rules and impoliteness have been
perceived as something normal for political communication, and “attack” tweets may be
more popular among users (Lee, Xu 2018).
Thus, dealing with Europe’s image in modern digital discourse, we should take into
account the changing nature of political interrelations. Europe’s role in world order seems
to be different, European politicians, trying to influence their colleagues in post-Soviet
countries and to reach citizens of the countries’ digital agenda, must compete with both
domestic and powerful international political actors. And, of course, their messages will
be spread only if they meet the new standards of political communication.

Materials and methods
To formalise mass media texts analysis, computer programmes, written in Python
language, were used. To define Europe’s presence in the texts, vocabularies of countries,
cities, territories were created. To study the EU political actors and institutions image,
vocabularies of political subjects and institutions (domestic and international) were created. At first, a computer programme find_political_actors.py looked for proper names
in headlines. Afterward, the words were divided into several categories: domestic and
international political actors (politicians, activists, journalists, experts, parties, government structures, organisations, mass media, etc.), countries, and their capitals.
To define emotions, vocabularies of state verbs (like “want”, “know”, “assume”, “demand”, etc.) were composed. Verbs, not adjectives and adverbs, were used for news
texts analysis. As we know, in news texts an author should be objective and should avoid
adjectives and adverbs. However, with verbs, it is possible to observe emotionality in
such texts. For instance, in sentences like: “European Solidarity” demands that Zelenskyy
be summoned to a special commission on the Wagner Group Affair – Petro Poroshenko”
or “Putin blames Europe for gas price crisis – The Moscow Times”. Here, the verbs “to
demand” and “to blame” show that the informational occasion does not contain action,
but emotion, feeling.
Websites of independent online media were processed (news items only) from
2005–2019, all the texts without samples. To choose mass media, the list of criteria was
composed: independence from state or oligarchs, high professional standards, popularity (Similarweb data was considered), early internet professionalisation (usage of web 2.0
standards), and texts written in Russian. In Ukraine, Pravda.com.ua was chosen, because
it is in the top-3 of the most popular websites, and it is included in the so-called “white
list of media” – mass media with the highest quality (see: IMI 2021). In Russia, Lenta.ru
as the most popular digital mass media was chosen, however, only texts before 2013
were analysed (because this website was bought by an oligarch associated with Kremlin,
and since 2014 Lenta.ru cannot be considered as independent media). From 2014–2019
news from Novaya Gazeta were analysed, as far as the paper is the prominent independent mass media in Russia (in 2021 its editor was awarded by Nobel Peace Prize). As for
Belarus, because of restrictions to independent media, it was technically impossible to
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collect texts from the most popular independent mass media (BelaPAN, tut.by), thus less
popular, but independent website Nasha Niva was analysed. In some cases for Nasha
Niva and Novaya Gazeta, web archives were also used.

Results of the research
The following outcomes were elaborated on the basis of conducted research.

Europe’s image
In the mass media of Ukraine, Belarus and Russia, Europe and European countries are
represented differently.
For Ukraine, Europe (average 1.49%) is significant as an entity. It is constantly present
in the top-5 mentions among other countries (Russia 7.2%, the USA 1.9%) except for
2016–2017 (see Table 1). During 2005–2013 Europe was in the top-3 (with Russia and the
USA), afterward it has lost position. It may be interpreted that Europe’s concept struggle
with Russia as Ukrainian neighbour (and after 2014 – aggressor), and the USA as a world
power. Europe has been losing in this struggle. Thus, Russian aggression strongly influenced the Europe’s representation in the news. Before 2014 mostly the EU countries were
popular (Poland, Germany) and a post-Soviet Georgia. Geographically, the news were not
global, but regional. Europe here was quite competitive. Afterward, the global approach
prevailed. Furthermore, Europe as the concept should compete for the attention not only
with Russia and the USA but with the states, which were parts of international conflicts
and tensions (Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Libya, Syria, and Turkey). In these
conflicts, Europe was less represented and has been becoming less popular. Other EU
countries have become more popular (Poland – since 2014, Germany – since 2012). This
may be interpreted as the gradual change of priorities: interest not in Europe as an entity,
but in interactions with specific EU Member States as countries-partners.
Table 1: The top-10 most popular countries in the news of Pravda.com.ua

Total

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

Percent of mentions per year
Russia

3.37 4.32 2.66 6.5 5.64 3.11 2.93 2.58 3.91 14.64 14.1 12.3 10.9 12.49 9.21 7.24

USA

0.82 0.79 0.56 0.96 0.85 0.54 0.77 1.23 1.79 2.24 2.62 2.77 4.34 4.26 4.03 1.9

Europe
Poland

0.75 1.35

1.6

1.29 2.52 2.06 2.69 1.98 1.89 0.76 0.81

0.21 0.26 0.5

0.3 0.48 0.42

Syria
Germany

0.51 0.55 1.04
0.56

0.13

0.2

0.39 0.53 0.51

0.83 0.78 1.49
0.84 0.76 0.53

1.04 1.12 0.76 1.22

0.94
0.35
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DPRK

1.01

1.01

Turkey

0.88 0.88

Georgia

0.1

1.6 0.57

0.76

Libya

0.62

0.62

Source: own elaboration based on the discourse analysis.

For Belarus, Europe as a concept is not so significant (0.87%). It was on the 4th–5th
place in 2009, 2011–2014, 2016–2017 (see Table 2). Thus, it was not at the centre of political debates, as in Ukraine, and Europe’s role was episodic, whereas constant attention to
this concept after the 2010 presidential elections and Lukashenko’s repressions on the
opposition should be taken into consideration. Here Europe was included as a possible
hope or judge, but Russia (4.23%), Ukraine (1.93%) and the USA (1.38%) were much more
popular. Interest in these three countries has been growing since 2008. Additionally,
three European countries were mentioned more or less constantly: Lithuania, Latvia,
and Poland. Thus, in Belarusian mass media, neighboring countries and ties with them
are more important than all-European efforts to discuss some issues of the authoritarian
country. And Russia–Ukraine relations seem to be more newsworthy, than Europe as
well. Additionally, in Belarusian mass media, the transition from regional towards global
agenda isn’t so vivid, like in Ukraine since 2014. For instance, interest towards Poland
was respectively high in 2014, in 2016 interest towards Europe grew. So, here we can see
reliance towards certain EU Member States, whereas Europe’s popularity isn’t high and
constant.
Table 2: The top-10 most popular countries in the news of Nasha Niva (nn.by)
Total

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

Percent of mentions per year
Lithuania 0.29 0.57 0.37 0.41 0.73 0.65 0.67 0.61 0.84 0.55
Poland

0.24 1.3

0.66

0.78 0.59

1.23 1.16 0.67 0.85 0.59 0.61 0.51 1.18 0.9 1.76 1.41 0.77 0.87 0.94

Ukraine 0.19 0.65 0.42 0.6 0.92 1.04 0.68 0.61 1.48 9.54 3.88 1.17 2.45 2.42 2.83 11.93
Europe
USA

0.9
0.32 0.11 0.28 0.35

Georgia

0.24 0.71

0.8 1.18

0.7

0.87

1.75 2.35 2.21 2.15 2.13 11.38
0.31

0.39
0.22

1.7

1.2

0.27
0.48

Syria
Russia

0.6

0.44 0.46 1.16 0.42 1.06 1.04 1.31 1.11

Latvia

Estonia

0.7

0.23

0.79 1.17

0.75

0.78
0.23

0.39 2.5 2.87 2.57 1.31 2.79 9.34 6.12 5.88 5.14 6.28 5.87 4.23

Source: own elaboration based on the discourse analysis.
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In the case of Russia (see Table 3) Europe is not popular at all, but so-called „old”
European countries are present in media discourse (Great Britain and sometimes
Germany). If we speak about the GB, with references to the USA (3.7%), which is the most
popular for Russia, this could be interpreted as an approach to contrast Russia and the
“Anglo-Saxon” world. Thus, here powerful European countries are much more salient,
than Europe and other European states. By the way, post-Soviet countries are not in
attention of mass media, only Ukraine (2.6%) is constantly mentioned, and Georgia – twice.
Of course, here the geographical position of Russia should be taken into account. That is
why some Asian neighbouring countries are popular. However, events within European
space are not a significant part of Russian media news, especially after 2013–2014, when
Ukraine, Syria, the USA, and Turkey were at the forefront.
Table 3: The top-10 most popular countries in the news of Lenta.ru, Novayagazeta.ru

Total

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

Percent of mentions per year
USA

9.42 3.65 3.24 3.36 2.90 2.42 2.81 2.66 5.18 2.97 1.36 3.29 4.20 5.07 3.66 3.75

Ukraine 5.54 1.90 1.74 1.62 2.12 1.64 1.01 1.29 1.96 9.73 3.51 1.48 2.96 2.66 1.96 2.74
Syria

1.01 2.94

2.73 5.09 2.27 1.61 0.76 2.34

Turkey 2.09
GB

2.17 2.19 3.34 2.83 2.07 1.42 1.46 1.29

Iran

1.46

Izrael
China
Germany
Georgia

1.95 3.07 0.89

2.14 0.96
1.96

1.16

2.00
1.22 1.00 1.90

1.82

1.64

1.40

1.50

0.70
1.04 1.78 1.56 1.24

1.46 0.91

1.27
0.66

1.26
1.19

Source: own elaboration based on the discourse analysis.

Political actors
In Ukrainian mass media, the EU is also one of the most popular institutions (see
Table 4), it is in the top-3, except for 2016. Along with the EU, other European institutions
(PACE, OSCE, ECHR) and politicians (Merkel, Kwasniewski, Fule, Solana) are present in
mass media news. However, if Ukraine is included in European space on the institutional
level, European politicians are rarely presented in the headlines. Thus, their surnames
mostly aren’t recognisable for mass audience in the digital environment. Moreover,
because of the transition from regional towards global agenda, mostly American and
Russian political subjects dominate, not only the presidents and officials, but also heroes
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of “hot events” (Snowden, Nemtsov, Manafort). Thus, American and Russian politicians
are disproportionally represented in Ukrainian media discourse, and a clash of these
state’s personalities shapes the news agenda.
Table 4: The most popular political actors in the news of Ukrainska Pravda (pravda.
com.ua)
2005

2006

2007

2008

Niyazov

EU

Putin

NATO

Putin

EU

Putin

NATO

Lukashenko

NATO

Lukashenko

EU

Chernomyrdin

NATO

Medvedev

EU

Bush

SES

Bush

WTO

Luzhkov

Gazprom

Bush

Gazprom

Saakashvili

WTO

Niyazov

Gazprom

Zhirinovsky

WTO

Saakashvili

WTO

Chernomyrdin

IMO

Zatulin

CIS

Lukashenko,
Solana

RosUkrEnergo

Luzhkov

RosUkrEnergo

2009

2010

2011

2012

Putin

Gazprom

Medvedev

IMF

Putin

EU

Putin

EU

Medvedev

IMF

Putin

EU

Medvedev

IMF

Obama

PACE

Obama

EU

Kirill

NATO

Pence

Gazprom

Medvedev

IMF

Pence

NATO

Obama

PACE

Gaddafi

PACE

Merkel

Gazprom

Pence

RWB

Lukashenko

Lukashenko Kremlin
2013

2014

Customs Lukashenko
Union

2015

Customs
Union

2016

Putin

EU

Putin

EU

Putin

OCSE

Trump

OCSE

Fule

Customs
Union

Merkel

OCSE

Merkel

EU

Obama

UN

Kwasniewski

ECHR

Lavrov

NATO

Nemtsov

NATO

Feygin

NATO

Snowden

Gazprom

Obama

UN

Lavrov

UN

Clinton

FSS

Obama

PACE

Zakharchenko

Boing

Obama

ISIS

Merkel

Kremlin

2017

2018

2019

Trump

OCSE

Putin

EU

Putin

EU

Putin

EU

Trump

OCSE

Hahn

NATO

Voronenkov

UN

Manafort

UN

Merkel

UN

Merkel

NATO

Skripal

NATO

Biden

OCSE

Lavrov

Kremlin

Walker

Kremlin

Walker

Kremlin

Source: own elaboration based on the discourse analysis.
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There is a more diverse representation of European institutions in the Belarusian case
because of a more tabloid approach to news policy (see Table 5). Along with the EU,
European Parliament, OSCE, and European Council, soccer clubs and mass media are
mentioned. Eurovision is also popular. So, in Belarusian mass media, the institutional level
is not so well represented, however, there are approaches to actualise Europe on other
levels (culture and sports). Additionally, tabloid-style may be perceived as a forced step
to produce political news in the authoritative country, where a number of political events
is limited, and political actors do not produce enough news occasions, appropriate for
the web.
Table 5: The most popular political actors in the news of Nasha Niva (nn.by)
2005
Blair

2006
UN

Castro

2007
EU

2008

Putin

EU

Obama

Gazprom

Medvedev

IMF

Nobel

DW

Putin

Gazprom

Bush

Gazprom

Bush

Union of
Poles

Yanukovych

CIS

Castro

UN

Putin

OSCE

UN

Chaves

Eurocomission

Castro

EU

RT, Euro
Parliament,
European
Counsil,
Radio
Liberty

Yanukovych

Eurovision

Bush,
Yuschenko

Zenit, Real

Becket

Gazprom Yuschenko

Euronews,
Eurovision

Putin

Bush,
Chaves

2009

2010

2011

2012

Obama

EU

Yanukovych

EU

Gaddafi

EU

Putin

EU

Medvedev

IMF

Bakiev

Gazprom

Putin

IMF

Breivik

Eurovision

Putin

Google

Medvedev

Barcelona

Obama

KHL

Yuschenko

Euro
Parliament

Putin

IMF

Castro

UN

Buffon

Customs
Union

Castro

Barcelona

Obama

Eurovision

Obama

KHL

Castro

Embassy
of Poland

Medvedev Customs
Union

2013

2014

2015

2016

Putin

EU

Putin

EU

Hubarev

ISIS

Obama

Apple

Yanukovych

Uralkali

Poroshenko

NATO

Nemtsov

Charlie
Hebdo

Clinton

NATO

Navalny

KHL

Yanukovych

UN

Putin

Huawei

Merkel

Google

Chaves

Eurovision

Obama

NBA

Dadaev

Viber

Messi

BMW
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Obama

IMF

Donbas
Medvedev
Battalion

2017

Motorolla

2018

ZTE,
EU, Bartholomew
PentaI
gon

UN

2019

Trump

EU

Putin

EU

Zelenskyy

EU

Putin

Eurovision

Trump

Google

Putin

NATO

Poroshenko

ISIS

Skripal

Real

Trump

Eurovision

Navalny

Google

Poroshenko

Facebook

Poroshenko

Google

Saakashvili

Apple

Kim Jong
Un

Eurovision

Maduro

FSS

Source: own elaboration based on the discourse analysis.

In Russia (see Table 6) European political actors (persons and institutions) were represented with the EU, which is displaced by transnational organisations (Microsoft, Google,
Apple), especially during 2007–2013, however, afterward they were on the list with other
international organisations, and Islamic State (ISIS). Here, we can see two phases of the
EU perception: in the field of popular culture (little by little Lenta.ru was transforming
from more serious mass media with hard news towards tabloid format) and in the field
of qualitative press (Novaya Gazeta – since 2014). Analysing political geography and
Europe’s concept coverage, we did not see any differences. Other political actors (the
UN, ISIS, and NATO) were more popular, and the EU had 2nd or 3rd position (except
for 2018–2019). As for political personalities, European politicians mostly were not represented. Citizenship of the mentioned persons – the USA, Ukraine, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan,
Syria, and Libya. Merkel and, not so often, Holland, May, and Johnson were present in
Russian media discourse from time to time.
Table 6: The most popular political actors in the news of Lenta.ru, Novayagazeta.ru
2005

2006

Bush

UN

Bush

2007
UN

Chelsea

Obama

Microsoft

Bush

UN

McCain

UN

Tymoshenko

Verkhovna
Rada

Bush

NATO

Lukashenko Google

Yanukovych

EU

Yuschenko

Google

Lukashenko HAMAS Tymoshenko Microsoft

Lukashenko

Yushchenko Pentagon Yushchenko Hamas
Tymoshenko

EU

Sharon

NATO

2009
Obama

Google

Yanukovych

EU

2010
Yanukovych Google

Yushchenko

2008

Micro- Tymoshenko
soft

2011
Gaddafi

EU

2012
Google

Obama

Google
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Yushchenko Microsoft
Tymoshenko

EU

Jackson

Chelsea

Klychko

Apple

2013

Obama

Facebook

Obama

Face- Tymoshenko Facebook
book

Tymoshenko Apple

Tymoshenko

Apple

Romney

Apple

Bakiev

Microsoft

Lukashenko

EU

Lukashenko

KHL

Klychko

EU

Klychko

NATO

Assad

EU

2014

2015

2016

Obama

Google

Poroshenko

UN

Poroshenko

ISIS

Trump

NATO

Snowden

NHL

Merkel

NATO

Merkel

EU

Obama

EU

EU

Obama

NATO

Clinton

UN

Boing

Assad

OCSE

Erdogan

ISIS

Kerry,
Yanukovych,
Yatsenyuk

UN

Poroshenko

OCSE

Yanukovych Facebook Yanukovych
Lukashenko

Apple

Saakashvili

EU

2017

Obama

Klychko, HAMAS,
VerkHolland,
Yatsenyuk hovna
Rada
2018

2019

Trump

UN

Trump

EU

Trump

EU

Merkel

ISIS

Skripal

UN

Zelenskyy

NATO

Erdogan

EU

Poroshenko

NATO

Poroshenko

UN

Poroshenko

NATO

Merkel

Pentagon

Erdogan

Pentagon

May

State
Department

Johnson

ISIS

Reuters,
State
Clinton,
DepartSaakashvili ment, IOC,
Pentagon,
FIFA

Source: own elaboration based on the discourse analysis.

To sum up, the mass media of the three states of research have different approaches
to Europe and European political actors representation. In Ukraine: we see the concentration on Europe as an entity with high reliance on European institutions, which promotes
democracy and security. For Belarus: not the whole Europe, but neighbouring countries
are popular, and lack of cooperation on the state level is compensated by cultural and
sport activities. In Russia: Germany and Great Britain are more popular, and the number
of EU’s mentions has been increasing since 2015. Before this period EU was less popular,
comparing to transnational companies and international organisations.

Political emotions
Now let’s take a look at the situation with political emotions. Average numbers demonstrate the most emotional perception of the EU and Europe in Ukraine (39.7% of headlines, where the EU or Europe are mentioned, contain state verbs), and less emotional in
Russia (27.9%) and Belarus (20.9%).
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Figure 1: Emotions in the headlines with the EU/Europe mentions (Ukrainian, Belarusian, and Russian mass media)

Source: own elaboration based on the discourse analysis.

Analysing political emotions’ curve (see Figure 1), in the Ukrainian case, one may
see highly emotional coverage during 2006–2011 and a decrease of the indicator since
2012. We may explain this with Yanukovych’s presidency, when Ukrainian Eurointegration
was questioned. However, afterward, numbers continued to decrease. Thus, Ukrainian
international politics is not the only reason. Russian aggression also did not lead to
a higher emotionality. It means that despite numerous appeals of Ukrainian political
actors towards the EU, the European political actors’ efforts were not covered through
feelings, wishes, fears, etc. And additionally, the social consensus in Ukraine about its
European future may also be a cause of the indicator’s decrease.
Furthermore, two periods can be differentiated in Ukrainian media discourse. The first
one is when European “issues” were at the center of political discussions and provoked
emotions and tensions. The mass media interest in it was high. The second one, when
Europe and European institutions were covered with more neutrality and impartiality. The
attention towards Europe has been declining.
If we speak about Belarus, the high volatility of the curve should be taken into account.
There were periods, when emotionality about Europe was higher than in Russia, however,
there also were periods, when state verbs were minimally used, and emotionality was
low. Thus, when Europe was not at the centre of political dialogue, both attention to the
concept and emotionality were not stable. For instance, attention towards Europe was
high before the presidential election in 2010, when the Belarusian website translated the
EU countries’ reaction, and Belarusian opposition politicians’ appealed towards European
leaders. However, the election in 2015 did not cause either attention towards Europe,
or emotionality, because Russia–Ukraine relations were at the forefront. Moreover,
Lukashenko used the situation to represent himself as a peacekeeper.
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Therefore, if in Ukraine, emotional attitudes towards Europe are higher, more stable,
and underline Ukrainian politicians’ desire to discuss the possibility for Ukraine to be
included in European space, the Belarusian situation is different. Here, we have a more
stable picture before 2010, which can be explained with opposition politicians promoting an idea of Belarus as a partner of Europe. However, because of political repressions
and geopolitical instability, caused by Russian aggression, indicators have been getting
unstable.
Moreover, in Russia, we may also differentiate two periods: with low emotionality
(before 2014), and high and unstable afterward. As a consequence, we see that low
attention towards Europe and its’ institutions caused low emotionality. However, since
2015, it has been growing along with interest towards the EU, which may be explained
by Russian international politics. Here, we see different situations: (1) Ukraine, where
aggression and global changes in world order led to more calm coverage, and (2) Russia,
where emotions have been increasing with Russian efforts to destabilise both European
and world security.

Conclusions and discussion
After Europe’s images in mass media of Ukraine, Belarus and Russia studying, three
different visions of this concept were observed. It was supposed that the mechanisms
creating the image of Europe and the EU in post-Soviet countries’ mass media are different, and the specifics of political discourse, as well as the states’ international politics
define the image. Now it is possible to confirm this hypothesis.
Thus, in the Ukrainian case, we can see a strong reliance on Europe as the idea, the
EU and its institutions/actors. Europe is stably present in political news, and its position
is salient. European institutions are also explicated and included in the media discourse.
However, politicians’ presence is not intensive. Despite minimal attention towards the
EU in political news, texts about Europe and its institutions provide emotions and, thus,
should be competitive in the digital times. This means, that for the Ukrainian political
discourse emotions play an important role. Significant issues, like European integration,
launch rivalry, and political actors compete for the public attention in “the limited attention
space” (Schroeder 2018), which is typical for more democratic states. Additionally, there
is plenty of recognisable political actors (persons and institutions), and the politicians
find ways to refer to the European future for Ukraine as a dream, and more particularly
to European institutions to gain some political capital. These results confirm the previous
observations about the essence of the EU–Ukraine relations, Ukraine’s inspirations to be
included in the EU’s agenda, and to get the EU’s membership. However, it was possible
to see, that Europe’s representation in media discourse has been changing since 2014.
In digital times, with a more global approach to the news, regional issues have been
becoming less salient. And the attention of the Ukrainian mass media was concentrated
on Russia, the USA, and only certain European countries. Therefore, Europe was not so
popular among the Ukrainian journalists, as it was before, and the emotionality of texts
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about it and the EU has been declining as well. So, here some additional efforts may be
needed to attract attention to Europe, the EU–Ukraine relations in the future, and avoid
disappointment in the idea of Europe, European and democratic future for Ukraine.
In Belarus, lack of attention towards Europe in official discourse is being compensated
in the media discourse of independent media with references to neighboring countries.
Here, Europe doesn’t structure political discussions, there are no clear intentions
to include EU institutions in the discourse constantly. However, analysing unstable
emotionality and references towards the EU institutions, we see a gap between official
indifference and collective efforts in the discourse of independent media to stir up interest
towards a possible European future for Belarus. Consequently, it means for the state
political discourse that there are no constant issues for political actors to discuss. Thus,
there is no “limited attention space”, and political actors (government and opposition)
may include some issues artificially. Tabloid-style is used to sell desirable issues, so
politicians do not have enough political capital to include significant issues into media
discourse, which is typical for authoritative states. However, it was possible to see that
some important political events, like the 2010 elections, may be used to attract the mass
media attention towards Europe, the EU actors, and institutions. So, in the future, the
idea of Europe may be widely exploited. Therefore, the study’s results demonstrated the
complicated relations between Belarus and the EU. However, it was observed that in the
Belarusian case, efforts of the neighbouring EU Member States may be vital in creating
the representation of the idea of Europe in media discourse.
Also, for Russia, there is not much interest towards Europe and EU institutions, and
there are neither intentions towards integration in Europe as a whole space, nor any
steps to deepen contacts with neighbouring countries. Moreover, some approaches
to represent constant clashes between Russia and the West are evident. This means
that in Russian political discourse there is a lack of alternative agenda. Domestic
political debates do not stimulate the public interest towards the idea of Europe, the
EU institutions and politicians. On the contrary, international geopolitical issues and
rivalry are mostly represented to divert attention from domestic issues. The ignorance of
Europe in the mass media underlines the Russian perception of Europe as foreign space
and foreign ideas. However, it was possible to observe some changes of the Europe and
the EU’s image in Russian news – an increase in emotionality since 2014. Europe and
the EU institutions were not so popular but were represented with emotions. This may
be interpreted as a future possibility to gain more attention and to promote the idea of
Europe and European values.
Our analysis additionally confirms the changes in the representation of different
countries and territories in the new digital reality, especially this is true for Europe, which
sometimes loses the competition with transnational actors (especially in Russia). European political actors are not popular so much, as American and Russian ones. This fact
may lead to the fragmented understanding of European policy towards the post-Soviet
countries in domestic media discourses.
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Abstract
The aim of the article is to define the political leadership of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and present the
attributes and factors, which primarily influenced the effectiveness of his leadership in the Turkish
society. Erdoğan has a strong and unquestioned position in his own party as well as on the Turkish
political scene. For a significant part of the society, he is an irreplaceable person and the best leader
in the history of the country. Factors which have a major influence on his success are of social,
economic and cultural nature. He is a leader, who can easily turn a crisis to his own advantage and
convince his followers to support his own arguments. Erdoğan’s activities, which were firmly focused
on economic issues, health care reforms and Turkey’s integration with the European Union, enabled
him to gain the support of even this part of the society whose values are distant from the ones he
accepts. At the same time, he represents a confrontational attitude towards political opponents and
often expresses his reluctance towards them.
Keywords: Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, political leadership, leadership attributes, charismatic leadership,
European Union membership, Turkey

Przywództwo polityczne Recepa Tayyipa Erdoğana w wybranych kategoriach
analitycznych
Strzeszczenie
Celem artykułu jest zdefiniowanie przywództwa politycznego Recepa Tayyipa Erdoğana, przedstawienie jego atrybutów oraz czynników, które w głównej mierze wpłynęły na skuteczność przywództwa w tureckim społeczeństwie. Erdoğan posiada silną i niekwestionowaną pozycję we własnej
partii i na tureckiej scenie politycznej. Dla znacznej części społeczeństwa jest postacią niezastąpioną i najlepszym przywódcą w historii kraju. Czynniki, które w głównej mierze wpływają na sukces
jego przywództwa mają charakter społeczny, ekonomiczny oraz kulturowy. Jest to przywódca, który
z łatwością potrafi przekształcić kryzys w korzyść dla siebie i przekonać zwolenników do własnych
racji. Działania Erdoğana mocno skoncentrowane na kwestiach gospodarczych, reformach służby
zdrowia i integracji Turcji z Unią Europejską pozwoliły mu zdobyć poparcie nawet tej części społeczeństwa, której wartości odbiegają od przyjętych przez niego wartości. Jednocześnie przejawia on
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konfrontacyjną postawę wobec oponentów politycznych i wyraża niechętny stosunek wobec nich.
Słowa kluczowe: Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, przywództwo polityczne, atrybuty przywództwa,
przywództwo charyzmatyczne, członkostwo w Unii Europejskiej, Turcja

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is a person, who permanently entered Turkish politics in the
1990s, when he served as Mayor of Istanbul. Already at the beginning of his activity, he
used to evoke strong and contradictory emotions. During his term as mayor, Erdoğan
allocated municipal funds to the poorer districts of the city, ensuring himself the support
of lower socio-economic groups, which at the time described him as ”Robin Hood”
(Görener, Ucal 2011: p. 368). However, these actions were sharply criticised by a part of
the society, which can be described as secular and identifying with the ideas of Mustafa
Kemal Atatürk. Within this group, Erdoğan’s policy was judged as wasteful rather than
supporting the city’s development.
Although in numerous statements and interviews after the creation of the Justice
and Development Party (AKP) Erdoğan argued that this is a conservative democratic
party (Goff-Taylor 2017: p. 3) and the secular constitution of Turkey is inviolable, some
commentators questioned legitimacy of these words. The press quoted Ruşen Çakır,
who was the author of Erdoğan’s biography. He stated that the leader of AKP cannot be
trusted because he has been an Islamist since he was 12 years old and he would not
reveal his real roots (Szymański 2008: p. 243; Purvis 2002). A similar conclusion can be
drawn by analysing Erdoğan’s public statements from the 1990s, including such as the
one from 21.11.1994, in which he said: ”Praise God, we are for sharia” (tur. „Elhamdülillah
şeriatçıyız”), another from 19.12.1994: ”I am against Christmas” (tur. „Yılbaşına karşıyım”)
(see: Kazete 2001), or the one from 8.01.1995: ”I am the Imam of Istanbul” (tur. „Ben
İstanbul›un imamıyım”) (see: Hürriyet 2003). However, authors of numerous publications
issued after the November 2002 Turkish general election expressed different opinions.
It was believed that the party which won the election was a liberal Islamic group. Some
journalists and scientists hoped that its functioning would impact the consolidation of
Turkish democracy and confirm the thesis about its compliance with Islam (Szymański
2008: p. 243).
The aim of this article is to analyse and attempt to define Recep Erdoğan’s political
leadership and its attributes. The article consists of four parts. The first two parts are
theoretical and introductory, whereas the other two are analytical. The first part of the
article presents definitions and main elements of the concept of political leadership,
which are necessary for the proper conducting of the research process. In the second
part, the person of Recep Erdoğan is characterised in the form of a short biographical
note. The third part presents factors influencing the success of Erdoğan’s leadership in
Turkish society. In the last part, the author tries to characterise the main attributes of
Turkish president’s leadership.
The research questions are the following:
▪▪ What influences the effectiveness of Erdoğan’s political leadership?
▪▪ What are Erdoğan’s leadership attributes?
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▪▪ Can Erdoğan be called a charismatic leader?
▪▪ Why is Erdoğan a confrontational leader?
The approach used in this article is descriptive and explanatory. The study was
conducted using the method of system analysis and technique of the analysis of source
material and secondary analysis of quantitative and qualitative existing data. Sources
which were used to prepare the article include monographs as well as scientific and
internet articles.

1. Definition of the „leadership” – leadership and its attributes
According to the definition Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, leadership
means “the position of being the leader of a group, organisation, country, etc.” On the
other hand, a leader is a ”person who leads others”. The diversity of approaches, as well
as the multitude of types, dimensions and concepts make the notion of leadership broad,
multidimensional and ambiguous, with hardly perceptible boundaries and identity. As
Jacek Ziółkowski notes, leadership is most often treated as: personal power, personal
authority, power not based on coercion or violence, informal or informally legitimised
power, a special form of political influence and ability to awaken faith (religious, political
or social) (Ziółkowski 2012: p. 66).
The category of ”leadership”, similarly to the term of "political influence", can be interpreted very broadly and includes both concepts of power and authority. Among definitions of the ”leader”, one can therefore find different features of genetic and functional
nature as well as the difference between power and leadership (Ziółkowski 2004: p. 83).
The basic attributes of leadership include: relationality (leader, supporters,
character of leadership), non-obligatory nature (no coercion and physical sanctions),
mobilisation and inspiration of recipients (the leader derives his strength from the ability
to directively activate the recipients), informal legitimisation (the process of building
recognition does not have an institutionalised character), uniting supporters (the ability
to integrate), building personal bonds (leadership usually has a personal dimension
which can be further expanded), goal orientation (teleological), activation, articulation of
recipients’ expectations (on the example of transactional model), trust between parties,
evoking hope among recipients (and others) (Ziółkowski 2012: p. 67–68). In order to
change people’s attitudes or behaviour, the leader uses such methods as persuasion,
negotiations, praising, making promises, expressing solidarity with the group, program
and legal proposals (Jakubowska 2001: p. 34).
Leadership is therefore devoid of attributes such as coercion or violence and uses less
invasive measures, whereas the leader does not have the option of applying negative
sanctions, thus determining the further nature of the relationship. In contrast to power,
leadership cannot exist without real support from supporters. Within its framework, it is the
supporter that decides who to trust, who to listen and to whom be subordinate (Ziółkowski
2004: p. 83–84). An important feature that distinguishes leadership from power is also the
ability to mobilize individuals who are under influence of a leader. Power is usually charac-
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terised by passive subordination, whereas the leader must possess the ability to mobilize
his followers. As Jerzy Sielski notes, the term ‘ruler’ is reserved for military leaders or rulers
who exercise their rule in an authoritarian manner (Sielski 2013: p. 77–78). Accordingly, the
categories of ‘power’ and ‘leadership’ should be distinguished from each other.
Leadership is defined in a slightly different way by Przemysław Żukiewicz. According
to him, it is ”a social process in which a social entity (citizen, group, organisation) gives
support to another social entity (citizen, group, organisation), because it considers it to be,
at a given moment, the closest to the social notion of the ideal of the leader and having
the greatest chances of achieving specific goals accepted by both entities” (Żukiewicz
2011: p. 48). This definition seems to best reflect the essence of political leadership and,
as a result, it was adopted for the purposes of this article.
The above-mentioned definitions also contains the following distinctive concepts,
namely:
▪▪ processuality (Northouse) – leadership is a series of changes taking place in periods that follow each other (internal situation of Turkey in the years 2002–2019);
▪▪ prototypicality (Hogg, Reid) – leadership is a reflection of ideals that are encoded in the cognitive patterns of people belonging to a specific social group
(i.e. primarily the part of Turkish society that is centered around Sunni Islam and
traditions, while religion plays a key role in their conservatively defined lifestyle
(Kalaycioglu 2014: p. 586);
▪▪ voluntariness (Jakubowska) – leadership is a process in which both supporters
and leaders themselves are involved and are not subject to coercion or pressure
(Erdoğan and his party won all subsequent elections in Turkey after 2002);
▪▪ teleological point of view (Blondel) – leadership is a process in which participants
taking part in it implement their common goals (Żukiewicz 2011: p. 48–49) (e.g.
Turkey’s membership in the European Union (EU). Aspirations for membership in
the community structures have been present in Turkey since the 1960s. Similarly,
both Erdoğan at the moment of assuming the power in Turkey in 2002 (Szymański
2008: p. 15), as well as a significant part of Turkish society supported (2003 – 67%,
2004 – 71 %) (Goff-Taylor 2017: p. 4) accession of this state to EU structures – in the
further part of this article this issue is discussed a bit more widely).

2. Biographical note of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan was born on 26.02.1954 in Istanbul, however his family comes
from Rize, a city in the Black Sea region. In 1965, he graduated from the Kasımpaşa
Piyale Primary School and in 1973 he graduated from a religious vocational high school in
Istanbul (İmam Hatip Lisesi). He also obtained a diploma of Eyüp High School, because
graduating from a religious school did not entitle him to study at university. In 1981, he
obtained a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration at the Faculty of Economics
and Administrative Sciences (then known as the Aksaray School of Economics and
Commercial Sciences) of the Marmara University (CIDOB 2011: p. 221).
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From 1969 to 1982, Erdoğan played amateur football in local clubs and also during
this period he began social and political activity, becoming, among others, a member
of the National Turkish Student Union. In 1976, he became the chairman of the youth
department of the National Salvation Party (tur. Milli Selamet Partisi, MSP) and then the
head of the Istanbul youth department of the MSP. He was an active member of this party
until 1980, when, as a result of a military coup, all parties were dissolved.
In the meantime, he also worked as a consultant and manager in the private sector.
He returned to politics in 1983 with the Welfare Party (tur. Refah Partisi, RP) formed in
the same year. A year later he became a chairman of this party in the Beyoğlu district
and in 1985 he became the head of its office in Istanbul (CIDOB 2011: p. 221). It should be
mentioned that the Welfare Party was the first Islamist party to win elections in Turkey
(in December 1995), getting over 21% of votes. The members of this party sought to put
Islam into the political life of the state in different ways and through different measures.
According to Adam Szymański, Erdoğan belonged to a group of ”liberals”, in contrast to
Necmettin Erbakan, Prime Minister of Turkey and leader of the party since 28.06.1996,
who was described as a ”conservative”. (Szymański 2008: p. 232).
In the local elections held on 27.03.1994, Erdoğan was elected Mayor of Istanbul. With
time, this position earned him the name of an ”effective manager” (Szymański 2008: p.
233). Erdoğan dealt mainly with issues such as housing, water supply, replacement of the
heating system and garbage disposal. During his term of office there was a decrease in
corruption in the city administration, whereas the loan taken from the World Bank was
intended for the construction of the Istanbul metro. His approach to national policy can
be illustrated by the statement from 2001 in which he referred to his Istanbul successes:
”Turkey does not need bearded experts on the Koran, but people who effectively rule the
state” (Szymański 2008: p. 233–234). During his term as mayor, in addition to numerous
successes in the field of infrastructure development and improvement of residents’ lives,
Erdoğan became famous for his ‘fiery’ speeches delivered during meetings with his
supporters. During a public address in Siirt in 1997, he recited a controversial poem by
the early republican and nationalist poet Ziya Gökalp ”The Soldier’s Prayer” (Asker Duası),
the content of which was seen as incitement to religious hatred (CNN Editorial Research
2021) and an affront to the secular part of society (primarily the army) (Önder, Akçagüner
2016). The Diyarbakır State Security Court (Diyarbakır DGM) ruled that by reciting the poem
Erdoğan ”openly invokes hatred and hostility within the nation, dividing the population by
religious, sectarian, racial, regional and class lines” (Önder, Akçagüner 2016). Consequently, Erdoğan was banned from his office and imprisoned for four months.
On 14.08.2001, four years after the Siirt incident, he founded the Justice and Development Party (tur. Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi, AKP). His party won the parliamentary election
a year later, obtaining 34.3% of votes and holding two-thirds of seats in the Grand National
Assembly. Since then, the party has won all subsequent elections in Turkey, and Erdoğan,
as its leader, served as the state’s prime minister from 2003 to 2014 and then as president
from 28.08.2014, chosen for the first time in direct elections.
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3. Factors that influenced the success
of Recep Erdoğan’s political leadership
Since 2002, the Justice and Development Party has been gradually strengthening
its position on Turkish political scene and demonstrating to the West the distinctness
of the state model and the civilisational identity of Turkey. The system of power has
become more and more clearly similar to the nature of Recep Erdoğan’s personal rule,
who first served as prime minister and then as president. According to some researchers
and commentators, Erdoğan’s disregard for the legal system and tendency to silence
political opponents, has led to a gradual destruction of the constitutional order of the
state and a change in Turkey’s image in the international arena into an unpredictable
and unreliable authoritarian state (Matusiak 2015: p. 5). Nevertheless, for a significant
part of Turks, Erdoğan is still a ”beloved leader” and a person, in whom they consider as
someone similar to themselves. ”It can be argued that Erdoğan is what the average Turk
sees when he looks in the mirror” (Bekdil 2017). What is the reason for this discrepancy?

3.1. Social factor
Erdoğan’s popularity in the Turkish society is influenced by several important factors
(Kingsley 2016). The first of them can be described as a social factor. The AKP’s leader is
perceived as a human being (”one of us”). Even during very intense periods of his term
as prime minister, he was able to devote time to visit slum dwellers, taxi drivers and
celebrations of Ramazan/Ramadan. During his visits he also found time for merchants
which helped him create the image of a politician who is also a member of the Turkish
society (Arik, Yavuz 2015: p. 145) and who is able to mobilize his supporters. He became
a representative of the lower and middle social class – the classes that felt ignored by
political leaders in the past. Quoting European Council analyst Aslı Aydıntaşbaş, “the entire
AKP narrative is about the periphery taking control of the country from the elites who had
been abusing state power, and [his supporters] see Erdoğan as the impersonation of that
narrative. In the past all the state institutions were felt to be anti-people. But now these
institutions are their institutions” (Kingsley 2016).
Erdoğan and his party gained power mainly thanks to the crisis that hit the state in the
1990s and which was in a sense considered as ”exhaustion and embarrassment of the
current top-down development model, in which the tone of internal policy was set by
old secular clerical, political, intellectual and military elites” (Turcji problem z Zachodem
2017). The new model proposed by Erdoğan was supposed to meet the needs of this
part of the society, which can be described as conservative. According to this group, the
old model favored the ”laic” Turks governing the country. For Erdoğan’s supporters, old
Turkish elites originated from the Ottoman times, lived at the expense of the state and
were developing the vision of Turkey as a country pushed by the West ( Turcji problem
z Zachodem 2017). It was the conservative part of the society that believed the most in
the ”new order” proposed by Erdoğan. For them, it was expected to fulfill the postulate of
”great Turkey” in the best way.
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3.2. Economic factor
The second factor influencing the success of Erdoğan’s leadership is related to the
sphere of economics (Kingsley 2016). The election in 2002 followed (as has already been
mentioned) the major economic crisis that hit Turkey. According to some authors, the
political parties that existed at the time were neither reliable nor strong enough to be
able to propose a reasonable political offer to voters, and therefore, the Justice and
Development Party seemed to be an appropriate alternative (Filiztekin, Bakis 2014: p. 2).
At the time of continuous economic crisis, huge unemployment and rising prices, a light
of hope was seen, among others, in successes achieved by Recep Erdoğan in local
politics and his effective management of Istanbul (Ahmad 2003: p. 182).
After assuming power, the Justice and Development Party emphasised that its priority
was democratisation of the state and accession to the European Union. As Jakub Wódka
notes: ”The AKP was created de facto on the wave of the accession process and it was
the EU that legitimised the new grouping in both national and Western public opinion.
[In turn] the processes of Europeanisation led to the mobilisation and consolidation of
the Turkish liberal forces which perceived the AKP to be their representative” (Wódka
2015: p. 146). The AKP successfully promoted accession to the European Union and the
democratic reform program, which undoubtedly was also aimed at obtaining support
from the voters of the center (Aydın-Düzgit, Keyman 2013: p. 111).
Voters were assured that economic reforms, not the revival of Islam, would occupy
the main place in domestic politics. In this way, the AKP used the social belief that joining
the EU structures will be a catalyst for stable democracy and a stronger economy. ProEuropean foreign policy confirmed that the AKP is not only focused on modernising the
country but is also a pragmatic party which uses foreign policy in order to find solutions
crucial for the development of the state. Therefore, the pro-European nature of foreign
policy gave the AKP support of both liberal and conservative voters. The reforms required
by the European Union were important for both of these groups. For liberal voters these
reforms meant democratic changes, whereas for conservatives they meant protection of
religious rights against severe conservatism (which, according to Esen Kirdiş, for this part
of the society is seen in secularism) (Kirdiş 2016: p. 33).
After Turkey was granted candidate country status, there was a social consensus
on EU membership. It gave the government of AKP a social mandate to carry out harmonisation reforms (Wódka 2015: p. 147) and to bring state closer to the structures of the
European Union. Erdoğan initiated a number of political reforms during the next years
of his rule. On the basis of these reforms, Kurds’ cultural rights were extended and the
army’s participation in political spheres was limited. All this was intended to bring Turkey
closer to membership of the EU and was initially welcomed by the European Union.
However, shortly after the above-mentioned reforms, democratic changes came to
a standstill and other issues became priority for the AKP and Erdoğan (Bahcheli 2018: p.
2). Although the government pointed to the EU support for many of its reforms, it relied
more on public support than on the EU’s legitimacy to accelerate changes. As a result
of growing disappointment with the prospect of EU membership in the Turkish society,
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Erdoğan and his party began to shape their policy in a way to maintain support by blaming
the accession process for stagnation. It was emphasised that the EU needs Turkey more
than Turkey needs the EU, and the membership itself began to be denied by the Turkish
leader (in 2017 statement by Erdoğan he said that: ”the prospect of being a full union
member was ‘not indispensable for us” (Samuels 2017).
Despite the decreasing interest in EU issues by Erdoğan and his party, a significant
part of Turkish society continues to support the prospect of Turkey’s membership in
structures of the Union (and at the time of the economic crisis this support became even
more apparent). Economic Development Foundation (İKV) data demonstrates that in
2015, 61.8% of Turks were in favor of their country’s membership in the European Union
and in 2017 this percentage increased to 78.9% (Hurriyet Daily News 2018; Bankier.pl
2018).
The approach of the Turkish society towards EU membership is somewhat differently
presented by the results of the Metropoll research, which was conducted by means of
face-to-face interviews from 24.05.2018 to 4.06.2018 (on a sample of 2 534 people from
28 provinces). This data demonstrates that 49% of respondents are in favor of Turkey’s
membership in the European Union and 50% are against it (1% of respondents have no
opinion). This regularity is slightly different in the case of the electorates of individual
political parties. In the case of the AKP electorate, 46% of respondents are in favor of
membership and 52% are against it (2% do not have any opinion). The European Union has
the greatest support among supporters of the pro-Kurdish Peoples’ Democratic Party (tur.
Halkların Demokratik Partisi, HDP) – 60%, and the least (39%) among voters of the far-right
Nationalist Movement Party (tur. Milliyetçi Mareket Partisi, MHP). More supporters than
opponents of membership are also among those supporting the center-left Republican
People’s Party (tur. Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, CHP): 56% – for membership, 43% – against
(Hoffman 2018: p. 3). The detailed results of the survey on the distribution of support
for EU membership in the electorates of individual political parties in Turkey in 2018 are
presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Do you want Turkey to be part of the EU? (Survey of Metropoll 2018)

Source: Hoffman 2018: p. 3.
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3.2.1. Infrastructure policy and health care as examples
of Erdoğan’s achievements in domestic politics
Among many areas of social life and changes that occurred in Turkey during the
AKP’s rule, it is impossible not to notice the actions of Erdoğan and his party in the field of
infrastructure policy. A third airport, which is also one of the largest in the world, as well
as another bridge on the Bosphorus, have been built in Istanbul. A network of local roads,
highways and bridges has been developed in Anatolia (Bekdil 2017). In total, projects
under public-private partnership (PPP) in the years 2003–2018 included 5 600 km of
highways, 11 800 km of high-speed railway tracks or 44 300 new beds in 32 integrated
health campuses (Presidency of The Republic of Turkey Investment Office 2019).
On the other hand, the state budget for the years 2017–2023 provided funds in the
amount of USD 80 billion for road investments and energy goals (USD 39 billion for
renewable energy, USD 35 billion for nuclear energy, USD 15 billion for local coal energy
and USD 10 billions for other energy sources), as well as the expansion of airports, railways
and ports (USD 30 billion for each branch) (Clark 2019). The chart below presents the
estimated infrastructure investment data in Turkey for 2017–2023 by a particular sector.
Figure 2: Estimated data for infrastructure investments in Turkey for 2017–2023
(by sector)

Source: Clark 2019.

Moreover, the healthcare system has undergone significant reforms during the AKP’s
rule and is seen as one of the greatest achievements of the Erdoğan’s era (Armstrong
WWW). According to Turkish Statistical Institute (TÜİK) data, the percentage of citizens
”satisfied” or ”very satisfied” with the national healthcare system increased from 40% in 2003
to almost 75% in 2013. The AKP’s reforms introduced in Turkey included, among others,
compulsory universal health insurance model that covered all citizens (finally introduced in
2008). As a consequence, Turkish citizens were obliged to pay contributions to the public
health insurance fund, regardless of employment status (the exception in this matter is
income or lack, which qualifies for dismissal or subsidy from the state treasury). As a result
of the reform, some healthcare services, such as ambulances and cancer treatment, have
become free in both public and private hospitals (Armstrong WWW).
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3. 3. Cultural (religious) factor
Another factor contributing to the success of Erdoğan’s leadership has a cultural
character. Initially, in order not to give another excuse to the Constitutional Tribunal for
its banning, the Justice and Development Party taught by the experience of closing its
opponents carefully developed its own program. Furthermore, by ”considering religion
as one of [the most important elements] in human life and secularism as a necessary
condition for democracy, the party declared that it was against perceiving the latter as
an enemy of religion and the use of religious values for political purposes” (ZastawnaTemplin 2011: p. 59). In the first years of the AKP’s rule, the impulse for its supporters was
coming from a strong focus on economic issues, economic reforms and Turkey’s integration with the European Union. Over time, the AKP focused more on religious matters and
more strongly began to use the state to promote Islam (Kenyon 2019).
Although, as Professor Murat Somer of Koc University claims, ”very active and costly
efforts to promote religiosity do not appear to be having much effect” (Kenyon 2019).
Such opinions can be confirmed by Konda data, according to which the number of
non-believers in Turkey has tripled over the last ten years, whereas Islamic membership
has been declared by less and less Turks (a decrease from 55% to 51%). However, the
Turkey’s Official Directorate of Religious Affairs (Diyanet) data of 2014, say that 99% of
Turkey’s population identifies as Muslims, even if a significant proportion of them only in
the cultural and sociological sense (Ögreten 2019). For many of Turks, being a Muslim is
synonymous with being a Turk. In addition, as much as 74% of the population declares
”to fulfill all Islamic duties” and the same number (74%) describes themselves as
conservative or religiously conservative, which may to some extent explain Erdoğan’s
popularity in this group of voters (Bekdil 2017). Admittedly, the AKP electorate includes
representatives of minority groups but for the most part it is made up of a group of ethnic
Turks, representatives of the Sunni Islam movement ( Erdogan’s New Sultanate 2016: p. 9),
who clearly perceive Erdoğan as the best leader in Turkish history (Dinç 2016).
This is also confirmed by the analysis of Alpay Filiztekin and Ozan Bakis. According to
the results of their research, religiosity and ethnicity are important determinants among
AKP voters. In 2002, the party maintained the votes of ”religious” voters who in the previous elections had voted for Islamic parties (the authors describe them as votes of the
Islamists). (Filiztekin, Bakis 2014: p. 11).
It is not an uncommon opinion that Erdoğan’s attitude towards the ban on wearing
headscarves at Universities and public places had a major impact on support for him
(Köksal 2017). This ban dates back to the 1980s, when, as a result of military coup, the
dress-code of officials at workplaces was defined. From that moment, women covering
their hair could no longer be employed in public administration structures. As a result
of the 1997 reform, the ban was also extended to universities and since then all women
using this headwear could neither study nor give lectures at universities.
This ban, in the name of defending secularism, excluded thousands of women every
year from being able to study and graduate. It was found to be discriminatory, violating
women’s rights to education, freedom of thought, conscience and religion, and the right
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to privacy (Human Rights Watch 2004). The most famous case related to the ”headscarf”
issue is the case of Leyla Şahin, a medical student at Istanbul University, removed in 1998
for using a religious symbol banned at universities. The case was referred to the European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR). On 29 June 2004, the Fourth Chamber of the Court rejected
Şahin›s application, admitting that the right to freedom of religion had been violated but
in the Turkish context it is acceptable. On 10.12.2005, after a public hearing, the Grand
Chamber, by a majority, rejected the Turkish request again. It repeated the arguments of
the Fourth Chamber recognising that Turkey’s violation of fundamental rights regarding
the headscarf is admissible and justified (Benli 2006: p. 1). The Court’s decision sparked
an avalanche of comments and strengthened Turkish society’s belief that Europe
(including the European Union) is hostile to Muslims. Erdoğan also commented on the
situation, repeatedly undermining the court’s verdict and considering that the headgear
was a religious order and that secular institutions should not express their opinion in such
matters. He also questioned the legitimacy of the ban itself and announced its abolition
to improve democracy (Aljazeera 2013). This approach ensured him the favor of this part
of the society which had a similar opinion in this matter. According to data, in subsequent
years of the AKP’s rule, opposition to the ban on wearing headscarves at universities and
public institutions increased. According to statistics from 2007, from 69% to 78% of Turks
were in favor of lifting the ban at that time. At the same time, the percentage of women
covering their hair with a headscarf increased even more clearly, almost five times from
2003 to 2007 (Śmigasiewicz 2011: p. 98).
As one might have guessed, ”AKP-related politicians gradually began to move away
from pro-democratic and pro-EU discourse, focusing on issues related to human rights
which, nevertheless, were strongly embedded in a religious context” (Bieniek 2013: p.
188). It should be noted, however, that the ECHR’s decision signaled that the headscarf
issue may not be included among the formal requirements of EU accession. This reduced
the AKP’s ability to use membership as a way of promoting greater individual rights and
religious freedoms in the country.
Erdoğan’s reluctance to consume alcohol (for religious reasons) also earns him supporters. According to World Health Organisation (WHO) data from 2016, as many as 89.1%
of Turks (over 15 years of age) declare to be lifelong abstinents (including 82.7% among
men and 95.1% among women) (WHO 2016). Erdoğan did not hide his contempt for drinking often expressing the opinion that ”whoever drinks alcohol is an alcoholic”. According
to statistics from TÜIK, between Erdoğan’s rise to power in 2003 and January 2018, the
price of beer increased by 618%, and rakı (Turkish anise vodka) by 725% (Weise 2018). In
addition to the increase in taxes on alcohol, the AKP also introduced restrictions on its
sale. From 2013, stores cannot sell alcohol after 10 p.m. and within a 100-meter radius
of the mosque. Alcohol advertising is also prohibited, and when it appears on Turkish
television it is often blurred.
The introduction of new regulations in the field of alcohol policy by the ruling
forces is justified by the need to protect public health and prevent the consumption of
alcohol by minors. However, the secular part of the society considers these restrictions
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as lifestyle-related (Weise 2018) (the founder of modern Turkey and promoter of the
Western-European cultural model – Mustafa Kemal Atatürk has been portrayed for years
with a glass of rakı in his hand. This part of the society which lives in accordance with the
principles introduced by Atatürk, recognizes the new AKP’s law as interference in the
private sphere of citizens and limitation of the right to choose a lifestyle).

4. Erdoğan as a charismatic leader
The characteristic features of Erdoğan are undoubtedly his appearance, rhetoric,
fluency of expression and accent. His tone of voice, gestures and facial expressions
increase the effect of his words. In his statements Erdoğan inserts elements of poetry
and metaphors: e.g. ”If you’re the leader, you have to communicate the message
of immortality to your people. Because I believe if a leader hides behind a rock, then
the people will hide behind a mountains” (Kroft 2016). He also uses phrases which are
unique for particular regions. Erdoğan is a leader who pays attention to his appearance.
His credibility is emphasised by the fact that he often speaks to his followers without
a desktop which accentuates his self-confidence (Görener, Ucal 2011: p. 357). Erdoğan
has always been and is the undisputed leader of his party and has been consistently
building his own position among its ranks. In the 2014 local elections, the AKP even led
a campaign in which their slogan consisted only of its leader’s surname (Arik, Yavuz 2015:
p. 147). As Jakub Wódka notes, ”in the case of Turkey, to a bigger extent than in countries
with well-established democracy, charismatic leaders who lead political parties leave
their mark on the internal and foreign policy of the state. One can even define the system
prevailing in Turkey as political feudalism. According to authors who investigate the
subject of political parties in Turkey, some of their characteristics can be described as:
oligarchy of party leaders, intra-party autocracy, oligarchic tendencies, highly disciplined
party leadership, and over-centralised structures. This phenomenon can be defined as
a personalisation of politics in which the leading role is played by a strong leader, an
individual political actor” (Wódka 2015: p. 144).
Erdoğan has also many features of a charismatic leader. The concept of charisma
can be understood in two different ways (Antoszewski, Herbut 2004: p. 52). First of all, it
is an attribute or a personal feature of an individual, attributed to its exceptional quality,
something that this unit possesses or is equipped with. Initially, it had a religious reference – a ”divine gift” as an attribute of Catholic saints. Over time, charisma began to be
identified with all kinds of personal characteristics of the individual that make him stand
out from the rest of society.
Secondly, charisma refers to the relationship between the leader and his supporters.
It is the ability of a leader to exert a very clear influence on the normative orientation
of other members of the community. The effect of this relationship should be the
transformation of values or beliefs accepted by the supporters (and not only their
behaviour). A leader is considered charismatic, when (1) he has a specific mission to fulfill,
and (2) his spontaneous features, abilities or qualities are recognised by his supporters
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(this recognition is also based on irrational feelings and emotions for which the point of
reference can be understood as the qualities of a leader or his abilities seen ”in the image
of a divine sigma”). This term is used to refer to a leader and the qualities he has been
equipped with or which he possesses (Antoszewski, Herbut 2004: p. 51–52). Therefore, it
does not refer to the goals of the leader or the motives he follows.
As Jolanta Babiak notes: ”A charismatic leader impresses his subordinates. He gains
their obedience, especially in unknown, problematic and critical situations. Then, requiring guidance and being shown the way out of the impasse, the subordinates are ready to
submit to the guidelines of a person who has a convincing program of action. Therefore,
charismatic leadership can be seen through the prism of the influence exercised on subordinates and a strong emotional bond between subordinates and the leader. The direction of emotional involvement is determined by the leader – he is admired and adored by
his subordinates. On the other hand, he is also confronted with strong negative emotions
of the opponents” (Babiak 2008: p. 91–92). It is of utmost importance for a charismatic
leader that the community which is to be led by him, perceives him as charismatic (as
charisma is created on the basis of contacts between the leader and the environment)
(Kotras 2008: p. 71).
The research of Ümit Arklan has demonstrated that the most preferred type of
political leader in Turkish society is the charismatic leader. Incidentally, the leadership
of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk is defined by Turkish authors in this category (Arslan 2005: p.
140). In contrast, authoritarian and democratic leaders appear to be the least accepted
(Arklan 2006: p. 63). The above-mentioned research was carried out between 1.05.2004
and 15.05.2004 in Konya using a questionnaire consisting of 138 questions and the
sample being selected randomly (Arklan 2006: p. 51). The questionnaire which was used
to conduct the study consisted of three parts. The first part contained questions about
the general characteristics of a charismatic, authoritarian and democratic leader. In
the second, the same 63 questions referred to the person of Recep Erdoğan and were
supposed to show to what extent his leadership falls into these three categories. The
third part of the questionnaire concerned the determination of the demographic and
social characteristics of the individuals participating in the study (including their political
preferences). The study demonstrated that Erdoğan is seen as a leader with charismatic
features in groups such as people with primary and secondary education. On the other
hand, officials, housewives and the working class, more often indicate his characteristics
as an authoritarian leader. As a democratic leader, Erdoğan was defined primarily among
pensioners, housewives, officials, self-employed, students (graduates of all levels of
education) (Arklan 2006: p. 63).

4.1 The effectiveness of Erdoğan’s leadership
The first major crisis that took place in the country during Erdoğan’s rule and which
could confirm the effectiveness of his leadership were Gezi’s protests. In May 2013, bulldozers and demolition machines entered the Gezi Park, located near Taksim Square in
the center of Istanbul. Trees, which were blocking the way, were to be removed in order
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to carry out the development project launched in 2011 – The project for the Taksim car
movement and the reconstruction of Ottoman military barracks (Ottoman Barracks). The
reconstruction plans included, among others, shopping center and mosque (Özkaynak
et al. 2015: p. 101). In his statements, Erdoğan also mentioned the construction of a hotel
and a museum.
To prevent the planned reconstruction, a small group of environmentalists decided
that they would spend the night in the park and already two days later, during the
celebration of the conquest of Istanbul by the Turks (May 29, 2013), the then prime
minister addressed the park occupants with the words, ”Do whatever you want in Gezi
Park. We made the decision” (Gürcan, Peker 2014: p. 71). The next day, police entered
the park and tried to disperse the protesters. They were attacked with tear gas and their
tents were dismantled and set on fire (Özkaynak et al. 2015: p. 101). These actions had the
opposite effect to the intended one. Information appearing in social media was widely
heard among the Turks, who, in protest against the actions of the authorities, began to fill
the streets of Turkish cities. Within a few weeks, over 2.5 million people protested in 79
Turkish cities, opposing government and police.
Demonstrating his disrespectful attitude towards political opponents and wanting to
gain the support of a more religious part of the society, Erdoğan organised a rally gathering supporters in Istanbul’s main square. Preparations involved public means of transport
and public funds. During the meeting he reported that the ”furious crowd of protesters”
consumed alcohol in the mosque, got into it with shoes on their feet and trampled on
the rugs. In order to show the continuing popularity of the prime minister and his party
before the first elections that followed the Gezi protests (local government elections
in 2014), numerous support rallies were organised, gathering much larger crowds than
Gezi’s protests. Their slogan was ”in democracy the will of the majority is determined by
the ballot box, not on the street by looters”. People who took part in Gezi’s protests were
described by Erdoğan as people who know too little to win the election and who turned
to foreign supporters in order to destabilize the country (Taspinar 2014: p. 52). The AKP
(as it turned out later) won the following election, gaining a higher result than five years
earlier (local elections: 2009 – 38.8%, 2014 – 43.4%).
The analysis of events from Gezi and Erdoğan’s attitude towards protesting environmentalists confirm the assumption that he takes an agressive stand against his opponents
and lives in confrontation (which can be proved by his contemptuous attitude towards his
critics) (Görener, Ucal 2011: p. 357). Another example would be a list of 1 400 Turkish and
foreign research workers (including Noam Chomsky) who signed a petition condemning
military operations against Kurds in the southeast area of the country. Erdoğan called the
signees ”so-called intellectuals” and accused them of treason and being ”a fifth column
of foreign powers” sympathising with terrorists and seeking to weaken the national security of his country (Weaver 2016). A significant number of scientists were later imprisoned,
among others on the charge of treason (which allows us to conclude that Erdoğan effectively eliminates opponents while convincing its own supporters of the necessity and
legitimacy of such actions).
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Events related to the Gezi Protests demonstrate Erdoğan’s ability to turn a crisis into
his own advantage in a short time (winning elections and improving the party’s score).
This can also be confirmed by the consequences of the coup that took place in Turkey
on 15-16.07.2016. It was then that Erdoğan’s actions allowed the Turks to believe that he
was a leader who could ”lead [...] the nation to victory in the fight against the conspirators”,
whereas ”heroism [which he demonstrated] during the coup and his unity with the people
[...] further strengthened his [own] legitimacy” (Chudziak 2017: p. 37). All this ultimately
led to the implementation of Erdoğan’s long-term plan and the change of the political
system in the state. At the same time, he himself gained greater prerogatives and the
opportunity to lead in the coming years.

Conclusions
From the beginning of his political activity, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has aroused numerous
controversies. In literature and the press, he was described as both a charismatic leader
who can attract crowds, as well as an autocrat or a new sultan. The authors characterize
his character in their analyzes as ”a reflection of the Turkish everyman – an ordinary Turk”
or a pragmatic populist. Erdoğan has undoubtedly an unquestioned and strong position on
the Turkish political scene. For a significant part of the society he is an irreplaceable person
and the best leader in the history of the country. He is able to turn crises in a very skillful
way into his own advantage and convince his supporters to his point of view.
Factors that significantly influenced the success of Erdoğan’s leadership can be
described as social, economic and cultural. During almost 18 years of his rule, Erdoğan
and his party have achieved impressive accomplishments both locally and internationally.
Democratic reforms were implemented in Turkey on an unprecedented scale. Erdoğan
tackled many issues previously seen as taboo (e.g. liberalisation of the policy towards
the Kurdish minority during the second and third term of office of the AKP government).
In addition, Erdoğan’s activities which were firmly focused on economic issues, health
care reforms and Turkey’s integration with the European Union enabled him to gain
the support of even this part of the society whose values are distant from the ones he
accepts. At the same time, those who felt overlooked by the elites before the AKP’s rule
found someone similar to themselves in Erdoğan.
Despite many achievements, Erdoğan is associated more with a high level of social
control, restriction of freedom of speech, imprisoning judges, political dissidents, journalists and scientists. His uncompromisingness in pursuit of political goals as well as attitude
towards religion and the nation put Erdoğan among the radically retrospective leaders
(Antoszewski 2007) who with a sense of both moral and historical mission are guided
by ethics of beliefs, allowing them to minimize the importance of social resistance and
underestimate the opponents. Erdoğan’s political leadership over recent years confirms
that in most cases his supporters completely share his point of view. Furthermore, they
are an integrated and mobilised political community beyond which remain his political
opponents, who have not yet been posing a real threat.
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Abstract
The subject of the article is the analysis of the possibilities of using the volunteering to counteract
adverse effects of crisis situation based on the example of the coronavirus pandemic. The authors
examine the Solidarity Corps for Seniors’ Support (pl. Solidarnościowy Korpus Wsparcia Seniorów)
and the local system Warsaw Supports (pl. system Warszawa Wspiera) applying the institutional
and normative method, and case study method in an attempt to provide answers to the following
questions: (1) How and under what rules was the volunteering potential used to support the citizens?
(2) Did the actions based on volunteer activity undertaken in Poland efficiently complement the work
of public authorities? (3) Is the implementation of the developed solutions and their usage within
the European Solidarity Corps structure possible in similar cases in the future? The case study allows
to conclude that Polish solutions proved to be efficient and allowed to formulate the proposals of
establishing a broader cooperation between the EU Member States concerning experience sharing
in voluntary work development in crisis situations.
Keywords: COVID-19 pandemic, crisis situation, European Solidarity Corps, volunteering.

Wolontariat w czasach COVID-19. Przykład Polski dla Europy
Abstract
Przedmiotem artykułu jest analiza możliwości wykorzystania instytucji wolontariatu do przeciwdziałania negatywnym skutkom społecznym wynikającym z sytuacji kryzysowej na przykładzie
pandemii COVID-19. Autorzy, korzystając z metody instytucjonalno-normatywnej oraz studium
przypadku, badają Solidarnościowy Korpus Wsparcia Seniorów oraz system Warszawa Wspiera,
starając się odpowiedzieć na pytania: (1) W jaki sposób i na jakich zasadach wykorzystano potencjał
wolontariatu do wsparcia obywateli? (2) Czy podjęte w Polsce działania wykorzystujące aktywność
wolontariatu skutecznie uzupełniły działania organów publicznych? (3) Czy możliwa jest recepcja
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wypracowanych rozwiązań i wykorzystanie ich w ramach struktury Europejskiego Korpusu Solidarności w podobnych sytuacjach w przyszłości? Analiza przedmiotowych przypadków pozwala
stwierdzić, że polskie rozwiązania okazały się skuteczne i sformułować postulaty nawiązywania
szerszej współpracy między państwami członkowskimi, dotyczącej wymiany doświadczeń w rozwijaniu wolontariatu w sytuacjach kryzysowych.
Słowa kluczowe: pandemia COVID-19, sytuacja kryzysowa, Europejski Korpus Solidarności,
wolontariat.

One of the key objectives of any state’s existence is to ensure security for its citizens.
The occurrence of COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 led to the situation, where public institutions had to undertake the actions aimed at reducing its adverse effects on the social and
economic level. For example, Małgorzata Dziembała and Agnieszka Kłos emphasise that
“ways, in which the EU Member States cope with the consequences of the pandemic
depend to a large extent on their ability to prevent and counteract shocks and the pace,
at which the relevant response tools will be implemented” (Dziembała, Kłos 2021: p. 82).
The aim of this article is to present volunteering as a new instrument serving the
purpose of minimising the adverse effects of the coronavirus pandemic, which may also
be adopted at the European level. The working hypothesis assumes that in the face of
the COVID-19 pandemic, solutions based on volunteering enabling efficient support for
the citizens were developed.
To verify this hypothesis, the following research questions need to be answered:
▪▪ How and under what rules was the volunteering potential used to support the
citizens?
▪▪ Did the actions based on volunteer activity undertaken in Poland efficiently
complement the work of the public authorities?
▪▪ Is the implementation of the developed solutions and their usage within the
European Solidarity Corps structure possible in similar cases in the future?

Methodology
Volunteering is a topic, which frequently reoccurs in the available literature. However,
until the present moment this type of activity was rarely discussed in the context of crisis
management, or the actual support of the actions undertaken by public institutions in
crisis situations. Furthermore, the coronavirus pandemic, being a relatively new phenomenon, has been present in the scientific discourse only since 2020. Therefore, the article
fills in the existing gap in the scholar literature.
This article discusses issues linked with alleviating adverse social consequences
of the COVID-19 pandemic and implementing anti-crisis measures based on voluntary
activity of the citizens. The necessity to ensure security in the light of the coronavirus
crisis has become a problem concerning all EU Member States expanding to a global
scale. In view of the fact that the subject matter of the paper will be the developed model
of interaction between public institutions based on civic volunteering (a good model
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that can be propagated in other countries), it seems reasonable to apply the paradigm
of Europeanisation in a horizontal perspective treated as the process of transferring
the solutions and experiences between the Member States rather than the final result
(Börzel, Risse 2012; Schimmelfennig 2010; Witkowska 2013: p. 124).
The institutional-normative method and the case study (with respect to the analysis
of Polish solutions implemented in connection with the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic)
were used for verifying the research hypothesis.
This article consists of three parts. The first part includes a conceptualisation of the
basic notions and COVID-19 depiction as a crisis situation. Next, an analysis of Polish
solutions, i.e., the nationwide Solidarity Corps for Seniors’ Support (pl. Solidarnościowy
Korpus Wsparcia Seniorów) and the local system Warsaw Supports (pl. system Warszawa
Wspiera) were carried out. The final part identified possibilities of expanding the actions
of the European Solidarity Corps based on Polish experiences and an estimation of the
existing opportunities/possibilities and limitations.

Volunteering in crisis situations
At the moment, there is no one, generaly accepted definition of volunteering. This
term is derived from the Latin word voluntarius, which means “willing, of one’s own free
will” (Online Etymology Dictionary WWW). It emphasises the axiological basis of the
characterised notion, which is based on voluntariness. Additionally, Agnieszka Bejma
distinguishes two additional features of volunteering activity, i.e. “free nature and acting
in favour of individuals from outside the family, colleagues and friends” (Bejma 2012:
p. 35), which only confirms the interest-free willingness to support others by the volunteer. Furthermore, Anna Kanios refers to it as “a varied social movement, which may
be depicted by identifying its crucial components” (Kanios 2008: p. 47). In light of the
foregoing, for the purpose of this article, volunteering has been defined as interest-free,
non-profit actions undertaken out of one’s own free will in favour of the members of
local community, whose needs have not been satisfied as a result of activity of public
institutions.
The global coronavirus pandemic has all the characteristic features, which allow
to classify it as a crisis situation. In reference to the definition introduced by Waldemar
Kitler, the element that is particularly distinct is an imbalance and loss of possibilities of
controlling the course of events (Kitler 2007: p. 20). Taking into account the scale and
duration of the pandemic, which in Poland can be traced back to the first infection case
identified on 4th March 2020 (Szarota 2020: p.15), it has been the longest and the broadest
crisis situation in the contemporary history. The specific nature of the pandemic threat,
its potential to affect everybody, makes it ubiquitous and leads to a diminished sense of
security in public sphere, because according to Michał Brzeziński, threats evoke social
reactions including fear, horror or panic (Brzeziński 2021: p. 272). It has to be emphasised
that since 2007, Poland has had a well-established crisis management system in case of
similar situations, which includes procedures for reacting in situations including epidemic,
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and which is supported by the prevailing acts, especially the National Crisis Management
Plan (see: Rządowe Centrum Bezpieczeństwa WWW).
In research on crisis management, it has been a common practice to divide this
process into four phases referred to: mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery
occurring in a closed cycle (Baird 2010: s. 1). Focusing on the activities undertaken during the pandemic, which can be classified as the response phase, three key groups of
activities can be identified: the first one was focused on providing medical help to the
infected people (through the healthcare system), the second one – consisting in limiting
the spreading of the infections (through measures including quarantine), and the third
one was focused on indirect curbing of infections by applying legal measures such as
restrictions, prevention and communication (e.g. shopping hours for seniors). This typology concerns primarily the period, when vaccines were not available.
An important element of the third phase was communicating the importance of
the infection risk among elderly people with weaker immune system and concurrent
diseases, especially those of chronic nature (Ministerstwo Zdrowia 2020a). It had
a profound justification as in seniors’s cases “the disease was the hardest, particularly
when it was coupled with other conditions” (Szarota 2020: p. 15). It was the group that
became the target of preventive measures. In March 2020, the Chief Sanitary Inspector
publicly communicated to elderly people that visiting public places should be limited
and that they should ask their families for help in everyday situations such as shopping,
medical supplies, or handling administrative and posting matters (Ministerstwo Zdrowia
2020b). Thus, an unprecedented situation occurred, in which the government appealed
to the vast part of the public, because seniors constitute over 25% of the population of
Poland (Ministerstwo Rodziny i Polityki Społecznej 2021a: p.5), to stay at home and avoid
activities, which, in particular, determine their ability to live an independent life within the
society.
Whether in light of the above-mentioned communication followed by legal measures
(with respect to limited movement), individuals at particular risk actually remained at
home requires separate research. It could be assumed, however, that when formulating
such appeals public authorities must have envisaged the consequences, which were
extremely difficult for the seniors. Based on the available study data, “individuals over 65
years old usually inhabit single-generation households”, while “every third individual lives
in a single-person household” with the percentage increasing up to 50% in the age group
over 80” (Samotność… 2018). The circumstances led to a situation, where the government
had to face an immense challenge of providing support to this group of society.
In an attempt at precise identification of public institutions to satisfy those challenges,
the social security system should be subject of analysis. Looking through the prism of its
objectives, the relevant support should be ensured by the Social Welfare Centres (SWC)
operating at the local level. However, considering the number of individuals requiring
support, as well as the scale of the problem, it has to be acknowledged, that it exceeded
the possibilities of efficient operation of such units, especially in light of the fact that
SWCs had to satisfy the needs of individuals already supported by them, which, due to
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the ongoing pandemic, became increasingly difficult. To sum up, the occured situation
illustrates the “imbalance” referred to the definition proposed by Waldemar Kitler in regard
to the relationship between the needs of the society and the operational possibilities of
the state.
The presented circumstances resulted in the necessity to engage social potential to
satisfy the needs of the largest of the risk groups, i.e., the elderly. The nature and scale
of the phenomenon encouraged use of the existing mechanism enabling the support
of national institutions by citizens, i.e., through volunteering. It has to be noted, that the
engagement of individuals in crisis situations is generally known, and volunteering is
a tool widely used in such situations. There are many examples of structured involvement
of volunteers by the state, as well as spontaneous participation of groups and individuals
in activities, where state organisations fail. Researchers emphasise that in view of such
phenomena, groups, as well as individuals, come to act together, become stronger and
capable of altruistic actions (Twigg, Mosel 2017: p. 444). Polish experiences in this regard
concerns social engagement in combating the consequences of flooding especially the
one of 1997 (Mizgalewicz 2017: p. 20).

Examples of Polish solutions
The situation necessitated that the government adopted relevant measures to enable
engagement of volunteers in supportive actions. At the central level, cooperation with the
Chancellery of the Prime Minister of Poland and the Ministry of Family and Social Policy
led to the launch of the Solidarity Corps for Seniors’ Support, which was inaugurated on
23rd October 2020 (Ministerstwo Rodziny i Polityki Społecznej 2020a). The objective of the
programme was to offer support to the seniors, who due to the pandemic situation decided
to stay at home. It consisted of three elements: the national call centre, the website, and
the local subsidies programme (see: Ministerstwo Rodziny i Polityki Społecznej 2020).
The programme was carried out based on Art. 17 section 2 item 4 of the Social Assistance
Act, which admits a possibility of ”undertaking other measures in the social security
area based on the local analysis, which under the pandemic circumstances will include
actions in favour of seniors protection against COVID-19” (Ministerstwo Rodziny i Polityki
Społecznej 2020b: p. 3), with the coordination at the regional level performed by the
voivodes. An elderly person over 70 could call a dedicated phone number and request
support. The information was subsequently relayed to the social welfare centre with the
jurisdiction of the place of residence of the person, which through the broad network of
volunteers reporting their readiness to help on a dedicated website were able to provide
adequate service. Use of volunteers allowed to unburden local SWCs, which were not
able to help all the individuals in need due to a limited number of social workers.
An example of such actions at the local government level can be the system Warsaw
Supports, which aim was to bring help to persons under quarantine, the self-isolated
people, as well as individuals, who otherwise needed help in connection with the
pandemic. The provided support was primarily focused on delivering food and medicine.
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In March 2020, a system comprising 18 district teams was appointed (the division
derives from the specific administrative structure of Warsaw, which also differs from
the functioning of the other Polish cities). Each team was to include local government
administration staff (District Office), SWC workers and other individuals – “especially
NGO’s staff working in districts and volunteering networks” (Zarządzenie nr 469/2020).
The above-described system may be seen as a positive example of the synergies
between local governments, specialised institutions and social potential. Volunteers
forming the system offered direct help to those in need by shopping for them, walking
pets, or removing waste while SWCs and local administration acted as help coordinators
receiving calls from those who needed it as well as from other individuals (Warszawa
wspiera WWW). Thus, the resources were efficiently utilised, and at the same time the
system was safe. It has to be pointed out that offering help in a way preventing exposure
of the supporters and recipients of the support to infection risk and minimising the risk of
the situation being taken advantage of the situation for criminal activity (impersonating
volunteers to rob an elderly person) was of the utmost importance.

Results
Within the Solidarity Corps for Seniors’ Support, over 20 thousand of elderly individuals
received support from 13 thousand volunteers (Ministerstwo Rodziny i Polityki Społecznej
2021b). It seems that this success derived from the fact that centralised institutions took the
burden of establishing a dedicated call centre enabling request reporting, and a website
with a pool of potential volunteers to be used by communes or organisations operating in
close contact with people. The adopted solution allowed to reduce expenses linked with
the development of the necessary tools, which would have been incomparably higher if
they had been created by each local government organisation separately; it also enabled
to unify the procedure for registering the needs and offering support countrywide.
Furthermore, at the local governments’ level, the above-mentioned solutions proved to
be indispensable and efficient – since the end of March until the beginning of November
2020, within the system Warsaw Supports the support programme covered 1.8 thousand
seniors (see: Warszawa wspiera seniorów 2020). It is worth noting that each person
requiring help received it.
The presented information justifies a positive answer to the question presented at the
beginning of this article – those actions based on volunteering activity undertaken in Poland
efficiently completed the operations of public authorities. The government institutions
did not have sufficient capacity to offer help on such a scale, which is a characteristic
of the crisis situations. Volunteers offered efficient support and introduction of systemic
solutions enabling effective management of this potential resulting in synergies between
the state and society, and social action was of pivotal importance.
Considering the efficiency of the aforementioned Polish solutions, a question may
be posed, whether each of the EU states encountered a similar issue. Although, this
problem requires separate and additional research, however, basing on the Polish
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context presented above, it may be a subject for consideration, whether or not the use of
volunteers in crisis situations is a potential field for cooperation between the EU Member
States.
In the analysis of the volunteering-related issues, it is impossible to overlook the already
functioning tool serving the purpose of development of volunteering in the EU states,
i.e. European Voluntary Corps, whose objective was defined as “to promote solidarity as
a value, mainly through volunteering, to enhance the engagement of young people and
organisations in accessible and high quality solidarity activities as means to contribute
to strengthening cohesion, solidarity, democracy and citizenship in Europe, while also
responding to societal challenges and strengthening communities, with particular effort
to promote social inclusion. It shall also contribute to European cooperation that is
relevant to young people” (European Commission 2020: p. 6). During the development of
the programme, the need to create solutions in crisis situations was taken into account
in European Parliament’s resolution: “Given the significant increase in humanitarian
crises and global emergencies, and with a view to enhancing the promotion of solidarity
and the visibility of humanitarian aid among Union citizens, there is a need to develop
solidarity between Member States and with third countries affected by man-made or
natural disasters.” (European Parliament Legislative Resolution P8_TA/2019/0150: p. 3).
However, the Corps operates primarily on the transnational level encouraging volunteers’
mobility between Member States (Council Recommendation 2008/C 319/03) and
participation in volunteer projects (also those linked with the humanitarian support) as
well as execution of “solidarity projects” (i.e., bottom-up initiatives of young people).
It also carries out a number of additional activities enhancing the quality and supporting
the principal activities. The programme focusses primarily on young people (who
constitute only part of all volunteers). The Corps’ actions currently cater for the pandemic
context making it a priority. It is ensured by the following: “This year’s priority is focused
on COVID-19 impact and recovery, particularly through supporting the health and social
care systems with activities tackling prevention, promotion and support in the field of
health…” (European Commission 2021: p. 30).

Conclusions
It may be concluded that volunteering work of young people, as well as their mobility
during the work, are socially important issues from the pan-European perspective. It is
worth considering whether or not, in the face of such issues as pandemic, the European
Voluntary Corps’ actions should be extended to fulfil the above-mentioned goals. It seems
justified to propose expansion of the Corps’ activities or to create a new instrument to
enhance its work. It also seems that typically horizontal actions enabling establishment
of cooperation between the states with respect to exchange of experience in the
development of volunteering programmes may be required. The pandemic example
shows that one of the areas of such an exchange could be a solution based on engaging
volunteers in crisis situations. Individual solutions worked out in the EU Member States
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may contain valuable elements capable of being implemented in the other countries. The
reflections on this topic may, therefore, be concluded by a proposal of further research of
the possibilities of cooperation in the development of horizontal solutions with respect to
volunteer engagement in crisis situations at the pan-European level.
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Abstract
This article substantiates theoretical and methodological approaches regarding the impact of the
power–opposition interrelations on the strengthening and weakening of democracy. Based on the
analysis of a number of indicators and modern political process in Poland, it has been concluded
that democratisation takes place against the backdrop of the permanent formation and preservation
of two opposed poles in the political space. Deflection from democracy increases the distance
between two competing/conflicting parties – pro-government and opposition. This situation
automatically accumulates the potential of pole’s force. Therefore, the interrelations between the
power and the opposition turn into the force of stratification and equalisation that allows reducing
the “democracy deficit” and bring the political system into the state of equilibrium.
Keywords: Poland, power, opposition, political parties, social capital, democracy deficit.

Wpływ współzależności między władzą a opozycją na demokrację w Polsce.
Wybrane aspekty
Streszczenie
W artykule wskazano teoretyczne i metodologiczne ujęcia dotyczące wpływu wzajemnych relacji
władza–opozycja na wzmacnianie i osłabianie demokracji. Na podstawie analizy szeregu wskaźników
i współczesnego procesu politycznego w Polsce ustalono, że demokratyzacja przebiega na tle
trwałego formowania i utrwalania relacji między dwoma przeciwstawnymi biegunami w sferze
politycznej. Odchodzenie od demokracji zwiększa dystans między dwiema konkurującymi ze sobą
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stronami – prorządową i opozycyjną. Automatycznie gromadzi to potencjał siły bieguna. Współzależności między władzą a opozycją zamieniają się w siłę rozwarstwienia i wyrównywania, co pozwala na
zmniejszenie „deficytu demokracji” i doprowadzenie ustroju do stanu równowagi.
Słowa kluczowe: Polska, władza, opozycja, partie polityczne, kapitał społeczny, demokracja,
deficyt demokracji

Despite equal initial conditions, the transition of post-socialist countries to democracy
has led to different regime changes. For instance, Hungary had been demonstrating
positive development dynamics, but recently has decelerated its pace facing the
phenomenon of a democratic deficit. At the same time, countries that have the status
of consolidated democracies, such as Poland, require the improvement of the quality
and effectiveness of their democracy. The above-mentioned statement determines the
need of revision and conceptualisation of factors that induce the nonlinear nature of the
democratisation processes of modern political systems.
The development of democracy finds its reflection in power relations, which in one
way or another should be aimed at its protection, consolidation of the achieved level and
creation of optimal conditions for its further strengthening. In its turn, power becomes
the goal of political actors, particularly for the state, political parties and interest groups.
Democracy provides one more actor – the opposition with political subjectivity,
reflecting the dichotomy of public attitude towards the ruling power. The functioning of
the legal opposition makes it possible to identify the existing “defects” of democracy and
brings opposition to power or forces the government to improve implemented political
line and fix them through institutional mechanisms. In this particular case, the opposition
is studied as a certain doppelganger for the power and its potential subject capability of
strengthening democracy through the implementation of the declared policy. There is
no doubt that power–opposition interrelations are not always linear, symmetrical, rational
or predictable in democratic states, but they are decisive in the light of the development
of democratic processes.
The history has shown that success and irreversibility of democratic transformations
in the Central and Eastern Europe countries were determined by the nature of the
relationship between the main actors – the government and the opposition. In the
context of systemic transformation, the constructive nature of the interaction between
them induced political stability and precluded the use of force in domestic politics. It was
required for further institutionalisation of democratic institutions and bringing the system
into a state of equilibrium. Therefore, definition of the influence of the interrelations
between the power and the opposition in relation to democracy in Poland is considered
to be a research topic of this article. Thus, the following research matters remain open:
▪▪ justification of theoretical and methodological principles of relations between
the power and opposition in the context of democratisation of the Polish political
system;
▪▪ defining of strategies for accumulation and conversion of social capital of power and
opposition for the sake of understanding the specifics of democratisation in Poland;
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▪▪

detection, whether the relationship between power and opposition determines
the disposition of the political field and its impact on democratisation.
Experience of Poland is a case with a dynamic empirical basis, which is useful for
theoretical generalisations and verification of democratisation processes in the postsocialist space.
The degree of knowledge on the above-mentioned topic is quite fragmented. The
relationship between power and opposition in the context of democratisation of political
systems has been analysed through the perspective of institutionalism (Antoszewski
2014; Sula 2010; Kubát 2010). The structural and functional approach in researches of
Z. Machelski (2016), K. Łabędź (2012) allowed to reveal the specifics of the development
of the parliamentary opposition in Poland in the context of changes of nature of relations
with the government. Works by P. Norton (Norton 2008), N. Natalina (Natalina 2008)
provided an opportunity to clarify the relationship between the aggregate capital and
conversion strategies of opposition and ruling parties.

Materials and methods
This article examines particularity and nature of the pattern interrelations between
political opposition and power and defines their impact on the democratisation of
Poland. The combination of theories of social capital conversion, synergetic, fluctuation,
institutionalism, and neo-institutionalism was defined as the most relevant methodological
approach. On the grounds of the theory of social capital conversion, it was substantiated
individual and group strategies of social capital conversion, clarified the dynamics of the
objective structure of the political field, commensurability of dispositions between power
and opposition, and the change of their boundaries during repositioning in each of the
examined countries.
In this research the interrelationship between power and opposition is studied as
a process of accumulation, conversion and exchange of capital during the process of
struggle for the meta-capital of the state. The synergetic approach was applied in order to
analyse the role of power and opposition as determinants of fluctuation and bifurcation,
qualitative change in the state of the system in the range between chaos and order, and
the ability of nonlinear dynamic systems to self-organise. Synergetics helped to establish
the involvement of both the opposition and power in emergence of regular and strange
attractors and their use as a resource for accumulation of political capital. The appliance
of this approach as a methodological tool also assisted in determination of the relevant
bond between the application of the emergence principle and the establishment of
pattern interrelationship between power and opposition.
It was used the fluctuation theorem, developed by P. Sorokin as a component of his
theory of social stratification in order to determine the influence of power–opposition
relations on the fluctuation of the political system during the substitution of one
political force by other. Such approach also allowed substantiating the relationship
between opposition and power as a struggle of deterrence and stratification forces, to
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understand better the causes of fluctuations in the profile of social stratification and to
adjust the determinants of bringing the system to equilibrium. Institutional and neoinstitutional approaches have been useful in defining the role of institutionalised and
non-institutionalised, formal and informal political actors in the development of specific
“game rules” regarding the distribution of state metacapital.
The opposition is being reviewed through neo-institutional and institutional
approaches – as a specific political actor and political institution. The latter made
it possible to narrow the understanding of opposition regarding specific political
institutions that could play this role. The main ones are parliamentary political parties
as an important subject and object of power. Power and opposition relations were
considered through the “government–parliament” dichotomy. At the same time,
opposition parties are not included in the government and take up a critical position
towards its policy. According to Z. Machelski, “opposition is an institution of the political
regime that has the main function to enable the alternation of power” (Machelski 2016:
p. 13). Its existence is impossible in a system of equal subjects of power, where it is an
independent political player, who legally competes for power. Despite the fact that
attitude towards the power differentiates the status of power and opposition, political
parties in power and opposition are considered to be equal participants in the political
process.
“There can be no democratic systems, where the opposition does not have ample
opportunities for action” (Łabędź 2012: p. 176). There is a strategy of competing for power
and an alternative to power behind each opposition. The opposition does not participate
in governing the country, but is a kind of symmetrical and equal analogue of the government majority. In practice, this leads to programmatic and personal alternative, as well
as its justification in a broad political and social role. The fact is that “the periodic change
of power groups arouses public expectations, relieves some of the social tension and,
correspondingly, purifies the political atmosphere. It brings a new style of leadership and
innovation into domestic political life” (Zwierzchowski 2000: p. 18).
However, one of the most important missions for the opposition is to determine
the optimal course of action in liaising with the government. At the same time, the
opposition strives for a dominant influence on the executive branch. Its important
strategic task is to be transformed into a parliamentary majority with the prospect of
forming a government. Two main models of relations between opposition and power
have been formed in the European constitutional tradition, namely, confrontational
and consensual. The first is based on the statement that power and opposition are two
steadily conflicting political forces. Their relationship is based on the following three
approaches: competition for power; tolerance during its implementation; changes of
government officials during the elections.
Confrontational model of relations lies in the process, when each of the subjects
aspires to impose its own vision of resolving the problem, realising their own interests
and goals at the expense of the opponent by various means. Confrontation between
the parties is possible, when it comes to the decisions and actions of state institutions
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aimed at the collapse of democracy. However, such actions contradict the social interests and are desirable for one participant, but undesirable for others at the same time.
As a rule, it is also accompanied by mutual accusations, threats and ultimatums. This
type of relationship is characterised by confrontation, use of unconventional forms of
political participation by the opposition.
The range of opportunities and strategies for pro-government and opposition forces
increasingly depends on the institutional determinants, which fix the “rules” of the political
game and produce the patterns of the relationships between the owners of the largest
aggregate capital. The parliamentary opposition influences the government’s activities via
various channels. The main ones are political control over the cabinet, which is carried out
by a vote of confidence (or no confidence); question time for government; influence on
the essence of government bills through participation in legislative process and activities
of representatives in parliamentary committees; control over the legality of government
policy through the Constitutional Court or initiating of referendums. The opposition in
parliament usually set a goal to get control over the government. If there are signs of
a decrease of support from the parliamentary majority through a motion of no-confidence,
the opposition is aimed at forming a new government with other political forces. However,
in practice it is difficult to achieve this due to the fact that the pro-government majority
has greater access to power resources. In addition, there are constitutional provisions that
minimize changes in government for the sake of maintaining the political stability.

Trends of political space’s division
between the power and opposition
In the 1990s, the Polish party system was characterised by domination of two
ideologically opposed political camps: the post-communist left led by the SLD (pl. Sojusz
Lewicy Demokratycznej) and the right from the former Solidarność camp. Differentiation
of voters’ political preferences contributed to the distribution and accumulation of social
capital by parties. During this period, it could be observed the trends of decreasing
efficiency and legitimacy of existing institutions, in particular the government and political
parties. Such course of events resulted in decrease of democratisation level in 2003. This
trend was also confirmed by Freedom House data for 1997–2003 (see: Karatnycky et al.
2003). In practice, decrease in efficiency of existing institutions is measured by the amount
of transaction costs incurred during the interaction of actors. Since political interaction is
about relationship of domination and subjugation, the costs include the amount of power
resources that should be engaged by the subject in order to exercise the power over the
object. If we take into account that the amount of spent power resources is proportional
to the authority and legitimacy of power, then the effectiveness of institutions directly
depends on the level of legitimacy of power. Thus, institutions with low legitimacy of
government can ensure the stability of the system, but remain ineffective.
In its turn, the low legitimacy of power and high proneness to conflict between
dominant social agents within the political space led to complete change of power in
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1991, 1993, 1997, 2001. This caused a constant flow of political capital from power to
opposition, often accompanied by permanent government crises. One of the reasons
for the hourglass effect was lack of informal institutions that could play a stabilising role
in the relationship between power and opposition. Thereby it resulted in reducing the
transaction costs of the parties to weaken and compete with the political competitor.
However, political opponents were not interested in mutual agreements and longterm rules of the game (it can be proved by adoption of the Constitution of the Republic
of Poland only in 1997). They believed that maintaining a relatively high level of inter-party
competition through the division of electorate on ideological grounds as a source of
political capital was the most important task.
Disposition of political parties is required for maintaining the status and symbolic
types of capital. At that time, it was treated as a foundation for post-communists and
post-opposition. It is worth agreeing with the opinion of Ukrainian researcher, N. Natalina,
that “since political struggle is accompanied by symbolic struggle for nominalisation of
political phenomena and processes, symbolic capital becomes crucial for legitimising the
claims of the elite group to power and gaining credit of trust in the form of political capital
from the population during electoral processes” (Natalina 2008: p. 88). However, status
capital has been gradually losing its primary synergy due to the frequent repositioning of
political parties. There was a striking difference between the declared programme of the
government and its implementation, as well as difficult economic situation in the country.
Each parliamentary election, as well as frequent government crises, became a kind of bifurcation point during the process of democratisation conferring the signs of dissipation.
Such saturation points highlighted democratic instability as a result of inefficiency of the
ruling elite in resolving socio-economic issues and democratisation. On the other hand,
such points emphasised the problem of accumulation and conversion of social, primarily
economic, capital by main political actors. Economic capital played an important role in
strategies of both ruling and opposition elites. However, under the conditions of dynamic
privatisation and development of market relations, the parties and their leaders could
not manage to accumulate it. Both the post-communists and the post-opposition mainly
did not influence the privatisation of large industrial facilities. They did not become their
owners and lost their rights to receive future economic dividends. Consequently, no
new agents have appeared in the political space, who were involved in the political and
economic fields at the same time. The situation was reminded the effect of capitalism
without capitalists. In term of the middle class, it was usually the social base of centrist
liberal parties and remained at the forming stage.
There was an acute shortage of social capital in the total capital of the parties. First of
all, such course of events occurred due to the legacy of socialism. As noted by the Polish
scholar E. Wnuk-Lipiński, “such a legacy significantly influenced on the formation of social
capital, consolidation of so-called immoral collectivism in the transformation from communism to democracy, and the dichotomy “we” and “they”. In the 1990s, such a legacy
advanced into “tribal corporatism” based on solidarity, which was built on threats from
other groups or governmental policy during the transformation period” (Wnuk-Lipiński
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2005: p. 165). A similar position was stood by the Polish sociologist E. Mokrzycki, who
believed that weak influence of pro-democracy and pro-market forces was related to
resistance of certain environments. He stated that “the strongest resistance is organised,
where decline in real income became the main indicator of social degradation” (Mokrzycki
2001: p. 65).
Increase in income inequality led to growing dissatisfaction with the standard of
living and dramatic gap between government and citizens. Such fact did not facilitate
creation of a bridge of social capital, but contributed to the development of social
exclusion, rather than “inclusion” in the activities of communities. Thus, such course of
events has ultimately led to reduction of citizens’ political participation. This period was
characterised by lack of sustainable influence of actors on social environment and blurring of boundaries between the private and public. There were no mechanisms for selfcleansing of the political elite due to politicians’ beliefs on different normative (formal and
customary) standards that are mandatory for the elite and society. In addition, the lack
of mutual interflow of economic and political spheres made the difference (Dzwończyk
2009: р. 223). If we take into account the fact that political parties relied on social capital
in their conversion strategies, it had rather small share and was mostly evenly distributed
between the two successive agents in power under such conditions.
Steady division of electorate into supporters of post-communist and post-opposition
forces suggested the specifics of the voter habitus, which was largely determined by
political culture and traditions formed during the communist regime and new democratic values, that were at the approbation stage and promulgated by the parties on
the political level. Such course of events did not contribute to the level of solidarity in
separate communities and in society as a whole. Moreover, it added complexity to the
establishment of freedom and democracy in the political sphere, despite the support
of deterrent forces by the electorate. At the same time, strong voter preferences made
paternal relations between parties to be potentially successful.
Thus, the process of democratisation of the Polish political system in the 1990s was
accompanied by constant competition of stratification and aligning forces and highlighted
the rhythmic fluctuations of the process of democratisation of the country’s political
system. Permanent loss of political capital by the ruling elite and frequent rebooting the
government have blurred the identification of stratification and aligning forces and given
a chance for new actors for accumulating protest potential and filling in the vacuum.
The established trend to rhythmic cycles was changed after 2001, when new political
actors appeared on the political scene. In particular, it comes about the centre-right
Platforma Obywatelska (PO) and the conservative Prawo i Sprawedliwość (PiS). Thus,
centre of confrontation in the political field has been changed from the “left-right” axis to
the “centre-right-right” (Kubát 2010: p. 100–101). Since then, the intensity of political rivalry
between the parliamentary parties PO and PiS has not changed significantly. However,
regardless of the government change, there was no rapprochement or cooperation
between the two dominant parties during the next elections, such as in the Czech
Republic in 1998, when the two largest parties signed an opposition agreement.
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Polarisation potential of the Smolensk tragedy excluded any opportunity of the agreement between the main rivals. In 2010, after the tragic death of President L. Kaczynski,
representative of the government PO, B. Komorowski won the elections. As a result, the
opposition PiS has significantly lost its influence over the government. After the presidential election, disputes over the reasons for the plane crash have been dominating during
the public debates. PiS has consistently called into question the conclusions of the government commission and the prosecutor’s office. PiS took a position that responsibility for
the air crash remained a delegitimising factor in the results of the presidential elections,
which were won “accidentally”. This led to a violation of the balance between the ruling
and opposition legitimacy in accordance with P. Norton (2008: р. 243). As a result of this
strategy, the PiS enhanced the level of fragmentation of the parliamentary opposition. Its
ally Ruch Palikota was interested in a constant confrontation, at the same time the SLD
was more restrained.
Analysis of the relationships between the ruling coalition and the parliamentary
opposition after 2007 allows to conclude that they came up to the existing patterns of
the majority democracy model and retained the “negative” attribute. This meant that
confrontation dominated over the cooperation, and there was no progress between the
government and the opposition in terms of curbing animosity. Moreover, there was a lack
of communication between the two competing parties. Self-removal of the PiS leader,
J. Kaczynski, from participation in the National Security Council, which was led by the
President of the Republic of Poland, non-participation in meetings with the President and
the Prime Minister, and meaningful absence during the most important parliamentary
debates became a metaphorical event. Narrowing of cooperation between parliamentary
parties that was reflected in blocking or rejecting of opposition’s legislative initiatives
and preferences towards ineffective symbolic actions (such as attempts to dismiss
the government or individual minister), stood in a way of the search for optimal policy
solutions (Antoszewski 2014: p. 31).
Existence of political opposition usually indicates the existence of a competitive party
system, where each of the competing parties has particular ideology. Thus, pluralism as
a fundamental principle of democracy is enshrined in practice. However, the separation
of powers and opposition is not a guarantee for successful democratic development.
With regards to the Polish case, there is a difficulty of distinguishing the opposition as
such due to the changing nature of the status of parliamentary political parties. In general, there are several markers that indicate the conditionality of its differentiation from
the ruling parties.
Firstly, low party discipline, which caused by inter-factional migration of MPs. For
instance, representatives of ruling parties Unia Wolności in 2000 and Polskie Stronnictwo
Ludowe (PSL) in 2003 joined the opposition.
Secondly, parliamentary opposition was fairly factionalised in early 2000s. In
2005, it consisted of 5 parliamentary parties' representatives, which were united in
deputy groups and factions of 303 deputies in total. In 2007, its structure consisted of
representatives of 4 political parties (219 members in total). The emergence of new
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opposition factions was caused not by ideological differences, but competition for
leadership.
Thirdly, there was a trend for a continuous decrease in indicator of the effective
number of parliamentary parties1. In particular, in 1991 it was amounted to 9,8, in 1993
– 3,9, in 1997 – 2,9, in 2001 – 3,6, in 2005 – 4,0, in 2007 – 2,82 (Sula 2008: р. 315). Under
these circumstances, we can observe the formation of minority governments in early
2000s. In 2003–2004, there was a minority coalition government of L. Miller, meanwhile
in 2005–2006, the minority government of K. Marcinkiewicz. Minority coalition of the
government was formed by two or more parliamentary parties. Their common feature
is absence of an absolute majority of parliamentary seats. Accordingly, such governments need to seek the support of the majority in order to get a vote of confidence. On
the other hand, parties, which formally expressed a vote of confidence in the formed
governments, can be barely called opposition. Thus, in 2005 their loyalty declared PSL
(pl. Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe), Self-Defence (pl. Samoobrona) and Liga Polskich Rodzin.
Support of the opposition, which, in fact, was larger in number, contributed to an increase
in duration of governments. For instance, between 1990 and 2015, the average duration
of minority coalition governments in Poland was 0.6 and majority coalition governments
1.45 (Romaniuk, Lytvyn 2016: р. 263). It should be noted that the minority governments
had approximately the same time span as the majority governments, which is essential
in achieving democratic stability.
The specific of minority governments is in their significant attention to relations with
opposition parties in parliament due to the fact that any conflict can result in a vote
of no confidence. Representatives of opposition parties, which formally create the
parliamentary majority, find themselves in a rather favourable situation by forcing the
government to act more responsibly. Therefore, minority governments consider not only
the allocation of political forces, but also certain arrangements made during its creation.
In addition, they are more flexible, institutionally sensitive, accountable, and transparent
in the implementation of their policies. Since the adoption of legislation requires the
approval of opposition factions, it promotes more involvement of the inter-party and
non-partisan model of relations, such as: joint work in parliamentary commissions and
working groups on the coordination of laws. However, such governments are considered
to be unstable, volatile, and inefficient.
If the parties, which are considered to be an opposition one, do not participate in
the formation of the government, do not enter into power institutions and take a critical
attitude towards the authorities, the questions arise: Is the political space bipolar? Is there
a clear demarcation line between the power and opposition? Apparently, it relates to
the agents’ ability to hold positions simultaneously, not only in several different fields
1

This indicator is used in political sciences for studying electoral and political party systems and for
measuring the level of fragmentation of the political party system. Measuring how many parties,
weighted according to size, are in a party system in a given election, the effective number of (electoral/parliamentary) parties is calculated employing the following formulae: ENEP=1/Σvi² and ENPP=1/
Σsi² (respectively), where vi/si is the proportion of votes/seats of the i-th party (see more: Party Systems
and Governments Observatory 2021).
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(i.e. in economic, cultural, political), but also within the same political field. Thus, the
redistribution of these zones is a coordinated process that serves as an adaptation
mechanism allowing parties not to lose their status capital and contributing to the stable
functioning of democratic institutions as a criterion of consolidation.
In Poland’s party system, it should be noted more clean division of political field
between the main players. Such conclusion can be made on the basis of data on
the fractionation of parliamentary parties. A. Romaniuk and V. Lytvyn believe that the
higher this indicator is, the more effective the internal democracy of the party systems.
At the same time, decrease in the fractionation of government parties is an indicator
of the growth of their power and increase in size (the number of parliamentary seats).
The same can be stated in terms of opposition parties. It should be noted that as of
2015, the level of fractionalisation of political parties in Poland was 0,6. This figure
is one of the lowest among the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. At the same
time, there is a trend for a decrease in the fractionalisation of government parties in
comparison with the opposition ones. The difference between the indicators was 0,16
in Poland, meanwhile it was amounted to 0,07 in the Czech Republic, 0,3 in Slovakia,
and 0,31 in Hungary (Romaniuk, Lytvyn 2016: р. 382). On the one hand, it demonstrates
that government parties have a lower level of internal democracy than the opposition
parties. On the other hand, such statistics indicate that government offices are formed as
a result of cooperation of small number of parties around the strongest and the largest.
For instance, from November 2007 to October 2011 the Coalition Government of D. Tusk
consisted of two parliamentary parties: centre-right РО and PSL. The right-wing party PiS
was the strongest opposition party.
PO and PiS’s domination in Poland’s party system has changed the ideological component of division into the power and the opposition; the process was accompanied by
a transition from left – right competition to right – centre-right competition. It is worth noting that since the 1993 parliamentary elections until 2005 elections, the opposition had
consisted of parties and groups opposed to the old regime (1993–1997 and 2001–2005)
(Sula 2010: р. 580). They emphasised on their anti-communism and bipolarity, which
made the opposition bilateral in its nature. Post-communist parties were in opposition in
1997–2001. However, the alternation of parties in power, as well as the change of poles
of the political spectrum, only partially reveals the functional side of the activities of the
ruling parties in the context of their influence on democratic consolidation.

Forces of stratification and equalisation
This effect is well-illustrated by the fluctuation theorem developed by P. Sorokin.
Under “fluctuation” he understood the permanent oscillation from the optimal value.
At the same time, this process is typical not only for socio-cultural systems, but also
for specific fields, in particular, politics. The process of fluctuation itself goes through
a series of successive stages: disintegration – crisis – mobilisation of forces – a new sociocultural order. In fact, the scholar has developed and offered a model that reflected the
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properties, interconnections, and relations in society; in a modified form, we can make
reference to it in order to explain interrelations between the power and the opposition
in the context of democratisation processes. According to the above-mentioned model,
cyclical fluctuations of super-systems occur mainly with a non-rhythmic regularity, which
determines the fluctuation of societies between progress and regression, development of
democratic freedoms and authoritarianism, peaceful and military transition, revolutionary
and evolutionary development. However, Sorokin did not exclude that the rhythm of
these cycles may have trends. Changes occur in a certain quantitative and qualitative
direction until they reach the “saturation point”. Afterwards, they proceed by inertia or
forcibly. Sorokin believes that if the potential of political movement in one direction is
exhausted, a reverse movement will start on a new basis. Thus, due to cyclicality and
evolution, one power system is replaced by another, alternative system, which under
the influence of new value orientations, will start moving to the next “saturation point”.
According to P. Sorokin’s concept there is a constant struggle between the forces of
stratification and those of equalisation in any society at any time (Sorokin 1947). Sharp
fluctuations of the political stratification profile in one of directions increase the pressure
of opposing forces and bring the stratification profile to equilibrium.
Referring to this research, we would like to assume that deviation from democracy
indicates a non-equilibrium state of a system that seeks a balance. As a case study, we
offer to examine complex and contradictory democratic processes in Poland after 2015.
This bifurcation point is marked by PiS’s victory in October 2015 parliamentary elections.
It has received 37.58% of the vote and formed a one-party majority government headed
by B. Szydło. It is worth mentioning that party leader J. Kaczyński, who had considerable
status and reputational capital, had no official position in the government, but retained
the leverage of influence on executive power. The same year, PiS representative,
A. Duda won the presidential election. Since then, this one-party government, with the
support of the parliamentary majority and the president began to take steps that did not
contribute to democratic consolidation. According to Polish scholar M. Tyrała, transition
of Polish democracy towards a hybrid system has been intensifying during the times
of PiS after the 2015 parliamentary elections (Tyrała 2019: р. 71). Such course of events
was affected by the antagonistic model of government. In particular, the independent
judiciary in Poland has faced strong political pressure. First of all, the problem was
related to the amendments to the Constitutional Court Act and the procedure of electing
five new members of the Constitutional Court in November-December 2015. The new
law established that decisions of the Constitutional Court shall be taken by two-thirds,
not by a simple majority. The rules hampered decision-making and delayed resolutions
in various urgent matters. The Constitutional Court declared this law unconstitutional.
As another instance of political interference into the judicial system, we may recall the
merger of the offices of the Attorney General and the Minister of Justice. In particular, from
2014 to 2017, according to Bertelsmann Stiftung, the indicator of judiciary independence
has decreased from 9 to 7 (Bertelsmann Stiftung’s Transformation Index 2018: р. 10). The
mass demonstrations supporting democracy that took place in the country at the end of
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2015 should be treated as the response to this stratification policy. The PiS’ reaction to the
activation of direct forms of political participation was reflected in amendments to the
law on public assemblies. It was aimed at giving priority to meetings organised by public
authorities, churches and religious organisations, as well as “regular meetings”. Such rigid
measures have significantly restrained freedom of assembly and activated the “forces of
equalisation”. Negative reaction of the opposition, the Council of Europe Commissioner
for Human Rights and the director of the OSCE Office has forced the President not to
sign the law, but to file it to the Constitutional Court for examination. According to the
Bertelsmann Stiftung, in 2014–2017, freedom of expression decreased from 10 maximum
points to 8 points. The indicator that diagnoses the observance of rights to assembly and
associations has decreased from 10 to 9 (Bertelsmann Stiftung’s Transformation Index
2018).
At the same time, all the major political players, including citizens that are
accustomed to the democratic nature of institutions and procedures, had different views
on organisation of democracy. This is one of the features of a consolidated democracy.
Democratic institutions in Poland can carry out their functions and make political decisions
in accordance with legal procedures. However, when the PiS gained power, systemic
weaknesses were observed in democratic practice. In particular, the decisions of the
Constitutional Court were partially implemented in case of limitations in accountability of
executive power was limited. There were differences between the government and the
president, on the one hand, and the Constitutional Court, on the other. Such course of
events had a negative impact on the stability of democratic institutions and decreased
the corresponding indicator from 10 in 2014 to 8 in 2017. According to Bertelsmann
Stiftung, the indicators of efficiency and legitimacy of democratic institutions and the
indicator of separation of powers decreased by 20%. As a result of PiS ruling, the country’s
democratic status has decreased from 9.5 to 8.6 (from the maximum of 10) (Bertelsmann
Stiftung’s Transformation Index 2018).
The Corruption Perceptions Index is important for understanding the ruling elite’s
conversion strategies. Transparency International annually has been conducting similar
surveys in various countries. The level of corruption in the public sector is assessed on
a scale from 0 (most corrupt) to 100 points (least corrupt). It is worth mentioning that from
2012 to 2015, the country gradually climbed up the scale of less corrupt countries from
58 to 63. However, the perception of corruption increased and in 2017, Poland’s rating
dropped to 60 (Transparency International 2017). Political corruption is a challenge for
honest business due to the fact that politicians use their positions to receive benefits
by converting political capital into economic capital, enrooting nepotism. P. Moreira, the
managing director of the Transparency International, thinks that “Corruption chips away
at democracy to produce a vicious cycle, where corruption undermines democratic institutions and, in turn, weak institutions are less able to control corruption” (Transparency
International 2019). It is interesting that despite the institutional changes and negative
trends in democratic development, the party preferences of the Polish voters remain
relatively stable.
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Conclusions
The relations between power and opposition in Poland within the political space
were determined by the processes of conversion of public capital and affected the
nature of the distribution of state meta-capital. The nature of redistribution of state metacapital between the government and opposition sets the parameters of the permanent
fluctuation of the state political system, which was asynchronous and influenced the
effectiveness of democratisation. This factor took the form of stratification or aligning
force.
Trends for strengthening/weakening democracy in Poland take place on the background of the permanent formation of two opposite poles in the political field of the state.
Other political players build their strategies around these poles. At the same time, the
division “left – right” and “right – centre-right” is rather conditional and mainly reflects not
religious, political, or socio-cultural distinctions in Polish society, but the main feature of
this political field is dichotomy.
The analysis of a number of indicators and current political process in Poland, demonstrates that deflection from democracy increases the distance between two competing/conflicting parties – pro-government and opposition. This situation automatically
accumulates the potential of pole’s force.
The increase of the distance between the power and the opposition is usually
accompanied by the dissemination of opposing approaches to current topics in the
political discourse, which are spread through social networks. This causes polarisation
of the active part of the electorate and provokes political absenteeism for the rest of the
electorate. In the light of democracy, this fact leads to the situation, when the minority
rules over the majority, potentially threatening the crisis of liberal democracy. The trend
of convergence of democratisation has been identified on the basis of the synergetic
approach. Such trend is a product of conflicting model of the relationships between
power and the opposition.
Reconstruction of practices, patterns of behaviour of pro-government and opposition
parties can be commensurated with pole strength and the distance between them.
Therefore, the change of poles of the political space during the repositioning led to
insignificant revisions in the relationship between power and the opposition. However, this
factor played an important role in terms of prospects for democratisation. The distance
between the two poles and reproduction of the conflict model in the relations between
political actors has not contributed to the emergence and fixation of institutions of
constructive interaction in the political field as a form of self-organisation. This fact added
the complexity to forecasting of the behaviour of political players and the political system
in Poland, determined random fluctuations and aggravated negative consequences of
the convergence of democratisation processes. Therefore, democratisation of political
system that did not lost the characteristics of dissipation has been subject to significant
fluctuations.
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pro-European values amongst parliamentary elites and their contributions to the implementation of
administrative Europeanisation. According to the research findings, administrative Europeanisation
agenda is not a priority for Lithuanian parliamentary elites per se, however, pro-European attitudes
are fixed.
Keywods: civil service, Europeanisation, European Union (EU), Lithuania, parliamentary elites,
reform, government.

Reforma służby cywilnej na Litwie w procesie europeizacji
Streszczenie
W artykule zbadano wzajemne relacje między propozycjami reformy litewskiej służby cywilnej
a procesem europeizacji administracji, identyfikując rolę i postawy litewskich elit parlamentarnych
w procesie wdrażania reform w okresie członkostwa w UE. W badaniu wykorzystano metody jakościowej analizy treści źródeł pierwotnych i zapisów działań rządu litewskiego, analizy jakościowej
źródeł wtórnych (w tym literatury naukowej oraz innych dokumentów i zapisów) oraz częściowo
ustrukturyzowany wywiad jakościowy. Badania dają możliwość oceny stopnia instytucjonalizacji
wartości proeuropejskich wśród elit parlamentarnych oraz ich wkładu we wdrażanie europeizacji
administracyjnej. Zgodnie z wynikami badań, administracyjna agenda europeizacji nie jest priorytetem litewskich elit parlamentarnych per se, jednak postawy proeuropejskie są utrwalone.
Słowa kluczowe: służba cywilna, europeizacja, Unia Europejska (UE), Litwa, elity parlamentarne,
reforma, rząd.
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Civil service systems of the EU Member States had to be improved in the framework
of the implementation of the Europeanisation of administrative systems on the basis
of the common principles for European public administration. These principles were
formulated for the Member States as a practical guideline for the reforms of the public
administration. This initiative of the EU inspired the need to restructure the principles
of human resources management in the public services in Central and Eastern Europe
(hereinafter referred to as CEE). It is important to underline that the outcomes of a reform
are subject to a number of factors (social, economic, political, etc.), inherent limitations
of empirical research of this thesis can be highlighted in this aspect, and yet the possible
policy changes are often implied by the attitudes and approaches of parliamentary and
administrative elites – regarding both the contents of proposals and decisions adopted
or rejected. In this particular case, self-sustaining reform processes, were left to take their
own course, with responsibility for their implementation shifting to national parliamentary
elites (who hold legislative and administrative elites control instruments) and their own
values and attitudes towards pro-European values. It is stated, therefore, that the attitudes
of parliamentary elites towards the continuity, contents and compliance of the reform to
pro-European values remain relevant as the research task after a lapse of fifteen years
of EU membership.
The relevance of the analysis of the reform sustainability in the case of Lithuania
is further enhanced in view of a new political context during the term of office of the
Seventeenth Government of the Republic of Lithuania, including the increased initiatives
to improve the Lithuanian civil service system and the decisions made. It is important
to determine to what extent the current initiatives aimed at improving the civil service
system are coherent with the idea of administrative Europeanisation in order to evaluate
its results and prospects and to assess the driving factors? The answer to this question
requires an assessment of the level of institutionalisation of pro-European values amongst
parliamentary elites and their contributions to the implementation of administrative
Europeanisation. Remembering that the institutionalisation is deemed as having taken
place, when formal (legal framework) and informal (value framework) rules overlap – the
institutionalisation is deemed as having taken place.
The research was based on the qualitative content analysis of primary sources
(analysis of legislation), the records of the Lithuanian Government activities, and the
qualitative analysis of the secondary sources including research literature and other
documents and records, semi-structured qualitative interview. The study of the attitudes
and approaches of parliamentary élites opens up quantitative and qualitative content
analyses of electoral programmes of the political parties. As a complementary study,
a structured survey of the members of the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania of the
2016–2020 term of office was carried out with a view to identify attitudes and approaches
of another political elite segment towards the current issues of civil service reform and
Europeanisation during the research period, which were identified by the qualitative
research, and to make clear which institutional factors define attitudes of parliamentary
elites.
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A common European Administrative Space:
institutionalisation opportunities
A multitude of global and political changes have triggered major changes in the
development of the civil service (Dowding 1995: p. 3), and the governance systems
have undergone fundamental reforms of the civil service in practically every national
state (Demmke, Moilanen 2010; Demmke, 2015: p. 450). Only such civil service that is
professional and concentrated on the implementation of good-quality policy is capable
of the successful implementation of the objectives and tasks of public administration.
For an efficient performance of the public governance system, the principles, standards
and values of its operation must be in line with the public administration priorities
and current circumstances. European integration processes that fostered public
services to define common operating approaches and frameworks were among such
circumstances, which affected the civil services in the European countries (Dimitrova
2010: p. 137–148).
An European administrative space usually denotes that public administration
operates and is managed on the basis of European principles, rules and regulations
uniformly enforced in the relevant territory and development of European administrative
space can be understood as a process of institutionalisation of common administrative
capacity (Zubek, Staroňvá 2012: p. 938; Trondal, Peters 2013: p. 295–296). An inportant
European administrative space component were common European principles for public
administration to make basis of common model of administration across the EU such as
reliability and predictability, openness and transparency, accountability, efficiency and
effectiveness (European principles of public administration 1999: p. 1–31). The descriptions
detailing the European principles for public administration were consistent with the NeoWeberian State model (see Table 1).
Table 1: Compatibility of the Neo-Weberian state model with the principles of European public administration.
Elements of the
Neo-Weberian state
model

Equality before the
law, ensuring privacy,
legal certainty and
the rule of law in
accordance with
administrative law

Principles of
European public
administration
Reliability and
Predictability

Openness and
Transparency

The elucidation of European public
administration principles

The rule of law means that public administration
ought to discharge its responsibilities according
to law. Public authorities make their decisions
by following general rules or principles applied
impartially to anyone who comes within their
ambit of application.
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Preservation of the
idea of a public service
with a distinctive status, culture, and – to
some extent, though
perhaps not as much
as in the past – terms
and conditions

Reliability and
Predictability

Orientation towards
meeting citizens’
needs and wishes. The Reliability and
creation of a profesPredictability
sional culture of quality
and service.
A greater orientation
on the achievement
of results, rather than
merely the correct
following of procedure.
This is expressed partly
in a shift in the balance
from ex-ante to ex-post
controls, but not
a complete abandonment of the former.

Reliability and
Predictability

Accountability

Efficiency and
Effectiveness

The concept of professional civil service requires
the absence of apoliticalism and other political
dependence among civil servants

Accurate and apolitical implementation of the
law in administrative procedures, focusing on
social values such as respect for the individual

Timeliness in the action of public administration
Any administrative body should be answerable
for its actions to other administrative, legislative or judicial authorities. Accountability also
requires that no authority should be exempt
from scrutiny or review by others.
Successful in achieving the goals and solving
the public problems set for it by law and
government.

Source: compiled by the author based on Pollitt, Bouckaert 2011: p. 118–119; European principles of
public administration 1999: p. 1–31.

These principles were formulated for the Member States as a practical guideline for
the reforms of the public administration (Meyer-Sahling 2011: p. 237). This initiative of the
EU inspired the need to restructure the principles of human resources management
in the public services in CEE that indicated their willingness to join the EU. In the preaccession period, the initiatives of the restructuring of the public administration systems
buttressed by the Europeanisation in the CEE countries essentially played the role of
a catalyst for the reforms of the civil service systems, which had to imply an ongoing
process of the civil service improvement, and the institutionalisation of the European
values within the new bloc of the CEE states. It should be noted that the reforms
constituted one of the practical measures of the Europeanisation of national policies
(Šerpetis 2012: p. 51; Dvorak 2015: p. 129). The pre-accession process and the starting
period of the membership opened up the way for the reforms of the civil service systems
in the CEE countries characterised by the institutionalisation of pro-European values in
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order to achieve the objectives such as depoliticisation and improved professionalism
of the public services by bringing their performance closer to the common principles
of European public administration, the idea of which accorded with the Neo-Weberian
model of State. It was hoped that the reforms pursued by these countries will show
the sustainability implying ongoing attempts/efforts at the implementation of defined
initiatives and actions. A reform is deemed sustainable, when states continuously invest
in the enhancement of the civil service professionalism even if it meets the EU standards
in all senses – in accordance with the formal requirements and prevalent attitudes of civil
servants (Meyer-Sahling 2009: p. 22). Such causes might be different, but it is worthwhile
discussing the prospects of universality of the common European public administration
principles, and their relationship with the national administrative traditions (Knill 2001:
p. 35–54).
The reform initiatives do not always translate into successful changes because reform
programs do not guarantee success (Peters 2002: p. 454). It can be said that the context
of each country had determined the different outcomes of European administrative
institutionalisation (Torma 2011: p. 150), because political elites are surrounded by economic and socio-demographic, political and intellectual, administrative factors (Pollitt,
Bouckaert 2011: p. 32–45). Excluding these factors, the efforts of Lithuanian political elites
to implement Europeanisation in the civil service were examined.

Extents of initiatives aimed at the improvement of
Lithuanian civil service and Europeanisation
From 2003 to 2008, civil service policy has been focused on improving the functions
of the civil service and gradual 2002 version of the Law on the Civil Service of the Republic
of Lithuania. The project of the Law on the Civil Service (2002) was adopted with a view to
EU membership. Lithuanian civil service experts confirm that the EU had a major influence
on civil service reform at that time, but the influence of the EU institutions on civil service
policy decreased after Lithuania’s accession to the EU, when EU political criteria were
no longer applied (Nakrošis 2011: p. 65–98). The first significant initiative to improve the
Lithuanian civil service system during the period of EU membership took place during
the period of activity of the 15th Government of the Republic of Lithuania (2008–2012)
(Valstybės tarnybos aktualijos 2009: p. 48–50). The main objective of implementing the
civil service reform priority was flexibility, complementarity of the career civil service
model with the post system elements, contracting and elements of project management
(Nakrošis 2015: p. 117), successful implementation of the objectives would have distant
the Lithuanian civil service system from civil service status and traditional values, which
is close to the Neo-Weberian civil service model (Kaselis, Pivoras 2012: p. 141–142).
However, the Government deviated from the original provisions of its civil service policy
(Nakrošis 2015: p. 117) and at the later stage of reform implementation focused on EU
recommendations (Johannsen et. al. 2015: p. 43–44). Major change was made only in
selection of civil servants system implementing semi-centralised selection (Tumėnė et
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al. 2014: p. 2). The 16th Government of the Republic of Lithuania submitted for public
hearing in a draft of the new project of the Law on the Civil Service. Consistently, all
parts of the project were linked with the competency model (Buckienė 2015: p. 164–170).
It was unofficially known that this project had been drafted in coordination with the Civil
Service Department of Lithuania, which was in cooperation with the EU institutions.
However, consideration of the draft of Civil Service Law based on the competency model
had taken quite a long time. The adoption of the law has been delayed in parliamentary
committees and was not accepted (Statneckytė 2020: p. 78–81).
The 17th Government of the Republic of Lithuania were ambitious in reforming a large
part of the state areas of governance and in many cases have taken initiatives. The
same happened with the Lithuanian civil service reform. Government of the Republic of
Lithuania, when making proposals for a new draft Law on Civil Service of the Republic
of Lithuania, in certain respects construed changes in conformity with the administrative
Europeanisation agenda: there were such proposals regarding the optimisation of civil
service and remuneration schemes. The initial proposals by the administrative elites to
downgrade the status of civil servants by excluding general functions from the job of
a civil servant were akin to the idea of administrative Europeanisation, such proposals,
however, failed to reach the finishing line in the legislative procedures and thereby
highlighted a long-term discussion on the scope of Lithuanian civil service (Statneckytė
2020: p. 81–110). It can be said that the efforts of these Government also were not directly
related to the administrative Europeanisation agenda implementation.

Parliamentary elites’ positions: values versus works?
The positions of the parliamentary elites on the reform of the civil service are primarily
described by the election programmes of the political parties. However, the party’s
programme is usually the result of work and position of the entire political party, and
only a part of the party structure receives the mandates. Therefore, in order to find out
more information about the positions of the parliamentary elites, the interview can be
helpful as a research method. This section reveals the ambitions of parliamentary elites
(2016–2020 term) to carry out certain tasks in civil service reformation and personal
positions of parliament members towards the issue of administrative Europeanisation of
civil service, as well as the institutional factors that influence it.
On the basis of quantitative discourse analysis of the programmes of Lithuanian political
parties that won a majority of seats in the 2016 elections to the Seimas of the Republic of
Lithuania, it can be said that the largest number of proposals concerning the improvement
of the civil service system were put forward by the Homeland Union – Lithuanian Christian
Democrats (TS–LKD), the Liberals Movement of the Republic of Lithuania (LRLS), the
Social Democratic Party of Lithuania (LSDP), and the Lithuanian Farmers and Greens Union
(LVŽS), and yet there was not a single election programme that addressed every aspect
of human resource management, which indicates that resolution of only currently urgent
issues remains in the focus of parliamentary elites (see Table 2).
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Table 2: Distribution of speeches on the improvement of the civil service system in
party programmes by codification categories of European integration (based on the
election programmes of Lithuanian political parties in 2016)
LVŽS

TSLKD

LRLS

LSDP

LLRAKŠS

TT

DP

LS

LŽP

LCP

A. Recruitment
of civil servants

0

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

B. Optimisation
of the civil
service system

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

C. Rights and
obligations of
civil servants

2

2

0

2

0

0

2

0

0

0

D. Training of
civil servants

2

5

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

E. Civil service
evaluation
system

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

F. Salary system
in civil service

1

2

3

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

G. Senior Civil
Service

0

1

3

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

Total

7

11

10

11

0

1

4

1

1

0

Source: Statneckytė 2020: p. 113–114.

Possible alternatives to the selection process for civil service were poorly discussed
in the election programmes. Prevalent proposals in the programmes of political parties
include the optimisation of public administration, wage increases, and the improvement
of training, only a few of the parties’ proposals on training and optimisation were in line
with the European integration agenda.
Considering that the establishment of a professional/meritocratic civil service has
been and is considered to be the basis for reforming the administrative systems of the
CEE countries in line with the EU principles, it is important to speak about the negative
connotation of politicisation of the civil service and the need to improve the administration
of human resources in such way that the public service institutionalises common principles
in its activities. The study data collected as part of the survey of the members of the Seimas
of the Republic of Lithuania of the 2016–2020 term of office on the issues of civil service
reform have shown that the large majority of the parliamentary elite representatives prefer
to support the need to prevent the increase of the current level of politicisation in civil
service (see Table 3). This demonstrates the prevalence of pro-European values regarding
the improvement of civil service among the parliamentary political elites.
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Table 3: 2016–2020 opinion of Lithuanian parliamentarians on the need to reduce
politicisation in the civil service
I very much agree, at the moment, the civil service is too tied to political ties

25,7 %

I agree that the political dependence of civil servants should be lower

51,4 %

I neither agree nor disagree

15,7 %

I do not agree, I believe that there is no need to restructure the civil service

7,1 %

I completely disagree, I am convinced that the civil service is transparent
and dominated by merit-based human resource management

0%

I have no opinion

0%

Source: Statneckytė 2020: p. 123.

The position of the parliamentary elite on the need to improve the human resource
management in the civil service was also examined. The aspects to be improved were
formulated on the basis of the EU recommendations and the content of the Lithuanian
civil service reform during the period of acting of current government (see Table 4).
Table 4: 2016–2020 Lithuanian parliamentarians’ attitude to the need to improve the
principles of human resources in the civil service in order to achieve a more professional civil service
Median

Standard
Deviation

Median

Standard
Deviation

The selection of civil servants
needs to be further centralised

3,33

1,05

3,33

1,05

There is a need to increase funding for the training of civil servants

4,01

0,95

It is necessary to improve the
training system by distinguishing
only the necessary competencies for individual groups of civil
servants

3,64

0,86

3,98

0,53

It is necessary to introduce more
modern training methods for civil
servants

4,33

0,65

It is necessary to reduce the
number of civil servants

3,92

0,80

It is necessary to optimise the
duplication of functions in the civil
service

4,2

0,60

4,49

0,65
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There is a need to clarify the
evaluation system for civil servants

4,22
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0,65

The links between the evaluation
and training systems for civil
servants need to be improved

3,93

0,82

It is necessary to reduce the
variable part of the salaries for civil
servants

3,40

0,81

The system of allowances and
bonuses for civil servants needs to
be improved

3,92

0,71

It is necessary to reduce the
freedom of managers to decide
the amount of salaries for civil
servants

3,28

1,10

4,07

0,61

3,54

0,68

Note: 1 – strongly disagree, 2 – disagree, 3 – neither “yes” nor “no”, 4 – agree, 5 – strongly agree.
Source: Statneckytė 2020: p. 126.

As it can be seen from the survey outcomes, all proposals to improve human resources
management were supported by the parliamentary elites. The parliamentary elites
supported the idea of optimising the civil service, but the original idea was abandoned
during the legislative process. The proposals on the selection and remuneration system
for civil servants received the least support. This is likely to be due to a poor governmental
plan of measures to bring about the changes.

Conclusions
The development of Lithuanian civil service was, to a large degree, influenced by
the aspiration to join the EU, which entailed the adoption of the civil service law in line
with EU recommendations, and a gradual improvement of that law and the civil service
functions took place over the initial five-year period of the EU membership. However, the
evolvement of administrative Europeanisation requires the sustainability of civil service,
i.e. its ongoing improvement. During the terms of the 15th, 16th and 17th governments
of the Republic of Lithuania, the parliament nevertheless failed to make any changes
in the legal framework of the civil service system that comprehensively encompassed
a larger part of the changes in the civil service human resource management in order
to increase the professionalism of the civil service directly related to the administrative
Europeanisation agenda.
At the same time quantitative discourse analysis of the programmes of Lithuanian
political parties that won a majority of seats in the 2016 elections to the Seimas of the
Republic of Lithuania revealed that there was not a single election programme that
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addressed every aspect of human resource management, which indicates that resolution
of only currently urgent issues remains in the focus of the parliamentary elites. However,
notwithstanding the fact that the proposals by political parties were not formulated as
the immediate purpose of administrative Europeanisation, the content of the proposals
was in line with the European integration agenda.
The research also has revealed the value-based Europeanisation, which has taken
root among Lithuanian parliamentary elites, when the support is demonstrated for
an agenda on administrative Europeanisation implying changes, and positive effects
from the EU membership are recognised. However, on the basis of the analysis of the
initiatives and decisions made on the improvement of civil service, it could be argued
that administrative Europeanisation, as an objective for change, was a priority neither for
administrative elites, which were in charge of preparing the content of the initiatives, nor
for parliamentary elites, which are entitled to control the activities of administrative elites.
The discrepancy between formal (legal framework) and informal (value framework)
institutionalisation suggests the lack of administrative Europeanisation in Lithuania’s civil
service.
Simona Statneckytė – Ph.D., Lecturer at the Klaipėda University (Faculty of Social Sciences and
Humanities, Department of Public Administration and Political Sciences). Research interests: civil
service, Europeanisation, European Union.
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Abstract
This article is based on the research integrating qualitative approach and the content analysis
method. The aim is to analyse the mission and strategy of the higher education institutions, assuming that through the mission and strategy those institutions express their self-identification, describe
their current state and indicate the directions of development. The subject of the analysis is the best
higher education institutions of the German-speaking countries, operating in national and international environment. The research was based on the content analysis, and on its basis, the values and
aims of each university were indicated, and then – using the bottom–up method – the aggregation
of the universities’ areas of activities was done. In this sense, the selected scopes of activities and
points of focus may constitute a generalised reference to the other universities and to the entire
academic community in the studied countries.2
The analysis of the various types of the universities (full, technical, medical) did not demonstrate
any significant differences in their self-identification and the designation of the functions of the university, despite the differences in the language of description and the breadth of the offered career
perspectives. The common origin, and cultural and social context were also the important factors
in this research. The analised higher education institutions were much more oriented towards the
standards defined by the best universities in the world and the global challenges of civilisation,
what allowed them to become the leading institutions in innovation and technology transfer to the
economy. Nowadays, the investigated universities represent the highest standards of academic
knowledge. At the same time, they express contemporary trends and requirements of a business
organisation (e.g. transparency, evaluation, knowledge management, inclusiveness). Moreover, the
investigated higher education institutions perceive themselves as the socially responsible universities, what is confirmed by such values as:

inclusiveness, gender mainstreaming, and sustainable

development.
1

2

This article is based on the outcomes of the research conducted within ID UW – PSP 501-D121-200004313.
Research on higher education in German-speaking countries takes into account various cognitive perspectives: pedagogical, sociological, and public policy: C. Jingmin and L. Hendrik (2019), A. Graschopf
(2017), S. Brendel at al. (2019). In the Polish scientific community, the problems of German higher education have been discussed by K. Szewior (2006, 2019).
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Wartości i cele wiodących uniwersytetów państw niemieckiego obszaru
językowego
Streszczenie
Prezentowany artykuł bazuje na badaniach integrujących podejście jakościowe z analizą treści.
Ich celem była analiza misji i strategii uczelni, uznając, że w ten sposób uczelnie artykułują samoidentyfikację, opisują obecny stan oraz wskazują kierunki docelowe. Obiektem analizy są najlepsze
uniwersytety państw niemieckojęzycznych, funkcjonujące w krajowym i międzynarodowym środowisku. Badania skupiały się na analizie treści i na tej podstawie prowadziły do wskazania wartości
i celów działania każdego uniwersytetu, a następnie – metodą oddolną – do zagregowania i wyznaczenia pól ich aktywności. Wytypowane zakresy i ich punkty ciężkości mogą stanowić uogólnione
odniesienie dla innych szkół wyższych i całego środowiska akademickiego.
Objęcie analizą różnych typów uniwersytetów (pełne, techniczne, medyczne) nie pokazało istotnych
odmienności w samoidentyfikacji i wyznaczaniu funkcji szkoły wyższej, mimo iż odróżniał je język
opisu oraz szerokość perspektywy. Istotnym był czynnik wspólnego pochodzenia oraz uwarunkowania kulturowo-społeczne. W zdecydowanie większym stopniu uniwersytety orientowały się na
standardy definiowane przez najlepsze szkoły wyższe świata oraz na globalne wyzwania cywilizacyjne. Pozwoliło im to stać się liderami innowacyjności i transferu technologii do gospodarki. Dziś
przedstawione uczelnie uosabiają najwyższy standard wiedzy akademickiej. Jednocześnie wyrażają
współczesne trendy i wymogi organizacji biznesowej (np. transparentność, ewaluacja, zarządzanie
wiedzą, inkluzywność). Postrzegają siebie jako uczelnie społecznie odpowiedzialne, co potwierdzają takimi zapisami jak: inkluzywność, gender mainstreaming, rozwój zrównoważony.
Słowa kluczowe: uczelnie państw niemieckojęzycznych, szkolnictwo wyższe w Europie, europejski
obszar szkolnictwa wyższego, współczesny model uniwersytetu, lider innowacyjności, ewaluacja,
zarządzanie wiedzą, inkluzywność

Evolution of the contemporary university model
Changes in the academic environment run parallel to and as a result of transformations, as well as social and economic expectations. In the past decades, there has
been a growing demand for up-to-date academic research and knowledge about its
added value. This is result of the change in the role and function of scientific knowledge
and the transfer of research into development and, consequently, into the potential and
competitiveness of the economy and the state.
Recent years have resulted in a paradigm shift in academic teaching, relations with the
environment, and the structural and governmental changes inside the higher education
institutions. These changes lead universities to redefine their models, as expressed
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in their missions, strategies and the development plans. Modern higher education
institutions compete on the educational services market with high-quality research and
educational services. The main measure of the university’s success is being chosen by
the applicant students, the effectiveness of education, transparent functioning and the
award of international and high-budget grants.
The contemporary model of the university is focused on research and teaching.
However, currently a wider range of tasks may include creating skills and social
competences that predispose teachers and students to be entrepreneurial, active,
and socially responsible (Matusiak K.B., Matusiak M. 2007). The scope and directions
of scientific research are modified, and the educational offer is adapted to the development needs. Innovative forces pressure to focus research on solving important
ecological and technological issues, on supporting sustainable development. The
complexity of issues and challenges obliges universities to approach interdisciplinary
and internationally to these challenges. The basic feature of the knowledge created
this way will be its universal character, referring to the global issues: climate, ecology
and health. Thus, the academic community should express its social responsibility. The
above-mentioned way of thinking can be found in the eight functions of the university
catalogued by Drucker and Goldstein: knowledge creation, human capital formation,
knowledge transfer, technological innovation, capital investments, regional leadership, creating a knowledge infrastructure, impact on the regional environment (see:
Olechnicka 2012).

Hypotheses and research methodology
The main hypothesis of the research is that the everyday functioning of universities is
a derivative of their missions, strategies and action plans, and a comprehensive response
to social challenges and international standards of the university as an institution. The
second hypothesis is that on this basis it is possible to draw general conclusions of an
applied nature.
The research focuses on nine best universities in the German-speaking countries as
published in international rankings3. They are the starting point for the research and the
basis for discussion of activity ranges.
Universities covered by this study:
a) in Germany: Universität Heidelberg (UH), Ludwig Maximilian Universität München
(LMUM), Technische Universität München (TUM);
b) in Austria: Universität Wien (UW), Medizinische Universität Wien (MUW), Universität
Innsbruck (UI);
c) in Switzerland: Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETHZ), Université de
Genève, (UG), Universität Zürich (UZH).
3

Shanghai Ranking of World Universities; QS World University Ranking; Times Higher Education Ranking; Best Global Universities Ranking; U-Multirank; CHE Hochschulranking; Global University Employability Ranking; Ranking „Highly Cited Researches”, THE World University Rankings.
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The subjects of the analysis are the universities’ missions, strategies and the development plans, but the aim is to understand their self-identification, selected values and aims.
The next step of the study is creating on this basis a list of features of the modern university.
At the same time, an opposite procedure is used, scrupulously using the university’s language,
in order to use appropriate words, concepts and values. Hence, the result is a narrative model
with numerous quotations and references. In this case, the words not only provide meaning
in the defined areas of the universities’ activities, but also create their image.
Content analysis is a recognised method in the humanities and social sciences (Kaczmarek 2013). Apart from description and interpretation, it allows to capture intentions
(to be the best and competitive) and the social context (the European cultural circle in
a globalised world). The type of the university remains fundamental for the study, and
these are top universities that define the directions and standards of science, as well as
arranging relations with the socio-economic environment.

Values and missions of the universities
It is worth emphasising that none of the studied universities broke with the past,
e.g. with the traditionally understood role of the university. Instead, they enrich their
self-image with new components. The Ludwig Maximilian Universität München (LMUM)
has based it on four elements: its own history, academia, internationalisation and
differentiation. For Technische Universität München (TUM), the motto is to invest in talents,
and to analyse them scientifically (see: Die Universität – Leitbild WWW). On the other hand,
the Universität Zürich (UZH) indicates five areas of achieving its own aims in the mission,
including references to its members and the environment (see: Leitbild der Universität
Zürich 2012). The Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETHZ) presents itself
as a regionally and nationally embedded institution, internationally integrated in the
academic community (see: Selbstverständnis und Werte WWW). The same attitude was
equally clearly expressed by Universität Innsbruck (UI) as the university is internationally
oriented and at the same time regionally anchored ( see: Leitbild WWW).
Identification of the universities often includes the following features: science,
freedom and responsibility of research and teaching activities, and – referring to the
UZH – universitas. The idea of universitas means that all disciplines are aimed to the
scientific understanding of reality. Accepting the multiplicity and diversity of disciplines,
what means recognition of their distinctiveness and subjectivity, as well as a need for
discourse oriented towards cooperation and the aims achievement (see: Leitbild der
Universität Zürich 2012). According to the LMUM’s Rector opinion, his university is a “big city
university” situated in the centre of Munich. Being a true universitas, it focuses on research
and solutions of complex problems related to: people, society, culture and technology
(see: Über Die LMU WWW). Similarly, the University of Geneva is based on versatility.
It focuses on the quality of the offer, interdisciplinary research, the decompartmentalisation
of knowledge, and it follows changes taking place in the society (see: Selbstverständnis
und Werte WWW).
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In the field of science, it is emphasised that contemporary university is a place of free
and open activities. Thus, science is about collecting, analysing, and communicating the
results methodically and critically. The Universität Heidelberg (UH) follows the principle of
Semper Apertus (always open). Today “always open” is understood as an internationalised
research and teaching institution, based on tradition and co-shaping the future, using
a wide spectrum of disciplines and directions. The global dimension is also the experience
of ETHZ, because only in global environment it competes and cooperates with the best
universities in the world (see: Selbstverständnis und Werte WWW).
Freedom and responsibility suggest that academia needs free space for its development without external, ideological influences and pressures. The status of a university
requires unhindered research and teaching. This condition determines their social and
environmental responsibility (see: Politique generale WWW). It includes ethical reflection
on the means and effects in relation to people and the natural environment. For example,
Universität Heidelberg (UH) develops knowledge and opportunities in an open and unbiased attitude towards people and ideas, and it makes the knowledge useful and passes
it on to the future generations (see: Das Profil der Universität WWW).
Being a full university (germ. Volluniversität) obliges to secure freedom of research
and teaching, as well as honesty towards people, society and nature. The obligations,
arising from this postulate were outlined very precisely by the UH, where they refer to
the simultaneous development of disciplines, interdisciplinary activities and transferring
them into teaching. At the same time, cooperation between disciplines is necessary to
solve important issues concerning people, societies and states. Relation to this value is
the third requirement, i.e. providing research results to the public and supporting their
application in all areas of public life (Das Profil der Universität WWW). The Université de
Genève, (UG) made the service of the city (Politique generale WWW) one of the dimensions
of its involvement, which is justified by its history and current global political functions.
The mission of a full university is implemented, for example, through Fields of
Focus, as well as research and cluster initiatives under the Excellence Strategy (see:
Exzellenzstrategie... WWW). This utilitarianism echoes the position of the Medizinische
Universität Wien (MUW). Its teaching goals stem from the statement that knowledge
has become the most important resource of a post-industrial society. The science and
research sector is expanding, and the level of education has become a measure of social
development. What is important for MUW is not so much the knowledge that ”goes
back to the archives and the school bench”, but the knowledge what gives a competitive
advantage and supports innovation. According to the university, the creation and transfer
of knowledge have become the basic task for well-developed national economies
(Strategie und Vision WWW). The Universität Wien states, that tradition and selfunderstanding require being visible, participating in global life and scientific competition,
winning projects and students, being an attractive partner for the research, teaching, and
socio-economic environment (see: Universität Wien 2025 WWW).
The key objectives and tasks of the university are summarised as the provision of
research and teaching work as well as other services, which need to be perceived as
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a world-class scope and a high quality (see: Leitbild der Universität Zürich 2012). The university should attract leading scientists and students in order to optimally support young
people in pursuing science. UZH has prioritised research and teaching, with particular
focus on scientific requirements and the societal needs. Responsible designation of the
areas of exploration and teaching determines the wide scope of basic research and, thus,
its interdisciplinarity (see: Leitbild der Universität Zürich 2012). The UZH emphasizes the
presence of many equal research cultures, both within disciplines and interdisciplinary.
Each of them is obliged to conduct independent and unbiased research, and national
and international cooperation (Strategische Grundsätze WWW).
Due to its specificity, the Medizinische Universität Wien (MUW) included three
basic principles and tasks: knowledge creation (research), its transfer (didactics) and
application (clinics). This innovative knowledge creates conditions for the development
of the “medicine of the future”. MUW implemented its knowledge approach within the
Triple-Track-Strategie. The university is also looking after its associates. One of its founding
principles (in 2004) was to build on the map of Austria not only a leading research and
education centre, but also one of the most attractive European employer in the field of
medicine (Strategie und Vision WWW).

Universities’ areas of activity
The analysis of strategic and framework documents of the universities allowed the
identification of several areas of activity. They refer to the university as an institution, its
internal and external functions and the management model that is implemented. They
will be presented in points below.
Structural framework conditions mean that universities create and permanently
secure their optimal overall position. They do it, because when developing their strategies,
they generally rely on their own research and teaching departments. In turn, access to
knowledge and information is provided by technology platforms, libraries, and digital
services (Strategische Grundsätze WWW). Through management (eg. UZH), efforts are
made to ensure a high level of identity, self-governance and shared responsibility of
individuals and groups of co-workers/stakeholders. At the same time, the requirements
and standards of management structures of academic organisations are taken into
account. In line with the culture of the Rhine states, universities adhere to the following
principles: subsidiarity, participation, transparency, and equalising stakeholders’ interests.
Stakeholders at all levels are involved in these activities. Administration (at UZH) is
focused on service-oriented thinking, therefore, the responsibility for public funds and
the efficiency of their spending should be prevailing (see: Leitbild der Universität Zürich
2012). At the same time, the university should become familiar with the international
standards of conducting scientific research and providing (other) services (Das Profil der
Universität WWW).
The university and its members. For example, Universität Heidelberg (UH), the
collegiality of the university was emphasised by students, researchers, educators,
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technical associates, and the administration alike. These groups, as well as the whole
organisation, are self-organising and self-managing. Members of the university
community are subject to the principles of good scientific practice (see: Leitbild der
Universität Zürich 2012; Das Profil der Universität WWW). UZH promotes the intellectual,
professional and personal development of its employees. It supports equal opportunities
for men and women and welcomes representatives of other cultures and nationalities.
Non-discrimination and the affirmation of diversity is adopted, which seems natural in the
face of advanced internationalisation. Diversity is considered as an asset, therefore, it is
important to provide financial support to the best students and employees, and to keep
their career path leading to university and professorial status.
The university as an employer. For example, MUW focuses on employee’s success.
All internally integrated departments and intra-university processes should contribute
to this. Their main goal is to implement the strategy, to organise and improve the work
(processes). Employee development is treated as an in-house qualification upgrading,
and more broadly, it is about strengthening and developing employees, passing them
know-how, skills and adjusting to Life-Long-Learning. From the university’s perspective,
it is contributing to resource development and building organisational culture and its
image. A good employer creates conditions for effective work, for progress, and it is
an advisor in a career progress and building an academic CV (see: Strategie und Vision
WWW).
Financial framework conditions. The university manages its own and public funds in
a transparent and socially responsible way. It takes into account the aims and outcomes of
research, as well as its societal usefulness. UZH argues that development and promotion
require budgetary resources, which are used for financing independent research and
education. Such approach generates a special responsibility towards: deliberate,
economic and long-lasting engagement of public money. Universities strive to diversify
their sources of financing by bidding for external funds. It is emphasised that the support
from external funds must not violate the freedom of research and teaching, nor affect
institutional autonomy. Clearly, transparency and financial reporting are contemporary
requirements (see: Leitbild der Universität Zürich 2012; Strategische Grundsätze WWW).
For MUW, a strong position in the centre of international competition is a way to obtain
external funds and to attract the best scholars (see: Strategie und Vision WWW; Leitbild
der Universität Zürich 2012).
“University in its environment” means that the institution remains a member of
a living and pluralist society, seeking and promoting research collaboration with all
groups of society. It has responsibility for science and society, and the duty to provide
scientific foundations for “self-reflection of society”, and significant contributions to societal
development. Through popularising scientific findings, UZH shapes the public discourse,
takes up contemporary challenges, including sustainable development and a democratic
state ruled by law. UZH informs the public about its current activities through teaching and
research offer, as well as cooperation with museums and libraries (see: Leitbild der Universität
Zürich 2012; Strategische Grundsätze WWW). Another significant engagement with external
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partners happens in the form of open / public ventures and commitment to the immediate
urban environment (e.g. Université de Genève, see: Services à la cité WWW). The Technische
Universität München (TUM) writes explicitly about its responsibility for dialogue with society
and the public sphere. One of these dimensions is teaching social commitment to change
processes. At the same time, new and better channels of communication with the public
are constantly being sought to inform about what science and technology is doing for
the future and the society. This dialogue helps TUM to identify and develop leading
research and teaching areas (Die Universität – Leitbild WWW). Similarly, the Eidgenössische
Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETHZ), in addition to its inter- and transdisciplinary research
initiatives / teams, creates thematic research fields, orienting them to the various levels of
social needs (Thematische Schwerpunkte WWW).
Organisational culture and staff promotion are based on balancing leadership
and participation. Chancellors of universities act in a legitimate manner as long as they
make decisions in line with the strategic guidelines, and ensure their implementation.
Universities are based on incentives and participatory culture. This includes antidiscrimination practices and promotions of the selected groups, a climate of loyalty and
solidarity (Strategische Grundsätze WWW). The University as an organisation recognises
the problems of both genders and makes optimal decisions at all levels and scopes.
Women and men both have their personal representatives and an equal presence in
“functions and bodies” (Verhaltenskodex Gender Policy WWW). UZH, considering itself
a scientific organisation, solves its own affairs with the involvement of management. This
requires a proper degree of self-organisation and establishing co-responsibility. This,
in turn, requires an appropriate management culture, which ensures two things at the
same time: research and teaching freedom, as well as the efficiency of operation and
management of the university as an economic entity. Moreover, good management
optimises the conditions and outcomes of work, and builds a proper working environment
for colleagues (Strategische Grundsätze WWW).
Academic support for the younger generation applies to people of all qualification
levels. Universities give opportunities to start research and teaching early. Systemic
conditions for the obtaining qualifications at the highest possible academic level are
guaranteed. The task of the institution is to support scientists in their own responsibility
and to ensure that the university’s dependencies do not affect adversely their
professional development. Hence the need to ensure the permeability of many career
paths while respecting equal opportunities and compliance with various competency
profiles, focusing on the family and private sphere of employees and their stage of life
(Führungsgrundsätze WWW).
In the area of scientific research, UZH aims at broadening and deepening scientific
knowledge by conducting research at the highest world level (Leitbild der Universität
Zürich 2012). Like other mentioned institutions, it considers itself as a research
university that enables, supports and expects relevant results of the scientific activity
of its employees. It also plays a leading role in the international research community. It
enables and supports excellent research, and develops the existing and future fields of
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exploration (Strategische Grundsätze WWW). For MUW, research is crucial in bringing the
best level of medicine. For UZH, research remains the focus activity, and it also carries out
work of an applied nature. Through such broad spectrum (eg. LMUM), universities of this
type have great potential for innovative research and high-quality value-adding teaching.
They use them in Exzellenz-Wettbewerb, but also to strengthen their research profile
as universitas and to improve their leading international position (see: Porträt WWW).
The Universität Innsbruck indicates that it is guided by the unity of science and disciplines
(germ. “Das tun wir”). Their scope and nature determine the specificity of research and
teaching carried out in the spirit of responsibility for society. Embedding didactics into
research is the starting point for university education, supporting research activities and
the researchers themselves. These institutions are strongly integrated with the region,
but they cooperate and compete in research all over the world (see: Leitbild WWW).
Virtually all of them pursue their scientific goals through knowledge/research clusters.
They constitute an excellent centre for the concentration and transfer of knowledge,
they promote leading research projects, and generate paths for the commercialisation of
scientific research (see: Excellence de la recherche WWW).
The Technische Universität München (TUM) writes about the internalisation of the best
international standards. It transfers them to its scientific, structural and organisational
space through networking and close cooperation with the best research and teaching
departments in the world. It is used, i.e. cooperation, to search for and expand new
areas of own development – Emerging Field Policy (see: Die Universität – Leitbild
WWW). Another quite effective route of research profiling in the Rhine countries is the
initiatives of excellence (germ. Exzellenzinitiative), due to the requirement to formulate
development strategies and to create dominant research fields. Later, they became
research projects under the initiatives/strategies of excellence (see: Exzellenzstrategie…
WWW; Forschungsprofil WWW). The city of Heidelberg with its metropolitan region,
a highly internationalised city with representatives of global tycoons from various
industries (germ. Metropolregion Rhein-Neckar) has a very good experience in this field.
And for this reason, the university treats high theoretical and methodical competence as
an important distinguishing feature of its scientific conduct.
The mission of the Technische Universität München (TUM) states that the research
is directed to support an innovative society. It reaffirms the scientific commitment
to innovative progress, which should lead to improving people’s life. The university
expresses committment to responsibility for the next generation and demonstrates it by
its research focus – on health and nutrition, energy and raw materials, environment and
climate, information and communication, mobility, and infrastructure (see: Die Universität
– Leitbild WWW). The Universität Innsbruck (UI) also expresses concern for its region,
striving to combine research of local issues, but they are “globally tailored”. Its research
activities include alpine space – people and the environment; and cultural meetings –
cultural conflicts (see: Leitbild WWW).
Academic education, regardless of the type of the university, remains a pillar of
activity. Today, however, it is extended to include training and promotion of lifelong
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learning. It is widely acknowledged that academic teaching must be based on research.
This model of studies results from the community of learners and educators. It is focused
on the ability to take on challenges and to solve them, to obtain methodical results and
new scientific understanding, to critically evaluate and further transfer knowledge and
research experience (Leitbild der Universität Zürich 2012). TUM writes on its website that
goals of education should be defined through professional competence, awareness and
responsibility, intellectual and emotional creativity, and cultural sensitivity. However, at
the same time, it emphasises that openness to the world and social competence are
just as important as professional independence and entrepreneurship.4 Students are
expected to have initiative and readiness to achieve results. Thus, through education,
students are motivated to undertake responsible social roles and are being prepared
them for various career paths (Strategische Grundsätze WWW).
Services and transfer have their subjective and objective dimensions (according to
UZH, see: Leitbild der Universität Zürich 2012). For UZH, supporting the transfer of knowledge and “external” influence makes research and teaching more useful and socially
accessible. In TUM’s opinion, the principle of competitiveness through results should be
applied in this area. By proactively transferring research to market-oriented innovation
processes, it supports the entrepreneurial spirit in all areas of the university activities.
Thus, the importance of initiating the establishment of new companies, their growth and
development is emphasised. TUM’s activities are focused on having a leading position
in Europe among the universities, and on the development and growth of technological start-ups originating from the academic environment (see: Die Universität - Leitbild
WWW).
Universities consider the balanced involvement of their employees in scientific work
and the life of the university as an important institutional task. At the same time, the
universities acknowledge the importance of the external dimensions like private life of
employees and the social and natural environment. Proper recognition of the universities’
location and role allows them to make appropriate use of local potential and, thus, to
contribute to its development. That is why partner cooperation is supported, for example
by the university hospitals, other academies, and civil society institutions. At the same time,
an excellent example of which is Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETHZ),
the principles of social responsibility and sustainable development are practiced within
the university as an institution and human community (see: Selbstverständnis und Werte
WWW; Nachhaltigkeitsbericht WWW).5 Another example of linking socially sensitive areas
is provided by the Universität Zürich (UZH). It considers equal opportunities, diversity, and
sustainable development to be central values of the university life and of the university
departments. The university is committed to their effective and efficient implementation
through policy and its own recommendations. UZH emphasizes the importance of
4

5

Podejmowane w TUM inicjatywy rozwijania tychże cech: Junge Akademie, TUM Graduate Schoole,
TUM Institute for Advanced Study.
Zasady zrównoważonego rozwoju i społecznej odpowiedzialności praktykuje się np. wobec zużycia
energii elektrycznej, zarządzania odpadami, aranżacji przestrzeni.
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ethical standards and cultural contexts. It recognises social justice, individual and
collective responsibility and considers the needs of future generations (Strategische
Grundsätze WWW). In its documents, UZH directly indicates that its functions, structures
and management culture remain oriented towards sustainable development, and that it
functions in this paradigm (Sustainability Policy WWW).
Networking seems to be the basic tool for fulfilling external functions of the universities. It contributes to three activities: cooperation, coordination, and competition. It allows
universities to cultivate cooperation at all levels and areas of activity (studies, research,
mobility, management, quality assurance system). Moreover, membership in networks
and associations not only adds splendour to the image, but also helps mutual recognition,
knowledge transfer and cooperation. It is also a measure of the quality standard (Porträt
WWW).6 These aspects are emphasised by MUW, where about half of all publications
are based on international co-authorship (Strategie und Vision WWW). The cooperation
of universities also includes non-academic institutions and the wider economy. Having
a multilateral dimension, it serves both the transfer of knowledge and the acquisition of
financial and intellectual support (Leitbild WWW). In the context of the above-mentioned
collaboration, UZH sees its role as an expert in the understanding of scientific reflection,
innovation, and active knowledge transfer. At the same time, it undertakes initiatives to
promote the transferred competences (Strategische Grundsätze WWW).
Universities ascribe a different value to external involvement depending on the
university type, level, and the character of the relationship. The Universität Wien
appreciates cooperation on the national and regional level, as it contributes to a better
use of infrastructure, increasing the synergy of research and teaching. This is done,
among others, through mobility programmes, strategic partnerships, membership in
networks (see: Universität Wien 2025 WWW). At the Universität Heidelberg cooperation
and partnership have two goals: the transfer of knowledge with generating research
outcomes, and the definition of university’s role in the scientific environment, especially
regionally. Mainly the latter aspect allows to combine basic research with its application
by the industrial partners.
Contemporary universities cultivate stable relations with their alumni, treating
them both as ambassadors of the “university brand”, stakeholders and patrons. Their role
is in promoting the young generation in taking up employment, organising internships,
sharing professional contacts, and also in financing research and awarding prizes. This
is well illustrated by the term (germ.) lebendiger Generationenvertrag, borrowed from
TUM. This living intergenerational agreement makes it possible to benefit from the
mutual support and connection of the former and present members of the academic
community, and the representatives of various disciplines and communities (see: Die

6

Warto wskazać, że np. LMUM jest założycielem trzech ważnych europejskich sieci i instytucji wymiany:
LERU – League of European Research Universities, VIU – Venice International University, EUA – European Association of Universities. Oprócz tego uczelnie należą do licznych stowarzyszeń, centrów,
zarówno w kraju, na kontynencie europejskim i poza nim.
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Universität – Leitbild WWW).7 This support is bilateral and pro-investment, e.g. ETH
Zürich promotes professional development as a transfer of knowledge and technology
between the university and practice, which allows not only to develop intellectual and
social capital, but also to permanently enhance the competitiveness of the economy,
the labour market and the career paths (Weiterbildung WWW).8 The Universität
Innsbruck collaborates with alumni through a network (germ. Alumni-Netzwerk) and
its initiatives included staff exchanges, publications, publishing newsletter, research
magazine distribution, events, sharing contacts and promoting its graduates (Das
Alumni Netzwerk WWW).
Internationalisation. Universities perceive themselves as the institutions with
national presence and influence. They treat internationalisation as an integral part of
their functioning. In many cases, the principle of regional anchoring and international
orientation was adopted. Generally, three dimensions of activities can be identified:
development of strategic partnerships, international mobility (incoming and outgoing),
internationalisation at home (see: International WWW). Seeing internationalisation as
a cross-cutting task for research, teaching, administration and personal development,
top universities use it to strengthen their activity, potential and profile (see: Universität
Wien 2025 WWW). They recruit excellent staff from around the world, develop research
and teaching cooperation and promote the co-production of publications. The University
of Innsbruck can be commended for almost 1.6 thousand publications in Web of Science
(including over 73% with international co-authorship) (see: Auf einen Blick 2020). The
number of foreign students is translated as a measure of the importance of an academic
centre (Innsbruck – 44% of students) (Zahlen und Fakten WWW), but also of the city and
the region (Vienna, Munich, Geneva). The level of internationalisation is part of the overall
quality management strategy (Universität Wien). The advantage of the university is the
range of services provided, i.e. not only encouraging students to come to Europe, but
also building joint programs, operating on a franchise basis, offering research programs
for particularly gifted young scientists (e.g. Junior-Year Programme at LMUM for students
from the USA) (see: Porträt WWW). For TUM, internationalisation is a combination of a small
homeland (Heimat) with the world, a way of acquiring talents. However, as a condition, it is
based on the freedom and open canon of values of an enlightened society. According to
TUM, links to the wider world should at the same time respect the identity of people from
other civilisation, cultural and religious circles. It is also seen as a bridge of understanding
between nations (Porträt WWW). The universities promote student exchange in a variety
of formats. For example, through the global events: ETHMeetsYou, Global Lecture Series,
Cybathlon, Digital Platform. It is worth emphasising that experts from politics and the
economy are involved in such events, and these relations take a form of a dialogue on
current challenges. These activities are also supported by other events (in on-line format)
like exhibitions, and lectures (see: Globale Präsenz WWW; Globale Events WWW).
7
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TUM w działaniach na rzecz integracji społeczności akademickiej ale i promocji oraz transferu wiedzy
wykorzystuje m.in. AlumniVerband oraz TUM Emeriti of Excellence.
Działania te ETHZ realizuje w ramach School for Continuing Education.
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Diversity is a nurtured academic value (e,g. for UZH, see: Diversity Policy der
Universität Zürich WWW) located in economically strong and multicultural academic
centres (Munich, Vienna). German-speaking Vielfalt can be found everywhere:
in diversity management, family friendliness, gender, healthy university, inclusion,
participation in cultural heritage. The Ludwig Maximilian Universität München (LMUM),
while respecting the idea of diversity, considers it as a factor and a condition for
success. As a result, it supports communities, where diversity can manifest itself.
It also serves as means to find talents from different and distant regions of the world.
The Universität Innsbruck (UI) in its declaration „We stand for it” (germ. “Dafür stehen wir”)
emphasizes support for a multitude of biographies, ideas, concepts of life, opinions and
methods. Thus, it is for an open society (see: Leitbild WWW). MUW is positioning itself
well through the promoted diversity of academic staff. In addition, it expresses social
responsibility with a focus on gender mainstreaming and gender medicine (see: Strategie
und Vision WWW).
In the canon of Wertschöpfung durch Wertschätzung of TUM is stated that the culture
of respect for (different) values makes a significant contribution to the value creation
within the university and its academic community. It promotes women and gender
equality, among other reasons, in order to become an attractive technical college for
women. Engagement in famielienbewußt activities is to convince about the possibility
of reconciling work, family and studies (Die Universität – Leitbild WWW). Universität
Heidelberg also openly declares its commitment to gender equality and the work–life
balance. Universities, paying tribute to the diversity and equality of all their members,
extend their initiatives beyond university walls and country borders (Das Profil der
Universität WWW).
TUM emphasises that young “talents with an awareness of values” are at the centre
of the university’s involvement. The continuity of knowledge development is important,
hence the emphasis on integrating young people with experienced scientists and key
people of previous generations. According to the Universität Heidelberg (UH), this alliance
of learning from different environments creates an excellent basis for identifying new
challenges and deliberately addressing them (Das Profil der Universität WWW). The
Universität Zürich (UZH) supports legitimate differentiation in research and education and
in its daily life. By rejecting discriminatory behaviour, it promotes a culture of multiplicity,
assuming social responsibility, freedom from discrimination: space, language of
communication (Verhaltenskodex Gender Policy WWW).
Institutions manage diversity with a wide range of specialist advice and services. In
international academia, this factor is taken into account in the evaluation and accreditation
process, which sometimes is a prerequisite for bilateral and multilateral cooperation and
mobility agreements (Porträt WWW; Die Universität – Leitbild WWW).
Evaluation is a standard procedure at the universities, it aims at ensuring the
optimisation and long-term quality assurance in important areas of the university’s
functioning and its relations with the external bodies. The evaluation should be
comprehensive, systematic, regular, as well as using appropriate diagnostic methods
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and tools. These activities are dedicated to the permanent improvement of quality
management. This is done in so-called closed circles. Proper evaluation involves
stakeholders and maintain an open dialogue. Access to information and all-important
matters without barriers, to an appropriate degree and in multiple languages is an integral
part of this process (Strategische Grundsätze WWW). It is a commonly accepted norm
to associate evaluation with the overall development of the universities (e.g. versatility
and innovation – Geneva) (see: Enseignement WWW) and with the management model
and the decision-making structures. Thus, it is woven into the creation of the university’s
quality culture (Qualitätsenctwicklung UZH WWW).
Transparency and activity reporting are standard practices at Western universities.
The Universität Zürich (UZH) emphasised particularly the importance of three levels of
transparency, i.e., projects financed from public funds, professorships sponsored by
external entities; personal ties / interests of university representatives with external
institutions (see: Qualitätsenctwicklung UZH WWW). The Universität Innsbruck (UI) makes
research results available to the public in order to initiate further development, debates
in the academic community and about academic community itself (see: Leitbild WWW),
while UZH in its Code of Conduct... emphasizes the fact that data is compiled, collected
and analysed, taking into account the gender factors and use in the current operations
(Verhaltenskodex Gender Policy WWW).

Conclusions
The conducted analysis of the leading universities of the German-speaking countries
confirmed the assumption, that the traditional mission of the university encompasses
flexible entry into the new management models and areas of institutional activity, as
well as research fields of special social importance. The catalogue of aims and values,
expressed in various ways, refers to universitas and the modern “knowledge enterprise”.
The postulate of autonomy, freedom and self-governance is continuously reiterated.
Hence, empowering its stakeholders and representing their interests. Universities shape
their external relations in similar way. They strongly emphasize their own contribution to
civil society, the economy and the knowledge society. Their social responsibility focuses
on solving contemporary social problems and sustainable future. The modernity of
universities is reflected in the university as an institution, relations with the environment,
social responsibility, knowledge management and the organisation of the scientific
community.
These research outcomes can be the starting point for the further, in-depth and
extended research on the operational model of the best universities in Europe in the
context of global educational and socio-economic challenges. This would allow weaker
universities to optimise their management and increase the level of competitiveness.
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Abstract
This analytical essay is devoted to identifying the features of the formation and development of the
Swedish model of the welfare state. The authors study the factors that played the main role in the
development of the Swedish model. The authors also assess the impact of the 2008 economic crisis
and the COVID-19 pandemic on the Swedish welfare state.
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Główne czynniki współczesnego rozwoju europejskich państw opiekuńczych:
przypadek Szwecji
Streszczenie
Niniejszy esej poświęcony jest identyfikacji cech kształtowania się i rozwoju szwedzkiego modelu
państwa opiekuńczego. Autorzy badają czynniki, które odegrały główną rolę w rozwoju szwedzkiego modelu. Oceniają również wpływ kryzysu gospodarczego z 2008 roku i pandemii COVID-19 na
szwedzkie państwo opiekuńcze.
Słowa kluczowe: państwo opiekuńcze, Szwecja, socjaldemokracja, decentralizacja, deindustrializacja, kryzys gospodarczy, pandemia COVID-19.

The study of social development models attracted the attention of sociologists, political scientists, and economists throughout the 20th century, having received a logical
conclusion within the framework of the concept of the welfare state. The formation of the
concept of the socially responsible state is associated with the names of such scientists
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as Asa Briggs, Harold Wilensky, Maurizio Ferrera, Gøsta Esping-Andersen, Thomas Humphrey Marshall, Richard Titmuss, and others. At the present stage, discussions on the
state’s role in social welfare and development ensuring continues.
Despite the high interest in the concept of the welfare state, there is no consensus among
scientists even on the definition of this concept. Some authors offer narrow definitions such
as “involving the state in social protection and social services” (Cochrane, Clarke 1993:
p. 4), meanwhile others offer more complex definitions. Nevertheless, the development
of primarily European states has contributed to the classification of welfare states into
different types. One of the most popular classification belongs to Esping-Andersen (1990),
which includes three types or “regimes of welfare capitalism”: (1) liberal, characteristic of
the Anglo-Saxon countries; (2) social-democratic, developed in the Scandinavian countries;
(3) conservative, inherent in the states of continental Europe. Although the typology of
Esping-Andersen remains quite popular, it is subject of criticism and significant additions.
In particular, Ferrera (1996) proposed a fourth type – the Mediterranean or southern, which
is characterised by the low level of institutionalisation of public services, extensive informal
ties and the high importance of traditions in everyday life. Some researchers distinguish
the “radical type” of the welfare state, which is inherent in Australia and New Zealand,
where the main attributes are the regulation of the minimum wage and the presence of
mandatory arbitration and protectionist consensus.
Such a variety of types of welfare states attests to their diversity not only around the
world, but also on the European continent. In this essay, we would like to consider the
case of Sweden, identifying the main factors that influenced the formation of the Swedish model of the welfare state, as well as the factors that affect the recent development
of the Swedish welfare state.
Analysing the works of the prominent scientists Esping-Andersen (1990), Ferrera
(1996), Svallfors (2011), we can identify several factors that contributed to the development
of the Swedish welfare state. First of all, this is industrialisation. Industrial economic
growth, demographic changes, and the development of science have provided
new resources to fight poverty, disease, and premature death. Industrialisation was
complemented by the impact of institutions. Reforms played an important role. One of
the first was the land reform, which increased the equality of resources through a more
equal distribution of land (Olsson, Svensson 2010). In addition, in the mid-19th century,
there were anti-corruption measures that laid the foundation for the further development
of Sweden, which Rothstein (2011) calls an anti-corruption “big bang”. Thus, freedom of
the press was introduced, aristocratic prerogatives to hold the highest positions in the
state were abolished, women obtained equal rights with men, and a clear tax system
was introduced. Later, this list of innovations was supplemented by the reform of the
education system, the strengthening of the role of trade unions and the introduction
of social insurance schemes, which served as a basis for combating inequality and
poverty. The implementation of the reforms was ensured by the non-corrupt meritocratic
government bureaucracy. An important factor of the development of welfare state
(including Sweden) was the combination of the interests of two groups: (1) the industrial
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proletariat, interested in meeting the minimum social needs and obtaining protection in
the event of illness, unemployment, old age, etc., and (2) the political elites, whose goal
was to maintain social order and improve the standard of living of the population.
The challenge for the Swedish welfare state began in the 1990s, when the country
faced the consequences of a deep recession and was forced to implement structural
reforms. The next significant challenge was the 2008 global economic crisis. And, of
course, we should not forget about the crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.
These events not only affected the economic, social, and political spheres, but also
forced researchers to write about the “decline” and “fall” of the Swedish welfare state
(Park 2005; Wahl 2011; Miller 2019). Despite all the difficulties, we cannot speak about the
“fall” of the Swedish welfare state, as it continues to develop, responding to threats and
transforming itself.
Institutions remain a particularly important factor in the modern development of the
Swedish welfare state. Legal, political, and economic institutions are flexible and can effectively adapt to rapidly changing challenges. A skillful combination of market economy
and government regulation allows Sweden to achieve high economic and social indicators (Viana, Cuhna 2016; Eriksoon et al. 2021).
Social democracy is an important factor in the development of the Swedish welfare
state. As Lapidus (2021) emphasises, the welfare state and the Swedish model of social
democracy have a common history, and the ideological origins of the Swedish welfare
state lie in the ideology of social democracy. In this case, it should be noted the role
played by the Swedish Social Democratic Party since its establishment in the late
19th century and has maintained its popularity since the 1940s. The leading role of the
Social Democrats in recent years has been complemented by the strengthening of the
positions of civil society organisations. In this context, we should not belittle the role of
decentralisation in the country. Swedish public administration consists of three levels:
national, regional and local. Moreover, there is no hierarchy between local authorities,
counties and regions, since each has its own authorities responsible for different issues.
EU membership also makes it necessary to address many issues at the regional level.
Local authorities, counties and regions have taken responsibility for regional issues and
developed various forms of regional cooperation.
In addition, as Laruffa (2019) notes, there is no polarisation of the discourses “antiwelfare” and “social investment” in Sweden, thus, the idea of welfare state is supported.
Public opinion polls demonstrate that the attitude of citizens to the welfare state in the
period from 1981 to 2010 was positive (Svallfors 2011). More and more people are willing
to pay more taxes for social security policies. This thesis is also confirmed by the results
of a survey conducted in 2014. Half of the respondents are in favor of strengthening
support for the welfare state, but only 19% were in favor of reducing the role of the state
(SOM Institute Survey 2014).
Another factor of the development of the Swedish welfare state is deindustrialisation.
On the one hand, this process is a challenge, since it leads to transformations, especially
in the structure of employment, and it also generates instability in the labor market.
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But on the other hand, it requires state intervention, expanding transfer payments and
providing a greater range of social services (Iversen, Cusack 2000).
Nevertheless, the Swedish welfare state is currently facing challenges that are
significant for any welfare state. These challenges include globalisation and migration.
Globalisation and internationalisation are conducive to the development of international
economic and political ties. They are associated with neoliberal ideas, which significantly
weaken the welfare state. The strengthening of large business corporations provokes
inequality and weakens well-being, while allowing businesses to influence public policy
(Yay, Aksoy 2018). Despite the fact that before the 2008 global economic crisis Sweden
managed to reduce social spending by an average of 1.21% annually, the crisis that
engulfed the globalising world forced an increase in spending related to infrastructure
programs, unemployment benefits, loan and mortgage support. Sweden now allocates
2.6% more of its GDP annually for social protection (Josifidis et al. 2015).
Increased migration flows to Sweden in 2010–2011 and 2015–2016 led to an increase
in the number of publications on the impact of migration on welfare states (Butenko,
Chekmazov 2020). On the one hand, migration benefits the host countries, and on the
other, it puts them at a disadvantage. In this regard, it is noted that a generous welfare
model that covers everyone, but which can be undermined by excessive burden, requires the selection and differentiation of potential new members of society (Gebhardt
2016). According to Sanandaji (2012: p. 20): “Part of the increase in income inequality since
around 1980 relates to the increased inflow of immigrants to Sweden”. Moreover, policies
of high taxes, generous benefits, and a regulated labor market discourage integration
into the labor market, which in turn contributes to rising inequality.
The consequences of the 2008 global economic crisis were quite serious for many countries, including Sweden. But the crisis caused by COVID-19 has forced welfare states, despite
chronic problems and weaknesses, to mobilise their resources. Sweden’s strategy was
radically different from that of other European states, yielding to criticism from both some
parties and civil society organisations. Despite the criticism, a number of restrictive measures
were introduced, they worked quite successfully. Nevertheless, the measures did not help to
protect a particularly vulnerable social group – the elderly over 70 years old, among whom
the mortality rate was very high (Granberg et al. 2021). The main problem was that the reforms
carried out, based on neoliberal political rationality, led to the deregulation of the health sector, its decentralisation and orientation towards economic efficiency. However, the Swedish
authorities can learn a lesson from this for the future reform of the welfare state.
Summing up, it is worth noting that the Swedish welfare state continues to develop.
Despite the challenges, there are ongoing reforms that help to adapt to changing conditions. The current crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic is a chance for the Swedish
welfare state to rethink its foundations and improve.
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Abstract
The author analyses new directions of development of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
(SCO), examines the geopolitical reasons of their emergence, and identifies the role and place
of the Organisation in the framework of the Greater Eurasian Partnership (GEP).The author also
presents the Development Strategy of the SCO until 2025 and identifies the areas of common
interests with the GEP’s development ideas, which are focused on the economic and trade-related measures along with the issues of political interaction and cooperation in the field of
social security.
In conclusion the author claims, that SCO countries are acting as “drivers” of regional development
and making a concerted effort to create the necessary conditions for ensuring sustainable social
and economic development. The new development directions of the SCO demonstrate that the
Organisation is able to adapt to new conditions of the changing world, while its participation in new
formats of interaction is in demand among the countries of the Eurasian continent.
Keywords: Eurasian integration, Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), Greater Eurasian
Partnership (GEP), Russia, China, Belt & Road Initiative (BRI), Silk Road Economic Belt (SREB)

Rozwój Szanghajskiej Organizacji Współpracy w ramach Wielkiego Partnerstwa Euroazjatyckiego – rosyjski punkt widzenia
Streszczenie
Autor przedstawia nowe kierunki rozwoju Szanghajskiej Organizacji Współpracy (ang. SCO), bada
geopolityczne przyczyny ich powstania oraz identyfikuje rolę i miejsce Organizacji w ramach Wielkiego Partnerstwa Euroazjatyckiego (ang. GEP). Autor także omawia Strategię rozwoju SCO do 2025
roku oraz identyfikuje obszary będące przedmiotem wspólnego zainteresowania z ideami rozwojowymi GEP, które koncentrują się na działaniach gospodarczych i handlowych oraz zagadnieniach
interakcji politycznych i współpracy w dziedzinie bezpieczeństwa społecznego.
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W podsumowaniu autor wnioskuje, że państwa SCO działają jako “motory” rozwoju regionalnego,
podejmując wspólne wysiłki w celu stworzenia warunków niezbędnych do zapewnienia trwałego
rozwoju społecznego i gospodarczego. Nowe kierunki rozwoju SCO pokazują, że Organizacja potrafi
dostosować się do nowych warunków zmieniającego się świata, a jej udział w nowych formatach
współpracy jest pozytywnie oceniany w krajach kontynentu euroazjatyckiego.
Słowa kluczowe: integracja euroazjatycka, Szanghajska Organizacja Współpracy (SCO), Wielkie
Partnerstwo Euroazjatyckie (GEP), Rosja, Chiny, Inicjatywa Pasa i Szlaku, Nowy Szlak Jedwabny.

The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) continues its activity on international
arena, remaining a classic example of the open regional organisation1. In 2021 the SCO
will celebrate the 20th anniversary of its establishment by the leaders of Russia, China,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. Initially, the Organisation focused on
building an institutional framework, on joining their ranks with observers and dialogue
partners. However, in the last few years the SCO pays more attention to the trade and
economic cooperation and the processes of Eurasian integration.

Development Strategy of the SCO until 2025 and Russian viewpoint
In May 2015, the leaders of Russia and China underlined in a joint statement that the
SCO would become the main platform for the implementation of economic integration in
Eurasia. The conjunction of the Eurasian Economic Union and the land-based part of Chinese
BRI2 – the Silk Road Economic Belt (SREB) will be implemented on this platform. Moreover,
this work will be carried out in bilateral and multilateral formats of interaction (see: Joint
statement… 2015). Two months later, during the SCO summit held in 2015 in Ufa the heads
of member states adopted the Development Strategy of the SCO until 2025, which focuses
on trade and economic cooperation measures along with issues of political relations and
security cooperation (see: Development Strategy… 2015). In the medium term, these measures
comply with the objectives of the Silk Road Economic Belt initiative (the initial name of BRI).
These objectives include the creation of thefavourable investment and business climate,
support for business initiatives, implementation of projects in priority areas of cooperation
and development of infrastructure, cooperation in the development of production
capacities, promoting integration into the global economy, minimising the negative effects
of globalisation and crises in the international economic processes on national economies.
Within the framework of the SCO, practical measures are planned for the implementation of
specific economic and investment projects (Development Strategy… 2015).
Speaking at the SCO Summit in Ufa in July 2015, president Vladimir Putin expressed
the Russian viewpoint concerning the prospects for trade and economic cooperation
and joining the Chinese SREB initiative. He claimed: “Colleagues, we place particular
emphasis on continuing to develop trade and economic cooperation within the SCO. It is
1
2

See more in previous publications: Kulintsev 2015b, 2019.
The One Belt One Road, or Belt & Road Initiative (BRI) includes: Silk Road Economic Belt (SREB) and “The
21st Century Maritime Silk Road”.
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clear that if we join our efforts together, we can handle crises in the global economy and
finances more effectively and have easier tasks in overcoming various restrictions and
barriers. We think it important to develop our cooperation in ensuring food, transport,
energy and financial security. We are ready to work closely together to coordinate and
build links between the two integration projects – the Eurasian Economic Union and the
Silk Road Economic Belt” (Speech… 2015).
When Donald Trump took his office in the White House, the experts noticed some
changes of the U.S. foreign policy. They claimed that the positions of the West countries
were weakening (Rolland 2019: p. 9). But in fact the narrative of the U.S. administration
was still directed against Moscow and Beijing. The U.S. policy was oriented to the restrain
of economic development of Russia and China. It was one of the reasons to introduce
the idea of the Grater Eurasian Partnership, as well as Chinese Belt and Road Initiative.
The form of the international order, where the countries of the West are dominated
and impose their own conditions to other countries, cannot be accepted by Moscow
and Beijing. In order to maintain the social and political stability in Eurasia both countries
(Russia and China) have to expand its economic and political relations.

The Greater Eurasian Partnership
Nowadays the regional integration in Eurasia is implemented by two main players –
Russia and China. Russia makes it via mechanisms of Eurasian Economic Union3, China
implements the Belt and Road Initiative4, and both countries work together in Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation.5 There are several large scale integration projects have been
coexisting in Eurasia. Those projects have intercrossing member states and similar
declared aims. It requires finding out a new approach to set up a common directions for
integration processes development in Eurasia.
This situation has stipulated the initiation of idea of Greater Eurasian Partnership, which
was announced to the international community during the St.Petersburg International
Economic Forum (Stenogramma… 2016). President Putin offered to create the Greater
Eurasian Partnership involving the SCO member states and the Eurasian Economic Union
(EAEU) participants, including China, India, Pakistan, Iran, CIS countries and several other
states. The activity of the above-mentioned partnership should be aimed at establishing
a new format of international cooperation in Eurasia by supporting the idea of conjunction
of the Eurasian integration with the Chinese BRI.
From the very beginning, the GEP was oriented to the support for political stability
and security, as well as to the creation of conditions for trade-economic, financial and
investment development. At the same time the GEP reflects the perception of Russian
political leadership about future regional order. The GEP as a political project is aimed to
protect international positions of Moscow and to strengthen its regional influence.
3
4
5

See more: Kinyakin, Kucheriavaia 2019.
See more: Amighini 2017; Kulintsev 2015a.
See more: Kulintsev 2015b.
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The GEP concept has been repeatedly discussed at various conferences and in the
expert society. It has become a flagship Russian initiative to develop Eurasian integration,
but there are challenges have been identified (see more: Petrovsky 2017). Among the
main risks are the too large geographical scale of the project, the lack of specific working
mechanisms, the lack of joint interests of the countries involved. Some experts even
call it “vague and elusive, which makes it possible to fill it with any substance, fearing no
consequences, and boost its own image, taking no risks whatsoever” (Gabuev, Zuenko
2018: p.158).
The concept of the Greater Eurasian Partnership gains advantage of the SCO’s potential as a part of new integration project. This means that starting from 2016, Russia pays
more attention to the new development direction of the SCO, implying that SCO should
be one of the main pillars of the new world order in Eurasia.
China pays high attention to the SCO’s development and since its establishment
wants to increase the Organisation’s economic potential and to include it into the
integration formats. The Chinese experience demonstrates that Beijing is ready to adopt
all aspects of SCO’s participation in regional economic integration. China has been
precisely, methodically and gradually entering into economic integration by building
a network of international relations, contributing to its development strategy and
correcting irregularities in its economy, while at the same time solving political problems
(Zakić 2019: p. 45).
At the same time, Russia called for combining the potential of all the integration
formats like the EAEU, the BRI, the SCO and the ASEAN to build the foundation for the
Greater Eurasian Partnership (see: Belt and Road International Forum 2017).
The new SCO’s function is highlighted in the proposed scenario for the creation of the
new integrated structure in Eurasia – the SCO should link the SREB and the EAEU. In this
case Russia pursues its geopolitical goals, trying to align the asymmetry of economic
opportunities between Moscow and Beijing in Central Asia and to keep this region as
a sphere of traditional influence of Russia without damaging the processes of Eurasian
integration.

Directions of the SCO’s development
The geography of central part of Eurasia provides the SCO participants with a strategic
advantage in implementing integration projects. Almost no one of the SCO members,
observers or dialogue partners opposed the idea of participating in the Greater Eurasian
Partnership. Most SCO countries also supported the China’s Belt and Road Initiative.
On the one hand, the heads of the SCO member states see economic and geopolitical
prospects of new integration projects. On the other hand, the initiators of the Eurasian
integration understand the importance of incorporation of their own projects into the
SCO agenda. For almost two decades the SCO has successfully acted as a guarantor
of peace and stability in the region. In other words, it provides vital conditions for the
sustainable economic development of the member states.
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The uniqueness of geopolitical and geoeconomic situation of the SCO countries
in the system of international relations in Eurasia led to the signing of the Agreement
between the governments of the SCO member states on creation of favourable conditions
for international road transport, which came into force in January 2017.
In November 2019, the SCO Council of Heads of State adopted the Concept of
interaction between railway administrations (Joint communique… 2019). This document
became the basis for the creation of general legal provisions in the field of railway
transport, which fits the common direction of development of the GEP integration potential
and provides the floor for unleashing the SCO transit potential through transcontinental
freight in Eurasia. According to experts, annually more than 23 million containers are sent
from China to Southeast Asia and Europe, and the volume of container cargo traffic from
China to Europe over the previous 9 years has shown a 40-fold increase (SCO Secretary
General… 2020).
The improvement of transport infrastructure and creation of optimal cargo transportation routes are the priorities for the development of the SCO and the creation of
the GEP. The SCO has the Special Working Group on Customs Cooperation, which in
November 2019 organised the signing the Memorandum between customs services on
mutual integration of national transit systems by the Council of Heads of Government
(Joint communique… 2019). In this context the efforts of the SCO member states contribute to improving transport connectivity in Eurasia, allowing to implement innovative
technological solutions and to develop multimodal transport and logistics centers within
the GEP.
The SCO is constantly searching for new ways of cooperation. As one of the drivers
of global economic development, the participating countries are making concerted efforts to create the necessary conditions for ensuring sustainable social and economic
development in Eurasia.
In November 2019, in order to enhance economic cooperation and improve the
investment climate, the Council of Heads of Government approved the updated
Programme of multilateral trade and economic cooperation of state members of the SCO
(see: Joint communique… 2019). The programme is aimed at consistent strengthening
of the open, transparent and non-discriminatory multilateral trading system in the Eurasian
region. According to the SCO Secretariat, in 2018 the SCO’s economic importance was
also determined by the fact that the SCO member states produced GDP worth over 18
trillion dollars (or more than 22% of world GDP). It is supposed that by 2025 this figure will
reach 38–40% (Ran 2019: p. 20).
The promotion of trade and economic cooperation allows balancing the previous
direction of development of the SCO focused primarily on ensuring political interaction
and regional security. The development of the Organisation is becoming more stable,
that contributes to the growing importance of the SCO on the international arena, as well
as increases the interest of participants in mutual development.
Currently one of the main challenges for the Organisation is to maintain new
development directions in the difficult external environment. After the enlargement of
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the SCO, the total power and influence of the Organisation has increased significantly,
allowing to set more ambitious goals objectives.

Russian presidency in SCO in 2019–2020
The priorities announced by the Russian presidency in SCO in 2019–2020 completely
correspond with the needs of the Organisation. First of all, one of the key points for Moscow will be to ensure continuity in the work of the Organisation. The efforts of the country
holding the presidency always focus on strengthening the SCO’s position in the sphere
of maintaining security and stability. Fighting against “three evils” and drug trafficking is
a traditional area of cooperation for the SCO. Additionally, the work will be continued on
resolving crisis situations and ensuring peaceful settlement of conflicts near the external
borders of the SCO countries6.
Secondly, Moscow sees great opportunities in expanding economic cooperation,
primarily in transport and logistics, infrastructure, science and technology, and innovation. It is expected that special emphasis will be placed on strengthening inter-regional
cooperation within the SCO. Among the planned events Russia announced the First
Forum of Heads of Regions of the SCO member states.
The development of cultural and humanitarian relations, promotion of common
moral and ethical values, intensification of cooperation in the fields of education, health,
ecology, culture, tourism and youth contacts will be continued. It is planned to hold
a series of large-scale events dedicated to the 75th anniversary of the victory in World
War II.
Thirdly, Russia is planning to consolidate the SCO member states and to deepen
foreign policy coordination in order to harmonise positions on topical international and
regional issues and to develop joint initiatives. It is expected that the SCO countries will
strengthen coordination of positions within the United Nations (UN), as well as increase
practical cooperation with the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), the
Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO), the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS), the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and
the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), including exchange of experience and promoting
joint projects and initiatives (Tarasenko 2019: p. 6).
At the same time, the Russian presidency priorities include new directions for the
SCO’s development. Firstly, this implies promoting synergy between the potentials of
national development strategies and multilateral integration projects. In this context the
goal is to establish the SCO as one of the pillars of the space of broad, equal and mutually
beneficial cooperation in Eurasia in the interests of ensuring reliable security and sustainable development within the framework of the idea of a Greater Eurasian Partnership.
Secondly, Moscow is planning to launch inter-parliamentary cooperation in the SCO
by creating a mechanism for interaction between the legislative bodies of the SCO mem6

Author means the complex of problems in Syria and Afghanistan, as well as the situation around the
Iranian nuclear programme.
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ber states, which also allows to advance the practical implementation of the Eurasian
integration initiatives (Priorities… WWW).
In relation to the outbreak of new coronavirus in the world, in the first quarter of 2020
the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation began to develop proposals for rapid response
to infectious disease outbreaks. In particular, the SCO Secretariat sent several proposals
to the relevant departments of the member states for consideration. They include the
development of multilateral mechanism for prompt notification in case of emergence of
epidemic hotbeds which have the potential for wide dissemination.
Previously, in 2018, the Organisation showed deep concern with the persistent threat
of epidemics, including the flu, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and other
particularly dangerous infections. At the summit in Qingdao (China), the Heads of State
of the SCO made the Statement on joint efforts against the threat of epidemics in the
SCO space and pointed out the need to enhance the sanitary and epidemiological safety
and the protection of public health, which is vital for the sustainable development and
prosperity of the regional countries (Statement by the Heads 2018).
This direction is also becoming one of the new development vectors of the
Organisation. Within the SCO, the countries develop close relations with each other
at the level of heads of ministries and departments responsible for health and the
epidemiological situation. A number of documents have already been adopted, and
working mechanisms have been created to ensure cooperation between the relevant
organisations of the SCO countries in the field of health. The meetings of Ministers of
health and Heads of services of the SCO member states responsible for the maintenance
of the population’s sanitary and epidemiological wellbeing are held. Despite the fact that
a number of SCO’s events were postponed due the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the existing mechanisms of cooperation allowed to continue conducting meetings in the
format of video-conference.

Conclusions
The new development directions of the SCO, presented in this paper, demonstrate
that the Organisation is able to quickly adapt to the new conditions of the changing world,
and its participation in new formats of interaction is in demand among the countries of
the Eurasian continent.
The structural change in the composition of the SCO and the acceptance of new states
as full members allows considering the Organisation as a kind of platform of the Eurasian
alternative to the Western world. While implementing trade and economic initiatives
within the Greater Eurasian Partnership, the SCO with its clearly defined organisational
structure can be assigned the role of a political and ideological basis representing the
interests of the non-Western world.
The vector of regional development of the SCO has expanded significantly. It should
be expected that in the medium term the SCO will begin to develop in the direction of
a global integration institution and will move away from the status of an organisation,
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whose priority was Russian-Chinese relations in the post-Soviet space. The SCO format
provides additional guaranties to the states participating in the construction of the Greater
Eurasian Partnership to develop mutually beneficial cooperation and to implement
integration economic projects based on their national interests.
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